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ABSTRACT
Background
A great deal has been written about the English language medical interview in the 
western world, but almost nothing is known about the nature of doctor-patient 
consultations in other cultural contexts. This study is concerned with a description of 
consultations conducted in English in Abu Dhabi, UAE, specifically with the extent to 
which such consultations are doctor-centred.
Methods
Interviews were conducted in the hospitals of Abu Dhabi. 67 interviews were 
collected which made substantial use of English: of these, 32 were selected in which 
there was little or no code-switching. Patients were: 11 Indian, 1 Sri Lankan, 1 
Somali, 1 Tunisian, 3 Egyptian, 3 Filipino, 1 Sudanese, 6 Pakistani, 1 Lebanese, 1 
Tanzanian, 1 Palestinian, 1 British and 1 Syrian; the doctors (M = 7, F = 1) were: 2 
Egyptian, 4 Indian, 1 Iraqi and 1 Palestinian.
The interviews were analysed using a mix of qualitative and quantitative analysis, 
drawn from validated (though often contradictory) traditions of research centred on 
previous approaches to the notion of doctor-centredness. The qualitative study is 
broadly ethnographic in orientation, the quantitative work measures such functional
elements as; question-type and frequency, initiations, signals of support, greetings and 
farewells, conversational interaction, social and clinical history of presenting problem, 
and management plan.
Results
The principal finding was that the doctors in this study employ a doctor-centred 
consultation style. They tend to ask closed questions; they seldom ask about social and 
psychological history, or check understanding; they seldom negotiate management 
plans. Patients ask few questions and speak relatively little. Interviews are short 
compared to western norms, greetings and farewells are brief and there is little social 
interaction.
Conclusion
Models of the medical interview which are current in the literature are misleading if 
applied to this cultural context. If more holistic medical training is conducted in UAE 
in line with current thinking in medical schools in UK and North America (or, 
generally, in non-western contexts), these findings will have considerable implications 
for medical training and education.
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
Research into the linguistic background of the United Arab Emirates is inevitably of 
vital importance since no linguistic studies have been undertaken in this area so far. 
However, it will be argued in this chapter and subsequent chapters of this study that 
more systematic investigations are required in this context in order to integrate the 
fragmented data and scrutinize the linguistic features available in the area. The aim 
is to assist in the development of a well-defined literature which may serve as a basis 
for conceptual and analytic linguistic studies in the future.
To fulfil some of these requirements, in this chapter I a) set the scene for the 
discussion of the socio-linguistic background of the United Arab Emirates and b) talk 
about the medical setting in the area.
1. The United Arab Emirates: a demographic profile
The UAE lies on the southern shores of the Arabian Gulf with a small coastline on 
the Gulf of Oman (see the map in Figure 1). It is bordered on the north by the 
Arabian Gulf, on the east by the Gulf of Oman and the Sultanate of Oman, to the 
south by Saudi Arabia and Oman and to the north west by Qatar and Saudi Arabia.
Figure 1
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Source: GEO projects (1979). The Oxford Map of The United Arab Emirates
The UAE consists of seven Emirates. Abu Dhabi is the largest Emirate, and the one 
in which the federal capital is situated. This biggest and richest Sheikhdom - Abu 
Dhabi - leads the other six. Other Emirates in order of size are Dubai, Sharjah, Ras 
A1 Khaimah, Fujairah, Umm A1 Quwain and Ajman (see the map in Figure 2).
The Emirates cover 90,536 sq. kms. (see UAE Embassy, 1994). In common with 
other countries in the region, demographic figures are relatively unreliable for all but 
very recent times, and even today may be inconsistent. Polmar (1991) gives a 
population figure of 1,698,000. A more recent estimate reported in the press suggests 
2,083,100 million. Of these, 871,100 live in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi (OSIC, 1994), 
which is the setting for the present investigation, with 591,200 living in the city of 
Abu Dhabi itself (see Appendix I, Newspapers).
The total population of UAE nationals has been assessed as 653,000 with expatriates, 
therefore, comprising - depending on which population figures one accepts - two 
thirds or more of the total population (see UAE Embassy op cit). The presence of 
vast numbers of non-Arabs on the streets is, for many visitors (and many who live 
there) the most noticeable feature of the country. It is certainly, as far as language use 
is concerned, the defining characteristic, and one observer (Sakr, 1980) has identified 
as many as 28 different nationalities. The picture today might well show even greater 
diversity.
Figure 2
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Source: United Arab Emirates Facts (1994). London: UAE Embassy.
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These countries tend to be relatively small and wealthy, with the wealth accruing 
from oil, financial services, or both. The wealth from these resources has provided 
an economic explosion. Consequently, the pace of expansion has necessitated a 
startling construction boom, as the machinery of government and of commerce has 
become established (see Figure 3).
It is to meet the need for labour, not only in the construction industry, but also in 
other fields, that many immigrant workers have been imported (see Table 1). Most 
of the working class is composed of immigrants from the Indian sub-continent, with 
nationals of other Arab countries, notably Egyptians, Palestinians, and Sudanese, well 
in evidence in administrative positions. There are several thousand European 
expatriates, mainly of British nationality (see GEO projects, 1979). A report by the 
Planning Ministry in UAE said that the UAE workforce is dominated by foreigners. 
It did not give a precise figure for the number of foreigners, but they were said to 
compose more than 70 per cent of the population (see Appendix I, Newspapers/
In their case study of immigration into the UAE, Birks and Sinclair provide a 
breakdown of work permit applications by nationality which shows that, in 1976, 
68.60 per cent of all economically active immigrants applying for visas were Asians, 
against only 20.20 per cent Arabs (see Sakr, 1980:182). More recently this pattern 
of Asian rather than Arab work permit applications has become even more marked. 
Figures for 1990 (Table 1) indicate just 13.75% for Arabs, and 82.58% for Asians.
Figure 3
lousands ol us S
PERCAPITA INCOME, U.A.E. AND SOME COUNTRIES FOR 1992
Saaudi Enynt Turkey U .A .EBrazilJapan
Arabia
Source: General Planning Department, Ministry of Planning, UAE, 1994.
T able 1
Persons granted work visas by nationality, 1986-1990
Year
Nationality
1990 1989 1988 1987 1986
Arab Countries 16133 17870 15629 13592 15506
India 54209 56203 48558 41141 41871
Pakistan 21674 22291 19774 17735 20474
Other Asian Countries 20981 20802 21496 16853 16844
Non-Arab African 
Countries
203 191 175 150 176
European Countries 3494 3512 3326 3362 4789
American Countries 492 428 340 307 457
Oceanic Countries 109 77 89 63 46
Not stated - 4 33 32 -
Total 117295 121378 109420 93235 100163
Source; Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, UAE (1991).
Statistics for the health services are still often patchy; however, a breakdown of 
doctors working in Abu Dhabi hospitals by nationality and sex is given in Table 2. 
The breakdown shows that only 11.15% of doctors working in Abu Dhabi hospitals 
are UAE national, 50.56% are Arab, 29.74% are Asian, and 8.55% are other 
expatriates.
Table 2
Doctors working in Abu Dhabi Hospitals by Nationality and Sex
Nationality
Al-Jazeerah Abu Dhabi Central Al-Mafriq
M* r** Total M F Total M F Total
1. UAE 13 13 26 4 - 4
2.Yeuieui 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1
3.Egyptian 23 2 25 13 - 13 10 1 11
4. Sudanese 5 2 7 7 - 7 4 - 4
S.Palestinian 10 2 12 3 1 4 3 - 3
6.Jordanian 8 1 9 6 - 6 2 - 2
T.Iraqi 6 2 8 3 - 3 3 2 5
8. Lebanese 1 - 1 1 1 2
9.Syrian 2 1 3 5 - 5
lO.Algerian 1 - 1
ll.Libyiui 1 - 1
12.Soniali 1 - 1
13 .Indian 13 2 15 8 2 10 20 8 28
14.PakLstani 1 3 4 8 3 11
IS.Bangladeshi 1 - 1
16.1ranian 3 1 4 1 - 1 3 1 4
IT.FIlipino 1 - 1 1 1
IS.British 4 - 4 1 - 1 4 1 5
19.1rish 1 - 1 1 - 1
20.Aiuerican 1 - 1 - 1
21.Canadian - 1 1 1 - 1
22. Australian 1 - 1
23.Dutch 1 - 1
24.Danish 1 - 1
25.Swedisb 1 - 1 1 - 1
26.Russian - 1 1
27.Brazilian 1 - 1
Source: Department o f  Planning, Ministry o f  Health, UAE (1993).
2. Language in UAE
The UAE is, clearly, a multilingual country where a variety of languages are 
employed among UAE nationals, immigrants, and expatriates. I shall be using these 
terms throughout as follows:
UAE nationals are citizens of the Emirates. The vast majority of nationals have 
Arabic LI. Many but not all of these are local Arab bedouin and their descendants 
who are regarded as the original inhabitants of the Gulf area. Other Arab speakers, 
however, (Egyptians, Sudanese, Palestinians, etc.) are also represented in this group. 
A minority of nationals are of Pakistani, Indian, or Iranian origin and, therefore, 
probably do not have Arabic LI. Precise figures for ethnic and linguistic background 
for this group are not known.
Immigrants are not citizens of UAE, and are composed of people from the Indian 
sub-continent and Iran whose LI is Malayalam, Baluchi, Farsi, Bengali, Urdu, etc. 
as well as nationals of other Arab countries, such as Egyptians, Syrians, Lebanese, 
Palestinians, and Sudanese, who speak Arabic as their native tongue and LI and for 
whom English is an L2.
Finally, expatriates are those of western origin (Europeans, north Americans and the 
like) whose native tongue and LI are overwhelmingly a European language, most 
usually English.
These categories are, of course, not completely watertight. Moreover, it should be 
emphasised that in the present state of our knowledge, statements about language 
background should be treated cautiously.
It is clear that the diversity of unrelated languages and cultures in the region has 
helped to create a multilingual society where one may find oneself obliged to speak 
more than two languages to interact appropriately with other people. In such a 
multilingual country it has happened that a single language will be imposed by decree 
(Russian in the USSR, Castilian in Franco’s Spain) and this has obvious potential for 
discrimination and inequality. This has not happened in the Emirates. For instance, 
in Dubai, which comes after Abu Dhabi, the capital, in importance, a local man 
whose LI is Arabic might speak Arabic with his children, Urdu with his Pakistani 
wife, Farsi with his immigrant neighbour whose LI is Farsi, and English with the 
Indian cashier in the bank. This type of multilingualism is common, and a 
monolingual UAE man is rare (though there are probably more monolingual women).
2.1. The historical development of English in UAE society
The ethnographic nature (Watson-Gegeo, 1988; Saville-Troike, 1989) of UAE society 
has emerged and developed since clusters of immigrants - the South Asians, Persians 
and Arabs from the upper Gulf countries - settled in the UAE during the late fifties 
and early sixties looking for jobs (see Sakr, 1980). Such mass immigration of 
multilingual and multicultural people paved the way for English to penetrate UAE
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society. The English, Urdu and Persian languages, in addition to Arabic, are the main 
mediums of communication among people at present there. The English language is 
thus used as a medium of communication with expatriates imported from Western 
countries to participate in the development of UAE, and also it has been used there 
during the last three decades for its prestigious status in general (see Kachru, 1982).
The official language of UAE is Arabic. However, English is widely spoken in the 
area. The Emirates has 4 English language daily newspapers, and 2 weekly magazines 
(see UAE Embassy, 1994). English is used as a lingua franca across these linguistic 
and cultural boundaries within the UAE and beyond (see Tay, 1982; Platt, 1984). 
It functions also as a symbol of modernization and has, therefore, a particularly wide 
use in business, technology, science, travel and so on, in ways that echo familiar 
patterns elsewhere in the world (see Pride et al., 1982; Kuo, 1985; Kachru, 1986; 
Thompson, 1991), though there are no studies of its prevalence.
2.2. The general features of the English language in UAE
The use of the English language in UAE, which has been increased rapidly in the last 
two decades by the complex sociolinguistic situation of UAE, as mentioned earlier, 
has been influenced by the mother tongues of its speakers. The people of UAE appear 
frequently to code-switch while using English (though there are to date no studies of 
this). The choice of lexical items may reflect their social background as well as their 
nationalities. This phenomenon is presumably similar to what Halliday et al. (1972:
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150) claim, that in England, and to a lesser extent in France, Scotland, Australia and 
the United States, a person’s speech is determined not only by the region he comes 
from but also by the class he comes from, or the class he is trying to move into.
Language choices, therefore, are probably made on the basis of both the linguistic 
and social environment (see McEntegart and Page, 1982; Russell, 1982; Preston, 
1989). In such an area one may find himself in contact with speakers of different 
varieties which may take place naturally as the result of language contact in high- 
contact situations there (see Stewart, 1972). As Trudgill (1983) remarks, increased 
geographical mobility, and increased world population, have probably led to an 
increase in contact situations, and thus, perhaps, to an increase in non-natural changes 
and relatively more analytic linguistic structures.
3. The Present Study
The main focus of this study will be on the application of the English language in the 
hospitals of Abu Dhabi, and particularly in medical interviews, treating such 
interactions as "social events" using the phrase in Fisher’s sense (Fisher, 1983). It is 
precisely the social nature of these interactions that are the central object of the 
present enquiry. How do people use English to confirm, assert or negotiate social 
roles and treatment decisions?
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Of course, it may be expected that medical interviews differ from conversations in 
many respects. Data which exists (all of it from western, developed countries) gives 
a picture of doctor-centred interaction. Referring to this point, Shuy (1979) says that 
there is an expectation of balanced participation in normal conversation. Participants 
talk, introduce topics and respond to topics in about the same quantities. This is not 
true in medical interviews (quoted in Fisher, 1983: 5). This issue is discussed in 
greater detail below. There are, however, two important points which are worth 
emphasising at this preliminary stage. Firstly, statements about the doctor-centred 
nature of the medical interview in UK/USA - which is where most of the studies were 
undertaken - draw on data which predate the explosion of interest in "Communication 
Skills" training for doctors since the mid-1980s, and much of this work is slightly 
polemical in flavour (Fisher, 1982; West, 1984; Mishler, 1984). Present-day studies 
might yield very different patterns (Skelton, work in progress). Secondly, a fact 
which is seldom brought to light in studies which assert a high degree of doctor- 
centredness: these studies have concentrated on brief, first interviews, often between 
strangers, with the patient’s first presentation of a problem. This is quite unlike many 
types of medical interview - for example, in the context of the management of chronic 
problems, psychiatric illness or counselling.
On the other hand, the brief and impersonal interview may be typical of many sets 
of circumstances around the world. Societies with fewer resources to spend on 
medicine than is the norm in the developed world may compensate by making 
individual medical interviews as brief as possible. There is, once more, a dearth of
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data in this area, but it is not uncommon, in India for example, to aim for one-minute 
consultations in primary care (Hobbs, personal communication). This fact may create 
a climate of expectation even in well-resourced health services such as those of UAE.
Equally, however, my impression at the outset was that doctors working in hospitals 
in UAE demonstrate an ability to respond flexibly to their patients with respect to 
language, social role and style. They adapt their style of speaking to suit the social 
situation in which they find themselves, and according to the person they are talking 
to, and the point behind the talk.
3.1. Medical setting in UAE
To this point, therefore, there is a picture of medical English as a variety 
characterised by its strategic use in the medical interview to accomplish a treatment 
decision (see Fisher, 1982:59). This picture may be distorted, however, in L2 
environments, particularly in the developing world and with patients of limited 
educational sophistication. Under these circumstances, moreover, the information 
provided by doctors lacks presentational and persuasional strategies on which the 
understanding of patients and interaction between doctors and patients are based.
Certainly, medical work in UAE hospitals should not be dealt with regardless of the 
demographic nature of UAE communities as well as the feature of multilingualism 
there. This is in accordance with Frankel (1984), who says that we have to
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understand medical work in its own context. Demography is a key element of overall 
context, both with respect to the quality of information exchanged and indeed its 
quantity (ibid: 103). However, one might suggest that the English language which is 
used in UAE hospitals is maintained or declines in response to the nationality of both 
doctors and patients and not to the amount of new information that the English 
language carries.
3.2. English as a language of communication in the medical setting of UAE
In the distant past, Chinese, Arabic and Latin were traditionally the most powerful 
mediums of medical and scientific communication (Maher, 1986). These languages 
represent the three great traditions of medicine. English as the language through 
which medicine is conducted in the Gulf is a very recent phenomenon. Since the 
gradual introduction of English from the 1950s and 1960s the language has faced 
some serious problems with mutual intelligibility, caused by the multicultural and 
multilingual nature of both doctors and patients.
As mentioned earlier in this research, in a multilingual society like UAE, the English 
language plays a significant role in enhancing or decreasing the process of 
communication. Poor communication, which may lead to misdiagnosis (Bonnano, 
1982; Pendleton, 1983), might be a frequent issue here - either because patients 
simply have not understood their doctor’s English, or expressed themselves well in 
English. However, the use of English by UAE doctors might not be enough to
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communicate effectively with their patients but they must also have a degree of 
familiarity with their culture and educational level (see Bochner et al., 1983; Wodak 
et al., 1986).
3.3. The doctor-patient relationship in UAE
It seems, generally, that the doctor-patient relationship in the medical settings is 
valuable in both treatment and diagnosis. Balint and Norell (1973) refer to the value 
of the doctor-patient relationship and believe that the proper use of this relationship 
is one way of increasing the effectiveness of communication between doctor and 
patient (quoted in Freeling, 1983:173).
Since communication depends on relationships, it is crucial to provide effort, thought, 
time and willingness to establish relationships between doctors and patients (see 
Calnan, 1983). In UAE society, the people are derived from various origins and 
different nationalities. The relationship between one community and another there, 
is far from being reciprocal and interlinked, as communications between them are 
expected to be ambiguous and inappropriate. They need a considerable time to 
understand as well as a great effort to be analysed. If not, the communication will be 
unsuccessful and so the relationship will be weakened.
However, one may believe that this issue is different in the field of doctor-patient 
relationships, because patients need genuine friendliness and genuine sympathy
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(Calnan, 1983:2) and it is based on the doctor’s skill, experience, and his technical 
ability (see Bird, 1973). How this manifests itself, though, may vary from society to 
society. A more formal, distant, authoritative approach may be appropriate in UAE, 
say, than in UK. In any case, doctors need to be widely experienced and skilful in 
order to be aware of any obstacles that might hinder their communication with their 
patients and they should be able to cope with those obstacles.
One way of putting the key question here is to ask whether medical interviews are 
"patient-centred" (Balint et al., 1970) in UAE, and if they are not, to ask what the 
possible consequences are. Medicine in the Gulf is not accompanied by the sort of 
"kindliness" associated with much Western practice, of which Bennett talks (Bennett, 
1979). The reasons for this are not clear. No doubt professional responsibility and 
compassion may be structured and conveyed differently in different societies, but it 
is not known if or how this happens in UAE medicine. Patients also differ. It may be 
that UAE patients, in particular the few highly educated, prefer to act confidently 
rather than demonstrating their anxiety, compared with UAE nationals with less or 
little education who cannot overcome their real feelings and their anxiety about their 
illness.
3.4. Brief comments on the medical setting in UAE
I now turn to look in detail at comments made by Dr Omran Gatte. Dr Gatte is an 
Iraqi consultant endocrinologist in Al-Jazeerah Hospital in Abu Dhabi with many
17
years experience in the Gulf. (I must stress that I do not necessarily agree with his 
views - but they are probably stereotypical views that are widely, if casually held, in 
the Gulf). His views are of some interest in themselves, and of additional interest in 
that it was Dr Gatte who helped the author to collect the data. My comments here are 
based on the recorded interviews, and are designed to offer a qualitative sense of the 
sort of attitudes which a doctor in UAE brings to his work.
Dr Gatte observes that medical meetings, conferences, symposia, committees, 
sessions, follow-ups, and other medical activities are generally conducted in the 
English language in Abu Dhabi hospitals. He maintains that communication with his 
colleagues and paramedical staff, especially expatriates, is usually carried out in the 
English language and even with his fellow Arab doctors when the talk is purely 
scientific involving pure medical terms. He adds that in the presence of all patients, 
doctors prefer discussing the illness of the patient in medical English so as to keep 
everything confidential unless the patient insists on knowing his problem. If the 
patient suffers from a serious disease, his doctor usually informs his close relatives 
about its seriousness, although sometimes even the relatives do not wish to be 
informed.
This is a quite different approach to that which holds in North Europe and North 
America. In these places, patients like to discuss their illnesses in detail, and doctors 
are (or claim to be) much more open with them. Dr Gatte - interestingly - interprets 
this phenomenon as evidence that most Western people are "more realistic" than the
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people of UAE in matters related to this issue.
Since it is crucial for physicians to know the history of the illness, Dr Gatte prefers 
dealing with male patients to female patients because the latter are "indirect" and "not 
understandable". In addition to British expatriates, he prefers dealing with Indian 
immigrants for their ability to communicate in English. He says that it is fairly easy 
to identify the Indian nationality of the patient through the fact that he bobs his head 
while talking, his speedy way of speaking and, above all, through his Indian accent, 
whereas the Pakistani can be identified through his tough nature, and the Bangladeshi 
through his exaggeration. On the whole. Dr Gatte suggests that most Asian people are 
obedient while local Arabs are generally difficult to deal with and are often unable 
to explain the problems related to their illnesses even in Arabic. For instance, when 
a doctor asks them about the details of their illnesses, they reply, "You are doctor and 
you know best". They do not realise the importance of the history of their disease 
process. The "locus of control", in sociological terms, is external - Arab patients take 
relatively little responsibility for the management of their own illness.
Dr Gatte recognizes that it is well-known to all medical doctors that 80% of the 
diagnosis of almost all diseases can be extracted from the history of the illness and 
the physical examination, while 20% of the diagnosis can be elicited from the 
investigation. (These are commonly quoted figures - eg. Roter, 1989)
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4. The Present Study: a brief rationale
Undoubtedly the study of the English language and its implications in all aspects of 
UAE life requires a great deal of investigation and research. In order to be more 
specific, this research has been devoted to the investigation of the English language 
and its implications in the medical sector of UAE. The hospitals of Abu Dhabi have 
been chosen for their accessibility, the easy availability of data, the relative ease of 
transcription and study offered by one-to-one interviews, institutional contexts and 
settings, their systematic procedures and their sociolinguistic authenticity.
This study comprises recording randomly medical interviews between doctors and 
patients in Abu Dhabi hospitals. Those medical interviews were recorded by a team of 
doctors and the collected data was transcribed and analysed in the UK. The general 
aim of this research is, therefore, to examine patterns of English language interaction 
in Abu Dhabi hospitals, by tape-recording the medical interviews (with the permission 
of all parties). The specific, central aim is to determine the extent to which such 
interviews are doctor-centred or patient-centred (Balint, 1970; and see below Ch. 2.5 
and Ch. 2.6). To answer this question, data is analysed using a range of techniques 
well-validated within medical communication studies (see eg Tuckett et al, 1986; and 
Ch. 2.5 and Ch. 2.6). The hope is to produce a study which will be of value to the 
hospital, and to medicine, in Abu Dhabi: it may be that one result of the research will 
be a series of recommendations worth submitting to the Training Department of the 
Ministry of Health.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
1. The Sociolinguistic Background
1.1. Introduction
Sociolinguistics is in essence a descriptive science. Crystal (1987) defines it as a 
branch of linguistics which studies all aspects of the relationship between language and 
society. He adds:
sociolinguistics studies such matters as the linguistic 
identity of social groups, social attitudes to language, 
standard and non-standard forms of language, the 
patterns and needs of national language use, social 
varieties and levels of language, the social basis of 
multilingualism, and so on (ibid: 281; see also 
Gumperz and Hymes, 1972; Trudgill, 1984).
In Chomskyean terms sociolinguistics deals exclusively with performance and not at 
all with "competence". This is not to say that it is uninterested in underlying patterns. 
On the contrary, the essence of sociolinguistics is to offer coherent explanations for 
the fact of linguistic variation, and to do so by reference to the social variability 
which provides the context of language use. This general view has been accepted 
since Labov (1965). Thus by the early 1970s when Fishman, in particular, was
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looking at sociolinguistic variation in language use in different societies and different 
cultures, it could be taken for granted that any speech community of moderate 
complexity would reveal several varieties of language which were functionally 
differentiated from each other (Fishman, 1972). Fishman, therefore, could define 
sociolinguistics as the study of the characteristics of language varieties, their functions 
and their speakers; he added that sociolinguistics examines the interdependence of 
speech communities and their varieties and is likely to think of entire languages and 
entire societies as susceptible to typological categorisation.
More recently the study of language variety has developed a number of sub traditions, 
of which two of particular importance are, firstly, the psychological and, secondly, 
the sociological tradition. The first of these traditions is characterised by scholars 
such as Tarone (1979) and Preston (1989), much of whose work is concerned with 
the extent to which the minutiae of language use in highly localised contexts can give 
insight into both the psychology and the sociology of language use.
The second sub-tradition is concerned with the way in which language can throw light 
on the society in which it is used. Hudson (1980) contains a good account of the 
relationship between the two (see also Wardhaugh, 1986: 13 for a discussion; Hymes, 
1974: 75). Much of what follows in the present study is part of this sub-tradition. I 
have been prepared to see the nature of the society in which these medical interviews 
take place illuminated by the language of the interviews themselves.
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Most of the work done on the medical interview has relied on one form or another 
of sociolinguistic enquiry (see below), and of this a great deal has involved some 
form of conversational analysis. It partakes in some sense, therefore, of the sort of 
characteristics which Stubbs (1983) sought to make explicit. Sociolinguistics, he said, 
will have to incorporate analysis of how conversation works: that is, how talk 
between people is organized; what makes it coherent and understandable; how people 
introduce and change topics; how they interrupt, ask questions, and give, or evade 
answers; and in general, how the conversational flow is maintained or disrupted. 
Stubbs elaborates this point of view, saying that sociolinguistics requires correlational 
studies which relate linguistic features to large-scale socio-economic variables, and 
also general ethnographic descriptions of cultural norms of speech behaviour in as 
wide a range of situations and cultures as possible (ibid). It is in this kind of context 
that this study is presented. It is hoped that by looking, in particular, at some areas 
Stubbs highlights, and which are standard in conversational analysis, it will be 
possible to reach some understanding of the nature of the medical interview in UAE 
and some understanding of the context to which it resembles medical interviews in 
other cultures, and other uses of English in the UAE.
1.2. Multilingualism
Multilingualism is defined as a term in sociolinguistics to refer to a community or 
individual in command of more than two languages (see Gumperz and Hymes, 1972: 
Ch. 15; Trudgill, 1984; Crystal, 1987: 202). It focuses upon those multilingual
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settings in which a single population makes use of two (or more) languages or 
varieties of the same language for internal communicative purposes (see Fishman, 
1972).
Multilingualism has many causes. In today’s world it is facilitated by communications 
and the already existent linguistic diversity of many societies. The fact of 
multilingualism creates both trivial and serious problems - from the need to put up 
road signs in several languages to the risk of competition among the various 
languages and/or dialects, which in turn may lead both to linguistic tension and to 
political tension (see Kachru, 1981: 69). A few examples of the different possibilities 
follow.
An interesting example, perhaps the most extreme form of multilingualism to be 
found, exists among the Tukano of the northwest Amazon, on the border between 
Colombia and Brazil (see Gumperz, 1972). He elaborates:
multilingualism in the Tukano community is taken 
for granted, and moving from one language to 
another in the course of a single conversation is very 
common. In fact, multilingualism is so usual that the 
Tukano are hardly conscious that they do speak 
different languages as they shift easily from one to 
another. They cannot readily tell an outsider how 
many languages they speak, and must be suitably 
prompted to enumerate which languages they speak 
and to describe how well they speak each one 
(quoted in Wardhaugh, 1986: 95-96).
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However, Aitchison (1987: 116) argues that the acquisition of such skills does not 
mean that the speakers of such a society or any other multilingual societies are 
proficient in all the languages spoken as, quite often, one language or simplified 
language in a multilingual society is adopted as a common means of communication 
(see also Luke and Richards, 1982; Trudgill, 1983; Kuo, 1985; Pattanayak, 1985; 
Gibbons, 1987).
It may be presumed that multilingualism in the Gulf is a much more conscious 
phenomenon, but the presence of many languages together is, it would seem, a fact 
of daily life. It is just a normal requirement of daily living in those countries that 
people speak several languages; perhaps one or more at home, another outside home, 
another for purposes of trade, and yet another for contact with the outside world of 
wider social or political organization. The case of the Tukano is of interest because 
it appears to represent an extreme case of a multilingual society in which language 
differences and issues are not problematical. They stand at one end of the scale, while 
at the other end would be the politicised language use of, for instance, certain groups 
of Welsh speakers (see Whitely, 1971; Krysin, 1979; Nelde, 1980; Troike, 1982; 
Fasold, 1984).
Of course, to say that multilingualism is a norm in a particular society is not to say 
that its precise form is static. Multilingualism is a process, and a multilingual 
situation can produce a variety of other effects on one or more of the languages 
involved. It can lead to language change among immigrants, for example, over a
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generation or more. It can result in diffusion; that is, certain features apparently 
spread from one language to the other (or others) as a result of the multilingual 
situation, even certain kinds of syntactic features. Thus it is clear that the English 
spoken in the Gulf retains elements of Arabic structure. Other factors that affect 
multilingualism are the linguistic and social environment which lead individuals in a 
given situation to make language choices on the basis of both those factors (see 
Preston, 1989). However, in many multilingual countries, effects such as language 
loss among immigrants and diffusion may not happen and the multilingual situation 
may be considered stable since the different linguistic systems are geographically, 
socially, and functionally non-competitive (see Stewart, 1972; Krysin, 1979). It is not 
clear to what extent this is true of the language situation in the Emirates, or in the 
Gulf generally. The rapidity with which Gulf societies have become multi-cultural and 
multilingual (over a period of 20-30 years) suggests a situation of rapid change and 
development, but this is hard to quantify in our present state of knowledge.
Multilingualism can have serious political consequences (see Karam, 1979; Spencer, 
1985). Plurality of languages within a nation state is, it has been said, not normally 
conducive to the peaceful and harmonious progress of its people (see Pattanayak, 
1985), though sometimes it seems likely that multilingualism serves to unite and 
develop a nation (see Mahapatra, 1990; Pattanayak, 1990). Multilingualism in the 
Gulf, certainly, is not a political issue, and, of course, its expansion has accompanied 
high or very high per capita gross national products, and that development has been 
rapid despite the variety of languages represented.
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The political difficulties, in other words, are not inevitable. In areas of extreme 
multilingualism, as Todd (1984) remarks, multilingualism may allow more extensive 
inter-group contact than had previously been possible (see also Trudgill, 1984: Ch.3, 
7; Crystal, 1987: 234). This is reminiscent of the Emirates.
1.3. Multilingualism, English and UAE
In this section I want to discuss two points: English as a sign of prestige and the use 
of English in different settings.
Only in the last two decades has the use of the English language in UAE begun to 
take shape as the principal means of communication among the great majority of 
multilingual people there. Indeed, it is the vehicle for communication between non­
native speakers and native speakers (see Campbell et al., 1983: 35; Kachru, 1986). 
The mass of multilingual immigrants in UAE, who are enthusiastic to communicate 
in society, have adopted the English language for communicative purposes since the 
primary purpose of language in society is communication (see Karam, 1979; 
Edwards, 1982; Reyan et al., 1982).
It is well known that the English language has a real or apparent functional power 
(Spencer, 1985:392) and prestige in many parts of the world (Kachru, 1982; Kuo, 
1985; Todd, 1982) and the acquisition of a prestige language is regarded by many 
people as one of the essential keys to success and social advancement (Nida and
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Wonderly, 1971:73). It is likely that the use of English in the Gulf is no different. 
In fact UAE people use the English language to locate themselves in UAE society 
(see Russell, 1982; Hudson, 1980: 20).
The status of the English language in the United Arab Emirates has given impetus to 
study and research in this region because the English language has attained an 
important role in the life of UAE people on the basis of prestige and modernity. As 
I have argued, the reasons are in part similar to those identified by Kachru (1982:357) 
for South Asia: "English symbolizes elitism, prestige, and modernity".
English does not have the status of an official language in UAE even though a large 
number of speakers make regular use of it in the fields of trade, diplomacy, and 
science and technology as in European and Latin American countries (see Bailey, 
1982). Most UAE institutions, in particular the health sector and oil companies, 
favour English-speaking experts and workers, whether they are UAE nationals, 
immigrants, or expatriates who use English fluently in the process of communication 
and other activities pertaining to those companies. This situation may agree, 
relatively, with the occupation structures in other countries which generally favour 
the English-educated, i.e., those who have gone through school using English as the 
major language of instruction (see Kuo, 1985: 342).
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1.4. English as an International Language
The term "international language" has been proposed as English is learnt in many 
countries across the world, not only within specified English-speaking territories, but 
as a means of international communication across national boundaries among speakers 
of other languages (see Stern, 1987).
This exporting of English began in the seventeenth century, with the first settlements 
in North America (see John and Sears, 1992). The rapid spread of English throughout 
the world has generated a great deal of interest in the English language (Cheshire, 
1991) and enhanced its major role as an international language in the process of 
communication across cultures (see Todd, 1982; Fernando, 1982).
In Singapore, for instance, Kuo (1977) found the percentage of English users in the 
15-20 year age group to be about 87.7% and the situation is still developing (quoted 
in Bailey, 1982:390). English in Singapore has been very successfully introduced and 
made the major language of education and much day-to-day communication: it is not, 
or at least not only, an elite language (see Platt, 1982). It is of great importance 
throughout the public domain (Tay, 1982:51), and great stress is laid by the media 
on its politically neutral status, and on its ability to bind together a linguistically and 
ethnically diverse people. Not dissimilar situations exist in many other parts of the 
world, though the precise role of various languages may differ, and though the 
settings in which English is spoken and the number of people who speak it well, or
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at all, are extremely varied. Nigeria is one such country, and one which has been 
researched (Richard, 1982 and Bamgbose, 1982). The latter divides Nigerian English 
into four levels as in table 1.
Table 1
Level I Level II Level III Level IV
(Pidgin) 
Spoken by 
those without 
any formal 
education.
Spoken by 
those who 
have had 
primary school 
education. Most 
speakers belong 
to this Level.
Spoken by those who 
have had secondary 
school education. 
Marked by increased 
fluency, wider 
vocabulary, and 
conscious avoidance 
of Level I usage.
Close to standard 
English but 
retaining some 
features of Level 
II and III. Spoken 
by those with 
university 
education.
(see Bamgbose, 1982:100)
In UAE, the position of English may be, in some respects, like English in Nigeria 
where speakers of English can be subsumed under three levels: Level I, Level III and 
Level IV and those people with university education in Level IV retain some features 
of Level III only.
In spite of debates and controversies about the position of English in South Asia, 
Kachru (1982) claims that English has attained the status of an important intranational 
and international language in the area (see Smith, 1981; Stern, 1987 for distinction 
between "intranational" and "international"). He argues that English has now acquired 
four major functions in South Asia: instrumental, regulative, interpersonal, and
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innovative (or creative) (ibid:357-358). What Kachru actually means is that the 
situation of English in South Asia is rather different from that in other parts of the 
world (see also Stewart, 1972 and Bamgbose, 1982). In UAE, for instance, which 
represents the study in question, the position of English does not exist in all of these 
categories. It may be represented in the "instrumental" category, although English is 
used as the medium of learning in addition to Arabic especially at the higher stages 
of education. It may also be represented in the "interpersonal" category as it provides 
a code of communication to linguistically and culturally diverse groups for 
interpersonal communication as well as symbolising prestige and modernity.
1.5. Influences on the English Language in UAE
One may suggest that the English language in UAE is functionally different in its 
phonological as well as in its lexical and syntactic features as the English language 
in Cameroon (see Todd, 1982: 130). These features reflect the first language or 
regional background of UAE speakers as in Nigeria (see Bamgbose, 1982: 105).
A major noticeable feature of the English language in UAE is the Indian accent which 
some local Arabs develop. One may discover that a speaker of English is Indian by 
marking his phonological shifts and the lack of reduced vowels and weak forms in his 
accent and it appears (though this has not, to my knowledge, been demonstrated) that 
these phenomena exist in the EL production of native Arabic speakers. This feature 
can also be traced in other parts of the world such as West Africa (see Todd, 1982).
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One may find a wide range of lexical shift and lexical borrowing (Crystal, 1987) 
throughout the style of the English language in UAE as UAE people tend to replace 
a known English word by a word from a local language when the speech event calls 
for communication style (see Stubbs et al., 1983). For instance, the use of the Urdu 
particle "La?" (which means "isn’t it?") by the Pakistani grocer, and the Arabic 
expression "Ya’ni" (which means "mean") by the Egyptian doctor may indicate this 
linguistic feature.
It may not be surprising to find that the speech style of the non-English-educated 
people in UAE is more colloquial and informal than that of the English-educated 
people. This, perhaps, results from the choices of words from local languages rather 
than the English words as in Singapore (see Richards, 1982: 164). However, one may 
perceive that the English-educated people in UAE are, sometimes, obliged to use an 
informal style, especially in in-group contacts, as an English-speaking person in the 
USA (see Nida and Wonderly, 1971).
However, one might suggest that UAE people must articulate clearly to secure the 
attention of the hearer and to make the utterance known and clear (see Halliday, 
1976; Burton, 1981). Furthermore, they must adapt their style of speaking to suit the 
social situation in which they find themselves (Stubbs, loc cit; Brown and Yule, loc 
cit) and interact with that situation since it is in interaction that people encounter, 
experience, and learn the principles, institutions, and ideals that characterize their 
society and culture (see Moennan, 1988: 2).
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2. Medical Interview
There is a very rich tradition of research into medical interview, and I shall look at 
this tradition first. Note however, that the main traditions are not necessarily helpful 
for an understanding of the consultation process.
This tradition is summarised in the Toronto statement (Simpson et al., 1991) which 
is centrally about medical communication. Among what it claims we "know" about 
medical communication are:
1. 54% of patient complaints and 45% of patient concerns are not elicited.
2. Psychological and psychiatric problems are missed in up to 50% of cases.
3. In 50% of visits, the patient and the doctor do not agree on the nature of 
the main presenting problem.
4. Patients are interrupted by physicians so soon after they began describing their 
presenting problem (on average 18 seconds) that they failed to disclose their 
significant concerns.
5. Most complaints by the public about physicians deal not with clinical 
competency problems, but with communication problems.
6. The majority of malpractice allegations arise from communication errors.
7. Residents or trainees and practising physicians have shown substantial 
deficiencies when studied.
8. Only a low proportion of visits with doctors include any patient education.
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9. A high proportion of patients do not understand or remember what their 
physicians tell them about diagnosis and treatment.
10. Culture differences impede the work with patients.
11. Patient anxiety and dissatisfaction is related to uncertainty and lack of 
information, explanation, and feedback from the doctor.
12. Doctors often misperceive the amount and type of information patients want.
13. The language doctors use is often unclear, both as regards the use of jargon 
and in relation to a lack of the expected shared meanings of relatively common 
terms, (ibid: 1385)
The structure of the consultation, the essential unit of medical practice, has been 
analysed in many different ways. At its simplest, it consists of two distinct parts: a) 
the interview, in which the doctor seeks to discover why the patient has come to ask 
for help, and b) the exposition, in which the doctor informs his patient of his 
conclusions and diagnosis and what treatment and advice he considers the patient 
needs (Fraser, 1987).
One may axiomatically consider the functions of the medical consultation (at least 
where a patient is presenting a complaint for the first time), as interview and 
exposition, as Fraser does (op cit). This, however, is something of an 
oversimplification. It may be the case that very large numbers of consultations contain 
both these elements, but it is also true that a very large percentage of consultations 
(Stewart and Roter, op cit, give a figure of around 50% ) present problems which are
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not amenable to a biomedical solution. This means that even where the structural 
elements broadly correspond to the model that looks so axiomatic, these surface 
elements of structure may not tell the whole story.
Woolliscroft (1988) claims that the medical interview is "a very complex social 
situation". Dillon (1990) maintains this point of view and adds: "the initial interview, 
especially, must accomplish a variety of tasks through a number of stages in a setting 
defined by a whole series of changing variables". He includes, for instance, the 
following variables:
1. type of problem: acute vs. chronic, life-threatening, or minor, and 
single or multiple;
2. setting: in-patient vs. ambulatory;
3. physician expertise: generally, and particularly;
4. physician-patient relationship: new vs. established, "rapport" vs.
distance;
5. patient communicativeness: talkative vs. tacitism, rambling vs. precise;
6. meaning of the problem to the patient, (ibid: 54)
Literature on the medical consultation (that is, on the English language consultation 
in a first world, monolingual environment) is very substantial indeed. Comprehensive 
reviews are contained in Pendleton (1983) and Roter (1989); Tuckett et al. (1985) and 
Stewart and Roter (eds) (1989) both contain very extensive bibliographies. In this
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section I shall concentrate on some of the most influential studies, in particular on 
those studies which are broadly socio-cultural or socio-linguistic in orientation.
For instance, Pendleton (1983) places great importance and value on the demographic 
and social circumstances which play a part in determining some of the relevant 
psychological characteristics of the patient in the context of the medical consultation. 
He claims that the patient’s broader social circumstances affect consultations primarily 
through their influence on his health beliefs about health, illness and medical 
treatment. The communication problems which may ensue from these social factors 
between doctors and patients are divided into two basic kinds: problems of 
communication channels, which vary from foreign language speakers to differences 
in popular usage of words, and more fundamental problems which "surface through 
the communication channel", such as differences in underlying assumptions, 
knowledge, attitudes and emotional needs (see Crystal, 1976 and Ford, 1977).
Tuckett (1988) argues that a wide variety of social and cultural factors influence the 
patient’s expectations and the potential value of deciding to seek help from a doctor. 
He claims that this value may include help to solve the presenting problem, but also 
other benefits which are more general. However, as far as the demographic and social 
circumstances are concerned, one may admit it is obvious that the communication 
problems between doctors and patients vary from one consultation to another.
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In her meta-analysis of the literature on doctor-patient communication, Roter (1989), 
seeks to address the question of whether what happens in the consultation can be 
shown to affect what happens afterwards. She believes the evidence is that physicians’ 
task behaviours carry socio-emotional significance for patients, and that because of 
this, one may expect to see correlations between physician task behaviours and patient 
socio-emotional behaviours. "Task behaviours" are, broadly, medical behaviours. It 
has proved extremely difficult to show that a particular way of consulting, or a 
specific task behaviour, has any influence once the consultation is over. It seems 
likely that the relationship between communication and health outcome is in fact much 
more subtle than this (see, however, research undertaken by Ley, and discussed 
below). Thus, one of their findings was that although social, non-medical 
conversation comprises 6% of the interaction, it is largely reciprocal (ie both doctors 
and patients employ it) and is used to develop a sense of solidarity between patient 
and physician in the medical consultation. This seems quite likely; but it is a long 
way from a generally friendly atmosphere to (say) greater compliance.
In line with doctor-patient communication, Pendleton et al. (1984) describe five 
appropriate tasks which doctors should practise effectively to accomplish "good" 
medical communication. They are:
1. to find out why the patient has come;
2. to achieve a shared understanding of the problem with the patient;
3. to consider other problems the patient has but which have not been
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mentioned by the patient;
4. to encourage the patient to participate in the decision-making process;
5. to establish or maintain with the patient a relationship which helps to 
achieve the other tasks, (ibid: 20)
Fraser (1987) adds the skill of reinforcement to the above although he claims it is
rarely used. He believes that a doctor who praises a patient who has tried to comply
hard with his instructions will find that this will encourage the patient to persevere.
On the contrary, the reasons for a doctor’s failure to communicate better with his
patients have been identified by Maguire and Rutter (1976) as follows:
1. Failure to prepare the patient, ie failing to put the patient at his ease
before rushing to ask questions about the main complaint.
2. Failure to control the interview, ie allowing the patient to talk at
length about matters quite unrelated to their present problems. Doctors 
do not appear to know how or when to interrupt, or to redirect the 
patient’s narrative to more relevant topics.
3. Doctors assume that patients have only one main problem and this is
much more likely to be organic than psychological or social in nature.
4. A lack of a systematic interview procedure. This is not a routine
systematic enquiry as used in hospital, but implies following a 
predictable sequence of questions (as in a flow diagram) when
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investigating a possible diagnosis or hypothesis.
5. Lack of clarification of the medical information given to the patient.
6. Unresponsiveness to verbal and non-verbal cues, in particular cues 
suggestive of emotional upset, (quoted in Fraser, 1987: 59)
One might suggest that "good" communication has an important effect on the outcome 
of the consultation as it helps to establish a relationship between the doctor and 
patient (Pendleton et al., op cit). This view might go in line with Adler and Hammet 
(1973) who state:
In a good doctor-patient relationship, the patient 
feels that the physician will be available to answer 
questions, listen to life problems, and provide 
helpful information and counsel. Reentering a 
trusting relationship with the physician may re­
create the physiological and psychological states 
associated with comfort and healing. (ibid:595).
However, Cartwright (1983) claims in his study about doctor-patient relationships that 
many patients for various reasons do not communicate with their doctors. He 
concludes that rejecting the doctor’s advice covertly but not openly, is a typical 
feature of the doctor-patient relationship (ibid: 177). In the Gulf, there is anecdotal 
evidence that Gulf nationals at least are willing to offer an open rejection of the 
advice of an immigrant doctor (that is, many people claim they have done this): but 
it is not known how often, if ever, it happens.
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Ley (1974) has drawn attention to the problem of patients in following the advice 
given in that they forget the vast majority of the important information they are told. 
This is representative of the series of papers Ley undertook in the 1960s and 1970s, 
which are concerned with correlations between the processes of the medical 
consultation, and such outcomes as compliance, recall, understanding, satisfaction and 
health. A model much concerned with these interrelationships is the Cognitive Model 
(Ley, 1977; 1982b, c), which predicts that there will be significant correlations 
between understanding, memory, satisfaction, and compliance. Understanding will 
have direct effects on memory, satisfaction and compliance, and, through its effect 
on satisfaction, an additional indirect effect on compliance. Similarly memory will 
affect compliance directly and also exert an indirect effect through its effect on 
satisfaction. Finally, satisfaction will have a direct effect on compliance.
The research of Tuckett et al. (1985) is another example in this respect to prove that 
patients forget the key information of the consultation. They showed that in 27 per 
cent of consultations, the patient could recall the key points in the medical 
consultation. This finding may result from a difference in interpretation between the 
doctor and the patient. However, it is obvious that different patients require different 
things. Some patients will be satisfied with (or more complaint, or have better 
understanding or recall of) full explanations, others without. Rather than look for 
outcomes that vary with processes, we should say that patients covary with each other 
to produce the outcome (Stiles, 1989).
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One of the main components of "good" medical communication as Ley (1988) 
stresses: "is patient satisfaction, which is a desirable goal in its own right, and is an 
important determinant of patient compliance with advice" (ibid:l). There have been 
differences between studies in the way in which the aspects of satisfaction have been 
focused on. For instance. Ley and his collaborators have concentrated their efforts 
on patients’ satisfaction with communications. They have defined this relationship as: 
"Patients’ satisfaction with the quality and quantity of information they receive in the 
clinical encounter". However, not all information patients receive from their doctors 
is helpful and effective. Calnan (1983) believes: "More and better information does 
not solve the problem of how to communicate well. Too much information stops 
effective communication" (ibid: 17). Other investigators, such as Korsch and her 
colleagues have been concerned with a rating of patients’ satisfaction with the clinical 
encounter as a whole. (Ley op cit) states:
they provided data on the relationships between the 
patients’ perception of (a) the doctor as a good 
communicator, (b) the doctor being able to 
understand, and an overall rating of patients’ 
satisfaction, (ibid: 4-5).
Compliance, which has also been variously assessed in different ways, is another 
component of "good" medical communication. The literature on compliance 
demonstrates that patients comply better when they believe they can have some 
control over their health and when the advice given is consistent with their health 
beliefs (Becker, 1979), and it has also been demonstrated that patients who are more 
satisfied with a consultation are more likely to follow advice given (Negrete and
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Korsch, 1971). They found that the friendliness of the doctor correlates well with the 
satisfaction of patients with the consultation. The doctor can communicate this to the 
patient in various ways: greeting the patient by name, rising to meet him, shaking his 
hand, indicating where he can sit and engaging in some preliminary informal chat are 
all verbal and non verbal behaviours which aim to put the patient at his ease. Other 
recent studies such as Pendleton (1981) and Tuckett (loc cit) suggest that in order 
patients to comply with the advice given that have to understand and remember the 
vast majority of the important medical information they are told.
However, Klein man et al. (1978) insist that the physician must first understand the 
patient’s ideas and concepts about the illness and how it may be managed. They
suggest the following line of inquiry to elicit the patient’s ideas about the illness:
1. What do you think has caused your problem?
2. Why do you think it started when it did?
3. What do you think your sickness does to you?
4. How severe is your sickness?
5. What kind of treatment do you think you should receive?
6. What are the most important results you hope to receive from this treatment?
7. What are the chief problems your sickness has caused you?
8. What do you fear most about your sickness? (ibid: 251-258)
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The modern doctor-patient relationship as Leigh and Reiser (1985) elaborate: "it now 
includes implicit psychotherapeutic elements and explicit specific technical procedures 
that can be understood as applications of basic principles of human behaviour and of 
mental phenomena to the practice of medicine". They highlight below some of the 
essential biological, psychological and social dimensions of medical practice:
1. Open and comfortable communication between the patient and the doctor is 
essential. In its absence, patients may fail to comply with the doctor’s prescriptions, 
otherwise effective medications may turn out to be less than optimally effective, and 
valid surgical procedures may have unexpected diverse side effects because of the 
patient’s anxiety and mistrust.
2. An ongoing, open channel of communication between the physician and the patient 
is essential for an effective doctor-patient relationship to develop. In addition, the 
physician must understand the patient’s own ideas and models of illness and educate 
the patient so that he and the patient can ultimately share common belief systems and 
common goals for the treatment. A patient’s lack of compliance or cooperation with 
the medical regimen may be a sign of a poor doctor-patient relationship or 
deterioration of a previously good one.
3. An understanding of the patient’s ideas and models about illness and health care 
is essential for an optimal doctor-patient relationship. Specific questions are necessary 
to elicit this information. The patient’s cultural background and his family’s attitude
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toward illness are important data in this regard.
4. Education of the general public concerning illness and health care is important, 
since shared expectations play an important role in fostering good doctor-patient 
relationships. Medical education should inform students about the therapeutic 
significance and use of the doctor-patient relationship in addition to the technical 
aspects of treatment in the practice of scientific and effective medicine, (ibid:339)
Finally, one might acknowledge that although these studies and others are useful, 
there are not enough studies available to assess the effects of these varying definitions 
on the whole process of medical communication. However, they make it clear that 
the consultation is central, and that it needs to be emphasised in order to develop the 
patient’s understanding, satisfaction and better compliance with the advice given.
2.1. Language issues
Medical English is a language characterized by its unique style which is used 
strategically in the medical interview to accomplish a treatment decision. This point 
of view has been maintained by Fisher (1982). The implication, as with many similar 
statements about specific purpose language, is that the style is characterised by a high 
degree of conventional structure. That is to say, there is a well-developed set of 
conventions at play during the interaction, shared and understood by both participants.
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It is conceivable, however, that medical English lacks these conventions especially 
in third world countries where the mother tongue or LI is not English and most 
patients are not educated. It may be that the rules governing the interaction are less 
well-defined, or that they are not understood by all participants; and it is at least 
prima facie likely that they will be different. The information provided by doctors 
may lack presentational and persuasional strategies on which the understanding of 
patients and interaction between doctors and patients are based (ibid:59).
At this stage it must be stressed that, although there is substantial discussion on cross- 
cultural health beliefs and similar matters (eg Helman, 1990), there is almost no 
literature - scarcely more than the occasional passing comment - on medical 
interviews in a multilingual and multicultural environment. There are a very few 
papers on multicultural matters in general, mostly concerned with the education and 
training of non-English educated doctors (eg De Virgilio, 1993, and an editorial in 
the same journal volume: Rafuse, 1993). The remainder of this section discusses the 
few suggestions that have been made, but the reader should not take away the 
impression that what is dealt with here is a representative sample from a well- 
developed tradition - far from it. The only full-length study of multicultural medicine 
is embarrassingly naive (Qureshi, 1993), and it is not discussed here. It is 
symptomatic of the problem, however, that it finds its way onto undergraduate 
reading lists.
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Medical English in non-westem countries cannot be studied without regard to their 
demographic nature or their sociolinguistic background in general. The point is made 
by Frankel (1984) who insists on understanding medical work in its own context and 
says that the English language which is used in the medical settings of the countries 
in question is maintained or declines in response to the nationality of both doctors and 
patients and to the amount of new information that the English language carries.
In some multilingual countries, medical English has faced the problem of mutual 
intelligibility caused by the multicultural and multilingual nature of doctors as well 
as patients. West (1984) and other analysts note that a major obstacle to mutual 
intelligibility is physicians’ and patients’ failure to communicate in the same language. 
This lack of mutual intelligibility in medical dialogues may result in misdiagnosis, 
mistreatment, and possible charges of malpractice (ibid: 109). A further difficulty here 
is mentioned by Bonnano (1982) and Pendleton (1983). They point out that 
communication problems in the context of a medical interview may lead to 
misdiagnosis, while in addition the influence of the social environment continues to 
act on the patient as soon as he has left the doctor’s room. Although neither Bonnano 
nor Pendleton has much to say specifically about the problems of cross-linguistic 
communication, it is an important general point that exposure to the doctor’s culture 
is brief, while that of the social environment is continuous. The other major obstacle 
to mutual intelligibility and effective communication in such settings is, therefore, the 
unfamiliarity with each other’s culture of both the doctors and patients.
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More generally, there is at least a recognition in the literature - though once more 
without detailed, specific reference to cross-linguistic problems or to non-westem 
societies, that "society" is not a homogenous mass. This has implications. For 
example, Bochner (1983) offers as major divisions age, social class, occupational 
specialization, educational level, and to a lesser extent, religious and political 
orientation. He adds that to communicate effectively with other persons, it is not 
enough to know their language; one must also have a degree of familiarity with their 
culture (ibid: 131). Variation in language use, or in communication style or 
effectiveness, across these divisions, however, has not been undertaken.
It is worth noting Bonnano’s (1982) comments on the problems of communication 
which arise between male doctors and female patients in many hospitals worldwide. 
He observes that all women from a wide range of societies employ specific features 
of women’s language in their speech. Fisher (1984) sheds light on this point and adds 
that the other problem which may arise in this respect and may lead to 
misunderstanding of the complex explanations of male doctors, is the lack of 
education in some societies of some female patients. In line with this issue, Wallen 
et al., (1979) find that:
(male) physicians are more likely to err in estimates 
of their patients’ knowledge when the patients are 
female; with women patients, physicians 
underestimate and overestimate more frequently 
than with patients who are men (quoted in West, 
1984:126).
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The centrality, and complex nature of, the doctor-patient relationship is assumed in 
western medicine. Among the major figures to develop an understanding of this 
relationship are Calnan (1983) and of course Balint (1973 et passim). Balint and 
Norell (1973) suggest that the proper use of this relationship is one way of increasing 
the effectiveness of communication between doctor and patient (quoted in Freeling, 
1983:173). Calnan (1983) agrees that communication depends on the relationship and 
suggests that it is crucial to provide effort, thought, time and willingness to establish 
a relationship between doctor and patient. It is evidently likely that this relationship 
will be constrained if the participants come from different cultural or language 
backgrounds: but none knows how.
The most that can be said, therefore, is that there is a general understanding in the 
literature that medical interviews may be rule-governed, that they do not exist outside 
the societies in which they take place, and that "good" doctor-patient interaction 
matters. Nevertheless, the relationship between doctors and patients in multilingual 
countries is far from being reciprocal and interlinked, as the received messages in the 
medical setting may be expected to be ambiguous and inappropriate. There are, 
however, no more than occasional references in the most quoted authors (such as 
those mentioned in this section) to the additional difficulties imposed by the cross- 
cultural element. This is very clearly an area about which disappointingly little is 
known.
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As regards the general topic of language, there is one final point which is of 
considerable importance. Most research into medical consultations has been 
undertaken by people without linguistic training. This means that when they assign 
particular stretches of text to a particular function for the purposes of analysis, they 
do so in an impressionistic manner. This is, moreover, a common approach as a 
glance at Roter’s meta-analysis (Roter, 1989) will confirm. A detailed critique of this 
and some related problems is contained in Mishler (1981, Ch.2).
2.2. The diagnostic process
Studies of the diagnostic process represent a major and important strand in the 
analysis of the medical interview - how is it that doctors reach diagnostic decisions? 
The topic, and its influence in the literature, are so important that they cannot be 
ignored, but there is very little diagnostic element in the interviews considered in the 
present study, and this topic is, therefore, considered only briefly.
One may view a diagnosis or assessment as the professional process through which 
the doctor investigates the patient’s condition. One of the functions of knowing a 
diagnosis is that it helps to structure a patient’s experience of illness and make it 
more predictable and comprehensible (see Tuckett et al., 1985). The diagnosis of a 
condition and an understanding of its effects on a patient’s life and experience, as 
Fraser (1987) acknowledges, clearly depend on the doctor creating the conditions in 
which the patient can accurately transmit his message and the doctor can accurately
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receive that message. Without a diagnosis, as Pendleton et al. (1984) claim, the 
doctor is unable to make a prediction about the future course of the patient’s problem 
or to plan its management.
Most studies of the consultation assume that there is usually a diagnostic process. 
This is far from being the case, however. A great many consultations (there is no 
precise evidence) involve interviews with patients with established disease, who are 
regularly monitored. There are also, of course, many interviews where no clear 
diagnosis is offered because none is possible, and because self-limiting problems clear 
up with time. Sometimes, therefore, the management decision may be not to attempt 
a diagnosis (it would be unnecessarily obtrusive, and not helpful), and to do nothing.
However, with first presentations, the main task of the doctor in the medical 
consultation is usually perceived as being to diagnose the patient’s problem or illness 
by giving an accurate statement of its nature and cause. His task is also to make an 
accurate prognosis and plan rational treatment. This process, as Pendleton et al. (ibid) 
acknowledge, consists of a sequence of history-taking, physical examination, and 
laboratory investigation, with the history-taking and physical examination following 
a comprehensive routine and with the diagnosis being formulated only at the 
conclusion of the process. (History taking is typically regarded as being the most 
important of these resources).
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It will be seen that this process, if all the elements are undertaken, is not coterminous 
with a single consultation - laboratory tests take time to perform and report. Nor do 
the elements necessarily present in precisely the linear, ordered sequence suggested 
here (though it is a sequence which is often taught). This routine sequence is, 
however, a useful template against which real consultations can be compared.
As is the case with aspects of communication in the medical consultation, the 
diagnostic process is one which has been subjected to exhaustive study. The most 
comprehensive recent book (Evans and Patel, 1989) draws, as do many studies, on 
a form of schemata theory to explain how it is doctors formulate and explore 
hypotheses in the light of their previous experience. A great deal of the discussion of 
question types used by doctors depends on an understanding of this literature. The 
basic view is that doctors move (in some accounts, should move) from relatively open 
to relatively closed questions as they eliminate hypotheses and focus on the problem.
The distinction between "open" and "closed" questions is a standard one in the 
medical literature (see Roter, 1977; Calnan, 1983; Fraser, 1987; Ley, 1988). An 
open question is one which invites the patient to set the agenda, a closed question is 
one in which the doctor significantly constrains the range of options open. Open 
questions are associated classically with the early stages of the consultation ("How are 
you today?"), closed questions with a later stage in the diagnostic process ("Do you 
find you’re waking early in the morning?"). Two points should be added, however, 
firstly that the medical literature is not always good at handling linguistic categories.
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Studies tend to be inconsistent about whether they label and study questions (as a 
functional category) or interrogatives (as a formal category). Also, secondly, the 
distinction between "open" and "closed" is not quite the same as it often is in ELT 
teacher-training courses, where an "open" question is one that begins with "What, 
Where", etc. Some "open" questions in the medical literature are things like "Did this 
worry you?", while a question like "Where is the pain?" is normally considered 
closed. This study follows the practice of the medical literature, with questions rather 
than interrogatives being the subject of the study, and with the emphasis being both 
on the functions, and on presenting a breakdown of categories which draws 
sufficiently on the medical tradition to be comprehensible to doctors.
Levenstein et al. (1989) draw attention to the task of the doctor and the diagnostic 
process by maintaining the twofold tasks of the doctor, which are to understand his 
patients and to understand their diseases in terms of diagnosing the illness. They 
believe that the accurate recognition of the primary concern(s) or problem(s) is central 
to diagnosing the problem and providing care that will be relevant, satisfying, and 
medically sound. On this basis, one might acknowledge that the problem facing a 
general practitioner is to decide how deep and how comprehensive a diagnosis is 
required at any particular time.
To diagnose the nature and cause of the patient’s problem and to make an accurate 
prognosis and plan rational treatment, Levenstein et al. (ibid) consider the following 
tasks are inevitable:
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1. define the specific concern(s) or problem(s) for which the patient seeks 
professional guidance;
2. understand the concerns in the context of the patient’s life circumstances;
3. develop rapport with the patient, paving the way for a successful therapeutic 
outcome;
4. satisfy both participants by creating a therapeutic alliance;
5. utilise time efficiently, (quoted in Stewart and Roter, 1989: 107-120)
Rather, the diagnostic process and all stages of the consultation require certain skills 
and techniques which doctors should possess, such as friendliness, genuineness, 
empathy, positiveness, responsiveness, non-judgmental acceptance and so on (see 
Fraser, 1987). In addition, one should admit that the diagnosis of a condition depends 
clearly on the doctor him/herself employing all the previously mentioned skills and 
techniques taking particular account of the patient’s own ideas, concerns, and 
expectations about the problem (see Pendleton et al., 1984).
Of course - a fact first pointed out by Byrne and Long (1976) - the diagnosis phase 
is often very brief, and in many consultations, as has already been suggested, it does 
not occur at all, often because no very clear diagnosis is possible or even, it is 
suggested, because the doctor chooses to withhold it. Note, however, Byrne and 
Long’s classic study, the first to draw on a large data-base of real consultations, is 
now 20 years old. It is by no means clear that this particular finding could be 
replicated in UK, especially with doctors qualifying, say, from around the mid-1980s.
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Nor is it clear what relevance this - or other - particular findings about UK 
consultations have or can have in a non-European setting.
2.3. "Biomedical" and "holistic" medicine: some general points
In the remainder of this review I will consider developments which derive broadly 
from a contrast between "biomedical" and "holistic" medicine, and the agreed 
preference for the latter.
The central contrast here is between the biomedical model and what is known as the 
biopsychosocial model - that is, a model in which the patient is viewed holistically, 
as someone whose psychology is important and whose social context is important. 
This latter model has been the one preferred since the early 1970s, though it is 
prefigured in Balint (and though it is often said that 19th century doctors, with their 
limited biomedical resources, in effect had a similar model in mind). Among the most 
influential figures here is McWhinney (1972) who focuses particularly on the impact 
of society on the medical consultation. He proposes a taxonomy of social factors in 
illness with seven categories: loss, conflict, change, maladjustment, stress, isolation, 
and failure. He claims that these factors define not only the nature and cause of the 
patient’s problem, but also his/her own ideas, concerns, and expectations about the 
problem.
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The literature on doctor-patient communication (Ley, 1983) also criticises the 
"biomedical" method. All too frequently we do not listen to our patients, perceive 
their needs, or understand their sufferings. However, the personality of physicians, 
and their perception of themselves and their task, enter deeply into "biomedical" 
method.
McWhinney (1981) states that the "holistic" approach recognizes that illness is closely 
related to the personality and experience of the patient, and that man cannot be 
understood in isolation from .his environment. The holistic view acknowledges that 
every illness is different, and that the physician himself is an important aspect of the 
healing process (quoted in Pendleton et al., 1984: 2).
Other researchers such as Browne and Freeling (1976) have gone so far in describing 
the functions of the "holistic" approach as to claim that the doctor should understand 
the entire communication of his patient in order to assess the whole person and to be 
able to consider the effect of any intervention in an illness on the life of his patient 
in its entirety. The skilful doctor, as Pendleton et al. (1984) acknowledge, must 
recognize that each individual and problem may be affected by all the social factors 
that have been mentioned, and that these may vary from one individual to another. 
They add that the doctor’s task in the medical consultation is, therefore, to identify, 
explore, and use those factors in the management of the consultation and the patient.
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McWhinney (1985) compares between medicine for over 100 years which has used 
a traditional method, and has been very successful in meeting certain objectives, and 
medicine nowadays which requires a different approach. He states that patients in the 
latter approach are not treated with drugs or those designed to provide specific 
symptomatic relief as in the first approach, but they need explanation, advice and 
support to help them not only to develop insight into their particular situation but also 
to identify possible courses of action open to them. McWhinney (ibid) highlights 
some of the limitations of the traditional method such as concentration on the 
technical aspects of care which has diverted doctors’ attention from the patient’s inner 
world. On the contrary, he approves of the new method since it helps the doctor to 
understand the meaning of the illness for the patient, and is equipped to deal with the 
moral and spiritual problems patients experience. He summarises below the 
differences between "biomedical" method and "holistic" method and their impact on 
the whole process of medical consultation.
The "biomedical" method is strictly objective: it 
diagnoses diseases. It does not aim, in any 
systematic way, to understand the meaning of the 
illness of the patient or to place it in the context of 
his life story or culture. Subjective matters, such as 
feelings and relationships, are excluded from 
consideration; the physician is encouraged to be 
objective and detached.
The "holistic" method in its deepest sense - the 
restoration of wholeness. It is not the same as 
treating or curing. Healing happens to a whole 
person; that is why we can be cured without being 
healed, and healed without being cured. A person 
who remains in anguish of spirit even after physical 
recovery cannot be said to be healed. Even when
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cure is not possible suffering can be borne more 
readily if its meaning is understood (ibid: 31-46)
The present study also offers a partly functional approach. The rationale for setting 
up the functional categories selected, is given in Chapter 5.
2.4. Ethnographic and Functional Approaches
It is difficult to deny or ignore the role of the English language and everyday social 
interaction and their effects on the social behaviour of the patients in UAE hospitals. 
It is commonplace, but its functions are poorly understood. Frankel (1984:103), 
referring to a similar situation, recognizes that "we know little about the role of 
language and everyday social interaction as operative forces in the natural course of 
illness episodes".
Since most doctors and patients in UAE hospitals are multilingual (see C h.l), they 
use the English language as a medium of communication in medical settings. UAE 
doctors, in particular, need to be skilful in using the English language to cope with 
the wide variety of accents and speech patterns of their patients as well as their fellow 
doctors. They need to communicate with their patients in the same language lest they 
should be guilty of misdiagnosis. A similar danger is discussed by West (1984:109) 
who claims that a lack of mutual intelligibility in medical diagnosis may result in 
misdiagnosis, mistreatment, and possible charges of malpractice. What West does not 
specifically discuss, however, is the point made by Frankel, about language and social
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interaction as "operative forces". It seems at least possible that an environment in 
which doctor and patient have similar linguistic resources is one in which the mutual 
trust on which good medicine is based can be facilitated. The ability to talk socially, 
to have a variety of registers at one’s hospital, may be more important than we are 
aware. This possibility is, however, beyond the scope of the present study, which 
concentrates on the purely functional doctor-patient exchanges of the clinic.
The penetration of English in medical communication in UAE hospitals has 
occasioned the need for a variety of skills from doctors there. Maher (1986) offers 
a list of the skills the overseas doctor needs in the UK. These are:
1. listening to a ten-minute lecture;
2. understanding a fairly wide variety of regional accents and speech 
patterns;
3. note-taking;
4. giving presentation and discussion sessions;
5. a knowledge of forms of questioning;
6. discussion procedure;
7. polite forms of address; and
8. cultural norms in English-speaking societies. (ibid:216)
Though some of these skills seem more appropriate for study than for practice, it 
seems probable that doctors in UAE will require not dissimilar skills, with the
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cultural norms at stake being the complex cross-cultural norms of the local 
environment.
Many sociolinguists perceive medical interviews as social events, or like other 
conversations, in that they are structured, predictable and organized around a topic 
(Fisher, 1982; Shuy, 1979). Fisher (1984:203), taking a generally 
ethnomethodological line, adds that ordinary conversation has a sequential structure, 
organized quite often into adjacency pairs. Yet, Fisher (1979) and Todd (1983) claim 
that discourse during medical interviews displays a similar sequential organization. 
Roter (1989) claims that social conversation is largely reciprocal; patients’ and 
physicians’ contributions are about equal, whereas during medical interviews doctors 
almost always talk more than patients do. Most also emphasise the fact that there is 
no balanced participation in medical interviews (Shuy, ibid; Bonnano, 1982). During 
the medical interview, the physician asks questions, introduces topics, and determines 
the amount of time spent on each topic (Skopek, 1975 and a great many 
commentators since; see Roter, 1989 for details), whereas in ordinary conversation 
as Shuy (1979) illustrates, participants generally talk, introduce topics, and respond 
to topics equally in this respect. These similarities and dissimilarities between medical 
interviews and ordinary conversations have an impact on patients’ participation and 
understanding (quoted in Fisher, 1984:204-205).
Sometimes, it is not only a matter of different knowledge in UAE hospitals that 
makes both doctors and patients communicate effectively and appropriately or vice
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versa in the medical interviews, but also there are other implications based on social 
criteria, using the definition in Fisher’s (1982) sense, such as referral patterns, 
organization of the setting, and demographic factors such as age, ethnicity, number 
of children, and social class as doctor-patient relationships occur within contexts, and 
are significantly influenced by them (see Hauser, 1981). In fact, both the doctor- 
patient relationship and the entire structure of medical interviews are:
not mere technical relationships, but social 
relationships which express and reinforce (often in 
subtle ways) the social relations of the larger 
society: e.g., class, racial, sexual, and age 
hierarchy; individual isolation and passivity; and 
developing on the social order itself in the 
resolution of both individual and social problems 
(see Mishler, 1981).
However, UAE doctors use their technical skills and specialised information during 
the medical interviews to accomplish treatment decisions. Using effective interviewing 
skills, the physician is able to discover the patient’s problems, discuss treatment 
plans, and develop a good working relationship (Weston and Lipkin, 1989) as the 
doctor-patient relationship in medical settings is valuable in diagnosis and treatment 
(see Silverman, 1987). Balint and Norell (1973) refer to the value of the doctor- 
patient relationship and believe that the proper use of this relationship is one way of 
increasing the effectiveness of communication between doctor and patient (quoted in 
Freeling, 1983:173).
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Fisher (1982:60) analyses a similar point adding that through strategic use of language 
during the medical interview, practitioners can control patients’ access to and 
understanding of, that information. Therefore, Fisher (1984:201) describes all patients 
as passive and dependent, and doctors as active and dominant. She adds that patients 
describe symptoms, but it is doctors who make a diagnosis and recommend treatment. 
Patients react. They can agree, disagree, or negotiate (ibid:205).
In line with Fisher’s description of doctors. Parson describes the physician as "an 
agent of social control". He means that physicians are implicitly changed by society 
with "the job of returning the affected person to full functioning, of reversing the 
withdrawal so that the patient may again take up with threads of social obligations" 
(quoted in Hauser, 1981).
Finally, this brings us to an alternative tradition, broadly ethnographic, and 
functional, which apparently starts from a recognition that medical interviews were 
insufficiently holistic and patient-centred.
2.5. Patient-centred consultation
Central to any fundamental model for the medical interview is the notion that 
questions are asked by the doctor and answered by the patient. At the same time, 
there is a steadily-increasing recognition that this represents a somewhat passive view 
of patient behaviour (that is, of what they actually do and of what they should be
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encouraged to do). An interview which proceeded entirely in this manner, driven 
entirely by the doctor’s agenda, would be inappropriate, it is generally claimed. The 
satisfaction of the patient depends to a large extent upon the doctor’s care of his 
patient’s concerns, expectations and interests, and sympathetic communication. In this 
respect, given that patient concerns are often psychologically and socially derived, it 
is clear that the notion of patient-centredness is intimately linked to that of the holistic 
model discussed earlier.
The term "patient-centred" was introduced first by Balint et al. (1970). They called 
it "overall diagnosis" as it was an understanding of the patient’s complaints, based on 
patient-centred thinking (quoted in Stewart and Roter, 1989: 109). They contrasted 
it with the "traditional diagnosis" which they defined as an understanding based on 
disease-centred thinking (see also Mishler, et al., 1984). However, literature on this 
issue shows clearly that all commentators agree that the narrow concepts of disease 
as deviation from a biological norm dominates medical thinking and practice at the 
present time (see Mishler, 1981. In all of this discussion, however, note that the 
period of time between the era when such studies took place and the present has been 
a period of very rapid change).
One might agree with Stewart and Roter (1989) who claim that the doctor in the 
patient-centred approach allows the patient to guide the interview by encouraging the 
patient to offer subtle cues and expand his ideas and feelings related to his problem. 
McWhinney et al. (1985) maintain the aim of the doctor in the patient-centred
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consultation as to ascertain the patient’s agenda and to reconcile this with his own. 
They add that the doctor in this patient-centred method tries to enter the patient’s 
world, to see the illness through the patient’s eyes by behaviour that invites and 
facilitates the patient’s openness. However, they stress that this crucial skill cannot 
be achieved unless the doctor is receptive to cues offered by the patient and by 
attentive listening, and is able to respond to these cues, thereby helping the patient 
to express his ideas, expectations, and feelings. In other words, one should admit that 
the doctor has to implement all the above possible techniques properly and efficiently 
so as to encourage the patient to express his thoughts and expectations about the 
problem, and, finally, to obtain a functional and satisfactory outcome.
The doctor’s questions in a patient-centred approach tend to develop from the 
patient’s ideas and answers and any clarifications eventually come back to them. They 
are concerned with the responsiveness of a doctor to his patient: does he listen, stay 
attentive, show interest, come back to what the patient has said, phrase questions in 
terms of what has gone before, and avoid "negative" behaviours such as interrupting 
or changing the subject for no apparent reason (see Byrne and Long, 1976)?
The social background of the patient should also be taken into consideration in the 
patient-centred method as it assists in the adequate understanding of the patient’s 
character and beliefs. Pendleton et al., (1984) believe that social factors not only 
affect the consultation itself, but also its antecedents and outcomes. One might claim 
that the doctor, in this respect, might give poor explanations of his patient’s problem
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and illness, and ultimately the diagnosis would be inaccurately understood and the 
interview less effective in bringing about the patient’s well-being. It was found in 
many studies, such as Tuckett’s (1982), that doctors rarely discovered the patient’s 
own beliefs about their problems, and it was rarer still that they addressed their own 
explanations to the patient’s beliefs. This is despite the fact that the issue of health 
beliefs is recognized as being important, and that there is substantial research into it 
(see Scambler, 1991). This phenomenon might also be caused by a low level of 
understanding of the patient’s social background, on one hand, and the issues that 
concern his own private life on the other. Doctors are usually from middle class 
backgrounds, and may be relatively young and in good health.
It might be argued that patients have nothing to do with making decisions in the 
medical consultation, such as diagnosing or prognosing and so forth; in fact, there is 
evidence to the contrary, eg, Fisher (1982) and Pendleton (1981). They agree that in 
patient-centred consultation, patients are involved in the decision-making process by 
having their point of view taken seriously although it is rare that friendly relationships 
exist between patients and doctors (see also Pendleton et al. 1983).
In some countries of the third world such as UAE, the relationship between doctors 
and patients seems less interactive and communicative. The patients there are less 
satisfied with their consultations as the doctor is the dominant party in the 
consultation (Gatte, personal communication). This is in contrast to Western 
countries. Patients in the west are more satisfied with their consultation if their
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doctors discover their concerns and give explanations; communicate warmth, interest, 
and concern to the patients; volunteer a lot of information; and explain matters to the 
patients in terms that are easily understood (see Pendleton, 1983). However, it might 
be argued that not all the information patients demand may be helpful. Such 
knowledge in the possession of the patient may be dangerous or harmful (see 
Bochner, 1983).
It certainly seems probable that the socio-cultural relationship of patient and doctor 
is different in many parts of the developing world. Here, the doctor may often be 
perceived not merely as having considerable expertise, but as having very 
considerable authority too. It may, in other words, be socially difficult or impossible 
for the patient to disagree or question the doctor. However, in patient-centred 
interview, Levenstein et al. state: "doctors’ major needs are to develop specific skills 
for eliciting the patient’s own ideas, expectations, and feelings using facilitating 
behaviours and refraining from cutting off the patient" (quoted in Stewart and Roter, 
1989: 119).
One might conclude that in order to explore a patient’s ideas, the doctor should be 
able to conceptualise key elements of the patient’s way of thinking: the diagnostic 
significance s/he attaches to the problem, ideas about action and his ideas about the 
consequences and implications of his illness or its treatment. Such knowledge, as 
Tuckett et al. (1985) emphasise, allows doctors to adjust their ideas and explain to 
the patient so that s/he can understand the biomedical way of looking at what is
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happening and what should be done about it.
2.6. Doctor-centred consultation
A doctor-centred consultation is one where the doctor is mainly concerned with 
gathering information, analysing and probing (see Tuckett et al., 1985). They claim 
that the doctor in this consultation seldom listens to his patients, seldom waits for him 
to speak or think, and seldom clarifies or interprets to him. Calnan (1983) focuses on 
one of the problems of communication between doctors and patients which arises 
from the fact that doctors do not listen closely to their patients. He states: "Listening 
to a patient is therapeutic for it may be just as important to unburden himself, of fears 
and worries, as to provide the important information about his illness" (ibid: 59).
Byrne and Long (1984) developed a method for categorizing a consultation as doctor- 
centred, their concept of this consultation being close to other writers "disease- 
centred" method. According to this model, Levenstein et al. state:
Doctors ascertain the patient’s complaints and seek 
information that will enable them to interpret the 
patient’s illness within their own frame of 
reference. This involves diagnosing the patient’s 
disease and prescribing diagnosis. In pursuit of this 
goal, physicians use a method designed to obtain 
information from the patient (quoted in Stewart and 
Roter, 1989: 110).
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In the doctor-centred, or disease-centred method, McWhinney et al. (1989) highlight 
the doctor’s aim which is to pursue his own agenda making little attempt to 
understand his patient by blocking the patient’s further expression of ideas or 
expectations using closed-ended questions (see also West, 1984). This may happen 
quite properly from time-to-time in the patient-centred consultation, but will by 
definition never characterise the whole interview. For example, (Fraser, 1987) a 
doctor-centred model happens when the doctor summarizes the facts for the patient
(classically, with a phrase like "Now let me see if I’ve got this right "), and in
doing so reshapes the patient’s view of the problem. This may be simply a useful 
technique for checking that understanding exists.
Most investigators maintain the idea of the major role of doctors in the doctor-centred 
method and define it as more authoritative than in the patient-centred method. 
Doctors, it is said, tend to maintain their styles, despite considerable differences in 
the problems presented by the patients, and in the patient’s behaviour (see Pendleton 
et al., 1984). The doctor-centred consultation puts the doctor in a position to 
terminate the consultation whenever s/he likes and is associated with fewer 
explanations of the patient’s problems. This kind of inflexibility by doctors in this sort 
of consultation has been noted by many investigators such as Fisher (1984) who 
described patients as passive and dependent and doctors as active and dominant, and 
Tuckett (1982) who correlated the low level of adequate understanding in the patients 
after their consultations, with the poor explanation given by the doctor.
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The closed-questioning skill used by the doctor in this method might influence the 
doctor-patient relationship, and the doctor himself might not be sensitive to the needs 
of patients. Even when a patient asks questions spontaneously or in response to a 
doctor’s initial inquiry, the doctor does not pursue them by asking a patient to 
elaborate on them. The doctor also quite often evades them or inhibits their 
expression (see Tuckett et al., 1985). On the other hand, the open-questioning skill 
may be the proper tool for the doctor to utilise in the medical interview particularly 
in the early stages of the interview so that a "good" satisfaction score may be derived 
since patients’ satisfaction is associated with their understanding and recall of what 
they are told (Ley, 1988). It should be noted, however, that some studies have found 
no relationship between the relevant variables, and the mean correlations reported are 
not very high, the exception to this being, as Ley (ibid) claims, the mean correlation 
between understanding and satisfaction. One might add that doctors in the doctor- 
centred consultation are, sometimes, reluctant to inform their patients of the 
procedures to be carried out on them, and about treatment, both surgical and medical, 
prescribed for them (Gatte, personal communication).
Byrne and Long (1976) characterise the range of possibilities between the very 
doctor-centred and the very patient-centred approach as follows:
1. The doctor makes a decision about the patient and his treatment and then instructs 
the patient to seek some service.
2. The doctor makes his decision and announces it.
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3. The doctor sells his decision to the patient.
4. The doctor presents a tentative decision, subject to change.
5. The doctor presents the problem, seeks suggestions and makes a decision.
6. The doctor defines the limits and requests the patient to make a decision.
7. The doctor permits the patient to make his own decision, (ibid: 110)
One might criticise doctors at the doctor-centred end of this range for not looking
beyond medical boundaries in order to understand fully both the sources and the
consequences of particular problems of their patients. Some investigators argue that 
the full, and perhaps the real, significance of medical work cannot be understood if 
problems of health and illness are defined within the limited boundaries of medicine 
itself (Mishler, 1981). In line with this, a growing number of scholars recognise the 
need for building a different foundation upon which to base observation and 
commentary as a means of addressing the inherent differences in style and approach 
between clinical and traditional models of social science investigation. The major 
challenge to this perspective, as Frankel (1984) claims, is to respond to and
understand medical work in its own terms. A doctor has, in fact, a dual
responsibility, one to the patient and the other to the society (Bochner, 1983). 
However, it is not easy to define illness beyond the medical boundaries as Balint et 
al. (1970) maintain: "To write prescriptions is easy, but to come to an understanding 
with people is hard."
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I turn now to a consideration of two important methodological procedures.
3. Questions
3.1. Introduction
One of the most important features of the medical interview, and a central resource 
for making it more or less holistic, is the question. The analysis of "questions", 
therefore, play a very substantial role in the present study, and the topic is, therefore, 
dealt with separately here. This section deals with the formal and functional attributes 
of questions as they are reported in the literature. It should be remembered here that 
medical notions of "Questions" as a category are often linguistically naive.
Indeed, the term "question" has never been clearly defined in medicine (Tsui, 1992). 
However, it is used in the classification of sentence functions, and defined sometimes 
on grammatical and sometimes on semantic or sociolinguistic grounds (see Crystal, 
1987). .
Formally or syntactically, in English, a "question" is a sentence with inversion of the 
subject and first verb phrase ("Yes-No questions", such as "Is he coming?"), 
commencing with a question word (WH-questions, such as "Where is he?"), or 
ending with a question tag which serves as a means of clarifying the response 
(Bonanno, 1982: 33) (eg: "He’s coming, isn’t he?"). Functionally or semantically,
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a "question" expresses a desire for more information, usually requesting a reply from 
the listener (exceptions include "rhetorical questions" (eg: "Isn’t that awful?") (Quirk 
et al., 1985: 806). The term "question" is usually contrasted with other major three 
sentence functions: Statement, Command and Exclamation. In grammatical 
discussion, "questions" are usually referred to as Interrogative in form (see Lyons, 
1977b).
A purely formal or syntactical analysis is not relevant for the present study, however. 
A more functionally oriented approach is more likely to succeed. Quirk et al. (1985) 
define "questions" as a semantic category, and as illocutionary acts (see Lyons, 1977, 
1981; Huddleston, 1976, 1984), which may function as a kind of "request" or 
"directive" (see Burton, 1981). Coffman (1981) notes that "questions" are forward- 
looking things, whose objects (answers) come recognizably next in a series of 
utterances. Sometimes an utterance is identified as a "question" because it is 
interrogative in form and sometimes because it expects an answer or some verbal 
performance from the addressee. Coulthard and Ashby (1976) admit that the common 
sense view of the function of a question is that a person who doesn’t know the answer 
is attempting to discover it from someone who does, but this is certainly not always 
the case - famously, (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975) it is not the case with the 
questions teachers ask.
All of these characteristics seem to be broadly true of questions in medical interviews. 
The research tradition in medicine, however, presents things in a somewhat different -
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though not entirely different - light. This probably largely because researchers in 
medicine are unaware of work undertaken in language studies. Thus, as far as the 
medical interview is concerned, "questions" are often considered either i) to be 
predetermined and call for simple and direct responses (Calnan, 1983), eg, taking a 
medical or clinical history: "Where is the pain?" "Have you had any treatment for 
this before?" They may also however ii) allow the respondent to voice his opinions, 
beliefs and attitudes towards his illness. Eg: "Why did you prefer treatment in 
hospital?" "How do you manage at work?" (ibid: 55)
Dillon (1990) views questioning in medical interviews as the principal device which 
doctors use to communicate with patients. He agrees with Calnan’s point of view to 
the extent that doctors use questions to discover the patient’s problem, to obtain a 
medical history, to examine the patient, to determine a diagnosis, to establish a course 
of therapy, and later to ascertain compliance, progress, and success of treatment. 
However, he argues that next to nothing is known about how doctors actually use 
questions, nor which usage of questioning proves most effective to purpose (ibid: 54) 
since physicians commonly believe that questioning skills are unnecessary 
(Woolliscroft, 1988).
In doctor/patient interviews many questions can be seen as hypotheses looking for 
positive confirmation - for example, on the basis of a number of symptoms the patient 
has described, the doctor may expect a related symptom. This viewpoint reflects the 
substantial literature on medical decision-making (eg Evans and Patel, op cit) which
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often informs the debate at this stage. Questions, that is, facilitate the logical and 
schematic processes involved in reaching a differential diagnosis. This possibility is 
also recognised, to some extent, in language studies. Thus, the doctor may be asking 
questions to eliminate possibilities (see Coulthard, 1981). On the other hand, the 
patient can ask questions which hold the potential to redirect talk about treatment 
options, and have sequences on the treatment decision reached (see Fisher, 1982).
In fact, questioning strategies in the medical tradition are interaction mechanisms 
which accomplish treatment decisions (ibid). Calnan stresses the point that the person 
who asks questions controls the interview, but the patient must be given the chance 
to ask questions and be answered, either as you go along or at the end (1983: 51).
However, questioning aspects in medical interviews are also the most commonplace 
ones since the doctor speaks primarily in questions, and the patient speaks primarily 
in answers (see Dillon, 1990: 55). This recurrent cycle of communication between 
doctor and patient has been pointed out by Mishler (1984) which composes three units 
of discourse: doctor’s question, patient’s response and doctor’s assessment plus next 
question. This means that in medical interviews the doctor speaks in questions and 
the questions that are spoken are spoken by the doctor, and patients speak answers 
but little else (see Dillon, op cit).
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3.2. Question-types
Quirk et al. (1972, 1985) propose that there are three major and one minor formal 
classes of "questions" according to the answer they expect. All of these major 
syntactic categories are of course represented in the data; the minor class of 
"Exclamatory questions" is not.
3.2.1. Yes/no questions
These questions are usually formed by placing the operator before the subject. They 
expect affirmation or negation, as in: "Have you finished the book?" Tag questions 
are considered a further type of yes/no question which convey negative or positive 
orientation such as "He likes his job, doesn’t he?" and "He doesn’t like his job, does 
he?" (Quirk et al., 1985: 811).
This syntactic form may fulfil various functions in the context of a medical interview. 
Often it serves as a means of clarifying the patient’s response, as well as the 
physician’s understanding of the patient’s situation. In other words, they are used by 
physicians as a means of confirming the patient’s statement (see Bonnano, 1982). 
Such questions, which look for the answers "yes" or "no", are termed in linguistics 
polar (see Coulthard and Ashby, 1976). Thus:
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Doctor: Do you find that you ever get headaches when you’re wearing your glasses? 
Patient: Oh yeah I do.
3.2.2. Wh-questions
According to Quirk et al., (1985), wh-questions typically expect a reply from an open 
range of replies, as in "What is your name?" or "How old are you?" Tsui (1992) 
states:
they are realised by wh-words, usually spoken with 
falling intonation and the answer expected is the 
missing piece of information donated by the wh- 
word. They are considered to constitute a category 
distinctly different from questions seeking neutral 
polarity and questions asking confirmation. 
However, things are not quite so simple; consider 
the following wh-questions:
What did you say?
What did you mean? (ibid: 94-95)
The notion of the "open-ness" or "closed-ness" of questions is an important one for 
medicine.
Coulthard and Ashby (1976) claim that such questions are termed in linguistics Wh 
questions, beginning with words like "when", "where", "why", "how", "who", are 
usually seeking information. Thus:
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Doctor: How long have you had those for?
Patient: Well, I had ’m a week last Wednesday.
3.2.3. Alternative questions
These questions expect as the reply one of two or more options presented in the 
question. According to Quirk et al., (1985), there are two types of alternative 
question: the first type resembles a yes/no question and the second a wh-question. For 
example:
Would you like chocolate, vanilla or strawberry?
Which ice cream would you like, chocolate, vanilla or strawberry? (ibid: 823)
Dillon contrasts these "alternative practices" with routine practice claiming that they 
characterise a medical interview in which the voice of the life-world figures more 
prominently (1990: 61). A physician in this medical interview, who practices such 
questions and translates his technical understanding into the language of the life- 
world, contrasts sharply with other physicians (see Mishler, 1984: 184).
3.2.4. Exclamatory questions
These questions are considered a minor type of question (see Quirk et al., 1985). 
They function like exclamations although they have the form of a question such as
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"Hasn’t she grown!" and "Wasn’t it a marvellous concert!" (Tsui, 1992: 98)
According to Calnan (1983), questions can functionally be of three types, closed. 
open, or rhetorical. The rhetorical question does not expect a reply; for instance, 
"Who cares?" means "Nobody cares and that’s the tragedy". Closed questions 
usually start with "who", "when" or "where", and the answer is expected to be short. 
For instance, "Do you have a pain here?" will be answered "yes" or "no". These 
questions require a specific answer. "Is the pain worse on the left side or the right?" 
"When did the dizziness begin?" "How many times did you vomit?" "Has any 
member of your family suffered from high blood-pressure?" They are interrogatory, 
and give the patient little room for explanation or qualification, particularly if they 
follow in quick succession. They are often more taxing to answer precisely, especially 
if the patient is frail, forgetful, or in pain (see Myerscough, 1992). They are also 
defined "bad" questions and the overwhelming majority of these questions are 
"biomedical", eg: "Is the pain sharp or dull?" (see Dillon, 1990: 57).
In contrast Open-ended questions may start with "why", "what" and "how". "Tell me 
about the pain" although apparently a command, is in effect an open-ended question 
which may evoke a long answer (see Calnan, 1983: 56). These questions have been 
suggested to elicit from the patient a description of his complaint(s): "What brings 
you to see me?" "How has this affected you?" They do not presuppose a specific 
answer, but give the patient an open opportunity to respond in his own way, and in 
his own words (Myerscough, 1992). Roter (1989) claims that they allow the patient
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some discretion in the direction he may take in answering, for example, "Tell me 
about your leg pain, what seems to be the problem?" Dillon (op cit) defines such 
questions "good and psychosocial", eg: "Do you have friends or family to help you 
get to the clinic? (ibid: 57)
This view is different from that generally expounded in linguistics, (and particularly 
ELT) where open questions are strongly associated with all "wh-words". Thus, 
Coulthard and Ashby (1976) believe that open-ended questions allow the patient the 
chance to give a fairly length exposition of his problem if he so desires. For example:
What’s the main thing that’s troubling you at the moment?
What’s been the matter, recently?
What’s your trouble?
How are you today? (ibid: 14)
Fisher (1982) states that this kind of question allows patients to state their reasons for 
seeking medical care while enabling doctors to establish the topic and control the 
floor. Thus:
What brings you in today?
What can I do for you today? (ibid: 60)
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Once more, at the level of an emphasis on function which is not particularly informed 
linguistically, Calnan (1983) suggests that "Questions" are asked commonly for one 
of four reasons:
1. For explanation of a statement made by the patient, "When was this?"
"Where was that?"
2. For more detailed information of the patient’s troubles. "Tell me more about 
your pain?"
3. For provocation of the patient, perhaps to make him defend a statement he has 
made already. "Really? Don’t you think that strange?"
4. To express a personal point of view or some contradictory evidence, and for 
indicating understanding. "Did you think I would believe that?" "I see. Then what 
happened?" (ibid: 56)
Underlying these and similar broadly functional categories is an awareness of the 
attitudes (patient-centred, supportive) which it is hoped are realised through them. 
The argument here is that asking questions is not the best way to reach the essence 
of most people’s problems since no doctor could ever possibly ask enough questions 
to cover all eventualities, so he must foster the relaxed, accepting attitude, and allow 
the patient to lead him to the central problem (see Bennett, 1979: 23).
One might agree, to a certain extent, with Dillon (1990) that the types of questions 
asked by doctors affect the kind of information they learn from the patient, as well
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as affecting the therapeutic value of the interview as perceived both by patient and 
doctor (ibid: 56). However, if the doctor wants to be successful in talking with a 
patient, Bennett (1973: 9) stresses: "he should act like a cheerful human being, 
sincerely interested in the doings of another human beings, rather than acting like a 
prying professional automaton, shooting questions at defenceless, emotionless object". 
He adds: "if the doctor wants to learn something, he must prepared to listen to his 
patients" (ibid: 10).
It can be seen that the discussion of "questions" by Quirk et al., (1985) reveals that 
the classes of questions they propose are in fact based on surface form. Even when 
they do look at the expected response, it is often the form of the response that is 
being attended to rather than the function or the communication choice realised by the 
response.
At the other end of the formal/functional scale, the discussion of Calnan (1983) 
reveals "questions" as a functional category which focuses on the ability to minimise 
the effects of one’s point of view on the response; not just the skill of eliciting 
responses. Rather, in the medical consultations, "questions" are used to:
1. encourage the patient to relax;
2. draw our knowledge, information and opinions;
3. amplifying statements;
4. keep the discussion relevant;
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5. bring out distinctions and similarities;
6. reintroduce an overlooked point;
7. encourage intelligent judgement by the patient;
8. control the consultation;
9. discover hidden worries;
10. check that all is understood, (ibid: 55)
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4. Ethnomethodology
Ethnomethcxiology sought to focus sociological interest on a grievously neglected 
topic - the nature of language use and the practical reasoning which forms it (see 
Heritage, 1984: 135). Garfinkel states that ethnomethodology is:
an approach to conversation which concentrates on 
its organization. It describes conversation from the 
point of view of sociology. In fact, 
ethnomethodology is a branch of sociology and 
seeks to account for social action. It is a method of 
working and a way of investigating social 
behaviour. The term refers to various policies, 
methods, results, risks, and lunacies with which to 
locate and accomplish the study of the rational 
properties of practical actions as contingent ongoing 
accomplishments of organised artful practices of 
everyday life (1986:309).
For Garfinkel, the important thing about descriptions is that they are used - to make 
available, maintain, transform or, otherwise, manage concretedly organized social 
activities (Heritage, op cit: 141).
Moerman (1988) defines ethnomethodology as an integration of conversation analysis 
and ethnography, while Sacks (1984) states that ethnomethodology seeks to describe 
methods persons use in their social life. Mehan and Wood (1983: 4) describe 
ethnomethodology as "a scientific discipline that studies more complex systems related 
to the impact of interlocutors. For instance, it studies the broken symmetries that 
appear when sociology’s symmetries are placed within a broader organizational
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arrangement". Their vision o f  ethnomethodology:
sees diversity as a sign of strength. They point out 
that ethnomethodology is a form of life. It is a way 
of working which creates findings, methods, 
theories; it enables its practitioners to enter other 
realities, there to experience the assembly of world 
views (ibid: 13).
However, they conclude that ethnomethodology is: "a form of life. It is not a body 
of theory nor of method but a collection of practices similar in purpose to the 
practices artists and craftsmen teach and use" (ibid: 238).
One may admit that ethnomethodology cannot be captured by description as long as 
its strength lies in diversity. In this respect Mehan and Wood (op cit) suggest that an 
utterance not only delivers some particular information, it also creates a world in 
which information itself can appear. They also refer to biological symptoms which 
can never appear in the world as abstractly as they do in textbooks. They claim that 
they are always embedded in a social context that includes factors such as the age, 
social status, and so on.
In fact, ethnomethodology is essentially a method of working rather than a model. It 
is a way of investigating social behaviour, and should initially be seen in the context 
of, and in contrast to, other methods of doing sociology which rely on statistical 
counts and pre-formed categories. The origins of ethnomethodology lie in the work 
of Garfinkel, who examined the social construction of all types of knowledge,
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including scientific knowledge and common sense knowledge (see Heritage, 1984).
4.1. Methods of carrying out Ethnomethodology
One of the main methods of carrying out ethnomethodology is to record 
conversations, and transcribe them either as near completely as possible, or by 
selection of particular features, such as recurring conversational routines, and describe 
them.
For instance, Labov (1972) used audio-tape recording when interviewing people to 
elicit formal and more casual conversation. However, it should be noted that in 
ordinary, private conversations, the tape recorder will always be an intruder, however 
tactful the researcher. Furthermore, it is highly unethical to record speakers 
surreptitiously, that is, without their knowledge or agreement.
Many other researchers emphasise this method, such as Watson (1986) who claims 
that audio-or video-recordings of naturally occurring, naturally situated data are 
crucial in performing ethnomethodology. On the other hand. Sacks’ work on tape- 
recorded conversations was initiated in deliberate pursuit of this methodological aim:
It was not from any large interest in language or 
from some theoretical formulation of what should 
be studied that I started with tape-recorded 
conversation, but simply because I could get my 
hands on it and I could study it again and again, 
and also, consequentially, because others could look
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at what I had studied and make of it what they 
could, if, for example, they wanted to be able to 
disagree with me (see Sacks, 1984: 26).
Atkinson and Heritage (1984) prefer that recorded data be available, not only for 
repeated observation, analysis, and re-analysis, but also for the public evaluation of 
observations and findings that is an essential precondition for analytic advance. The 
use of recorded data as they state:
serves to delimit the fallibilities of intuition and 
recollection; it provides the observer with a wide 
range of interactional materials and circumstances 
and also maintains some guarantee that analytic 
conclusion will not arise as artifacts of intuitive 
idiosyncrasy, selective attention or recollection, or 
experimental design (ibid: 4).
They add that the availability of a taped record enables repeated and detailed 
examination of particular events in interaction, and hence greatly enhances the range 
and precision of the observations that can be made.
Atkinson and Heritage (op cit) comment on transcripts as well. They state that 
although the transcripts serve as an extremely convenient search tool, they are 
produced and designed for use in close conjunction with the tape-recorded materials 
that constitute the data base. They add that the transcripts result from, and represent 
an attempt to get as much as possible of, the actual sound and sequential positioning 
of talk onto the tape, while at the same time making this material accessible to
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readers unfamiliar with systems further removed from standard orthography. 
However, one should not ignore the many obstacles the researcher encounters while 
recording, such as accessibility and flexibility, despite all the virtues the tape-recorded 
conversation implies.
Triangulation is another method which may often confirm the findings of 
ethnomethodology. Stubbs (1983) states that this method is used to measure different 
sets of data, or different research methods and techniques, to provide a more complex 
picture of the phenomenon under investigation. One might add that this method, of 
course, takes some time to achieve and may also require, to some extent, considerable 
effort to delimit the phenomenon under scrutiny. Notwithstanding, where this method 
is implemented, the data is an invaluable source for other investigators since it tends 
to make replication easier, and enables data to be reused and referred to in other 
investigations.
4.2. Collecting Data
The discipline of ethnomethodology relies heavily on large quantities of data which 
can only be collected through the methods of audio-video recording and 
questionnaires. A broad collection of data has been encouraged by many investigators 
like Moerman (1988) because doubtful instances can help to define and delimit the 
phenomenon. He suggests that those doubtful instances turn out to be instances of 
similar and related phenomenon which speakers might have used as alternatives (ibid:
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36). Nevertheless, qualitative questions and spontaneous or casual conversations will 
constitute adequate and real data.
It should be noted that the central domain of data with which conversation analysts 
are concerned is everyday, mundane conversation. Heritage (1984) believes that 
activities which are normally accomplished in "restricted" or "specialized" settings 
may also occur in parallel fashion in ordinary interaction: "interrogation" or "cross- 
examination", for example, may occur over the breakfast table (ibid: 238).
Atkinson and Heritage (1984) insist on the use of materials collected from naturally 
occurring occasions of everyday interaction by means of audio- and video-recording 
equipment or film. One might also maintain the view of Heritage (1984) that data- 
collection procedure is not constrained by a specific research design or by reference 
to some particular hypothesis. However, collecting data does not necessarily mean 
that investigators will achieve what is required in their research. They might be 
successful only in so far as they rely on their skills and techniques while selecting any 
data. In this respect, collecting data would be fruitful as long as the investigators are 
aware of the implications the conversation contains. This might be in line with the 
view of Sacks who says: "not merely if we pick any data will we find something, but 
that if we pick any data, without bringing any problems to it, will we find something" 
(1984: 27).
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4.3. Conversation Analysis
One of the principles of ethnomethodology is conversation, specifically, casual 
conversation, which in fact demonstrates a high degree of social organization. 
Conversation offers the analysts an invaluable analytical resource: as each turn is 
responded to by a second, we find displayed in that second an analysis of the first by 
its recipient (see Sacks et al., 1974).
One may ignore the crucial role of conversation to construct the context in that the 
context itself constructs the conversation. While Mehan and Wood (1983) claim that 
conversation analysts have been willing to ignore the indexical relations between talk 
and its context, they have treated talk as possessing finite meaning. But this is not 
true because the utterances allow us to infer and construct the context, as in the 
conversation between a doctor and a patient, which creates the context of doctor- 
patient interaction. Heritage maintains this issue and elaborates: "understanding 
language is not, a matter of understanding sentences but of understanding actions - 
utterances - which are constructively interpreted in relation to their contexts" (1984: 
139).
Nevertheless, conversation analysts should be aware of the characteristics of ordinary 
talk between peers, in particular, its tendencies which often happen in order, as 
Heritage (1984) points out, to explain specific features of asymmetric interaction by 
reference to social attributes (eg, status, power, gender, ethnicity, etc.). Furthermore,
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in terms of an on-going sequence of actions, the conversation analysts refer to the 
context, including, particularly, the immediately preceding configuration of actions 
so as to understand the contribution of a speaker’s action (ibid: 242).
Basically, the objective of conversation analysts is to describe the procedures and 
expectations in terms of which speakers produce their own behaviour and interpret 
the behaviour of others. This point has been highlighted by many investigators, such 
as Atkinson and Heritage, who acknowledge that the central goal of conversation 
analytic research is the description and explication of the competencies that ordinary 
speakers use and rely on, in participating in intelligible, socially organized interaction 
(1984: 1).
One might understand from the above review that it is sequences and turns within 
sequences, rather than isolated sentences or utterances, that have become the primary 
units of conversation analysis. This means that listener must know what is being 
talked about in a conversation, otherwise, he might face the problem of ambiguity. 
He must, in other words, have sufficient knowledge to contextualise the discussion. 
In this respect, one might agree with Schegloff (1984) in his comment on ambiguities 
in conversation. He stresses: "when we progress further in explicating the various 
sequential organizations of conversation, and in interaction, and importantly, in their 
integration, we shall first get a sense of the range of the phenomenon of ambiguity" 
(ibid: 50). There may of course in any particular instance be good reasons for the 
absence of expected conversational activity, but unless the conversation is
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dysfunctional, it will be possible to disambiguate with reference to context.
One may conclude that ethnomethodology differs from other branches of sociology 
and linguistics in its approach, and - where it is applied to the study of language - 
differs from other areas of linguistics in that it attempts to account comprehensively 
for the relationship between language and social actions. This unique attribute entails 
the investigation of not merely the positive dimension of conversation, but the 
analysis of the negative side within its social context. In addition, ethnomethodology 
focuses on the nature of language use and of the practical reasoning which forms it. 
It also concentrates on the role of language in the constitution of social relations and 
social reality. It is a matter of understanding actions and utterances which are 
constructively interpreted in relation to their contexts (see Mehan and Wood, 1983; 
Sacks, 1984; Heritage, 1984).
Finally, one might suggest that researchers are to proceed in their investigations with 
more than one method, or one procedure, of performing ethnomethodology to obtain 
the real data since ethnomethodology cannot be captured by description, nor by any 
analysis, as it is not a body of theory nor of method, but a form of life to be lived 
(see Mehan and Wood, 1983).
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CHAPTER THREE 
AIMS AND PARTICIPANTS
1. Introduction
This research is centred on medical interviews as they seemed to be a communicative 
occurrence where one can obtain a comprehensive picture of the use of the English 
language under conditions which are quite constrained. The principal background to 
this enquiry can be sketched with reference to a number of key studies.
Firstly, it was felt that results might provide further evidence of the strategic use of 
language in medical interviews suggested by Fisher (1982) who argued that language 
is used strategically to accomplish treatment decisions. Secondly, Frankel (1984) also 
stresses the importance of language in the medical interview saying that we know 
very little about the role of language and everyday social interaction as operative 
forces in the natural course of illness episodes and their effects within a lifetime. He 
adds that it becomes possible to analyse the relationship between language, health, 
and social behaviour as it emerges in the context of the medical encounter (ibid: 104). 
Thirdly, Coulthard (1976) selected the doctor-patient interview partly because it was 
fairly easy to collect good quality data. And finally, Maher (1986) focuses on the role 
of English in the medical settings in a non-English speaking country. He states that 
"it remains, also, a contingent result of the very extension of English as a functional
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medium of medical communication within a non-English-speaking environment". 
These references provide key elements to the environment in which the language of 
the cross-cultural consultation, and this study, takes place.
2. Aims and Objectives
2.1. The general aim
to explore the use of the English language in the medical sector of UAE.
2.2. Specific objective
The specific objective of the present research is to use a mixture of quantitative and 
qualitative measures to examine the patterns of English language interaction in the 
hospitals of UAE.
2.2.1. Quantitative measures
to measure frequency of question-types.
to quantify aspects of discourse in the medical interviews of UAE hospitals 
such as the doctors’ and patients’ initiations, the doctors’ signals of support, 
the doctors’ and patients’ greetings and farewells, the doctors’ and patients’
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conversational interaction, the patients’ social history, the patients’ clinical 
history of presenting problem, the doctors’ management plan and giving 
instructions, and the doctors’ negotiation of management.
to measure quantifiable aspects of the medical interviews in UAE hospitals 
such as duration of interview, the number of words and utterances in each 
medical interview, mean length of utterance (MLU), and frequency of 
overlapping utterances.
to measure the aspects of language in the medical interviews of UAE hospitals 
such as linguistic complexity, ie, technical/semi/sub-technical lexis, 
pronunciation features, and code-switching.
2.2.2. Qualitative measures
to characterise the medical interviews in UAE hospitals as being doctor- 
centred or patient-centred.
3. Participants
The fieldwork in this research was voluntarily implemented with the collaboration of 
a team of doctors of various nationalities headed by the Iraqi consultant. Dr Gatte, 
in the hospitals of Abu Dhabi, the capital of UAE. The team has recorded randomly
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67 medical interviews of which 32 have been selected and transcribed in this 
research. The patients who participated in the medical interviews were also of various 
nationalities, ages, genders and occupations. They were suffering from various 
infections and diseases, ie, the interviews were not conducted in one specialized 
clinic.
Prior to recording, patients were asked their permission to make the recording and 
were informed that the recorded interviews would be kept confidential. All data was 
subsequently anonymised.
All patients who indicated that they would consult in English were approached to 
participate in the recordings, until the total number of interviews reported above were 
collected. As the process of recruitment proved extremely easy, patients were not 
pushed to the point of making an outright refusal - at any sign of hesitation the matter 
was not pursued. It is difficult, therefore, to talk in terms of a refusal rate, (studies 
in UK and the US show a similarity high degree of patient cooperation).
Tables 1-8 delineate the medical interviews between 8 doctors and 32 patients carried 
out in the hospitals of Abu Dhabi. These tables identify respectively each doctor and 
the number of patients he/she interviewed.
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Table 1
Doctor
NationalityName Sex
MMEG Male Egyptian
Patients
Marital StatusName Sex NationalityAge Occupation
UTF44 MarriedFemale Indian Clerk
GKM30 Male Married Indian Petro-chemical worker
VKM30 SingleMale Indian Mechanical foreman
RM42 MarriedMale Sri Lankan Municipality worker
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Table 2
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IndianJM IN
Patients
Marital StatusName Sex NationalityAge Occupation
MJM35 MarriedMale Somali Municipality clerk
MarriedMSM38 Male Tunisian Machine-operator
FMF34 MarriedFemale Egyptian Official clerk
RF32 MarriedFemale Filipino Shop cashier
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Table 3
Doctor
Name Sex Nationality
RMIN Male Indian
Patients
Name Sex Age Marital Status Nationality Occupation
TAF31 Female 31 Married Egyptian Housewife
AMM45 Male 45 Married Sudanese official
MM45 Male 45 Married Egyptian doctor
EF25 Female 25 Married Filipino Housewife
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Table 4
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Female EgyptianNFEG
Patients
Marital Status Nationality OccupationName Sex Age
MarriedAF24 FilipinoFemale Clerk
Married Pakistani HousewifeFMF27 Female
MF31 Married HousewifeIndianFemale
MarriedSF33 Indian HousewifeFemale
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Table 5
Doctor
Name Sex Nationality
HMPAL Male Palestinian
/
Patients
Name Sex Age Marital Status Nationality Occupation
PAF25 Female 25 Married Pakistani Housewife
AJM46 Male 46 Married Pakistani Tailor
OF39 Female 39 Married Pakistani Housewife
JM56 Male 56 Single Indian Clerk
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Table 6
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IraqiMaleOBDI
Patients
Marital Status OccupationNationalitySex AgeName
Married LebaneseFJF45 Female Secretary
Single HousewifeTanzanianSRF37 Female
Married Pakistani Bank OfficerAM40 Male
Single PakistaniFemaleAF40 Nurse
Married IndianSLF40 SecretaryFemale
Married Palestinian SecretaryLIF34 Female
BritishSingle StudentLUF16 Female
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Table 7
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IndianMaleTMIN
Patients
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
MarriedKM40 Indian ElectricianMale
Married Syrian OfficialAM45 Male
Married HousewifeMF35 Female Indian
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Table 8
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IndianSMIN
Patients
Marital Status NationalityName Sex OccupationAge
JM45 Male Married Indian Bank Officer
SM57 Male Married Indian S. Administrator
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This study uses a number of measures to describe what happens in medical 
interviews. All of the measures used are well-established and validated, though they 
may not have been brought together precisely as they are here. The hope is that a 
relatively wide description of a variety of features in this way will provide a good, 
basic picture of the interviews which will itself be of some value, for example in 
training and education, but will also contribute to the kind of sociolinguistic agenda 
detailed by Stubbs (p. 23).
This chapter attempts to do three things:
A) it lists and offers brief descriptions and examples of categories used in data 
analysis;
B) it describes the conventions used for transcribing data;
C) it offers a fully-worked sample of two contrasting interviews, annotated to 
indicate the difficulties faced and decisions made.
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The lists in Section A should be read in close conjunction with both the literature 
review (where the previous use of some items is described in more detail), and with 
the worked transcripts at Section C.
Section B should be read in close conjunction with the worked transcripts at Section 
C, and with the fuller description of Jefferson’s conventions offered by Heritage and 
Atkinson (1984), and for convenience reproduced in full as Appendix IV.
The reader may also find it helpful to cross-refer to Chapter 5, where Results are set 
out; the categories are outlined here are inevitably most meaningfully understood in 
context.
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A. Summary of Data Analysis Strategies
Label Symbol Definition and Realisation
1. Questioning Quirk et al. define "questions" as "a 
semantic class which is primarily 
used to seek information on a specific 
point" (1985: 804). "They are asked 
by both the doctor and patient to 
provide information during the 
medical interview" (see West, 1984). 
(For a fuller discussion the reader is 
referred back to pp. 70-81.
The following categories are not 
mutually exclusive. For example, a 
question may be both Oq (Open 
question) and Convq (Conversational 
question whose function is typically 
to establish rapport); or it may be 
both Oq and Init (initiation).
Three main categories of question- 
type were identified both by 
inspection of the data, and with 
reference to previous studies (see Ch. 
2, ie, the Literature Review for 
details of previous studies. These 
categories are:
1. Open and Closed
2. Medical, Psychological, Social
3. Contextual, Non-contextual,
Conversational, Checking 
understanding
All questions may be ascribed to one 
category in each of these question- 
types. Thus, a particular question 
will be defined as (say) Oq, Medq, 
Contq. This means that there are in 
theory a total of 24 categories.
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1.1. open question
1.2. Closed question
Oq
Cq
though not all are represented in the 
data.
Here are some examples, to illustrate 
briefly how the system works (two 
fully worked interviews are at pages 
128 to 157 and are discussed there in 
detail):
Dr: Your salary is not high? Cq, 
Socq, Ncontq, Convq (see 
Appendix V, Interview 3)
Dr: What are your complaints? Oq, 
Medq, Contq (see Appendix V, 
Interview 11)
Dr: Do you have difficulty in
swallowing? Cq, Medq, Contq 
(see Appendix V, Interview 21) 
Dr: How did it start in brief? Oq, 
Medq, Ncontq (see Appendix V, 
Interview 23)
An Oq invites the patient to set the 
agenda and is associated with the 
early stages of the consultation. Eg 
questions may start with "what?", 
"where?", "how?" (see Calnan, 
1983) such as "How did it start?" 
(see Appendix V, Interview 23, et 
passim).
A Cq constrains the range of options. 
It is associated with a later stage in 
the diagnostic process, and it is often 
said (eg Myerscough, 1991) that 
there is a progression in the 
consultation from open to closed as 
the differential diagnosis is reached. 
Such questions may begin with 
"who", "when", "where" or "do", 
"does", "did" and the answer is 
expected to be short, eg, "Do you 
have a pain here?" "Yes" or "No" 
(see Calnan, 1983). Closed questions
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call for simple and direct responses 
such as "What is your name?" (see 
Appendix V, Interview 5) and may 
have the function of administrative or 
scene-setting questions (see Bruton et 
al, 1976) such as "How old are 
you?" (see Appendix V, Interview 
26).
1.3. Medical question Medq A Medq aims at obtaining the history 
of the illness of the patient, such as 
"What*s your medical problem?" (see 
Appendix V, Interview 1) or "When 
do you have your headache?" (see 
Appendix V, Interview 30).
1.4. Psychological question Psyq A Psyq is asked by the doctor to 
elucidate the patient’s state of mind, 
for example, "Are you happy with 
your work?” or "Why don’t you 
smile?" (see Appendix V, Interview 
3, et passim).
1.5. Social-history question Socq A Socq is asked by the doctor to 
identify the patient’s name, age, 
marital status and nationality, such as 
"What is your name?" (see Appendix 
V, Interview 5, et passim). Many of 
these questions - as the instance 
above - are Cq.
1.6. Contextual question Contq A Contq is asked by the doctor when 
more detail about a particular topic 
already initiated is being discussed. 
Eg: "What sort o f  a pain it is?" 
Contq "Can you explain the nature o f  
the pain?" Contq (see Appendix V, 
Interview 9, et passim)
1.7. Non-contextual question Ncontq A Ncontq is asked by the doctor to 
refer to an utterance which is not 
relevant to the immediate context
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1.8. Conversational question
1.9. Checking understanding
Convq
ChuP
which is the focus of attention. It is, 
therefore, associated with a return - 
often sudden - to a topic raised 
earlier, or with a switch, eg, from 
Medq to Socq as follows:
Dr: So, you didn’t have any um sort 
of similar symptoms in the past, 
is it, no?
P: No.
Dr: Yes. What about your family? 
Ncontq (see Appendix V, 
Interview 10, et passim)
A question entirely extraneous to the 
interview, whose function is typically 
to establish rapport. These questions 
are often called "Social" (eg Roter, 
1989) but are here differently 
labelled to avoid confusion with 
Socq, eg:
Dr: What are they doing in India?
P: They are studying
Dr: What school? (see Appendix V, 
Interview 1)
or:
P: I am secretary.
Dr: You are secretary, where? (see 
Appendix V, Interview 26)
A question of this sort is asked by 
the doctor to check the understanding 
of the patient. This category is 
particularly identified as its presence 
or absence is often considered to be a 
reasonable yardstick for how patient- 
centred an interview is (eg Roter, 
1989; Mishler, 1984; West, 1984), 
eg:
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2. Aspects of Discourse
2.1. Initiation
ChuD
Init
Dr: Eh Don V you know that this 
medicine should be taken 
regularly - everyday - for  - the - 
for - for good? You know that 
or not? ChuP 
P: Yes, yes, I know, (see Appendix 
V, Interview 3, et passim)
This category identifies utterances 
where the doctor confirms his/her 
own understanding, for example:
Dr: I mean a::fter the meals or when 
the stomach is empty ?
P: All the time
Dr: Every time? ChuD
P: Ya. (see Appendix V, Interview 5)
Note that these labels in other studies 
often stand in opposition to such 
labels as, eg, elicit understanding. 
give information, etc. These labels 
are not used in this study.
The following categories are 
concerned with ways in which 
information is selected, formulated 
and conveyed between speakers (see 
Stubbs, 1983). They are also 
concerned with the description of 
large elements in the interview. Most 
descriptions of medical interviews 
identif^y these or similar elements (see 
eg Myerscough, 1991).
Initiations occur when a new topic is 
introduced. They set up expectations 
for what will occur next. The term is 
used here in a broadly similar 
manner to that used by Sinclair and 
Coulthard (1975). The majority of
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2.2 Signals of support
2.2.1. Signals of support
(Accepting responses)
Ss
SsAr
doctors’ questions in this study are 
treated as initiations. For example:
Dr: What about the pregnancy? Init 
P: The pregnancy was normal till the 
seventh month. (See Appendix V, 
Interview 16)
These fall into two categories. This 
label is used in the manner described 
by Burton (1981). She says such 
signals occur after all the other types 
of move, ie, framing, focusing, 
opening, challenging, bound-opening, 
re-opening (ibid). An Ss is any move 
that maintains the framework set up 
by a preceding initiatory move. If the 
doctor sets up the framework, then 
the patient has supported it, and the 
doctor may support it, too.
These are realised by a closed class 
of items such as "Yes", "OK", 
"mm", "hmm", "I see", "Ah ha", 
"Right" and "no" (when the 
preceding utterance was negative) 
and function either to accept or offer 
empathv (see below).
These are realised by "Yes", "OK", 
"uhuh", "Ah ha", "I see", etc. Their 
function is to acknowledge that an 
information has been understood, and 
its significance appreciated (see 
Bruton et al., 1976) as follows:
P: And I ’ve repeated it three times. 
Dr: I see. (see Appendix V, 
Interview 11, et passim)
or:
Dr: Anything coming out?
P: No.
Dr: No. (see Appendix V, Interview 
26)
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2.2.2. Signals of support 
(Expressions of empathy)
2.3. Greetings
2.4. Farewells
2.5. Conversational 
interaction
SsEe
G
Ci
These are realised by expressions of 
empathy such as "That’s good", 
"Very good" or "Excellent". Their 
function is to acknowledge the receipt 
of communication (ibid) as follows:
P: Vm eating much more than 
before.
Dr: That’s excellent. (Appendix V, 
Interview 26, et passim)
In general terms, the first phase of a 
medical interview appears to demand 
a greeting function. These are 
markers of boundaries in the talk (see 
Burton, 1981) as follows:
Dr: E::h Good afternoon.
P: Good afternoon, (see Appendix V, 
Interview 27, et passim)
They are utterances made by both the 
doctor and patient to mark the end of 
the medical interview. It is also 
called leave-take - primarily 
concerned with endings of medical 
interviews (see Bruton et al., 1976), 
eg:
P: Ya. Thank you very much.
Dr: O.K. Bye. (see Appendix V, 
Interview 5, et passim)
This category is used for any 
utterance of both doctors and patients 
which is not relevant or adjacent to 
the immediate medical interview but 
is used functionally to achieve social 
ends (see Coulthard and Ashby, 
1976). The category Convq is clearly 
a subset of this category. It may 
yield a description of social 
interaction as follows:
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P: Advise him not to smoke. Ci 
Dr: But still he doesn’t listen to you? 
Ci
P: Still doesn’t listen to me. Ci (see 
Appendix V, Interview 7, et 
passim)
2.6. Social history Soc This is an utterance whose aim is to 
mirror the patients’ broader social 
circumstances which may affect their 
health or their health beliefs such as 
"I am a lone woman” (see Appendix 
V, Interview 1) or "7 stopped 
working in December" (see Appendix 
V, Interview 26).
2.7. Clinical history of 
presenting problem
Ch This is an utterance made by patients 
to give information relevant to the 
medical history of the illness in hand 
such as "During summer holiday I  
improve" (see Appendix V, Interview 
24) or ”But eh sometimes I ’m having 
palpitation” (see Appendix V, 
Interview 32).
2.8. Management plan These are utterances made by doctors 
to tell the patient what to do to help 
the cure and what to do so that 
medical attention can effectively be 
given. He informs his patient of his 
conclusions and diagnosis, and what 
treatment and advice he considers the 
patient needs (see Fraser, 1987).
This category is subdivided as 
follows:
Mginf The doctor informs the patient of a 
recommended plan of management as 
follows:
Dr: Ah This is fungus infection, (see 
Appendix V, Interview 18, et 
passim)
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2.9. Negotiation of 
management
MgExp
Mglns
Nm
The doctor explains the reasoning 
behind the management plan and 
offers explanations of medical 
information to the patient (see 
Brown, 1978). For example:
D r : ......................you may have this sort of
chronicle tension even though 
this and everything will be  -
negative  (see Appendix V,
Interview 11, et passim)
The doctor gives instructions to fulfil 
the management plan, eg:
Dr: So, please, you should reduce 
the amount o f milk, increase the 
solids, (see Appendix V, 
Interview 14, et passim)
The following category isolates a 
feature commonly mentioned (eg, 
Mishler, 1984; W est, 1984; 
Pendleton, 1983) as important to 
sustain a patient-centred interview. 
The extent to which the patient is 
involved is regarded as central to an 
understanding of the politics of the 
medical interview (Ainsworth- 
Vaughn, 1992; Fisher, 1982). This 
category is classically exemplified by 
a doctor who offers a range of 
choices, eg (invented example):
Dr: There are the following
contraceptives available ..........................
The advantages and
disadvantages a r e  which
do you prefer?  Nm
Negotiation is seldom so obviously 
present in studies of medical 
interviews, however.
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3. Quantifiable Aspects of 
the Medical Interview
3.1. Duration of interview
3.2. Word
3.3. Utterance
D
W
U
The following is more typical:
Dr: I have to change it to other 
medicine because I am not 
happy with the reading today - 
what do you think? Nm
P : .......  that according to doctor’s
decision  (see Appendix V,
Interview 2)
A number of purely quantitative 
measures (see Crystal, 1987) were 
also employed to analyse the data. 
These are:
This category simply measures in 
minutes and seconds the time for 
which the medical interview lasts or 
exists.
This category is usually self- 
explanatory. Contractions ("you’ ve", 
etc) count as one word. Incomplete 
words are also counted as one word. 
Fillers such as "mm", "e::h", "Um" 
and so on are not counted as words. 
The function of this category is to 
count the number of words in each 
medical interview.
A "U" refers to a stretch of speech 
preceded and followed by silence or 
a change of speaker (see Crystal, 
1987) as in the underlined examples 
that follow:
Dr: O.K. How old are you?
P: E:h Thirtv-eivht. (Appendix V, 
Interview 6, et passim)
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3.4. Mean Length of 
Utterance
3.5. Overlapping Utterances
MLU
OU
OUI
The aim of this strategy is to 
measure the mean length of
utterances (see Crystal, 1987) of both 
doctors and patients in each medical 
interview by dividing the number of 
words by the number of utterances.
These occur simultaneously at a point 
of an on-going utterance. When the 
doctor and patient start their 
utterances simultaneously, the 
utterances are linked together with 
double left-hand brackets (see Section 
B, Data transcription; Appendix IV, 
Transcript notation; Atkinson and 
Heritage, 1984), eg:
P: r  rVes, Î have some cough.
Dr: LI Tow are e:::h bringing out
som e  (see Appendix V,
Interview 7, et passim).
When overlapping utterances do not 
start simultaneously, the point at 
which an on-going utterance is joined 
by another is marked with a single 
left-hand bracket (ibid), eg:
Dr: With effo p/.
P: \jVith effort, (see
Appendix V, Interview 21, et 
passim)
The aim of this strategy is to 
measure the number of these 
overlapping utterances to reflect the 
asymmetry in the doctor/patient 
relationship and show how that 
asymmetry is enacted in the 
interactions between them.
This category identifies one speaker 
of the overlap who interrupts the 
other speaker, for example:
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4. Aspects of Language
4.1. Measures of Linguistic 
Complexity
4.1.1. Technical Lexis
4.1.2. Semi-technical Lexis
TL
SeTL
P: The Vpregnancy w a s ...................
Dr: there any problem -
during the pregnancy? OUI (see 
Appendix V, Interview 15, et 
passim)
The following categories highlight 
some language issues, not normally 
considered to be aspects of discourse, 
which show the ways in which the 
English language is used and spoken 
by both the doctor and patient in each 
medical interview.
The aim of this measure is to identify 
the "complex linguistic units", ie, the 
"technical medical terminology" (see 
Ley, 1988) used by both the doctors 
and patients in the medical interviews 
of UAE hospitals. These complex 
linguistic units include:
"Lexis" is a term used in linguistics 
to refer to the vocabulary of a 
language, and used adjectively in a 
variety of technical phrases (see 
Crystal, 1987).
The aim of this measurement is to 
identify the technical terms which are 
used by both doctors and patients in 
each medical interview. An example 
of "Technical lexis" would be a word 
whose meaning would not normally 
be known except to health 
professionals, eg, "Ca bronchus" 
(lung cancer) and "MI" (heart 
attack).
This is realised as a medical term 
generally understood in the 
community, eg, "bronchitis", 
"asthma", "Jaundice", and so on (see 
Appendix V, Interview 14).
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4.1.3. Sub-technical Lexis
4.2. Pronunciation Features
4.3. Code-switching
SuTL
PF
Cs
"Sub-technical lexis" may be defined 
as an ordinary language word or 
phrase, but it is often appropriately 
used in a medical setting, eg, 
"temperature" (see Appendix V, 
Interview 8), "pressure" (see 
Appendix V, Interview 29), et 
passim.
The general aim of this category is to 
h ig h l ig h t  so m e  n o t ic e a b le  
phonological features of English (see 
Crystal, 1987) spoken by doctors and 
patients in the medical interviews 
which are considerably at variance 
with standard UK English. These 
features are identified in this study 
with double square brackets such as 
I jw i:^  instead of "weight" (see 
Appendix V, Interview 14) and
(seeW isig  instead of "breathing' 
A p p ^ ix  V, Interview 1). This is 
not intended to be a systematic study 
of phonological features, but merely 
to draw attention to typical examples 
of phonological variance.
This is defined as the use of one or 
more languages for consistent 
transfer of linguistic units from one 
language to another, and by such a 
language mixture developing a new 
restricted - or not so restricted - code 
of linguistic interaction (see Kachru, 
1978). The aim of the technique is to 
signal the switch , that doctors and 
patients may make between English 
and their mother tongue such as the 
Arabic word "Ya’ni" which means 
"mean" in English, "mal" which 
means " o f  in English, and 
"Barekallahu Peek" which means 
"May God bless you" in English as 
follows:
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Dr: So, where you are working? 
P: In the:: oil - oil company
"(mal...... )" Ad,IOC. (see
Appendix V, Interview 6)
or:
Dr:  and we 7/ refer you to
the dermatologist - for the skin 
disease.
P: "Barekallahu Peek", (see 
Appendix V, Interview 18, et 
passim)
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B. Data Transcription
To achieve the objective of quantitative data presentation in this research, the selected 
32 recorded medical interviews have been transcribed in the UK. The transcript 
notation used in this research was developed by Gail Jefferson and employed by, for 
instance, Atkinson and Heritage. I have, particularly, relied on Atkinson and 
Heritage’s application of Jefferson’s approach (see Atkinson and Heritage, 1984, and 
Appendix IV of this study).
The approach used - deriving data from tape-recordings - is subject, of course, to the 
usual limitation of tape rather than video: audio-recording cannot capture a number 
of paralinguistic features. This research is however focused not on non-verbal 
behaviour, but on the language issues and salient sociolinguistic features being 
employed in the medical interviews in the hospitals of UAE.
The following are the conventions employed. The reader will note a number of minor 
differences from Atkinson and Heritage, and all the examples are taken from the 
present study.
1. Overlapping utterances
The following overlapping utterances start simultaneously. They are linked together 
with double left-hand brackets:
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r Dr:
P: -
Two months, 
to stay there.
(see Appendix V, Interview 2)
Sometimes the overlapping utterances do not start simultaneously. The point at which 
an ongoing utterance is joined by another is marked with a single left-hand bracket, 
linking an ongoing with an overlapping utterance at the point where overlap begins 
as follows:
Dr: Is there any problem - during
P:
(see Appendix V, Interview 15)
the pregnancy?
No, no, no, no problem.
The point where overlapping utterances stop overlapping is marked with a single 
right-hand bracket. Thus:
is normal.P: In fact. everything
Dr: Ha Ha
(see Appendix V, Interview 23)
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2. Contiguous utterances
These utterances occur without interval, the second being latched immediately to the 
first (without overlapping it). Such utterances are linked together with equals signs 
as follows:
P: Ya, my - headache will become less. =
Dr: =  Less after vomiting.
(see Appendix V, Interview 8)
The equals signs are also used to link different parts of a single speaker’s utterance 
when those parts constitute a continuous flow of speech that has been carried over to 
another line, by transcript design, to accommodate an intervening interruption. Thus:
P: Actually I feel eh some hea viness ==
Dr: Hum Hum
P: =  sometimes eh frequent.
(see Appendix V, Interview 29)
3. Intervals within and between utterances
When intervals in the stream of talk occur, they are timed in seconds being inserted 
within parentheses, either within an utterance such as:
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(1.0) P: No, (1.0) chest pain sometimes I feel.
(see Appendix V, Interview 23)
or between utterances:
Dr: - or any problem during the first year?
(LO)
P: Sometimes she used to tell - abdominal pain.
(see Appendix V, Interview 15)
One second is the minimum length of time measured in this way.
Sometimes a short untimed pause occurs within an utterance. It is indicated by a dash. 
Thus:
Dr: You have not passed - the stone before.
(see Appendix V, Interview 11)
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4. Characteristics of speech delivery
These transcripts are used as attempts to capture characteristics of speech delivery.
4.1. Extension of sound
A colon indicates an extension of the sound or syllable it follows. Thus:
CO:Ion Dr: You are a ma:rried man?
(see Appendix V, Interview 11)
and more colons prolong the stretch as follows:
Dr: OK. Can you tell me:: the story - how did it start in brief?
CO:: Ions
P: E::h That was in nineteen seventy-seven.
(see Appendix V, Interview 23)
4.2. Obscured delivery
These are vocalisations that are not pronounced properly as a result of some other 
activity - yawning, coughing, laughing, etc, and are described within double brackets. 
Thus:
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(( )) Dr: Hum Hum I see. ((coughing)) Anyway, you’re (vital sensor)
all right.
(see Appendix V, Interview 8)
Double brackets are also used for general details of the conversational scene as 
follows:
P: Sometimes (2.0) from writing and typing here and here. So,
why are - I don’t know why are those things?
((telephone rings))
Dr: Eh Did you say that the period is not regular?
(see Appendix V, Interview 26)
4.3. Non-standard pronunciation
These are vocalisations which are not pronounced properly, typically because the 
speaker’s English differs very markedly from standard. This convention could also 
be used in theory for mispronunciation (eg of a drug name) arising from ignorance. 
These vocalisations, such as /Hels/ which is pronounced instead of "Health" (see 
Appendix V, Interview 7), are described within double square brackets. Thus:
P: I am working clerk in Ministry of iHelTj
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4.4. Change of pace
When part of an utterance is delivered at a pace quicker than the surrounding talk, 
it is indicated by being enclosed between "more than" and "less than" signs. Thus:
P: The problem comes two years < ^ w ith  high blood sugar,
(see Appendix V, Interview 25)
5. Transcription doubt
In order to transcribe doubtful expressions, they are enclosed within single 
parentheses, as in:
P: Yes, (always) nausea.
( )
Dr: Nausea. But you have not vomited so far?
(see Appendix V, Interview 9)
The word "inaudible" enclosed within single parentheses indicates that no sense could 
be achieved for the string of talk or item in question as follows:
P: Ya, but this medicine (inaudible).
(inaudible)
Dr: Before this e::h pain - (inaudible) can you tell anything else?
(see Appendix V, Interview 28)
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6. Other transcript symbols
Rising and falling shifts in intonation are indicated by upward and downward pointing 
arrows immediately prior to the rise or fall. Thus:
t i Dr: Ha Ha ^W ithout ^ th is  tim e^ without pregnancy,(see Appendix V, Interview 25)
Emphasis is indicated by underlining as follows:
Dr: So, you didn’t have any um sort of similar symptoms in the
past, is it, no?
(see Appendix V, Interview 10)
The following degree sign is used to indicate a passage of talk which is quieter than 
the surrounding talk:
0 0
P: One and a half, ya. That’s it.
(see Appendix V, Interview 23)
Audible fillers (see Crystal, 1987) such as "eh", "um", "ha ha", etc, are inserted in 
the speech where they occur as follows:
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Dr: Ah easy work you don’t have much problem.
(see Appendix V, Interview 6)
P: Umm (2.0) Some friends told me:: some medicine.
(see Appendix V, Interview 12)
A series of dots indicates that an utterance is being reported only in part, with 
additional speech coming before, in the middle of, or after the reported fragment, 
depending on the location of the ellipses. Thus, in the following example, the parts 
of the patient’s utterance between "Resto" and "eight" are omitted:
P: and night sa - e::h (Resto..............) eight hundred milli.
(see Appendix V, Interview 32)
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C. Sample Analysis
Interview 5
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IndianMaleJMIN
Patient
Marital StatusSex NationalityName OccupationAge
Married SomaliMale Municipality Clerk
1 and 2 =  Here and throughout, doctors’ and patients’ anonymity is respected.
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Dr: This doctor JMIN from Bidi’ Zayed Hospital, Department
o  O
of Medicine. Ye:::s. ‘ May 1 ask you your full
name, Mr? (Cq, Socq)^ (Init)
P: My name is MJM35. (Soc)
Dr: What’s your age? (Cq, Socq, Contq)
P: Thirty-five years. (Soc)
Dr: And e::h your nationality? (Cq, Socq, Contq)
P: Somali. (Soc)
Dr: Somali. (SsAr)  ^ You’re e:h here since how long? (Cq, Socq, Contq) 
(l.CD
P: E::h eleven years. (Soc)
Dr: You are working with e::h whom?"  ^ =  (Cq, Socq,  ^ Contq)
P: =  I ’m working with Municipality. (Soc)
(1.0)
Dr: Municipality. (SsAr) For e:::h you from the beginning you are
working for the municipality in Bidi’ Zayed? (Cq, Socq, Contq)
P: Since now two years in Bidi’ Zayed. =  (Soc)
1 =  The doctor introduces himself in these utterances, and therefore, they are not labelled.
2 =  Note that this question introduces a series of questions whose function is to take a social history.
The related nature of these questions is reflected in the use of the label contq for subsequent 
questions on this topic (ie all are within the context of social-history taking established by the first 
question. The fact that the questions differ with respect to the information they seek to elicit is 
reflected by treating all of these questions as Initiations.
3 =  Repeating the patient’s response by the doctor here labelled as (SsAr) to indicate that the
information has been acknowledged.
4 =  The letters "wh" are lengthened for emphasis here, and therefore they are underlined (see Section
B, Data transcription).
5 =  This question could also be labelled (Medq or Psyq) as the type of work and its effect on the
patient may well be relevant to the diagnosis. This kind of potentially multifunctional utterance 
is a standard difficulty in the analysis of real language.
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Dr: =  Umm* E::h Two years only? (Cq, Socq, Contq, ChuD)
P: Two years. =  (Soc)
Dr: =  So, before that where were you? =  (Cq, Socq, Contq)
P: =  Abu Dhabi. (Soc)
Dr: I see. (SsAr) So::: what - ^  for what you’ve come 
to the hospital? ^  (Cq, Medq, Ncontq) (Init)
What’s your pro blem?^ (Oq, Medq, Contq)
P: Since I came, e::h I have very bad heart fearing - all time.
Dr: Yes. =  (SsAr)
P: =  and some pain.
Dr: Ha Ha =  (SsAr)
P: =  in the chest. (Ch)^
Dr: So, when do you get this pain? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
(1.0)
P: I get it from - this place hard 
Dr:
(inaudible).'* (Ch)
So, when^- when - 
when - when you’re getting the pain? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
When you’re, ^  ah I mean a::fter the meals or when the stomach
1 =  "Um", "e::h" and so forth are fillers (see Crystal, 1987), and therefore they are not labelled.
2 =  "problem" is counted as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
3 =  This turn, and the patient’s previous two turns all form a single instance o f the category (Ch), ie 
clinical history o f presorting problem described by patioit. Note that a single account by a patient 
counts throughout the analysis in this way, as a single instance o f (Ch), provided the doctor’s 
utterances with which the account is interspersed do not take the form of direct questions. Where there 
is a series o f direct questions (as there is whoi the doctor asks "So, when do you get this pain?"), the 
patient’s response is counted as a separate example. Note also that when a function stretches over a 
number of utterances, the label (here, "Ch"), is placed at the end of the utterances in question.
4 =The utterance of the patient here is inaudible, and therefore it is enclosed within single brackets.
5 =  The letter "w" is lengthened for emphasis here and pronounced as "v", and therefore it is
underlined (see Section B, Data transcription).
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P:
is empty? (Cq, Medq, Contq)*
^  All the time. = (Ch)
Dr: Every time? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
P: Ya. (Ch)
Dr: Whether you take a meal 
P:
or =
Whether I take a meal. (Ch)
Dr: =  not it doesn’t make any difference? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD) 
P: =  Yes. (Ch)
Dr: Any vomiting any time? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init)
P: =  ^  Sometimes. (Ch)
( 1.0)
Dr: Sometimes. (SsAr)
P:
So, - after vomiting =
o o
Ya, once or twice. (Ch) (OUI)
Dr: =  you feel better? (Cq, Medq, Contq) .
P: Yes. =  (Ch)
Dr: =  And what about the stool? (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init) 
P: Stool is O.K. =  (Ch)
Dr: =  Your bowels are 
P:
Dr: =  r
P:
moving everyday? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init) 
Bowels move everyday. (Ch)
It’s O.K.? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
Yeh. =  (Ch)
Dr: =  Any time there was - blood in the
1 =  This is a reformulation of the previous question and is therefore not itself an initiation.
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P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
stool - you have see
(1.0)
n? (Cq, Medq, Contq) 
6 o 
No. (Ch)
Not at all? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD) 
o o
No. =  (Ch)
=  I see. (SsAr) You::: have e::h taken any - medicine for 
this? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq)
= Yes, I was using e:::h for three years now the tagamet,* 
Ha Ha =  (SsAr)
such as  ^ (Ch)
Continuously or e::h inter mittent like that? (Cq, Medq, Contq) 
Continuously, (1.0)
o o
continuously. =  (Ch)
o o
Mm (SsAr) So, you were doing well with medicine? (Cq, Medq, Contq) 
If, well fu se  it e:::h that e::h the medicine - the 
pain will go.
Ha Ha = (SsAr)
=  But if I stop, (Ch)^
So, ^  you have discontinued with the medicine for
some time? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
Yes. (Ch)
1 = This is (TL), ie technical lexis. The patient is apparently educated with fluent English.
2 =  The transcription is clear - the patient’s true meaning is perhaps "ie".
3 =  The patient is presumably about to detail a bit of (Ch), ie clinical history, but is interrupted. The
incomplete effort is counted in the data.
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again, =
o o
Yes. (Ch)
ragain?^ (Cq, Medq, Contq) 
Yes. =  (Ch)
Dr: =  And then you (Arabie word)*
P:
Dr: =  then you take medicine 
P:
o
Dr: =  I see. (SsAr) Humm Humm^ So, ^  what is 
your work? (Cq, Socq,* Ncontq) (Init)
(1.0)
P: Clerk. (Soc) 
o o
Dr: Ha Ha (SsAr) Do you smoke? (Cq, Medq, Ncontq) (Init)
( 1.0)
P: I stopped, yah, now I’m smoking 
Dr:
with  ^ (Ch)
You were
a smok
P:
er? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq) 
o o
Yeh. (Ch)"
Dr: =  So, after smoking you feel better now? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
P: No, when I smoke I feel (1.0) just ^  1 get the pai 
Dr:
n. (Ch) 
You
1 =  Here, the doctor switched to local Arabic, but the utterance was obscure, and therefore it is
enclosed within parentheses.
2 =  It is not clear whether this, and the doctor’s previous turn, are true questions (a request for a
piece of unknown information) or serve to check a fact already known. However, both turns are 
treated as questions.
3 =  Here "I see" and "Hum Hum" are counted as one (SsAr) because they refer to the same function
of this category, ie signal of support, accepting response.
4 =  This question could also be (Medq) as the place of work may well be relevant to the diagnosis.
5 =  This series of dots indicates that the utterance was reported only in part (see Section B, Data
transcription).
6 =  Lifestyle questions of this kind may be considered as either (Ch), ie clinical history or (Soc), ie
social history. At this stage of the interview, when other clinical information has been collected 
and when the initial phase of social-history taking is complete, it seems better to label these (Ch).
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P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
don’t take any alcohol? (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init)
I, ya. ^  No, no. =  (Ch)
=  Ha Ha (SsAr) Your family is here? (Cq, Socq, Ncontq, Convq) (init)
Yes. =  (Soc) 
o o
=  Mm (SsAr) What about your - food habits, you are in the
habit of taking too much - spices? (Cq,, Medq, Ncontq) (Init)
Food e::h is e::::h (inaudible) I’m using now rice - white 
rice and no - spices - no chillies - all these things I’m 
not using. (Ch)
Ah (SsAr) So, you’ve fou:: - found some - some difference by your 
diet as (inaudible)? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
Ya, ya. (Ch)
I see. (SsAr) So, are - you taking - any medicine now - at the 
moment? (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init)
Yes, still I use the tagamet. (Ch)
Still you are taking tagamet. (SsAr) So, you are feeling
better in that? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init) 
Now 1:::: *
=  With e::h with a drug^ with a die t =
Yes, yes. (Ch)
=  and stopping of smo king =
Yes. (Ch)
1 =  This is treated as a first effort to agree with the doctor, and therefore as a part o f what follows.
2 =  "drug" is counted here as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
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Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
=  and ail these things you feel better? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD) 
o o
Ya. =  (Ch)
I s ee. (SsAr)
Because I am comparing all time
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
mm.................. * (Init)
Ha Ha (OUI)^ So, anyway^ 
it was - diagnosed as an ulcer* e::h by some e::h gastroscopy" or 
some (inaudible) or some investigations" were done?^(Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init) 
( 1 0 )
It e:::h no. (Ch)
No investigations were done? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
No investiga tions. (Ch)
Only one - clinical - 
nds like that? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
Ya, ya. But they are kept to do 
me very well now. =  (Ch)
=  Anyway, you are feeling better with the
history* in the grou
1 =  This is the first time the patient has attempted to gain a degree of control. Notice he is at once
interrupted.
2 =  This is an apparent acceptance of what the patient says, but in fact functions more like an
interruption. This is a subjective judgement.
3 =  "w" pronounced as "v".
4 =  "ulcer" is counted as (SeTL), ie semi-technical lexis.
5 =  "gastroscopy" is counted as (SeTL), ie semi-technical lexis.
6 =  "investigations" is counted as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
7 =  Technically the questions joined by "or" , it is treated here as a single question, with the doctor
reformulating to avoid the word "gastroscopy".
8 =  "history" is counted here as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
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treat ment*? (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init)^
P: Yes. (Ch)
Dr: So, that’s right.  ^ O.K. (SsAr) Anyway, you have taken medicine
for a long time - even though it is intermittent and all
these things? = (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
0 _  0
P: = Y es. (Ch)
Dr: So::, we will do some investigations. We’ll e::h
■M-
I’ll just give an appointment  ^ for a:: gastroscopy. =  (Mglns) (Init) 
o o 
P: = O. K. (SsAr)
Dr: You’ll get it done (inaudible) better you get an
ulcer definitely whether it is healed or not.  ^ (MgExp) ^
((telephone rings))
o 0
P: Yes. (SsAr)
Dr: You need more e::h treatment or not or something like that. (MgExp) You like
to come for that, then I will tell yo
P:
u, =  
0
Inshallah.  ^ (SsAr)
Dr: = that the - medicine is to be continued or 
P:
Dr: = Anyway, you keep on your drugs and e::h food habits as it is. (Mglns)
not. =  (Mglns) 
Ô o
Inshallah. (SsAr)
1 =  "treatment" is counted as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
2 =  The initiation clearly signalled by the obvious change o f subject, and also by the framing move
"So" (see Sinclair and Coulthard, 1976).
3 =  "that’s right" and "O.K." here are counted as one (SsAr), ie the information has been received.
4 =  "appointmmt" is also counted as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
5 =  Again, the meaning is uncertain - presumably, "it’s better we know for certain whether you have
had an ulcer or not, even if  it is healed" - unusually for this doctor, a patient-centred 
explanation.
6 =  "Inshallah" is (Cs), ie code-switching to Arabic which means "If God wills". It also functions here
as a signal of support, accepting response, and therefore it is counted as (SsAr).
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P: =
Dr:
0 o
O.K. (SsAr)
O.K. ? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuP)
o o 
P: O.K. (SsAr)
Dr: O.K., then.* See you. (F)
P:
Dr: =  get an appointment - 
P:
r
You go to my secretary and = 
S o  :
for the gastroscopy. (Mglns)
Ya. (SsAr) (1.0) Thank you very much.^ (F)
Dr: O.K. (inaudible). Bye. (F)
1 =  "O.K." is part of (F), ie farewell, and therefore it is not labelled.
2 =  This utterance is unclear, and therefore it is not labelled. However, it may indicate that the patient
has also accepted the instruction of his doctor.
3 =  Where this comes at the end of the interview, it is treated as part of the farewell.
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Table 1. Questioning breakdown 
(Doctor’s questions)
Total Oq Cq Mdq Psyq Socq Contq Ncontq Convq Chu
44 1 43 34 - 10 38 5 1 11
Table 2. Doctor’s question-types
Closed No Open No
Cq, Socq 1 Oq, Medq, contq 1
Cq, Socq, Contq 7
Cq, Socq, Ncontq 1
Cq, Socq, Ncontq, Convq 1
Cq, Medq, Contq 19
Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD 10
Cq, Medq, Contq, Chup 1
Cq, Medq, Ncontq 3
Total 43 Total 1
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Table 3. Aspects of Discourse
Symbols Doctor Patient
Init 13 1
SsAr 17 6
SsEe - -
G - -
F 2 1
Ci - -
Soc - 9
Ch - 36
Mg 6 -
Nm - -
Table 4. Quantifiable Aspects
D W U MLU OU
mins-secs Dr* p** Dr P Dr P Dr P
3.35 442 192 46 52 9.61 3.69 11 28
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Table 5. Aspects of Language 
(Measures of Linguistic Complexity)
Doctor Patient
TL SeTL SuTL TL Cs
tagamet ulcer
gastroscopy
problem
investigations
history
treatment
appointment
drug
tagamet Inshallah
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Interview 26*
Doctor
Name Sex Nationality
OBDI Male Iraqi
Patient
Name Sex Age Marital Status Nationality Occupation
LIF34 Female 34 Married Palestinian Secretary
1 =  Although both doctor and patient in this interview are native speakers of Arabic, the patient 
expressed a preference for the consultation to be conducted in Eng.ish.
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Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
E:::h* (3.0) What’s your name? (Cq, Socq) (Init)
LIF34 (inaudible). =  (Soc)
=  How old are you? (Cq, Socq, Contq)
((laughing)) Um I am very old.^ (Ci) ((laughing)) Thirty- 
four. =  (Soc)
=  Thirty-four. O.K.^ (SsAr) Now you tell me what is the 
problem'*? (Oq, Medq, Ncontq)^ (Init)
Why did
P:
Dr:
P:
you come to the hospital? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
I have lots of problems. I have pains.^ (Ch) 
^ ^ o s t  important
^ones? (Oq, Medq, Contq) =
=  Most important ones. I have pain here. Sometimes
(3.0) this and sometimes - going up to my ear 
very often, =
o o
Dr: Ha Ha (SsAr)
P: =  and I am afr 
Dr:
P:
a id ..............." (Ch)
^ o w  often -
>
^ I ’d like to know? (Cq, Medq, Contq) (OUI)* 
Very - very often, almost daily. =  (Ch)
1 =  Fillers such as "E::h" are not labelled.
2 =  This utterance is labelled (Ci) to refer to the patient’s conversational interaction.
3 =  "Thirty-four" and "O.K" are counted as one (SsAr) as they imply the same meaning, ie signal of
support, accepting response.
4 =  "problem" is counted as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
5 =  Here, the question is labelled (Oq) as it evokes a long answer (see Calnan, 1983).
6 =  Notice that these two sentences form a single instance of the category (Ch), ie clinical history of
presenting problem described by the patient: see note 3 on page 130 for clarification. The 
underlining shows emphasis on "pains".
7 =  The series of dots indicates that the utterance is being repeated only in part.
8 =  Here, the doctor interrupts the patient. This is an apparent instance of doctor-centredness.
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Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
Twice a day, three times ^ a day? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD) 
Almost daily. = (Ch)
=  Almost daily. (SsAr)* How long does it last? (Cq, Medq, Contq) 
Um^ W ell/ sometimes, very long time, sometimes a 
. short time. (Ch)
Hm Hm Right. (SsAr) (1.0) And any other associated
problem'* with it, difficulty in swallowing, ch
o ^  o
Ha Ha (SsAr) 
choking very of
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P: =  and sometimes coughing - 
Dr:
P:
oking? (Cq, Medq, Contq) 
E:::h Choking, yes, =
ten = 
o o
Ha Ha (SsAr)
I feel - something here spits in here = 
o o 
Ha Ha (SsAr)
=  whatever* and with pain after first coughing and e:::h 
sometimes I feel - some dropping things. I think
it’s resulted from a
Dr:
P:
Dr:
pain. (Ch)^
^Y ou feel^something ...? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD) 
Yes. =  (Ch)
=  I see. (SsAr) Since how long did
1 =  The doctor repeated the patient’s utterance to signal his acceptance of patient’s response, and
therefore it is labelled (SsAr).
2 =  "Um" is a filler, and therefore it is not labelled.
3 =  The underlining here indicates emphasis on "Well".
4 =  "problem" is counted as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
5 =  "w" is also lengthened for emphasis here, and therefore it is underlined.
6 =  This turn, and the previous ones form a single instance of the category, ie (Ch) (see note 3 on
page 130 for clarification).
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it start
P:
to have a pain? (Cq, Medq, Contq) 
Well, it's been a long - long time.
Dr: How long Ya’ni* one year two yea 
P: 
(3.0)
0
rs? (Cq, Medq, Contq) 
^No, years ^maybe::: five.
years. (SsAr)
And 1 feel something wrong (0.5) (inaudible)
Dr: Five 
P: 
Dr:
P: = moving and............. = (Ch)
Dr: = I’ll see that.^  (SsEe) (2.0) E::h What 
job you are doing? (Cq, Socq,^Ncontq) (Init) 
P: I am a secretary. (Soc)
Dr: You are secretary. (SsAr) Where? (Cq, Socq, Contq)
(1.0)
P: Nowhere now.
something =
1 (will)l (SsAr)
Dr: No
P:
where. (SsAr) 
I stopped working on (1.0) in December -
because of the - my health problem and some other 
problems.  ^ (1.0) So, e:::h I thought of - seeing the doctors =
1 =  "Ya’ni" represents (Cs), ie code-switching made by the doctor here to Arabic. "Ya’ni" means "It
means" in English.
2 =  This word is not clear here. However, the doctor might mean "see", and therefore it is labelled
(SsAr), which shows the doctor’s acknowledgement o f understanding the patient’s information.
3 =  Here it seems likely the meaning is "I’ll have a look at that" - ie it is a promise to examine the
patient. However, it seems unwise to create a new category for a single utterance. The utterance 
is therefore labelled (SsEe) to reflect the doctor’s intention o f reassuring the patient. It might also 
be left unlabelled.
4 =  This question could also be (Medq) as the type o f job may well be relevant to the diagnosis.
5 =  "problems" is counted here as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
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Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
o _  o
Ye s. (SsAr)
so, that I ^  get rid of my pain, my sickness 
and then start again with a new job.
Very goo d. (SsEe)
I hope it doesn’t take ((laughing)) a long time. =
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
d o
= O.K. (SsEe)
And because my husband got sick of no job. (Soc) (Ch)*
((laughing))
So, this decision - you are going to make after 
this - interview? (Cq, Socq, Contq)
(1.0)
Ya, I hope ((laughing)) so. (Soc)^
d 0
O.K. (SsAr) You are married, yes? (Cq, Socq, Contq, ChuD) (Init) 
Yes. =  (Soc)
=  And you have children? =  (Cq, Socq, Contq)
=  No.
(1.0)
Dr: I You don’t 
P:
•: I ' have ^children. (SsAr) 
No children.^ (Soc)
(1.0)
1 =  This utterance and the previous ones are labelled at the end as (Soc) and (Ch) (see page 130 note
3) as the patient is talking about her health and social problems.
2 =  This utterance is labelled (Soc) as the patient referred to her new job.
3 =  Once more, a single function covering more than one utterance is labelled at the final utterance
(see page 130 note 3).
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Dr:
P:
Dr:
why you want ^ n o  ? (Cq, Socq, Contq)
No, I don’t know why. =  (Soc) 
=  Ah But* you want children - yourself? (Cq, Socq, Contq)
(1.0)
P: Well - 1 am not eager for chi 
Dr:
P:
Dr
Idren.
0 0
1 see
But eh (inaudible) bad = 
(SsAr)
=  to get children. =  (Soc)
0 o
= Right. (SsAr) (1.0) And your period is normal? (Cq, Medq, Ncontq) (Init)
(LO)
P: Eh No, it’s not normal. I’ve been to several eh doctors.
I ’ve been to Corniche hospital - to e::h Nur hospital to Dr Bhatia. 
o p. o 
Dr: Ha Ha =  (SsAr)
P: =  But e::h I did not benefit at (inaudible) that time. There’s something -
good changing - changes but ^bad  changes ^have occurred like pain.
(2.0) I started feeling pains in my - =
Dr: r  Tummy, yeah. (SsEe)
P: =  L tummy very often now. Before it was too severe
before the period - the period sometimes after a few -
a few days now. But now it’s (1.0) during the
period, =
( 1.0)
1 =  The underlining here indicates emphasis on the word "But".
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Dr: During the 
P:
period. (SsEe)
e::h ^  after the period - before the
period - almost everyday. I don’t know what are the pains =  
o o 
Dr: Right. (SsEe)
P: =  what causes the pains. Eh One of the doctors Dr Bhatia she
told me e::h from gases. But gases do - do affect the - ^  the bottom
of the tumm
Dr:
y? (Cq, Medq, Contq)* (Init) 
It can. (Mginf)
(1.0)
P: Too much? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
Dr: Especially if - it goes up - as well. (1.0) It remains in the
lower tummy, then, it radiates up. It might be relieved. =  (MgInf) 
P: =  No,^ it (inaudible)
Dr:
is different matter. (Mginf) (OUI)
P: I feel it is either (1.0) down ^  at the bottom of the
But if it is ^always in the lower tummy - ^ th a t
tummy ^  and sometimes it just goes to my back
Dr:
in my back, 
o  o
I see. (SsEe)
P: The pain will be in my tummy and in my back.
It’s very - sometimes - it occurs up here (1.0) but it’s not - often.^ =  (Ch)
1 =  This patient’s question and the doctor’s response "It can" demonstrate a more patient-centred side
to the interview.
2 =  Here, the patient might have asked a question, but she was immediately interrupted by the doctor.
This is an apparent switch from patient-centredness to doctor-centredness in this interview.
3 =  This utterance and all the previous utterances of patient’s clinical history are counted as one (Ch).
A good example of a single function covering many utterances with the doctor offering support, 
not asking questions.
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Dr: =  But it’s always related to the period* - before or 
after? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
P: Before, no before - during the period I used to get the pain. (Ch)
Dr: Ha Ha (SsAr)
P:
Now? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
But now - like yesterday - before
yesterday I got the pain. =  (Ch)
Dr: =  Not related? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD) 
o o
P: Not related. (1.0) Um Before - what happened
also I got severe pains - for three days - continuous
(1.0) and ^  I don’t know - you are the
doctor a n d . (Ch)^
Dr: So, recently it is not related to
the period? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD) (OUI)
P: No, (1.0) ^during the period I g o - I  get the pain
(1.0) but also I am getting it -
Dr:
in the two years. (Ch)
In the two years,^ yes. (SsAr)
Do you have discharge?'* (1.0) (Cq, Medq, Contq)
Any
P:
thing coming out? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuP)^ 
No. =
1 =  "period" is (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
2 =  This utterance represents the patient-centred side to this interview as the patient has found
adequate time to inform her doctor what exactly has happened to her and asked him his advice.
3 =  Again, here, the doctor has repeated the patient’s response to signal his acceptance, and therefore
"In the two years" and "yes" are counted as one (SsAr).
4 =  This term "discharge" is counted here as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
5 =  Here, the doctor has asked this question to check the patient’s understanding.
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Dr: =  No, not e : :h   (SsAr)
P: In the recent years. =  (Ch)
Dr: =  Nothing at all. (SsAr) (2.0) Do you have fever with
this pain (1.0) temperature? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
P: I don’t know. I - I think - 1 don’t get fever. =
Dr: =  ^Y ou don’t get ^fever? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
P: No, I - 1 (ever).* (Ch)
((laughing))
Dr: Any serious illnesses in  ^ the past? (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init)
(1.0) 
o o
P: In the past, no. (Ch)
(1.0)
Dr: ^  Have you been to the hospital before? (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init) 
P: No, it’s just my
period that’s my problem^ - heavy problem. But e::h during e::h 
the last one or two years - especially this - this recent period few 
months I - 1 am not myself - my body - it’s not - normal. So, I get 
sudden pains e::h I get now I am getting pains in 
my back and my feet. I have a problem in the 
neck with e::h I - 1 don’t know what is called.
1 =  This and the previous utterance are counted as a single (Ch) since the doctor’s interviewing
question serves to check information rather than request more information. Perhaps, the patient
would say "never" instead of "ever", and therefore the word "ever" is enclosed within 
parentheses to express doubtful expression (see Section B, Data transcription).
2 =  The underlining shows emphasis on the word "in".
3 = "problem" is counted as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
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cervical* disc? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init) 
o o
Dr: =  Cervical dise. (Mginf)
P: And eh I’ve been to Al-Nur hospital. E::h I ’ve been treated^. But the pain
was coming and going very often. E::h It’s much better - 1 mean it’s much 
less because when I got the pain at the beginning I just stood without 
moving at all. I couldn’t.  ^ =  (Ch)
Dr: =  ^  Did they do x-rays'* to the neck? (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init)
P: They made x-rays I mean here also it’s pain. =  (Ch)
Dr: =  When was the date? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
P: It was in December last - last year. (Ch)
Dr: What did they say? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
( 1.0)
P: E::h I don’t know in Arabic 
Dr:
(inaudible)^ (Ch) 
Disc problem**
or
P:
 ? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuP)
(inaudible).^ =
Dr: =  I see. Yes. (SsAr) (1.0) You are Lebanese? (Cq, Socq, Ncontq) (Init)
Are you
P:
Leban? (Cq, Socq, Contq, ChuP)
o o
No, Palestinian. =  (Soc)
1 =  "cervical" is counted here as (SeTL), ie semi-technical lexis.
2 =  "treated" is counted here as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
3 =  This flow of patient’s utterances to present her problem indicates the feature of patient-
centredness.
4 =  "x-rays" is counted here as (SeTL), ie semi-technical lexis.
5 =  Here, the patient was unable to explain what the doctor said in English, and therefore she switched
to Arabic. However, the Arabic word she mentioned was inaudible.
6 =  "Disc problem" is counted as (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
7 =  The utterance is enclosed within parentheses as it is not clear what the patient is saying here. It
is also not labelled because the patient might have said the same previous Arabic word.
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Dr: =  Palestinian. (2.0) Rig ht.* (SsAr)
P: So I have some other problems
in my back - my lower back and I think the doctor in 
two - two weeks ago made x-rays ^  to the upper part 
and the lower part. He said nothing wrong. But I ’m 
afraid it - could it be for it’s kidney or something 
like that. But I get it too much and it’s painful - really painful 
on the - on the sides^ and sometimes spreading^ and sometimes 
just e::h next to the:: to the - to the my - my spine.'* (Ch)
(1.0)
Dr: This is the lower back - 
P:
lo w er ? (Cq, Medq, Ncontq) (ChuD)
Ya, here, ^ t ’s been a long time I fell
down on this - area, =
Dr: Ha Ha (SsAr)
P: =  but the doctors - I ’ve been to two doctors - three doctors 
who said the - the bones nothing wrong with them e::h
nothing - they will Ya’ni  ^ anything re la tes  =
Dr: =  If it is the kidney, then, usually it’s associated with burning** -
urine - pain when you pass^ urine - and usually on one side -
1 =  "Palestinian" and "Right" form a single instance of (SsAr).
2 =  The underlining here indicates lengthening for en^hasis on the two letters "si".
3 =  The underlining here indicates lengthening for emphasis on the two letters "sp".
4 =  "spine" is counted here (SeTL), ie semi-technical lexis.
5 =  As analysed before, this is (Cs), ie code-switching o f the patient from English to her mother
tongue Arabic.
6 =  "burning" is counted (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
7 =  "pass" is also (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
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not - at the back on both sides. And
P:
usually comes down to =
So, what - w h a t ?* (OUI)
Dr: =  the:: lower - 
P:
tummy. (Mginf)
Ya, ya.
Dr: And also might be sometimes whatever it could fever - shivering
(1.0) but all these you don’t have. (Mginf)
(2.0)
P: Then, what - what are those thi
Dr:
problem (inaudible) quite
P:
ngs? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
Yeah, back ache is very common 
common. (Mginf)
I think I ’m still - I think
I ’m still younger than this =  (Ci)
Dr: ((laughing))
P: =  This is happens to me 
Dr:
P: It - you know I am annoyed. (2.0) The time when I sleep =
everyday - every two days. 
o o 
Ya, ya. (SsEe)
Dr: Yes. (SsEe)
P: =  I wake up very tired - ve::ry tired ^ w ith
Dr:
^pain.^ (Ch) 
This is only
1 =  Here, the patient interrupted the doctor by asking him a question, but the doctor paid no attention
to her. This demonstrates an apparent instance of doctor-centredness in the interview. The series 
of dots indicates that the question was asked in part only, and therefore the question cannot be 
analysed.
2 =  Again, this is a good example of a single action covering many utterances with the doctor offering
support and giving information, not asking questions (see also page 147).
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recen tly? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
P: No, it’s been a long time. =  (Ch)
Dr: =  And these aches and pains is only recent or - 
long time? (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
P: No, it’s been a long time - long - long time - and I used to
think that everybody ((laughing)) is patient.
But then ((laughing))... =  (Ch) (Ci)
Dr: =  ^ D o  you have joint* pains - small - ^joints? (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init)
P: Sometimes (2.0) from
writing and typing here and here. (Ch) So,^why are - ^ I  don’t 
why are those things? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
((telephone rings))
Dr: Eh Did you say that the period is not regular? =  (Cq, Medq, Contq) (Init)
o 0
P: =  No. (Ch)
(1.0)
Dr: ^  How often do you ^  get it? (Cq, Medq, Contq)
(4.0) O.K. - how often do you get the period?^ (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuP) 
P: The period^ I get it e::h sometimes twice a week - twice a
week (1.0) and sometimes once a month. (1.0) But it’s not
regular it’s always e::h preceding period - for several days - 
ten days sometimes fifteen days - twelve days -
1 =  "joint" is counted (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
2 =  Here the doctor has repeated the previous question apparently to focus the patient’s attention on
"the period" to check her understanding.
3 =  As counted before,"period" is also here (SuTL), ie sub-technical lexis.
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Dr:
eight days. (Ch)
You mean fifteen days late ? = (Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD)
P: =  No. (Ch)
Dr: Befor 
P:
e? (Cq, , Medq, Contq, ChuD) 
Before. =  (Ch)
o o
Dr: =  Before. It’s all right. (SsAr)*
P: And sometimes the period comes to me one week in between. (Ch)
o o
Dr: I see. (SsAr)
P: It’s - active - habit. I don’t know. (Ch) ((laughing))^
1 =  Here, the two utterances "Before" and "It’s all right" are counted as a single instance of the
category (SsAr) as they both signal the doctor’s acceptance of his patient’s response.
2 =  The doctor and patient have ended this interview in their mother tongue which is Arabic as
mentioned earlier, and therefore the transcription of farewell is omitted.
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Table 1. Questioning breakdown 
(Doctor’s questions)
Total Oq Cq Mdq Psyq Socq Contq Ncontq Convq Chu
45 2 43 34 - 11 39 5 - 15
Table 2. Doctor’s Question-types
Closed No Open No
Cq, Socq 1 Oq, Medq, Contq 1
Cq, Socq, Contq 6 Oq, Medq, Ncontq 1
Cq, Socq, Ncontq 2
Cq, Socq, Contq, ChuD 1
Cq, Socq, Contq, ChuP 1
Cq, Medq, Contq 18
Cq, Medq, Ncontq 1
Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuD 9
Cq, Medq, Ncontq, ChuD 1
Cq, Medq, Contq, ChuP 3
Total 43 Total 2
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Table 3. Patient’s Question-types
Closed No Open No
Cq, Medq, Contq 5 - -
Total 5 Total -
Table 4. Aspects of Discourse
Symbols Doctor Patient
Init 13 2
SsAr 29 -
SsEe 9 -
G - -
F - -
Ci - 3
Soc - 10
Ch - 32
Mg 7 -
Nm - -
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Table 5. Quantifiable Aspects
D W U MLU OU
mins-secs Dr* Dr P Dr P Dr P
10.19 397 818 63 63 6.30 12.98 15 31
* =  Doctor =  Patient
Table 6. Aspects of Language 
(Measures of Linguistic Complexity)
Doctor Patient
SuTL PF Cs SeTL SuTL PF Cs
problem - Ya’ni x-rays period - Ya’ni
interview spine gases
period cervical problems
discharge disc
burning
joints
pass
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS
1. Introduction
As mentioned earlier, the selected medical interviews to be studied and analysed in 
this research are thirty-two. The doctors who participated and contributed voluntarily 
to perform the interviews were eight: four of them were Indians, two Egyptians, one 
Palestinian and one Iraqi; and the total number of patients who were interviewed was 
thirty-two. Most of them were non-Arabs and they employed the English language as 
their L2 unlike the Arabs who used it as a foreign language.
This chapter presents the main analysis. It aims to demonstrate and identify the main 
findings in this research and highlight the objectives for which the data base has been 
accumulated. They will be outlined clearly in order to survey the extent to which the 
English language is utilised in the multilingual hospitals of UAE and to identify the 
medical interviews in these hospitals whether they are doctor-centred or patient- 
centered.
The results which are presented in this chapter are, as far as I am aware, of an 
original type. They represent findings in a setting so far unexamined; that of the 
medical institutions of a multilingual environment, with all the sociolinguistic richness
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of data such an environment implies.
2. Questioning
The question of what constitutes a good or successful interview, how rapport is 
established between doctor and patient and whether the doctor has elicited all relevant 
information from the patient or whether the patient has understood all the doctor’s 
instructions, cannot be approached unless certain multi-method procedures are 
implemented in the process of evaluation.
I have attempted to make the questioning strategy the focal point of the evaluation in 
the analysis of the investigation in question. Other linguistic and sociolinguistic issues 
have also been selected and utilised to measure the doctor’s interest in a patient and 
ultimately to determine precisely the nature of the medical interview in UAE 
hospitals, and in particular whether it is doctor-centred or patient-centred.
Both practitioners and patients use questioning strategies. Practitioners use them in 
reproduction talk - the ongoing discussions about the patient’s history and future plans 
to gain access to information which only patients can supply. Patients use them during 
option talk - the discussions about disease and about treatment options to gather 
information about the necessity of the treatment being recommended (see Fisher, 
1982:60).
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The number of questions which were asked by doctors throughout the thirty-two 
medical interviews greatly exceeded the number of patients’ questions. The table 
below demonstrates clearly the mean questioning of both the doctor and the patient 
which indicates how few are the patients’ questions compared to those of the doctors.
Table 1
Questions asked by doctors and patients in 32 medical interviews.
Doctor Patient
Total
No* Questions Mean % No** Questions Mean %
8 825 25.78 98.33 32 14 0.44 1.67 839
** =  Number o f patients
Table 1 presents the total number of doctors’ and patients’ questions in 32 medical 
interviews. It also identifies the mean number and percentage of questions of both the 
doctors and the patients. The figure 25.78 represents the mean number of questions 
asked by each doctor in each medical interview, while the figure 0.44 in column 7 
represents the mean number of questions asked by each patient in each medical 
interview.
2.1. Open and closed questions asked by doctor
A common measure of the extent to which a consultation is doctor-centred is that of 
the relative frequency of open and closed questions (for a discussion of these terms.
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see p. 70).
Table 2 below demonstrates clearly how limited is the use that doctors in this 
environment make of open questions.
Table 2
Open and closed questions asked by 8 doctors in 32 medical interviews.
Open Closed
Total
No Mean % No Mean %
23 0.72 2.79 802 25.06 97.21 825
This table illustrates the number of doctors’ open and closed questions in 32 medical 
interviews. It also gives the mean number of open and closed questions as well as 
their percentage in the medical interviews.
Most of the open questions asked by doctors are medical ones such as "What’s your 
problem?" (see Appendix V, Interview 5) or "Can you tell me your problem?" (see 
Appendix V, Interview 27). They are, therefore, associated with the opening move 
of the consultation, and they do not occur in other positions anywhere in the data. On 
the other hand, most closed questions are about the social history of the patients such 
as "What’s your name?" and "How old are you?", and there is a very limited range 
of exponents.
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Such questions are known as closed defining questions. They call for simple and 
direct responses, and in particular cluster around social history (see Calnan, 1983). 
Their influence on the figure is substantial. Many (but not all) of these questions are 
either purely administrative ("What is your name?") (see Appendix V, Interview 10) 
or scene-setting ("How old are you?") (see Appendix V, Interview 23) and may, 
therefore, be perceived as not forming part of the interview proper. If these are 
removed from the data, the figures are altered and the picture of doctor-centred 
environment will be altered, too. Rather, the figures of both open and closed 
questions make clear the contribution in shaping the nature of the medical interviews. 
It will be seen that removing the category of closed social-history questions in this 
way makes the interview appear substantially more patient-centred.
The breakdown of questioning by individual doctors usually does little to alter the 
figures. Here, of course, one should remember that the sample becomes extremely 
small in some cases: see for example Table 3, which categorizes the doctors 
individually and the number of questions each doctor asked in the medical interviews 
he/she participated in. These figures include the mean number and percentage of their 
open and closed questions. The breakdown of figures by individual doctors, though 
slightly altered, is not very great since the median of all doctors’ open questions is 
3 and the median of their closed questions is 109.50.
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T able 3
open and closed questions asked by individual doctor
Doctors Questions Interv* Mean Open Questions Closed Questions
No Mean rs No Mean %
1. MMEG 123 4 30.75 3 0.75 2.44 120 30 97.56
2. JMIN 161 4 40.25 3 0.75 1.86 158 39.50 98.14
3. RMIN 109 4 22.50 4 1 3.67 105 26.25 96.33
4. NFEG 119 4 29.75 5 1.25 4.20 114 28.50 95.80
5. HMPAL 45 4 11.25 - - - 45 11.25 100
6. OBDI 208 7 29.71 6 0.86 2.88 202 28.86 97.12
7. TMIN 36 3 12 1 0.33 2.78 35 11.67 97.22
8. SMIN 24 2 12 1 0.50 4.17 23 11.50 95.83
A breakdown of figures by patients’ nationalities offers a similar picture to that 
suggested by the breakdown by individual doctors in Table 3. However, despite the 
similarity of both doctors’ and patients’ nationalities in certain medical interviews, 
this does have the effect of changing all the figures as in Table 4.
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T able 4
Patients’ nationalities and questions asked by doctors.
Nationality No
Open questions
Closed
questions
Total
No Mean % No Mean %
Indian 11 9 0.82 3.38 257 23.36 96.62 266
Sri Lankan 1 - - - 18 18 100 18
Somali 1 1 1 2.27 43 43 97.73 44
Tunisian 1 - - - 44 44 100 44
Egyptian 3 4 1.33 4 96 32 96 100
Filipino 3 1 0.33 1.32 75 25 98.68 76
Sudanese 1 1 1 4.55 21 21 95.45 22
Pakistani 6 4 0.67 3.25 119 19.83 96.75 123
Lebanese 1 - - - 41 41 100 41
Tanzanian 1 1 1 5.56 17 17 94.44 18
Palestinian 1 2 2 4.44 43 43 95.56 45
British 1 - - - 10 10 100 10
Syrian 1 - - - 18 18 100 18
Table 4 categorizes the number of patients’ nationalities and the mean and percentage 
of both open and closed questions asked by doctors. This breakdown by patients’
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nationalities is, to a certain extent, similar to that by individual doctors in Table 3, 
and preserves the apparent nature of the doctor-centred environment in this respect.
Table 5 below shows a slight difference in the breakdown by patients’ gender. It also 
reflects the nature of the environment where doctors tend to make use of closed 
questions whether the gender of patient is male or female.
Table 5
Patients’ gender
Patients
Doctors’ Open Closed
No questions
No Mean % No Mean %
Male 14 326 8 0.57 2.45 318 22.71 97.55
Female 18 499 15 0.83 3.01 484 26.89 96.99
The Table above classifies the 32 patients into 14 male and 18 female patients 
interviewed by 8 doctors. It portrays the mean number and percentage of both open 
and closed questions which the doctors asked the 14 male and 18 female patients in 
the 32 medical interviews.
In this concern, the demographic factors such as age and social class, may also have 
a slight impact on the context of questioning but will not alter the appearance of 
doctor-centred medical interviews as in Table 6.
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Table 6
Patients’ Age
No of 
Patients
Median
Age
Doctors’
Questions
Open Closed
No Median No Median
32 37.50 825 23 1 802 22
Table 6 illustrates the median age of 32 patients 37.50 and the median open 1 and 
median closed 22 questions asked by 8 doctors in 32 medical interviews. On the other 
hand, the breakdown of patients’ occupations in Table 7 presents an overall picture 
of the occupations of 32 patients and the mean number and percentage of open and 
closed questions asked by 8 doctors in the 32 medical interviews. It also suggests that 
there is no substantial influence on the figures.
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T able 7
Patients’ occupations
Occupations No Doctors’
questions
Mean
Open Closed
No Mean % No Mean %
Operator 1 44 44 - - - 44 44 100
Foreman 1 32 32 - - - 32 32 100
Worker 2 53 26.50 1 0.50 1.89 52 26 98.11
Clerk 5 144 28.80 4 0.80 2.78 140 28 97.22
Doctor 1 38 38 1 1 2.63 37 37 97.37
Official 2 40 20 1 0.50 2.50 39 19.50 97.50
Housewife 9 203 22.56 8 0.89 3.94 195 21.67 96.06
Cashier 1 35 35 1 1 2.86 34 34 97.14
Nurse 1 26 26 1 1 3.85 25 25 96.15
B.Officer * 2 29 14.50 3 1.50 10.34 26 13 89.66
Secretary 3 133 44.33 2 0.67 1.50 131 43.67 98.50
Tailor 1 10 10 - - - 10 10 100
S. Adminis.** 1 16 16 - - - 16 16 100
Electrician 1 12 12 1 1 8.33 11 11 91.67
Student 1 10 10 - - - 10 10 100
** =  Senior Administrator
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2.2. Open and closed questions asked by patient
As mentioned earlier in this analysis, the number of questions asked by doctors 
greatly exceeded the number of patients’ questions (see Table 1). On this basis, the 
very low mean of patients’ open and closed questions in the configuration of table 8 
can be used apparently to confirm the hypothesis that the patients showed little 
interest in producing (or had little opportunity to produce) questions during the 
medical interviews whether those questions were open or closed.
Table 8
open and closed questions asked by patients
Total *
Patients’
Mean %
Open Closed
questions No Mean % No Mean %
839 14 0.44 1.67 - - - 14 0.44 100
* =  Total number of questions asked by doctors and patients.
Table 8 identifies very clearly how few questions the patients asked throughout the 
32 medical interviews. The percentage 1.67% demonstrates the slight proportion of 
patients’ questions in 32 medical interviews, compared to the proportion of doctors’ 
questions (see Table 2). It also highlights the great distinction between the mean 
number and percentage of patients’ open and closed questions. Even the impact of the 
demographic factors of doctors on patients, exclusively gender and nationality, will 
not change the picture of doctor-centred environment as illustrated in Table 9.
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Table 9
Doctors’ gender and nationality
Doctors
Gender
Nationality
Patients’
questions Open Closed
M* No % No % No %
MMEG M Egyptian 1 7.14 - - 1 100
JMIN M Indian - - - - - -
RMIN M Indian 3 21.43 - - 3 100
NFEG F Egyptian 3 21.43 - - 3 100
HMPAL M Palestinian 1 7.14 - - 1 100
OBDI M Iraqi 6 42.86 - - 6 100
TMIN M Indian - - - - - -
SMIN M Indian - - - - - -
** = Female
The total number of questions asked by patients in 32 medical interviews is 14 (see 
Table 8). Table 9 above gives an overall breakdown of the gender and nationality of 
the doctors who participated in the 32 medical interviews. It also presents each doctor 
and the number and percentage of questions (open and closed) asked by the patients.
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2 .3 . M edical questions asked by doctor
Most of the questions asked by doctors in each medical interview were medical ones 
aiming at obtaining the history of the illness of their patients, such as "What was the 
cause of that problem?" (see Appendix V, Interview 24) or "How are you feeling 
now?" (see Appendix V, Interview 32).
Table 10
Medical questions asked by doctors.
Total* Medical Mean %
825 655 20.47 79.39
* =  Total number of doctors’ questions.
Table 10 demonstrates the breakdown of medical questions asked by 8 doctors in 32 
medical interviews. It also concludes the mean number and percentage of these 
medical questions which confirm the majority of such questions in the medical 
interviews.
2.4. Psychological questions asked by doctor
The psychological questions asked by doctors in the medical interviews of this data 
as a means of elucidating the effects of their patients’ psychological constraints on the 
diagnostic process (see Crystal, 1987), such as "Are you happy with your work?" or 
"Why don’t you smile?" (see Appendix V, Interview 3).
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It seems that doctors make little attempt to focus their questioning on the behaviour 
and personality of their patients. Table 11 gives an idea of how seldom doctors’ 
psychological questions happen.
Table 11
Psychological questions asked by doctors
Total * Psychological ** Mean %
825 4 0.13 0.48
* = Total questions asked by doctors.
** = Psychological questions asked by doctors.
Table 11 presents the use of psychological questions asked by 8 doctors. It also 
produces the mean number and percentage of these questions in the medical 
interviews.
2.5. Social-history questions asked by doctor
The social-history questions asked by doctors in 32 medical interviews were about the 
name, age, marital status and nationality of the patients. However, this type of 
questioning was variable and it depended on each individual doctor whether he asked 
such questions or not. Some doctors might not be willing to reiterate social-history 
questions since all the relevant data was either available in the patient’s medical files 
or the patient was known to the doctor having been seen before. It is therefore 
difficult to interpret the results here with any certainty. However, there are no
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examples of doctors permitting themselves to get involved in ostensibly genuine social 
interaction.
Table 12 introduces the mean number and percentage of social-history questions asked 
by doctors in the medical interviews. It concludes that social-history questions are 
approximately equivalent to a fifth of the total number of doctors’ questions in 32 
medical interviews.
Table 12
Social-history questions asked by doctors.
Total * Social history ** Mean %
825 166 5.19 20.12
* =  Total number of doctors’ questions. 
** =  Social-history questions of doctors.
2.6. Contextual and non-contextuai questions asked by doctor
"Contextual" is a general term used in linguistics to refer to specific parts of an 
utterance (or text) near or adjacent to a unit which is the focus of attention. On the 
other hand, "non-contextual" refers to an utterance which is not relevant to or in the 
context of a unit which is the focus of attention (see Huddleston, R ., 1976: chs. 3,10; 
Crystal, D., 1987).
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In this study, the contextual questions were asked by doctors to refer to the specific 
and relevant subjects adjacent to the immediate situation which was the focus of 
attention. On the other hand, the non-contextual questions asked by doctors resembled 
casual questions that were not related to the immediate context which was the focus 
of attention but were perhaps designed to show the willingness of some doctors to 
switch, eg, from medical question to social-history question as follows:
Dr: What’s the problem of your child? (Medical question)
P: My son has fever, running nose and coughs since three days.
Dr: How old is he? (Social-history question) (see Appendix V, Interview 16)
Table 13
Contextual and non-contextual questions asked by doctors.
Total * Contextual Mean % Non-
contextual
Mean %
825 725 22.66 87.88 68 2.13 8.24
questions asked by doctors.* =  Tota
Table 13 illustrates clearly the low mean number of non-contextual questions asked 
by doctors in the medical interviews. This suggests that the medical situation is the 
focal point of most doctors’ questions.
2.7. Conversational questions asked by doctor
These questions are entirely extraneous to the medical interview whose function is
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typically to establish rapport. They are asked by the doctor about non-medical matters 
such as social/family matters of the patient (see Roter, 1989; Pendleton and Hasler, 
1983) such as "Your salary is not enough?" (see Appendix V, Interview 3) or "You 
are staying with your husband here?" (see Appendix V, Interview 12).
Table 14
Conversational questions asked by doctor
Total* Conversational
questions
Mean %
825 13 0.41 1.58
* =  Total questions asked by coctor
Table 14 shows the low number of the conversational questions asked by 8 doctor 
throughout the 32 medical interviews. It also presents the mean and percentage of this 
kind of questions.
2.8. Checking-understanding questions asked by doctor
These questions are asked by the doctor to make certain that the patient understands 
his advice - and lastly that there is some chance he will follow it (see Bird, 1973). 
This kind of questions is particularly identified as its presence or absence is often 
considered to be a reasonable yardstick for how patient-centred an interview is (see 
Mishler, 1984; West, 1984; Roter, 1989) as follows:
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Dr: How long have you been having these complaints - how many months? (Checking 
patient’s understanding question)
P: Really - actually this - before I faced some problem like that and I made th a t.......
(Appendix V, Interview 29)
Such questions are also asked by the doctor to confirm his/her understanding of the 
patient’s problem as in the following example:
Dr:  Whether you take a meal o r   =
P: Whether I take a meal.
Dr: =  not it doesn’t make any difference? (Checking doctor’s understanding question) 
P: Yes. (Appendix V, Interview 5)
Table 15
Checking-understanding questions asked by doctor
Total* Checking
understanding
Mean %
825 251 7.84 30.42
* = Total questions asked by cloctor
Table 15 introduces the number of doctors’ questions to check the understanding of 
their patients and to confirm their understanding of their patients’ problems in the 32 
medical interviews. It also presents the mean and percentage of such type of 
questions.
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Summary of question-types asked by doctor
Table 16
Question-types No Mean %
Open 23 . 0.72 2.79
Closed 802 25.06 97.21
Medical 655 20.47 79.39
Psychological 4 0.13 0.48
Social history 166 5.19 20.12
Contextual 725 22.66 87.88
Non-contextual 68 2.13 8.24
Conversational 13 0.41 1.58
Checking understanding 251 7.84 30.42
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3. Aspects of Discourse
The aim of this strategy is to study the linguistic forms and the regularities of their 
distribution and to consider the general principles of interpretation by which people 
normally make sense of what they hear or read. It describes what speakers and 
hearers do, and not the relationship which exists between one sentence or preposition 
and another (see Brown and Yule, 1983). This strategy refers mainly to the linguistic 
analysis of naturally occurring connected spoken discourse. It refers to the study of 
the organization of language above the sentence, or above the clause, and therefore 
to study larger linguistic units, such as conversational exchanges. It is also concerned 
with language in use in social contexts, and in particular with interaction or dialogue 
between speakers (see Stubbs, 1983).
3.1. Doctor and patient initiations
Initiations take the form of providing or requesting additional information by doctors 
and patients during medical interviews (see Fisher, 1982). The first part (or element) 
of the exchange, according to Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), is Initiation. It occurs 
at the beginning of the exchange and sets up expectations for what will occur next. 
Thus:
A: What’s the time? (Initiation)
B: Three o’clock. (Response)
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A: Thanks. (Follow-up)
In the above example, information is being sought, so there is an expectation that 
information will be given. This function also occurs in the following example:
A: It gets dark early now. (Initiation)
B: Yes. (Response)
A: Mm (Follow-up)
Discourse during medical interviews displays a similar sequential organization. A 
speech act initiated by one participant is followed by a response by the other, which 
on some occasions is followed by a comment act (Fisher and Todd, 1983). In the 
medical setting, the sequential organization into initiation, response, and comment 
sequences (I - R - C) is influenced by the need to exchange information upon which 
treatment decisions will be reached (Fisher, 1984).
The role of the initiator, as Coulthard and Ashby (1976) admit, can change after 
every exchange - the person who responds can begin the next exchange; in fact, the 
doctor does virtually all the initiating and the patient virtually all the responding. If 
a patient does attempt to initiate, the doctor does not feel he has to respond, in fact 
usually avoid responding, and attempt to regain the interview (ibid).
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The number of initiations made by the doctors and patients in this research will 
determine the nature of the medical interviews as a whole - whether they are doctor- 
centred or patient-centred. The doctors’ initiations, such as "Where are you working 
here? (see Appendix V, Interview 8) or "Are you complaining of anything?" (see 
Appendix V, Interview 18), and patients’ initiations such as "I brought my child. 
She’s five years old. I just want to consult about her obesity." (see Appendix V, 
Interview 14), may be either an opening, or a re-opening or a changing move. They 
may be followed by one of several supporting moves that maintain the framework set 
up by the initiations themselves (see Burton, 1981).
Table 17 produces the mean and percentage of the doctors’ and patients’ initiations 
in the medical interviews. The figures that are included in Table 17 provide adequate 
evidence that the mean number and percentage of the patients’ initiations are less than 
that of the doctors’.
Table 17
Doctors’ and patients’ initiations
Doctor Patient Total
No Mean % No Mean % Total
160 5 95.81 7 0.22 4.19 167
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3.2. Signals of support
The signals of support that have been directed by the doctors towards their patients 
to acknowledge the receipt of communication (Bruton et al., 1976) in the medical 
interviews of this research are generally realised by a closed class of items such as 
"Yes", "OK", "mm", "hmm", "I see", "Ha Ha", "Right" and "no" (when the 
preceding utterance was negative).
3.2.1. Accepting responses
The apparent function of such responses from both the doctors and patients was to 
acknowledge receipt of information given in the medical interview. The occurrence 
of such entities may also measure the degree of communication and interaction of 
both the doctors and patients in the medical interviews (see Burton, 1981). For 
example:
P: And I’ve repeated it three times.
Dr: I see. (Appendix V, Interview 11)
In Table 18 that follows, the mean of patients’ accepts is too little if compared to that 
of the doctors’. This picture is confirmed by the percentage as well, and reflects an 
aspect of the inequality of how the degree of communication and interaction between 
the doctors and patients in the 32 interviews is greatly lower than average.
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T able 18
Responses accepted by doctors and patients.
Doctor Patient
Total
No Mean % No Mean %
529 16.53 86.16 85 2.66 13.84 614
3.2.2. Expressions of empathy/support made by doctor
"Empathy" is defined as putting oneself imaginatively into someone else’s position 
and experiencing the feelings which doing so arouses. It brings an understanding of 
the other person which makes one less likely to say or do something inappropriate. 
"Sympathy", on the other hand, involves recognizing what the other person’s feelings 
are and sharing his view that these feelings are appropriate to the situation (see 
Freeling and Harris, 1984).
Very few doctors in this study attempted to introduce expressions of empathy or 
support while interviewing their patients, such as "That’s good", "Very good" or 
"Excellent" as follows:
Dr: Do you think this is a good - a good reading?
P: Yes, I think.
Dr: That’s good. (Appendix V, Interview 1)
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It is difficult to know why this should be. The conclusion that doctors in this 
environment are "less sympathetic" is difficult, however, cultural norms are probably 
in some sense move the issue.
Table 19 demonstrates the infrequent expressions of empathy/support shown by the 
majority of doctors towards their patients in the interviews of this study. It presents 
the breakdown of figures by doctors’ names and the number of medical interviews 
they participated in, their expressions of empathy/support and the mean number of 
such expressions in the medical interviews. This table also demonstrates in figures the 
total of such expressions and their mean throughout the 32 medical interviews.
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T able 19
Expressions of empathy/support made by doctors.
Doctors Interviews Expressions* Mean
MMEG 4 8 2
JMIN 4 - -
RMIN 4 6 1.50
NFEG 4 I 0.25
HMPAL 4 - -
OBDI 7 12 1.71
TMIN 3 - -
SMIN 2 - -
Total 32 27 0.84
* =  jDoctors* expressions of empathy/support
3.3. Greetings
This kind of conversational division will primarily concentrate on the markers of 
opening made by both the doctors and patients in the medical interviews during which 
interactions could occur (see Coulthard, 1981) as follows:
Dr: Good morning.
P: Morning.
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Dr: How are you?
P: Fine. (Appendix V, Interview 3)
Tables 20, 21 and 22 respectively attempt to interpret in figures how each medical 
interview can count as communicative and interactive. Table 20 illustrates the number 
of each patient’s greetings in each medical interview. Table 21 presents the number 
and mean of doctors’ greetings in their medical interviews. Table 22 gives a 
breakdown of patients’ and doctors’ greetings, their mean and percentage throughout 
the 32 medical interviews.
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Table 20
Patients’ greetings in 32 medical interviews.
Patients Nationality Greetings
1. UTF44 Indian 3
2. GKM30 Indian
3. VKM30 Indian 2
4. RM42 Sri Lankan
5. MJM35 Somali
6. MSM38 Tunisian
7. FMF34 Egvptian 2
8. RF32 Filipino
9. TAF31 Egvptian 1
10. AMM45 Sudanese 1
11. MM45 Egvptian 1
12. EF25 Filipino 1
13. AF24 Filipino
14. FMF27 Pakistani 2
15. MF31 Indian
16. SF33 Indian
17. PAF25 Pakistani
18. AJM46 Pakistani
19. OF39 Pakistani
20. JM56 Indian
21. FJF45 Lebanese
22. SRF37 Tanzanian
23. AM40 Pakistani
24. AF40 Pakistani 1
25. SLF40 Indian
26. LIF34 Palestinian
27. LUF16 British 1
28. KM40 Indian
29. AM45 Svrian
30. MF35 Indian
31. JM45 Indian
32. SM57 Indian 2
Total 13 17
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T able 21
Doctors’ greetings in 32 medical interviews.
Doctor Nationality Interviews* Greetings Mean
1. MMEG Egyptian 4 4 1
2. JMIN Indian 4 1 0.25
3. RMIN Indian 4 4 1
4. NFEG Egyptian 4 2 0.50
5. HMPAL Palestinian 4 - -
6. OBDI Iraqi 7 2 0.29
7. TMIN Indian 3 - -
8. SMIN Indian 2 3 1.50
Total 4 32 16 0.50
* =  Number of interviews.
Table 22
Patients’ and Doctors’ greetings in 32 medical interviews.
Patients Doctors Total
Greetings Mean % Greetings Mean %
33
17 0.53 51.52 16 0.50 48.48
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3.4. Farewells
A leave-taking routine has been utilised by the doctors and patients to mark the end 
of the medical interviews using expressions such as "Bye and welcome," "Very good, 
thank you" or "OK, thank you." (see Bruton et al., 1976; Burton, 1981; Coulthard, 
1981) as follows:
Dr: O.K., then. Thank you very much.
P: O.K. (Appendix V, Interview 4)
The figures in Table 23 represent the very few farewell expressions used by the 
doctors and patients at the end of the interviews.
Table 23
Doctors’ and Patients’ farewell expressions.
Doctor Patient
Farewell Mean % Farewell Mean %
20 0.63 62.50 12 0.38 37.50
Table 23 also shows the distinction between the farewell expressions made by the 
doctors and patients in the 32 interviews by ranging consecutively their number, their 
mean and their percentage.
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3.5. Conversational interaction
This type of analysis will focus on the non-situational interactions (see Crystal, 1987) 
made by both the doctors and patients in the medical interviews of this study. Such 
interaction shifts the focus of attention from the topic at hand to the problems of 
being involved in it (see Heath, 1984). Pendleton and Hasler (1983) define it as 
"Bantering - casual joking on non-medical matters". This strategy will identify any 
expression which is irrelevant and not adjacent to the immediate medical situation but 
interactive as in the following fragment:
P:  and second son also studying in the college, my third son in the school.
Dr: That means you’ll be a grandmother very soon, isn’t it? (Conversational 
interaction)
P: Hum ((laughing)) (Appendix V, Interview 1)
Table 24 individualises and measures such unrelatable and interactive expressions 
made by both the doctors and patients in the interviews. The breakdown of figures 
in Table 24 shows the number of conversational-interaction expressions made by the 
8 doctors and 32 patients as well as the mean number and percentage.
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Table 24
Doctors’ and Patients’ Conversational-interaction expressions.
Doctor Patient
Conversational
interaction Mean %
Conversational
interaction Mean %
5 0.16 29.41 12 0.38 70.59
3.6. Social history
The patients’ broader social circumstances affect consultations primarily through their 
influence on their health beliefs, locus of control and broader attributes (see 
Pendleton, 1983). Table 25 presents the expressions concerning the patients’ social 
history, such as "My family is here, but not - kids are in Sri Lanka. " (see Appendix 
V, Interview 4) and "Well - 1 am not eager for children." (see Appendix V, Interview 
26). These expressions were elicited by doctors throughout the 32 medical interviews 
of this research to enable them to make an accurate diagnosis and to make a 
prediction about the future course of the patients’ problem.
Table 25
Patients’ social history.
Social-history
expressions
Mean
146 4.56
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Table 25 produces the social-history expressions made by the patients and their mean
number throughout the 32 medical interviews.
3.7. Clinical history of presenting the problem
The standard framework of a medical history includes the patient’s presenting 
complaint and its history with each symptom clearly defined both in character and 
time, a general functional enquiry into symptoms that could be related to other 
symptoms not involved in the principal complaint, a past medical history, a family 
history of diseases, and a social history, and a social history including factors that 
may have contributed to the present complaint or its management (see Pendleton, 
1983).
In order to formulate a classical medical diagnosis process in each medical interview 
of this study, the doctors allowed their patients to present the clinical history of their 
problems. Thus: "I’m taking since that time since ten years cortisone" (see Appendix
V, Interview 24) or " it is difficult to get a deep breath then," (see Appendix V,
Interview 32). This type of technique varied greatly from one doctor to another and 
according to each patient’s understanding and personality.
Table 26 below identifies those patient’s expressions which present the clinical history 
of their problems to their doctors in the medical interviews. It also includes the mean 
number of those expressions. This breakdown of figures by patients’ clinical-history
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expressions shows the patients aiming to present the clinical history o f  the problem.
Table 26
Patients’ clinical history.
Clinical-history
Expressions Mean
549 17.16
3.8. Management plan and giving instructions
In this distinct part of the medical consultation, the doctor informs his patient of his 
conclusions and diagnosis and what treatment and advice he considers the patient 
needs (see Fraser, 1987). In other words, the doctor informs the patient of a 
recommended plan of management such as "This is one of the main convenance cause 
of urinary infection in females" (see Appendix V, Interview 12); explains the
reasoning behind the management plan such a s "  it could be plague what is called
plague after they have hyperglycemia one hour after that." (see Appendix V, 
Interview 23); and gives instructions to fulfil the management plan such as "You have 
to get some tests." (see Appendix V, Interview 29) (see Brown, 1978).
Most doctors in this study failed to initiate a management plan or even give 
instructions to their patients. In part, this is because some patients have attended the 
clinic for review of chronic complaints. However, the finding is illustrative also of
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the extent to which doctors control their patients and indicative of how the medical 
interview is doctor-centred in this environment.
Table 27 maintains this finding and shows how few are the doctors’ expressions to 
manage plans and giving instructions. The breakdown of figures in Table 26 produces 
the number of doctors’ expressions to manage plans and give instructions. It 
concludes the mean number of these expressions in the 32 medical interviews.
Table 27
Management plan and giving instructions.
Managem^t plan 
and
giving instructions*
Mean
107 3.34
3.9. Negotiation of management
Only one doctor endeavoured to utilise expressions which represent negotiation of 
management with his patients throughout the 32 interviews. These are the examples 
most obviously amenable to interpretation as evidence of a patient-centred approach, 
but they are hard to interpret. Some expressions, such as "Are you happy with this 
medicine?" (see Appendix V, Interview 1) or "I am not happy with the reading today 
- what do you think?" (see Appendix V, Interview 2), may even have been attempts 
made by the doctor to demonstrate his communication skills as well as the influence
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of his personality on his patients. This communicative technique may also have aimed 
at discovering the patients’ compliance and their interests in health and their 
motivation to look after it.
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Summary of Aspects of Discourse 
Table 28
Aspects of Discourse
Doctor Patient
Total
No Mean % No Mean %
1. Initiations 169 5 95.81 7 0.22 4.19 167
2. Accepting 
responses
529 16.53 86.16 85 2.66 13.84 614
3. Expressions of 
empathy
27 0.84 27
4. Greetings 16 0.50 48.48 17 0.53 51.52 33
5. Farewells 20 0.63 62.50 12 0.38 37.50 32
6. Conversational 
interaction
5 0.16 29.41 12 0.38 70.59 17
7. Social history - - - 146 4.56 - 146
8. Clinical history of 
presenting problem
549 17.16 549
9. Management plan 
and giving 
instructions
107 3.34 107
10. Negotiation of 
management
4 0.13 66.67 2 0.60 33.33 6
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4. Quantifiable Aspects of the Medical Interview
The aim of this subject is to study and measure quantitatively the frequency and 
distribution of linguistic units. The pure side of this subject is to establish general 
principles concerning the regularities governing the way words, utterances, etc., are 
used (see Crystal, 1987).
The strategy of purely quantitative measures is utilised in the analysis of the data to 
bring exact knowledge about communication styles in the medical interviews as well 
as evidence in favour of the hypothesis of this study. The procedures of the strategy 
in question represent a reality adopting more accurate descriptions and explanations 
about the utterances of both the doctors and patients in terms of doctor-patient 
communication and interaction.
4.1. Duration of interview
The measure of duration of each medical interview varies individually depending upon 
the doctor and whether he/she prefers to be interactive by creating more 
communication opportunities.
Table 29 below displays the duration of 32 medical interviews. It also introduces the 
mean and median of the duration of the interviews. It is worth noting that the 
maximum duration of the medical interview is ten minutes and nineteen seconds
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(Appendix V, Interview 26) while the minimum duration of the medical interview is 
only zero point forty-four seconds (Appendix V, Interview 20).
Table 29
Duration of interviews
No* Duration
mins-secs
Mean
mins-secs
Median
mins-secs
32 105.02 3.28 3.15
4.2. Mean length of utterance (MLU) of doctor and patient
MLU is a measure (Crystal, 1987) introduced to compute the length of the utterances 
which are anything and everything that either the doctor or patient says between 
his/her own pause or silence (Sacks, 1984) in terms of words. This measurement will 
demonstrate in figures the mean length of utterance of both the doctor and patient by 
dividing their number of words by their number of utterances in each medical 
interview. Table 30, which produces the breakdown of figures by the number of 
words and the number of utterances uttered by the doctor and the patient in each 
medical interview, also gives the mean length of utterance (MLU) of each doctor and 
patient in each interview.
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Table 30
MLU of doctors and patients
Interviews Words* Utterapees** M LU ***
Doctor Patient Doctor Patient Doctor Patient
1 371 248 39 40 9 51 6.20
2 342 265 40 43 8.55 6.16
1 310 171 31 33 10 5.18
4 189 128 23 23 8.22 5.57
5 442 192 46 52 9.61 3.69
6 357 188 41 38 8.71 4.95
7 373 221 37 42 10.08 5.26
8 403 106 30 31 13.43 3.42
9 299 58 24 24 12.46 2.42
10 327 124 23 22 14.22 5.64
11 541 368 43 45 12.58 8.18
12 493 156 31 29 15.90 5.38
n 102 165 18 20 5.67 8.25
14 542 195 44 43 12.32 4.53
15 305 166 36 39 8.47 4.26
16 204 222 26 25 7.85 8.89
17 232 19 7 6 33.14 3.17
18 119 43 10 12 11.90 3.58
19 280 73 17 19 16.47 3.84
20 76 17 10 8 7.60 2.13
21 308 183 42 41 7.33 4.46
22 197 109 19 20 10.37 5.45
23 170 317 31 32 5.48 9.91
24 299 318 34 34 8.79 9.35
25 188 180 32 36 5.88 5
26 397 818 63 63 6.30 12.98
27 96 62 9 8 10.67 7.75
28 74 107 10 11 7.40 9.73
29 131 171 20 19 6.55 9
30 33 160 8 6 4.13 26.67
31 70 83 7 6 10 13.83
32 122 183 17 ..18 ...... . . , , 7 . 18 10.17
** =  Utterances of doctors and patients.
*** =  Mean length of utterance.
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In Table 31 the figures represent the number of words and utterances made by the 8 
doctors and 32 patients in the 32 medical interviews. The figures also specify the 
mean number of words and the mean number of utterances of both the doctors and 
patients and their percentage. The mean of words in question highlights the great 
amount of information produced by doctors despite the slight difference in the mean 
of utterances of doctors and patients.
Table 31
Words and utterances of doctors and patients.
Doctor Patient Doctor Patient
W* Mean % W* Mean % U** Mean % u** Mean %
8392 262.25 59.07 5816 181.75 40.93 868 27.13 49.43 888 27.75 50.57
* =  Words 
** =  Utterances
4.3. Overlapping utterances
Overlapping utterances occurred in this data either when the doctor and patient started 
their utterances simultaneously or at a point of an ongoing utterance (see Ch.4, 
Section B, 1; Appendix IV, Transcription conventions; Atkinson and Heritage, 1984). 
Utterances starting simultaneously are linked together with double left-hand brackets. 
Thus:
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P:
Dr:
Yes, I have some cough.
You are bringing out some sputum or release a dry cough? 
(Appendix V, Interview 7)
When overlapping utterances do not start simultaneously, the point at which an 
ongoing utterance is joined by another is marked with a single left-hand bracket, 
linking an ongoing with an overlapping utterance at the point where overlap begins. 
Thus:
Dr: And you know that Nifedipine 
P:
(Appendix V, Interview 21)
can cause palpitation. 
Nifedipine, ya, ya.
These overlapping utterances also occurred in the interviews of this study when the 
doctor was to interrupt the patient and vice versa as follows:
P: I do not know the normal 
Dr:
to tell you about 
No, did you ....
(Appendix V, Interview 11)
Dr: O.
P:
K. And
You see my father was also suffering from this. 
(Appendix V, Interview 24)
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Table 32 illustrates the total number of overlapping utterances made by doctors and 
patients in the 32 interviews. It compares the mean number and percentage of the 
patients’ overlapping utterances with those of the doctors in the medical interviews.
Table 32
Overlapping utterances of doctors and patients.
Total Mean
Doctor Patient
No Mean % No Mean %
689 21.53 315 9.84 45.72 374 11.69 54.28
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Summary of Quantifiable Aspects
Table 33
Quantifiable
Aspects
mins
Mea* Med^
Doctor Patient
secs
No Mea % No Mea %
1. Duration of 
interviews
102.64 3.21 3.15 -
2. Words - - - 8392 262.25 59.07 5816 181.75 40.93
3. Utterances - - - 868 27.13 49.43 888 27.75 50.57
4. Overlapping 
utterances
315 9.84 45.72 374 11.69 54.28
1 =  Mean 2 =  Median
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5. Aspects of Language
This strategy investigates and measures some language aspects in the 32 medical 
interviews of the research in question such as lexis, pronunciation features and code­
switching (see Stern, 1987; Crystal, 1987).
5.1. Measures of linguistic complexity
This section of the analysis refers generally to the complex linguistic units which 
were used by both the doctors and patients in the interviews.
5.1.1. Technical lexis
Technical lexis has been held to refer to "technical medical terminology" (see Ley, 
1988). This term is somewhat unclear, however, and this tradition for the definition 
of technical terms is not followed here.
In this study, a technical term would be a word whose meaning would not normally 
be known except to health professionals. Many drug names fall into this category, for 
example, as do standard medical words and acronyms for disease entities and medical 
problems which have other names in the community: "MI" (myocardial infarct) for 
"heart attack", "Ca bronchus" for "lung cancer"and so on. There are no such fully 
technical terms in this study.
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5.1.2. Semi-technical lexis
A semi-technical term, on the other hand, is here taken to be a word or phrase which 
has a well-defined technical meaning within medicine, has no other meaning, but is 
also a term generally understood in the community. Examples from the data include 
"bronchitis", "hypertension", "asthma", "palpitation", "jaundice" and so on.
5.1.3. Sub-technical lexis
Finally there are terms, here labelled sub-technical, which are ordinary language 
words or phrases, but are often appropriately used in a medical setting. These would 
include words like "consultation", "interview", "pressure", "pass" and so on. This 
category is presumed to be purely one of ordinary language use. It will be clear that 
distinctions between these categories are impossible to draw precisely, and that a 
degree of subjectivity is inevitable.
The analysis of semi-technical and sub-technical lexis, which were used by doctors 
and patients in over 80 per cent of the medical interviews, indicated that there was 
no apparent distance between doctors and patients as they formulated the medical 
problem alike. They came to agree apparently because the doctor accepted the patient 
version or the patient produced new facts to support the doctor’s suspicion.
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Table 34
Con^lex lexis made by doctors and pati^ts
Complex lexis
Doctor Patient
No Mean % No Mean %
Technical 25 0.78 7.94 23 0.72 7.30
Semi-technical 105 3.28 33.33 40 1.25 12.70
Sub-technical 97 3.03 30.80 25 0.78 7.94
Total
227 88
315
Table 34 measures the complex lexis uttered by both the doctors and patients in the 
32 medical interviews. It identifies the technical, semi-technical and sub-technical 
lexis by demonstrating the number, mean and percentage of each type of lexis. The 
matrix above estimates the number of complex lexis uttered by doctors at 
approximately 2.60 of the complex lexis uttered by patients throughout the 32 medical 
interviews.
5.2. Pronunciation features
This strategy refers to any typical or noticeable property of spoken language (Crystal, 
1987). It studies the most noticeable features of language, that are, the speech sounds 
(see Stem, 1987).
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In the multilingual environment of UAE it is difficult to establish what is to be 
counted as a "pronunciation feature". Such pronunciations as
(see Appendix V, Interview 18) or
j t j i k  j  for "check" 
for "pregnant" (see Appendix V,p r i  gn^nt
Interview 22) are entirely typical of the Arab learner and so common in the setting 
under examination that they constitute little more than the accent of the English 
language in UAE.
However, the word "feature" in this study is not used to label a well-defined entity 
(pronunciation matters are not central to the research); rather it is used to draw 
attention to a pronunciation which seems to me to be intrusive in that it is 
considerably at variance with standard UK English. The word is, therefore, used 
considerably loosely and subjectively.
The figures in Table 35 below identify the pronunciation features made by both the 
doctors and patients in the interviews. It also produces the number, the mean and the 
percentage of these pronunciation features performed by the 8 doctors and 32 patients.
Table 35
Pronunciation features made by the doctors and patients.
Total Mean
Doctors Patients
No Mean % No Mean %
48 1.50 29 0.91 60.42 19 0.59 39.58
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5.3. Code-switching
Code-switching can be illustrated by the switch speakers may make (depending on 
who they are talking to, or where they are) between standard and regional forms of 
English, or between occupational and domestic varieties (see Crystal, 1987). Kachru 
(1978:28) defines code-switching as:
it refers to the use of one or more languages for 
consistent transfer of linguistic units from one 
language into another, and by such a language 
mixture developing a new restricted - or not so 
restricted - code of linguistic interaction.
This kind of sociolinguistic technique is implemented in the data analysis in question 
to signal the switch the doctors and patients have made between English and their 
mother tongues throughout the 32 medical interviews, such as "Achacha" which 
means "OK" (see Appendix V, Interview 6), "Inshallah" which means "May God 
bless you" (see Appendix V, Interview 19) and "Ya’ni" which means "mean" (see 
Appendix V, Interview 26), etc. However, despite the multilingual environment of 
the medical domain in UAE, both the doctors and patients report a lower incidence 
of code-switching behaviour in this respect as is evident in Table 36.
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Table 36
Code-switching made by doctors and patients
Total
Doctor Patient
No Mean % No Mean %
14 5 0.16 35.71 9 0.28 64.29
It appears from the breakdown of figures in Table 36 that the mean number and 
percentage of code-switching articulated by the patients is far greater than that of the 
doctors’ code-switching throughout the 32 medical interviews.
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Summary of Aspects of Language
Table 37
Aspects of 
Language
Doctor Patient
Total
No Mean % No Mean %
1. Technical lexis 25 0.78 52.08 23 0.72 47.92 48
2. Semi-technical 105 3.28 72.41 40 1.25 27.59 145
lexis
3. Sub-technical 97 3.03 79.51 25 0.78 20.49 122
lexis
4. Pronunciation 29 0.91 60.42 19 0.59 39.58 48
features
5. Code-switching 5 0.16 35.71 9 0.28 64.29 14
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CHAPTER SIX 
DISCUSSION
1. Introduction
It will be observed that this research has focused on language use (see Ch.5, Table 
30) in the multilingual society of UAE (see Ch.l; Ch.5 Tables 4, 9, 20, 21) rather 
than language proficiency (see Ch.5, Tables 35, 36). The people there, especially the 
multilingual participants in the medical settings, show a great deal of interest in the 
use of English, whatever variety of English is employed. Examples of this 
phenomenon may be well evident in Interviews 21 and 26 (see Appendix V, 
Interviews) in which the patients expressed a preference for the consultations to be 
conducted in English although both the doctors and patients are native speakers of 
Arabic. This is not because English is the language of an exclusive social elite (see 
Cheshire, 1991), or as in some EEL areas, such as Japan and Western Europe, 
because people take pride in their ability to use English (see Pride, 1982): rather, 
English has been adopted by those multilingual people in the UAE as a common 
means of communication partly because English is suited to international 
communication and partly because English is more accessible than other languages 
(see Brumfit, 1982; Pattanayak, 1985; Annamalai, 1990).
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However, the considerations in this study have been based on the supposition that 
language use would provide further evidence to facilitate achievement of the main 
objectives mentioned earlier in Chapter 3. A consideration of language use will also 
yield findings of value to those concerned with questioning and language issues.
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2. The Main Findings
2.1. Questioning
One of the distinct and most important skills required by the doctor in the consultation 
is the skill of questioning (see Fraser, 1987). This section deals in some detail with 
the way that doctors in the study use questions. During this discussion I draw 
attention to findings from other studies, and also to conclusions drawn in other studies 
about what should happen. Question-types used are summarised in the Table below.
Summary of Question-types asked by individual doctor
D octors Inter* 0 * * C Medq Psyq Socq Contq Ncontq Convq Chu
M EG 4 3 120 66 3 54 110 9 9 20
JM IN 4 3 158 130 1 30 145 12 1 59
RM IN 4 4 105 87 - 22 91 14 1 26
NFEG 4 5 114 107 - 12 106 9 1 39
HM PA L 4 - 45 33 - 12 37 4 - 20
OBDI 7 6 202 175 - 33 184 17 1 72
TM IN 3 1 35 36 - - 33 - - 11
SM IN 2 1 23 21 - 3 19 3 - 3
Total 32 23 802 655 4 166 725 68 13 250
=  See C h .4 , Section A for realisation and definition o f  these symbols.
As far as the patient is concerned, it is well-established that they ask fewer questions 
than they wish to. Mayou et al. (1976) found that 70 per cent of their coronary
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inpatients did not intend to ask questions about their condition even though many of 
them wanted more information (quoted in Ley, 1988), and in a study of general 
practice patients Boreham and Gibson (1978) found that the vast majority of their 
patients asked no questions about significant areas of diagnosis or treatment about 
which they had not been informed. Carstairs (1970) reported that 53 per cent of 
patients who wanted more information failed to ask for it. Fisher (1971) found that 
11 per cent of a mixed out-patient sample would not ask for the information which 
they required. A higher percentage of reluctance to ask questions was discovered by 
Ley, Skilbeck, and Tulips (1975), who found that 27 per cent of patients reported that 
although they usually wanted more information when they consulted their doctor they 
never asked questions.
This research shows that patients in the UAE are also, to a certain extent, reluctant 
to ask questions. Table 1, Chapter 5 illustrates that the percentage of the patients’ 
questioning is only 1.67% while the percentage of the doctors’ questioning is 98.33% 
throughout the 32 medical interviews. This obvious distinction, which is shown 
clearly in the pie-chart of Figure 1 that follows, reflects the doctor-centred 
environment in UAE hospitals where the doctor tends to be authoritative and the 
patients, presumably as a consequence, are less informed about their condition and 
are not given adequate chances to ask questions.
This finding is in accordance with Skopek’s (1975) definition of the medical interview 
as a unique speech event which is structured almost entirely by the physician. He
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Pie-Chart 1
Figure 1. Questions asked by doctors and patients throughout the 32 medical
interviews.
1.67% 
Patients' questions
98.33% 
Doctors' questions
In figure 1 the sector 98.33% represents the questions asked by 
doctors and the sector 1.67% represents the questions asked by 
patients.
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daims that during the medical interview, the physician asks questions and introduces 
topics. Bochner (1983) supports this finding. He believes that more commonly, 
patients may demand information that their doctors will refuse to give on the grounds 
that such knowledge in the possession of the patient may be dangerous or harmful.
Unfortunately, asking questions is not the best way to reach the essence of most 
people’s problems. It puts people on the defensive, and, as Michael Balint has said: 
"He who asks questions will get answers, but not much else." He adds:
No doctor could ever possibly ask enough questions 
to cover all eventualities, so he must foster the 
relaxed, accepting attitude and allow the patient to 
lead him to the central problem." And later, 
"Statements of patients in the interview are better 
than questions, and the less directive the better" 
(quoted in Bennett, 1979:23).
Couithard (1981) suggests that in doctor/patient interviews many questions can be 
seen as hypotheses looking for positive confirmation - for example, on the basis of 
a number of symptoms the patient has described, the doctor may expect a related 
symptom. He concludes that the doctor may be asking questions to eliminate 
possibilities (ibid:22). This, of course, is in line with a great deal of research in 
medicine on the nature of medical decision-making (eg, Evans and Patel, eds., 1989).
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2.1.1. Questions asked by doctor
2.1.1.1. Open and closed questions asked by doctor
This research shows that most of the questions asked by doctors throughout the 32 
medical interviews are closed (see Ch.4, Section C; Ch.5, Tables 2, 3). Those 
questions gave the patients no obvious opportunity to elaborate their medical problem 
or add any information to it. Such questions are:
"You prefer your family to be here or in India?" (See Appendix V, Interview 2) 
"Any vomiting any time?" (See Appendix V, Interview 5)
"Did you pass blood in urine before?" (See Appendix V, Interview 9)
"Is the pain related to - any type of food?" (See Appendix V, Interview 15)
"Did you take your (inaudible) treatment today - or you forgot?" (see Appendix V, 
Interview 20)
"Do you have fever with this pain (1.0) temperature?" (see Appendix V, Interview 
26)
"Are you taking any other medicine?" (see Appendix V, Interview 30)
"I mean are you coming to the hospital regularly?" (see Appendix V, Interview 32)
Although some of the above closed questions were employed to clarify and expand 
areas where the history was not clear such as "Did you pass blood in urine before?" 
or "Do you have fever with this pain?", most of them were employed to reflect the
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doctor-centred environment. Table 2 in Chapter 5 shows that 97.21 per cent of the 
doctors’ questions are closed whereas 2.79 per cent of the doctors’ questions are 
open. This apparent distinction between the doctors’ open and closed questions in this 
research, which is illustrated in the pie-chart of Figure 2 that follows, evidently 
indicates the doctors’ willingness to deter their patients from asking questions or 
giving relevant statements about their conditions that would help their doctors to 
diagnose their problems accurately. This is unlike the model promoted in Western 
countries for the conduct of consultations in which, when the doctor identifies an 
emotional content to the consultation, his interview style should switch back to the 
patient-centred type where the art of listening is all important (see Fraser, 1987).
It should be admitted here that most of the doctors’ closed questions in this research 
were short, as in the fragments that follow, and required brief answers from the 
patients whereas, in general, other studies argue that the shorter the question, the 
longer the answer from the patient, with the length of answer in effect being largely 
decided by the doctors (see Calnan, 1983). He elaborates: "a brief question does not 
necessarily imply a brief answer, but it usually infers that the doctor has thought out 
the question before asking it and chosen his/her words with care" (ibid: 57).
Interview 3
Dr: E:::h Are you happy with your work? =  (Closed question)
P: =  Yes. (Short answer)
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Pie-Chart 2
Figure 2. Open and closed questions asked by the 8 doctors throughout the 32
medical interviews.
2.79%
Doctors' open questions
97.21%
Doctors' closed questions
In figure 2 the sector 97.21% represents the closed questions asked 
by the 8 doctors throughout the 32 medical interviews and the sector 
2.79% represents the open questions asked by the 8 doctors 
throughout the 32 medical interviews.
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Interview 5
Dr: Anyway, you are feeling better with the trea 
P:
tment? (Closed question) 
Yes. (Short answer)
Interview 10
Dr: So, you didn’t have any urn sort of similar
symptoms in the past, is it.
P:
no? (Closed question) 
No. (Short answer)
Interview 15
Dr: Is there any problem during the neonatal period? =  (Closed question) 
P: =  No, no, no problem. (Short answer)
Interview 23
Dr: And ^you are not vegetarian, ^no? =  (Closed question)
P: =  No. (Short answer)
Interview 31
Dr: How do you feel after treatment if it
IS goo 
P: >
d or it i s ..................   (Closed question)
I feel very - very good - very good. (Short answer)
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Most of the questions asked by doctors in the initial parts of the 32 medical 
interviews of this study are purely closed administrative ones such as "What is your 
name?" or "How old are you?", whereas Fraser (1987) stresses that the objective of 
the initial part of the interview is to enable the patient to give his story as fully as 
possible in his own words, the doctor encouraging this by using open-ended 
questions, eg, "What worries you most about this?", and avoiding double questions, 
ie, asking the patient two dissimilar questions in quick succession. Rather, doctors in 
the research in question could not avoid asking their patients two closed and 
apparently dissimilar questions in quick succession, for example:
Interview 1
Dr: You don’t have a high pre::sure, you don’t
have e::h anything else?
Interview 11 
c o
Dr: Mmm (inaudible). E:h Do you have the history of
tuberculosis or hypertension or e:h blood sugar, 
that means diabetes in your family?
Interview 17 
o o
Dr: Mmm Then, why she is not controlling the diet?
(1.0) What is the problem?
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Interview 23
Dr: What work you are doing? What job you are doing?
Interview 25
Dr: Do you think this - this tension related
to Glucophage? When did you start to have Glucophage?
Interview 29
Dr: How long have you been having
these - complaints - how many months?
Interview 32
Dr: After that how did you feel? I mean are you coming to the hospital regularly?
One explanation for this may be contained in the last of these quotations. Here, the 
second question may be treated as either a sudden and unexpected change from a 
more specific to less specific issue, or it may be treated as a reformulation of the first 
question. If it is the latter, then it exemplifies a common strategy of communication 
across languages, where the speaker offers a number of versions of the message in 
the hope that one will be understood. Here, perhaps, the force of the second question 
as in Interview 17 above is to pick up and topicalise the keyword of the previous 
sentence, "diet". This is typical of the kind of issue which makes the study of this 
type of interaction across language difficult.
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As mentioned earlier, the low percentage of doctors’ open questions throughout the 
32 medical interviews gave their patients very rare opportunities to respond in their 
own ways. However, the following open questions invite the patients to set the agenda 
and they are associated with the early stages of the medical interviews.
"What’s your problem?" (see Appendix V, Interview 5)
"What are your complaints?" (see Appendix V, Interview 9)
"Can you tell me what has happened initially - when you first came to our clinic?" 
(see Appendix V, Interview 22)
"And why you came to the hospital and how you feel now?" (see Appendix V, 
Interview 31)
2.1.1.2. Medical questions asked by doctor
Most of the medical questions asked by doctors in this research are closed as follows: 
"When you get the pain?" (see Appendix V, Interview 6)
"Do you have pain in your abdomen in the upper part?" (See Appendix V, Interview 
10)
"Did she have - diarrhoea - or any problem during the first year?" (see Appendix V, 
Interview 15)
"So, recently it is not related to the period?" (See Appendix V, Interview 26)
"Have you been given treatment for that?" (See Appendix V, Interview, 27)
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"You get any pain after you have your food (1.0) food you after meal?" (See 
Appendix V, Interview 29)
"You take all medicine regularly?" (See Appendix V, Interview 31)
One may infer from the high percentage of the doctors’ medical questions (Ch.5, 
Table 10) that the language most doctors used in the interviews of this research was 
not strategically persuasional. This type of behaviour might undermine the 
relationship between the doctor and the patient in UAE hospitals. Fisher (1982) 
believes that questioning strategies provide a slot for patients to display their 
competence. She stresses that persuasional strategies are used by practitioners to 
specify the grounds upon which understanding is to be used (ibid). One may conclude 
that the high proportion of doctors’ medical questions in this study tends to make the 
medical interviews less communicative and interactive.
In line with Fisher’s point of view, Bochner (1983) claims that communication 
effectiveness depends on the doctor becoming more sensitive to the frames of 
reference, linguistic usage, and life styles of the patients. Bennett (1979) summarizes 
his finding about this issue by saying that there are ways other than the strictly 
medical of looking at illness, and that the doctor can improve the quality of his 
appraisal by taking account of information outside the traditional clinico-pathological 
framework (ibid: 13).
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2 .1 .1 .3 . Psychological questions asked by doctor
Table 11 in Chapter 5 shows that only 0.48 per cent of the doctors’ questions 
throughout the 32 medical interviews of this research were concerned with the 
psychological problems of their patients such as emotions, anxieties and feelings. 
Bennett (1979) stresses that doctors should give their patients an opportunity at the 
end of the interview: "Is there anything at all you would like to ask me?"
The fragments below give an impression, which may be accurate, that most doctors 
in UAE hospitals ignore the psychological problems their patients face there. The 
doctor in the first fragment made no comments on the loneliness of the patient in Abu 
Dhabi (if that is what she means), whereas in the second fragment he ended the 
interview without giving the patient an opportunity to elaborate his medical problem.
Interview 1
P: No, I’m a lone woman. =
Dr: =  ^  What about your kids?
P: =  They are (in) back at home in India.
Dr: What are they doing in India? =
P: =  They are studying.
Interview 20
Dr: Your power is good? =
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K. <
Is good. ^N o weakness and ^nothing else. O.K.?
P: =  Power is O.
Dr:
So, you continue o:::n taking your e::h treatm
P:
ent = 
0 0 
Mmm
Dr: =  and we will see you in three months’ time. =
0 o 
P: =  O.K.
The proper attitude, it is generally agreed, calls for an awareness of patients, the 
human context of medicine, not just their diseases. Calnan (1983:3) elaborates: "You 
have to go deeper. You have to talk with the patient outside the line of duty". The 
aim of talking with a patient, as Bird (1973) claims, is to find out not only about his 
immediate symptoms, but about him - his strengths and his weakness, his experiences 
throughout life, and his reactions to them.
2.1.1.4. Social-history questions asked by doctor
Fisher (1982) claims that medical decisions can be accounted for on the basis of 
social criteria, such as referral patterns, organization of the setting, and demographic 
factors such as age, ethnicity, number of children, and social class. The social-history 
questions asked by doctors in this research such as, "What is your name?", "How old 
are you?" or "What is your nationality?" were almost all about those same 
demographic factors. However, it has been found that only 20.12 per cent of the 
doctors’ questions were about the social history of their patients (see Ch.5, Table 12).
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This low percentage, which constitutes approximately one fifth of the doctors’ 
questions throughout the 32 medical interviews of this research, will not alter the 
nature of the doctor-centred environment in the UAE. Some of the initial parts of the 
interviews that follow may refer to the doctors’ apparent indifference to their patients’ 
social history.
Interview 8
Dr: What’s your - full name? (Social-history question)
P: I am RF32.
Dr: RF32. How old are you? (Social-history question)
P: I am thirty-two years old.
Dr: Right. So, what’s the problem - what for you’ve come to the clinic? 
Interview 16
Dr: What’s your name? (Social-history question)
(1.0)
P: My name is SF33. =
Dr: E::h What’s the problem of your child?
Interview 25
Dr: O.K. Um What’s your name? =  (Social-history question)
P: SLF40.
Dr: SLF40? (Social-history question)
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P: SLF40
Dr: SLF40. You are Indian, 
P:
yes? (Social-history question) 
Ya.
Dr: Ha What is the problem - tell me?
Interview 32
Dr: Can you tell me your name and your occupation? (Social-history question)
P: SM57 - senior administrator - finance department.
Dr: How long you are in::: Abu Dhabi? (Social-history question)
P: Twenty::: - six years.
Dr: Please, tell us why you came to the hospital first time here?
The doctor’s unwillingness to understand his patient’s life in the medical settings of 
UAE hospitals may not be in line with what Fraser (1987) believes: that the diagnosis 
of a condition and an understanding of its effects on a patient’s life and experience 
clearly depend on the doctor creating the conditions in which the patient can 
accurately transmit his message and the doctor can accurately receive that message.
2.1.1.5. Contextual and non-contextual questions asked by doctor
Most of the contextual questions asked by doctors in this research were about relevant 
subjects adjacent to the medical situation which was the focus of attention (see Ch.5, 
Table 10). The contextual questions and non-contextual questions, which
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consecutively form 87.88 per cent and 8.24 per cent of the total number of the 
doctors’ questions in the 32 medical interviews (see Ch.5, Table 13) maintain the 
nature of doctor-centred environment where the doctors failed to switch their 
questions from a subject which was the focus of attention to unrelated matter which 
was not the focus of attention (see Crystal, 1987) except in some rare cases as pointed 
out in the fragments below.
Interview 8
Dr: Hum For how long you have this headache? (Contextual question)
(2.0)
P: Um Within three years already, doctor. =
Dr: =  More than three year 
P:
s? (Contextual question)
Ya.
Dr: Ha Ha (1.0) S o : w h e r e  are you working here? ^(N on-contextual 
question)
Interview 16
Dr: What’s your name?
P: My name is SF33.
Dr: E::h What’s the problem of your child? (Non-contextual question)
P: My son has fever, running nose and cough since
three
Dr:
days.
Since three days. How old is he? (Non-contextual question)
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Interview 25
Dr: You are Indian, yes? (Contextual question)
P: Ya.
(5.0)
Dr: Ha What is the problem - tell me. (Non-contextual question)
P: =  The problem comes two years with high
blood sug ar.
Dr: By the way, how old are you? (Non-contextual question)
Despite the doctors’ few switches from contextual to non-contextual questions made 
by doctors in these interviews, one may claim that the relationship between doctors 
and patients in UAE hospitals is far from being reciprocal and interactive if compared 
to that in the west (see Bennett, loc cit).
2.1.1.6. Conversational questions asked by doctor
As mentioned earlier in this research, medical interviews are like other conversations 
in that they are structured, predictable, and organized around topics (see Shuy, 1979). 
They are also different from normal conversations, as in medical interviews, topics 
are introduced primarily by doctors (see Fisher, 1984).
However, doctors’ special function in the medical interview is to establish rapport 
with their patients (Roter, 1989) by asking conversational questions which enable
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them to consider the effect of any intervention in an illness on the whole life of their 
patients (see Browne and Freeling, 1976). In the fragments below, the two doctors 
asked their patients conversational questions as an attempt to assess the whole life of 
their patients by introducing new topics which are irrelevant to the medical context.
Interview 5
Dr: You don’t take 
P:
any alcohol?
I ya. No, no.
Dr: =  Ha Ha Your family is here? (Conversational question)
P: Yes.
Interview 22
Dr: Have you been pregnant during this per
P:
iod?
No.
o o
Dr: No. (3.0) E::h O.K. (1.0) And now you are
leaving to Canada? =  (Conversational question)
P: Yes, in a month’s time.
The low percentage of doctors’ conversational questions 1.58% in the results of the 
study in question (Ch.5, Table 14) indicates that most doctors seemed to ignore the 
effect of any intervention in an illness on the whole life of their patients. Social 
factors, which were identified by McWhinney (1972) as loss, conflict, change, 
maladjustment, stress, isolation and failure, and psychological factors such as anxiety
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and depression (Pendleton et al., 1984), are examples of such intervention, which can 
lead to a false sense of understanding of an illness.
2.1.1.7. Checking-understanding questions asked by doctor
This type of questions asked by doctors in the medical interviews of this research to 
check their patients’ understanding of what they have been told such as knowledge 
of the details of the treatment regimen, knowledge of the rationale of treatment, and 
knowledge of the illness (see Ley, 1988). Thus:
Interview 8
Dr: Anyway, from the history and all these things it seems
to be a case of e::h migraine in a sort of vascular
headache, ha? =  (Checking patient’s understanding) 
o o 
P: =  Yes.
In the above fragment, the doctor presents the information to his patient in too 
difficult a form. Nevertheless, he asks a "Checking-understanding" question to assess 
his patient’s understanding of the diagnosis since naturally enough what the doctor 
says will be interpreted in terms of the patient’s own framework of ideas (ibid).
As mentioned in Chapter 5, such questions are also asked by doctors to check their 
understanding of their patients’ problems as in the following fragment:
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Interview 25
P: First one no problem no sugar.
Dr: There was no sugar in the first pregnancy? (Checking doctor’s 
understanding)
However, the breakdown of doctors’ few checking-understanding questions in Ch.5, 
Table 15 clearly demonstrates the doctors’ poor assessment of their patients’ 
knowledge of various aspects of their illness and the absence of such questions in the 
32 medical interviews maintains the doctor-centred environment in UAE hospitals (see 
Mishler, 1984; West, 1984; Roter, 1989).
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2.1.2. Questions asked by patient
As illustrated earlier in Chapter 5, 2.2., the patients showed little interest in asking 
(or had little opportunity to ask) questions throughout the 32 medical interviews in 
this research. The mean of 0.44 questions per patient per interview, and the 
percentage 1.67% of the patients’ questions (see also Ch.6, pie-chart 1, Figure 1) 
affirm this finding and also characterise most doctors in UAE hospitals as 
authoritative. Levenstein et al. (1989) stress that physicians need to develop specific 
skills for eliciting the patient’s own ideas, expectations, and feelings, using facilitating 
behaviour and refraining from cutting off the patient.
All the questions asked by the patients in this research are closed (see Ch.5, Table 
8). They show the lack of information given by the doctors, as in Interviews 11 and 
13 below, and the patients’ dissatisfaction with what they have been told, as in 
Interview 26 below. Thus:
Interview 11
Dr: (Dull ache). =
P: =  This is a medical term doctor? (Closed question)
Dr: E::h (Dull ache)? =
P: (Dull ache).
Dr: (Dull ache). You can ^  a layman can also you say, 
learning layman can use that word also.
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P: I see.
Interview 13
Dr: What about the pregnancy - your pregnancy in your this child? =
P: =  This child ? (Closed question) (1.0) I - remember doctor, when 
I - 1 - 1 was three months pregnant, I had - fever - 
high great fever for three days and then the doctor 
gave me Amoxycillin. (1.0) Did it give me some 
problem to rny children? (Closed question)
Dr: No, (inaudible) no (inaudible) normally nothing so,
it’s all right, no problem. What about the delivery?
Interview 26
Dr: During the 
P:
period.
e::h after the period
- before the period - almost everyday.
I don’t know what are the pains =
0 0 
Dr: Right.
P: =  what causes the pains. Eh One of the doctors
Dr Bhatia she told me e::h from gases. But gases do 
do affect the - the bottom of the
tumm
Dr:
y? (Closed question)
It can.
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(1.0)
P: Too much? (Closed question)
Dr: Especially if - it goes up - as well. (1.0) It remains in the lower tummy, 
then, it radiates up. It might be relieved. =
P: =  No, it (inaudible).
It seems that the patients’ apparently slight interest in asking questions in the medical 
settings of UAE hospitals and their dissatisfaction may have been linked to the little 
information given by their doctors. This phenomenon might not be supported by 
Bertakis (1977) who reported that the greater amount of information given by the 
physician, the greater was the patient’s satisfaction, while Fraser (1987) believes that 
patient satisfaction is related to their understanding and recall of what they are told. 
He adds that all doctors, but particularly general practitioners, are in a position to be 
especially helpful as counsellors and can be particularly damaging if unaware of a 
patient’s needs and feelings. This is a consequence of the considerable power and 
authority which patients think doctors possess. In line with these views, Fisher (1982) 
also concentrates on the information provided by the doctor. She states that patients 
ask questions in response to information provided by medical professionals during a 
discussion of treatment options. They have the potential to change the direction of the 
treatment decision (ibid).
One might think that the demographic factors of the patients and their doctors, 
especially sex and nationality, might alter the nature of the environment of the
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medical interviews in UAE hospitals from being doctor-centred. The figures in 
Chapter 5, Table 9 contradict this point of view as they highlight how few questions 
are asked by the patients regardless of their doctors’ sex and nationality.
2.1.2.1. The nationality
The similar nationality of both doctor and patient in the multilingual medical settings 
in the UAE does not affect the nature of the medical interviews from being doctor- 
centred as has been illustrated in Chapter 5, Table 4. The closed questions asked by 
the doctor in the following interviews support the notion of being doctor-centred 
although the doctor and patient hold the same Indian nationality.
Interview 28
Dr: Is the:: - is the pain eh coming on when you::: 
walk or go =
P: No.
Dr: =  upstairs? (Closed question) Nothing like that only when
you take a deep breath? (Closed question)
Interview 30
Dr: And the room - spinning around 
P:
you? (Closed question) 
No::
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before it was too
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
=t
much.
No vomiting 
only this 
Nausea
Vomiting? =  (Closed question) 
no vomiting. I don’t (inaudible)
nausea? (Closed question)
No, no only this (1.0) dizziness I have.
Referring to British doctors and patients, Bochner (1983) states that the greater the 
cultural gap between doctors and their patients, the less effectively will they be able 
to communicate with each other. He adds that two native Englishmen talking to each 
other hardly expect to be misunderstood, and will not notice that they are at cross­
purposes except under the more acute conditions of non-correspondence in meaning. 
Clearly, this can be a potentially dangerous situation in a medical situation. If either 
the doctor or the patient has been misunderstood, but neither becomes aware that they 
are at cross-purposes, the management of the patient’s illness may be hampered.
The multilingual medical settings in the hospitals of the UAB, therefore, do not 
resemble the British medical situation where the similarity and dissimilarity of 
nationalities and cultures of both the doctors and patients will affect the quantity and 
quality of information exchange taking place.
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2.I.2 .2 . Sex
Despite the finding that the doctors spoke more to female patients than male patients 
in this study (see Ch.5, Table 30; Appendix V, Interviews 1, 7, 18, 20, 22, 25, 26), 
the closed questions asked by the doctors are still many as in the following instances.
Interview 1
Dr: Then you are coming to me for examination or
just - just to - to write the that medicine for 
you? (Closed question)
Yes, I:: I ^  am taking continuous medicine, so
when I finish e::h medicine, I am coming to you
P:
Dr:
for ta 
>
king more.
When you finish or a few days before you finish
the medicine? (Closed question)
Interview 7
Dr: =  You don’t smoke, no? (Closed question)
P: No, I am 
Dr:
not smoking.
No smoking, khalas. Is there
anybody - smoking at home, your husband is
smoking? (Closed question)
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Interview 25
Dr: ^  You have the high sugar during second
cy? (Closed question) 
Second pregnancy. =
pregnan
P:
Dr: =  I see. What about the first? (Closed question)
Table 5 in Chapter 5 confirms this finding and gives a figure of 96.99 per cent for 
doctors’ closed questions to female patients, while 3.01 per cent of the doctors’ 
questions are open. This result also reflects the style of communication between the 
male doctors and female patients in the UAE environment where the male doctors are 
well known for their behaviour in introducing topics and in their dominance in 
conversation.
2 .I.2 .3 . Age
The median age of the patients who were interviewed by doctors is 37.50 (see Ch.5, 
Table 6). This figure indicates that most of the medical interviews took place with 
middle-aged patients who received more closed questions than open ones from their 
doctors. In general, during interviews with older patients (over 60) the doctor seems 
to put fewer open questions, utters fewer "social turns" and gives less information on 
the proceedings which are to follow the interview (see Norbert Hein and Ruth 
Wodak, 1986). However, it seems that the age of patients has no effect on the overall 
doctor-centred nature of medical interviews in UAE hospitals since most doctors
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asked fewer open questions and more closed ones regardless of their patients’ age. 
For instance, the patient’s age in the first fragment below is 25 years and the patient’s 
age in the second fragment is 57 years, nevertheless, the doctors in both interviews 
used fewer open questions as follows:
Interview 12
Dr: So, did you find any co-ordination or relation between your this 
e:h using diapers and this urinary problem? (Closed question)
(2.0)
P: No, I don’t think so. =
0 0
Dr: =  Ya. So, this is only burning micturition? (Closed question)
P:
Dr
Ya.
Ya, ya, ha. Another thing I just want to:: know you are 
ma:rried, is it? (Closed question)
Interview 32
Dr: Um ^  Can you remember which year ^  you had 
cardiac infection? (Closed question)
P: October nineteen (1.0) ninety-one.
(1.0)
Dr: After that how did you feel ? (Closed question)
^  I mean are you ^coming to the hospital regularly? (Closed question)
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2.I.2 .4 . Occupation
It has been discovered that most doctors in this investigation ignored the occupational 
specialization of their patients throughout the 32 medical interviews. The figures in 
Chapter 5, Table 7 confirm this finding by highlighting the high percentage of closed 
questions asked by doctors to each patient regardless of their patients’ occupations or 
social class. This type of doctors’ behaviour towards their patients suggests that even 
the educated patients in the UAE have little chance to produce a self-structured reply 
to tell the story of their illnesses. The fragment below illustrates this phenomenon by 
proving that the patient, whose occupation is a bank officer, was not allowed to tell 
the story of his illness appropriately, but was interrupted by his doctor’s closed 
questions.
Interview 31
P: I feel very - very good
very go
Dr:
P:
od
You take all medicine regularly? (Closed question) 
I take all'^Yes, sir. ^1
medicine regularly, 
o c
Dr: Ya. So you have - do you have high blood pressure, diabetes
before or e:::h? (Closed question)
P: E::h ^  No, nothing of that sort.
Dr: What - did you smoke before? (Closed question)
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Here, the patient’s behaviour might not be in line with the findings of Norbert Hein 
and Ruth Wodak (1986) in that the results of their investigation proved that patients 
of higher educational standard were less willing to yield to the doctor’s hurrying them 
along, and they were also more active interview partners. Their participation is - at 
least quantitatively - greater.
2.2. Aspects of Discourse
2.2.1. Doctors’ and patients’ initiations
The initiations (see Ch.5, 3.1.) made by patients throughout the 32 medical interviews 
were 7 (see Ch.5, Table 17), whereas the initiations made by doctors in this respect 
were 160. This obvious distinction between the two figures, which is sketched out in 
the pie-chart of Figure 3 that follows, reflects the nature of the doctor-centred 
environment in UAE hospitals. It also supports the finding that it was the doctor who 
initiated and the patient who responded although in some occasions the patients 
attempted to initiate as in the fragment that follows:
Interview 12
Dr: Hello. Good morning. 
P:
A::h
Good morning, doctor. A::h I just came 
because I have some problem regarding my:: urinary (inaudible).
I am experiencing burning and painful during urine (1.0) and
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Pie-Chart 3
Figure 3. Initiations made by the 8 doctors and 32 patients throughout the 32
medical interviews.
4.19% 
Patients' initiations
95.81% 
Doctors' initiations
In figure 4 the sector 95.81% illustrates the doctors' initiations and 
the sector 4.19% illustrates the patients' initiations.
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e::h which (1.0) afte::r which comes after my menstruation -
I don’t know what I
Dr:
have. (Initiation)
Yes, before going into the:: ma:: before going
into the complaints, I just wo - 1 would like to ask your name? (Initiation)
However, it seems that most of the conversational exchanges in the medical 
interviews of this research did not follow the same sequential organization, ie, 
Initiation-Response-Comment (see Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975), as in many 
occasions the doctors, in particular, avoid responding and attempted to regain the 
interview (see Coulthard and Ashby, 1976) as in the above fragment of Interview 12 
where the doctor did not respond or comment, but began the next exchange with an 
initiation. The same phenomenon can be observed in the following fragments:
Interview 14
Dr: How are 
P:
you?
Fine, thank you. I brought my child. She’s five years
old. I just want to consult (1.0) about her obesity. (Initiation) 
e o
Dr: Ya. How - how old is she? (Initiation)
Interview 26
Dr: Do you have joint pains - small - 
P:
^  joints? (Initiation) 
Sometimes (2.0) from
writing and typing here and there. So, ^  why are - ^  I don’t
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^  why are those things?
Dr: Eh Did you say that the period is not regular? (Initiation)
Ô 0
P: No.
2.2.2. Signals of support
The signals of support that were utilised by doctors in this investigation show that an 
informative utterance has been understood and its significance appreciated. Burton 
(1981) calls such acts "acknowledge". They are realised by "Yes", "OK", "Uhuh", 
and expressive particles such as "That’s good", "Very good" and "Excellent" (see 
Ch.5, 3.2.). Thus:
Interview 1
Dr: ^ W h e n  you finish or a few days before you 
finish the medicine?
P: A few days - one or two days before.
Dr: That’s good. (Signal of support)
Interview 10
P: ^  I’m ^  forty-five years old. =
Dr: =  I see. (Signal of support) From which 
nation you are coming from?
P: I ’m from Sudan. =
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Dr: =  Good. (Signal o f  support)
Interview 21
Dr: Your appetite is all right?
P: Umm I’m eating much more than before.
(1.0)
Dr: Excellent. (Signal of support)
Some of these acts are also called "accept" (ibid) when they are utilised by patients, 
which function indicates that the patient has heard and understood the previous 
utterance and is compliant, as shown in the fragment that follows:
Interview 5
Dr: So::, we will do some investigations. We’ll e::h
I ’ll just give an appointment for a:: gastroscopy. =
P: =  O.K. (Accepting response)
Table 18 in Chapter 5 shows the very low percentage 13.84% of accepting responses 
of the patients which reflects the patients’ limited compliance with the advice given 
by their doctors throughout the 32 medical interviews of this research.
Some investigators might argue that it is not the doctor’s job to attempt to influence 
the patient - it is the doctor’s job simply to state what the patient would find helpful
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and then leave the matter of compliance entirely in the patient’s hands (see Pendleton 
et al., 1984). Others claim that patients comply better when they believe they can 
have some control over their health and when the advice given is consistent with their 
health beliefs (see Becker, 1971), and patients who are more satisfied with a 
consultation are more likely to follow advice given (see Korsch, Freeman, and 
Negrete, 1971).
However, it has been found that few doctors in the study in question tended to 
express empathy towards their patients (see Ch.5, Table 19) by considering other 
problems of the patients, especially the emotional content of their illness. There were 
few expressions of empathy made by doctors, reflecting the more doctor-centred 
environment in the UAE. The extent to which these interviews are apparently doctor- 
centred and medical in their orientation, is reminiscent of studies in the west of 
doctors under special circumstances, for example, Levenstein, et al. (1984) looked 
at doctors interacting with postoperative patients. They found that:
the doctor’s utmost priority is to check out any 
possible problems. Anything unrelated to it is of 
secondary importance. He thus single-mindedly 
pursues his objectives. When he finally does discuss 
the headaches he does so in a closed-ended way, not 
allowing the patient any opportunity to express his 
own ideas or feelings. He misses subtle cues 
throughout. In discussing the patient’s social 
context, the doctor preempts any expression of 
feeling by the patient by asking value judgments to 
describe his circumstances - none but the most 
assertive patients would contradict him (quoted in 
Stewart and Roter, 1989:118).
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The doctor’s behaviour, which seems not responsive to the patient’s behaviour in the 
following fragment, might not be in accordance with the suggestion of Levenstein, 
et al. (1984) who state that doctors should know further details about their patients’ 
circumstances and emotional feelings.
Interview 6
Dr: Ah Easy work you don’t have much problem? = 
o Q 
P: =  No.
Dr: So, when you are thinking of your family or
emotionally
P:
upset you get the pain? = 
Yes, yes, yes, like this.
Dr: =  Ha Ha So anyway, now we’ll e::h have a
complete investigations again.
P:
Dr:
we’ll 
o O
Humm
have your urine, =
blood, x-ray, E.C.G., all things.
The fragment below is also indicative of the doctor’s priority to check out the cause 
of the lady’s dizziness without expressing empathy or support towards her although 
she has been given adequate time to explain the symptoms of her problem.
Interview 30
P: But this dizziness kills
Dr:
me
o o
Mmm
<
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P: =  ^  when they made this (inaudible) ulcer then I had injection.
Dr: Are you taking any other medicine?
2.2.3. Greetings and Farewells
Greetings and farewells are markers of boundaries in the talk (Burton, 1981). They 
are like other "adjacency pairs" that are related to one another, usually occur side by 
side, and are structured by the reciprocal relationship between them (Fisher, 1984), 
eg:
Speaker A 
Initiates greetings 
Initiates farewells
Speaker B 
Returns greetings 
Returns farewells
However, the claim that greetings and farewells are always returned immediately 
would, if it were being made, be palpably incorrect (see Schegloff and Sacks, 1973).
It is argued that such exchanges are a marker of convergence (see Karam, 1979). I 
would argue that they are a marker of patient-centredness and their low frequency in 
the medical interviews makes the talk between participants less interactive since such 
exchanges are the basic unit of all the interaction (see Coulthard and Ashby, 1976).
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Tables 20, 21, 22 and 23 in Chapter 5 demonstrate an overall picture of the brief 
greetings and farewells exchanges made by both the doctors and patients throughout 
the 32 medical interviews. The most notable finding that one would derive from the 
figures is the notion of doctor-centredness which prevails among the 32 medical 
interviews of this study as the doctors pursued their own agenda making little attempt 
to motivate their patients or listen to them (see Roter and Stewart, 1989).
The markers of boundaries in the following interviews emphasise the low frequency 
of the greet-leavetake frame occurrence:
Interview 6 (Greeting)
Dr: Yes, come in. (1.0) Be seated. (2.0) A:::h What’s your name?
P: MSM38.
Interview 13 (Greeting)
P: Eh I am AF24.
Dr: How old are you?
Interview 19 (Greeting)
D o
Dr: Eh What is your name? 
P: =  OF39.
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Interview  28 (Farewell)
P: E::h Only when I’m missing b - breath.
Dr: That’s a
P: =
Dr: That’s all.
11?
That’s all.
Interview 31 (Farewell)
Dr: You are the first time
P:
you have th is ..............?
Ya, this is the first time.
2.2.4. Conversational interaction
As mentioned earlier in this research, in the multilingual settings of UAE hospitals, 
many communication problems arise between the doctors and patients most of which 
are conducive to less interactive and less integrated medical interviews.
Accordingly, it might be worth drawing attention to the communication problems 
between doctors and patients which Ford (1977) divides into two basic kinds: 
problems of communication channel which vary from foreign language speakers to 
differences in popular usage of words, and more fundamental problems which 
"surface through the communication channel", such as differences in underlying 
assumptions, knowledge, attitudes and emotional needs (see also Crystal, 1976: 18- 
19).
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In his study of 16 consultations, Litton-Hawes (1978) derived rules of interaction 
from the speaking turns. It was pointed out that the rules were asymmetrical in that 
each party did not follow the same rules. Examples of the rules thus generated were:
1. If the doctor asks about a topic (x), the patient is obliged to imply (x).
2. If the doctor asks about (x), the patient may ask a question about (x) before
answering the doctor’s question.
3. Patients may imply new topics only after commenting on the topic implied in the
doctor’s previous turn.
4. If the patient implies a new topic, the doctor is not obliged to comment on the
topic.
In the fragments that follow, each participant seems to follow the same above 
asymmetrical rules of interaction.
Interview 11
Dr: Ah Do you think that it is normal or 
did - did you notice
any change.............. ?
I do not know the normal 
to tell you about =
Dr: No, did y o u ........... ?
P: f'
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P: =  it
Dr:
P:
Dr: No, ya.
P: =  of the strea
Dr:
there.
No, did you notice any change from
You mean the G lk n is
m =
Ya, ya.
P: =  or the power?
Interview 32
P: =  not much in the chest but in the stomach.
0 0
Dr: I see. It’s only when you walk?
P: ^Ya, when ^ I  exert.
The breakdown of figures in Table 24, Chapter 5 of this research reveals the doctors’ 
interest and concerns for their patients’ context of medicine, and their unawareness 
of their patients’ interests and concerns outside the line of duty, whereas for 
ethnomethodologists as Mehan and Wood (1983) state, interaction is an activity that 
accomplishes a sense of an external world, and in this sense there is limited 
interaction in these interviews except in rare cases as follows:
Interview 1
Dr: What school?
(2.0)
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P: Umm My elder son is in the::: college 
Dr: Hum Hum
P: and second son also studying in the college,
my third son in the school.
Dr: Ha::: Beautiful. That means you’ll be a grandmother
very soon, isn’t it? =  (Conversational interaction) 
d o 
P: =  Humm ((laughing))
Interview 21
Dr: Did you lose weight?
(1.0)
P: ^  Always I ’m losing. I never I put
on some ^((laughing)) weight. (Conversational interaction)
Dr: I see. How much did you lose, then?
2.2.5. Social history
It has been found that most doctors in this study appeared not to be involved in the 
social history of their patients. The mean 4.56 in Table 25, Chapter 5 of this research 
maintains this finding and represents the patients’ unwillingness to contribute to 
mutual involvement by disclosing their social history. The absence of social 
interaction in the first two fragments below, which represent the initial parts of the 
interviews, might support the suggestion of Heath (1984) that social interaction
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requires participants to establish and sustain mutual involvement in the business or 
topic at hand and to coordinate systematically in their actions and activities since 
aspects of a patient’s case are informed by social and organized features (see also 
Mehan and Wood, 1983: 88).
Interview 22
Dr: And your name? =
P: =  SRF37.
(1.0)
Dr: ^SRF37. ^  How old are you?
P: Thirty-seven. =
Dr: =  Thirty-seven. ^  Can you tell me what 
has happened initially ^  - when you first
came to our clinic?
Interview 29 
Dr: Yes. ^W h at’s your problem?
(1.0)
P: Actually I feel some hea
Dr:
vmess = 
o O
Hum Hum
P: =  sometimes eh frequent 
0 o 
Dr: Hum
P: =  and pain at the back.
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0 o
Dr: Hum Hum
However, it should be admitted that few doctors in the study in question were 
relatively involved in the social history of their patients since the influence of social 
history, including the social environment and health understanding, on the illness of 
a patient will not diminish as soon as he has left the consulting room, but will 
continue to act on the patient, as Pendleton (1983) admits, and the influence of the 
doctor will begin to wane. Thus:
Interview 5
Dr: And e::h your nationality?
P: Somali. (Social history)
Dr: Somali. You’re e:h here since how long?
(1.0)
P: E::h eleven years. (Social history)
Dr: You are working with e::h whom? =
P: =  I ’m working with Municipality. (Social history)
Dr: Municipality. For e:::h you from the beginning
you are working for the Municipality in Bidi’ Zayed?
P: Since now two years in Bidi’ Zayed. = (Social history)
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2.2.6. Clinical history of presenting problem
Most doctors in this study apparently failed to encourage or enable their patients to 
present a clinical history of their problems as fully as possible (see Ch.5, Table 26). 
The fragments that follow are indicative of such non-committal behaviour made by 
most doctors.
Fragment 1 (Interview 9)
Dr: ^ g y p tia n . Yes. ^ ^ ^ W h a t  are your complaints?
(1.0)
P: E::h I have right side pain after (mid) pain. (Clinical history)
Dr: How long you have this pain?
P: Three weeks be::fore. (Clinical history)
Fragment 2 (Interview 14)
Dr: Is there any problem during the neonatal period?
P: No, There was ^ya, she got eh jaundice
Dr:
during the neonatal period. (Clinical history)
0 o
Jaundice. (1.0) Eh How much?
Fragment 3 (Interview 25)
Dr: Ha What is the problem - tell me? =  
P: =  The problem comes two years
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with high blood sug
Dr:
0 o
P: Now I am forty.
Dr: You are for 
P:
ty?
Ya.
ar. (Clinical history)
By the way, how old are you?
However, the objective of the initial part of the interview, as mentioned earlier in this 
study, is to enable the patient to give his story as fully as possible in his own words, 
the doctor encouraging this by using open-ended questions, eg, "What worries you 
most about this?" (see Fraser, loc cit). Accordingly, it appears that few doctors 
attempted to use open-ended questions, eg, "What are your complaints?" or "What 
is the problem?" as in the initial parts of Fragments 1 and 3 above, but they gave 
their patients no opportunity to elaborate their clinical history as fully as possible in 
their own words.
Table 26 in Chapter 5 of this research shows that the mean 17.16 represents the 
patients’ expressions to present the clinical history of their problems. On this ground, 
one might claim that the nature of the doctor-centred environment is quite evident 
here as most doctors in UAE hospitals failed to prepare the patient, ie, failed to put 
the patient at his ease and listen to his words.
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2.2.7. M anagement plan and giving instructions
One of the skilful techniques that is needed from doctors in the medical consultations 
is how to manage plans or/and give instructions. In other words, the doctor needs to 
identify the problem to be explained, then to ascertain the level of knowledge of the 
patient and, finally, to structure the explanation accordingly (see Fraser, loc cit).
Table 27 in Chapter 5 demonstrates the level of interviewing skill of most doctors in 
the UAE environment as well as their apparent lack of emphasis on management 
plans and giving their patients instructions about their problems. As far as the 
question of management is concerned, however, many of these interviews are with 
patients in for review, not visiting for the first time, and a management plan may well 
already be established as in Fragment 2 below. Nevertheless, UAE doctors left 
insufficient time at the end of the medical interview to explain fully or to check that 
their patients had understood what they had been told as in Fragments 1 and 3 below.
laints? 
o o 
No. =
Fragment 1 (Interview 9)
Dr: =  . Ya. That’s all and no other urine comp 
P:
Dr: =  OK. Thank you. You can lie down there 
and I will give you - I ’ll - examine you.
That’s all. (Management plan and giving instructions)
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Fragment 2 (Interview 24)
P: I have this attack ever since I’ve (inaudible) 
So, from that I started.
Dr: You started?
P: Ya. =
Dr: =  Ya. j  But the attack usually I is not 
particularly severe? =
P: ^  No, ^  not
Dr:
severe.
o o
Is not severe. (1.0) O.K.
^Thank you very much AF40.
P:
o o
Dr: Yes.
^Thanks a lot. O.K. Thank you. 
Thank you.
Fragment 3 (Interview 29)
Dr: It’s probably from there =  (Management plan and giving instruction)
0 o
P: Mmm
Dr: =  and you should not be taking
more (inaudible). (Management plan and giving instructions)
P: Aspirin?
Dr: Aspirin (Volterin).
P: H:::a Aspirin. Actually I take sometimes half (inaudible)
1  in the T.V.
Dr: Ha
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These findings demonstrate the authoritative nature of most doctors in UAE hospitals 
since they pursued their own agenda and objectives without allowing their patients any 
very obvious opportunity to express their own ideas or feelings.
2.2.8. Negotiation of management
As mentioned earlier in Ch.5, negotiation of management isolates a feature commonly 
mentioned (eg, Pendleton, 1983; Mishler, 1984; West, 1984) as important to sustain 
a patient-centred interview. The doctor’s role in this respect is to be receptive to cues 
offered by the patient (see Stewart and Roter, 1989). He offers a range of choices 
concerning the management so that he can understand each patient’s ideas, 
expectations, and feelings about illness.
In this study, it seems that the doctors were rarely attentive to their patients’ ideas 
about illness and management since they offered their patients neither opportunities 
nor choices to negotiate or discuss the method of management.
The following fragments maintain this phenomenon and highlight the doctors’ aim to 
pursue their own agenda and make little attempt to understand their patients’ ideas.
Fragment 1 (Interview 4)
Dr: That’s good. ^  In hypertension usually you have
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to continue =
P: Ya.
Dr: =  with the medici 
P:
ne,
Ya.
Dr: =  for good, and you come to
regularly every
o o 
P: Yeh.
m a ns.
t j i k
Fragment 2 (Interview 9) 
o o
Dr: Ah That’s good. So:: your main complaint is 
e::h this pain of the right side of abdomen 
radiating down for the last three weeks coming
and going up and down? =
0 ^ 0  
a.P: =  Y 
Dr: Mainly - in the morning hours and
it is associated with nause
P:
Dr: =  Ya. 
P:
a?
Nausea. =  
That’s all and no other urine com plaints ? 
No. =
Dr: =  OK. Thank you. You can lie down there and 
I will give you - I’ll - examine you.
That’s all.
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Fragment 3 (Interview 22)
Dr: And you are leaving to Canada? = 
P: =  Yes, in a month’s ti 
Dr:
me.
0 o
I see. (1.0) We advise her to carry 
on with treatment for another six months and that is the 
full course of thyroid - treatment. (2.0) She’s much better 
now and e::h all what she needs to carry on to complete 
her course of treatment. Thank you very
m
P:
uch.
Thank you.
2.3. Quantifiable Aspects of the Medical Interview
These aspects refer to the duration of each medical interview, the frequency of words 
and utterances in each medical interview, and the number of overlapping utterances 
of the doctors and patients in each medical interview of this study.
2.3.1. Duration of interview
This section has focused on the duration of the medical interview in terms of minute- 
second and the mean length of utterance (MLU) in the 32 medical interviews of this 
research. The measure of duration of the 32 medical interviews, as Norbert Hein and 
Ruth Wodak (1985) suggest, should bring exact knowledge about communication
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styles in different medical interviews.
The mean duration of the medical interviews in this research is 3 minutes and 28 
seconds (see Ch.5, Table 29). This contrasts with a normally accepted figure of 
around 8 minutes for the English-language consultation in the developed, English LI, 
world (see Tuckett et al., 1986). These figures reflect, to a certain extent, the 
doctors’ inadequate elicitation of the relevant information from their patients as well 
as the fact that there were few opportunities for their patients, in particular the less 
educated (see Appendix V, Interviews 4, 14, 17, 22) to express their ideas and 
feelings. They were also deprived of communication opportunities. In contrast, some 
researchers such as Boreham and Gibson (1978) whose study was conducted in 
Queensland, Australia, suggest that the patients should be interviewed before the 
consultation if attitudes of the participant towards gaining knowledge about their 
problem and its treatment; the exact of their present knowledge; and their feelings 
about what is desirable patient behaviour are to be examined.
2.3.2. Mean length of utterance (MLU) of doctor and patient
The mean length of utterance (MLU) (see Ch.5, 4.2.) of both the doctors and patients 
in this study is pictured in Chapter 5, Tables 30 and 31. The words that were used 
by 8 doctors in the 32 medical interviews greatly exceeded the words used by their 
patients (see Ch.5, Table 31). This amount of doctors’ words per se, which is greater 
than average, maintains the nature of doctor-centred environment in UAE hospitals.
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In this concern, Debra Roter (1989) claims that the average amount of physician 
contribution to the medical dialogue is 60% (range 51-77%). Patients, on the other 
hand, contribute 40% to the dialogue (range from 23-49%).
2.3.3. Overlapping utterances
The overlapping utterances occurred occasionally in this data (see Ch.5, 4.3.) as 
interruptions (see Hein and Wodak, 1986) by both the doctors and patients either to 
cause an alternative theme as in the fragments 1 and 3 or to carry on with the theme 
as in the fragments 2 and 4 (see Appendix V, Interviews). Thus:
Fragment 1 (Interview 12)
Dr: Anyway, I will 
P: >
e::h
Anyway, I just came because I don’t know
how to solve this pro
Dr:
blem. I don’t feel that
Ya, of course.
Fragment 2 (Interview 17)
P ’s Husband: ^N o t controlling 
Dr:
the^diet.
not controlling the diet.
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Fragment 3 (Interview 23)
Dr: Yes. And was it suggestive of diabetes? 
P:
Did th ey ..................... ?
^They - they tell you’re
you’re young diabetic that time in nineteen seventy-seven.
Fragment 4 (Interview 30)
Dr: And the room - spinning around 
P:
you?
No:: before it
was too much.
Dr: Vomiting?
Fisher (1984) refers to overlaps as "simultaneous speech". She claims that they occur 
in the foreground or main channel and represent a struggle for the floor. She adds 
that all four forms of the comment act (correction, comments on the interaction, back 
channel, and overlap) both reflect the asymmetry enacted in the ongoing interactions 
between them.
Table 32 in Chapter 5 presents the mean number of overlapping utterances of the 
patient 11.69 which exceeds the mean number of their doctors’ overlapping 
utterances. This distinction reflects the asymmetrical relationship between doctors and 
patients in UAE hospitals as well as the nature of the doctor-centred environment 
there.
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2.4. Aspects of Language
This section investigates the language issues such as "Linguistic complexity", 
"Pronunciation features" and "Code-switching" (see Ch.5) to show the ways in which 
the English language is used and spoken by both the doctor and patient in each 
medical interview of the study in question.
2.4.1. Measures of linguistic complexity
No attempt has yet been made to discuss independent measures of complexity defined 
in purely linguistic unit. Partly, this is inherently difficult, given the controversy over 
the nature of the linguistic measures used (see Clark and Clark, 1977, Ch.9; Crystal, 
1987; Ley, 1988). However, the amount of technical lexis such as drug names (see 
Appendix V, Interviews 5, 7, 25, 32), semi-technical lexis such as "diabetes" or 
"cholesterol" (see Appendix V, Interview 2), and sub-technical lexis such as 
"injection", "problem" (see Appendix V, Interview 24) used by both the doctors and 
patients in this research has at least little effect on the nature of doctor-centred 
environment in UAE hospitals (see Ch.4, Section A for definitions of these 
categories). Nevertheless, one should admit that even simple everyday words, as 
Mazzullo, Lasagne and Griner (1974) have pointed out, can be ambiguous in a 
medical context as in the following fragment where the patient asked his doctor about 
a word which he cannot understand:
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Interview 11
Dr: (Dull ache). =
P: =  This is a medical term doctor?
Dr: E::h (Dull ache)? =
P: (Dull ache).
Dr: (Dull ache). You can ^  a layman can also you say,
learning layman man can use that word
P:
also 
I see.
2.4.2. Pronunciation features
The expression "Pronunciation features" is used in this research loosely and 
subjectively (see Ch.5, 5.2.). However, some of the interesting pronunciations used 
by both the doctors and patients in the 32 medical interviews were identified as at 
variance with Standard English as follows:
[bri: s i ^
hels
r-wxz
instead of breathing (see Appendix V, Interview 1).
instead of health (see Appendix V, Interview 7).
instead of with (see Appendix V, Interview 10).
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This feature of incorrect pronunciation of the Egyptian speakers in the first two 
examples is an influence from Egyptian Arabic in which the phoneme / s / i s  used 
either instead of /S '/  or /O / in oral Arabic which does not exist in H (High variety 
of Arabic) as well as the phoneme / z / instead of / 2^/ in the third example of the 
Sudanese speaker which may be an influence from Sudanese Arabic. The same feature 
can also be found in the phoneme / g / which is used instead of / j / as in (gaa?’) 
instead of (jaa?’) in oral Arabic (see Crystal, 1987; Trudgill, 1984: Ch.5; Giglioli, 
1972).
s%ks instead of sex (see Appendix V, Interview 3).
instead of check (see Appendix V, Interviews 4 and 8).
FAmtaimi s instead of sometimes (see Appendix V, Interview 6).
instead of never (see Appendix V, Interview 11).
f  0 rk id
1
l i^fnitlij
l ^ e i n d j i ^
instead of forked (see Appendix V, Interview 11).
instead of definitely (see Appendix V, Interview 14).
instead of changed (see Appendix V, Interview 14).
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[brisr|
instead of metre (see Appendix V, Interview 14).
instead of Kerla (see Appendix V, Interview 15).
instead of breast (see Appendix V, Interview 16).
p r ig n a n ^ instead of pregnant (see Appendix V, Interview 22).
The incorrect pronunciation of the phoneme / I / i n  the above examples also reflects
an influence from L Arabic (Low variety of Arabic) as it should not exist in some of 
the pronunciations like I I^Aintaims I , T  f^rkt , tje in d ji 
should be pronounced as / e / in the other pronunciations such as
l^ n e v a u ^  , j [TefnitlTj 
should be pronounced as / i: / in the pronunciation j jm i: ter|
j ^ r e ^  j andj |jpregnant[ ^
It
, whereas the phoneme 111
n sP jo  n ^ lltTj instead of nationality (see Appendix V, Interview 2).
instead of work (see Appendix V, Interviews 6 and 7).
g o instead of gone (see Appendix V, Interview 7).
instead of colour (see Appendix V, Interview 13).
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Since the speaker in the first two instances is Arab, the pronunciation of the phoneme 
/3  /, which should not exist in the first example and should be pronounced as /J :  /, 
may represent the influence of H (High variety of Arabic) in which the Arabic 
phonemes are pronounced as they exist. This phoneme might also be noticed in the 
pronunciation of Hindi or Urdu speakers as in the second example in which the Indian 
speaker pronounced the phoneme /P /  as /D /. The same feature can also be observed 
in the pronunciation of the Indian speaker of the phoneme 111 instead of / ei / as in
f îta m î (see Appendix V, Interview 30).
The incorrect pronunciation of the word colour by the Filipino speaker in the third 
example may reflect the influence of the national language Tagalog which began to 
be taught in the Philippines in 1940 (see Thompson, 1991). This type of phonology
may be similar to the Nigerian English in which, eg, follow is realized as 
and bottle is realized asl I b 3 tuT] (see Todd, 1982).
m Jk  ^  n l tj-al instead of mechanical (see Appendix V, Interview 3).
The improper pronunciation of the Indian speaker in the above example may reflect 
the influence of Urdu (see Khan, 1991) in which the unifying phoneme /tj*/ is used
frequently as
"Rubbish" or
1&elauT
which means "All right", 
which means "Come on".
\ k ^ which means
P i :  g instead of week (see Appendix V, Interview 15).
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The pronunciation of the phoneme / v / instead of / w / may also symbolise the 
impact of Urdu or Hindi on the Indian speaker in the above example. This feature 
might also be observed in the pronunciation of the Iranian speaker of English who,
for instance, pronounces v a u t d r
L_
instead of water or V i: instead of we.
These types of pronunciation are merely indicative of the ethnic and multilingual 
nature of the medical environment in UAE hospitals. They may also imply some 
features of the English language in UAE.
2.4.3. Code-switching
Since code-switching between languages involves the use of any language for a 
defined purpose (see Dalphinis, 1991), one may find that the participants in the 
medical settings of UAE hospitals modify their performance by utilising various types 
of linguistic techniques such as code-switching or code-mixing so as to meet the needs 
of the medical circumstances. In line with this issue, Sridhar (1978) writes: "When 
a speaker wants to sound knowledgeable or authentic or simply wants to be precise 
in discoursing upon a specific topic, he tends to mix elements from the language 
commonly associated with that topic" (quoted in Gibbons, 1987).
The best treatment of the difficulties involved in defining and subcategorising code­
switching is Gumperz and Hymes (1972: Chs. 1, 17); Bolinger and Sears (1981 :Chs. 
7, 9); Leyons (1977b:Ch. 14). This study draws on this tradition, but as it is less
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centrally concerned with the theoretical side of code-switching, ignores distinctions 
which are not of direct relevance.
One should not ignore UAE linguistic situation as implying situational as well as 
metaphorical switching. Blom and Gumperz (1987) make an important theoretical 
distinction between "situational switching" and "metaphorical switching". Thus:
"Situational switching" refers to the type of 
language behaviour concerns with the sociology of 
language, ie, the participants, what is happening 
and the setting influence the code choice there, and. 
are also marked by it. The notion of situational 
switching assumes direct relationship between 
language and social situation.
"Metaphorical switching" occurs when the code 
choices are not heavily constrained by the socio- 
situational context. The code choice then highlights 
an alternative social relationship between the 
participants. Code-switches are: eg, translations/ 
explanations; idioms, repetitions, quotations, 
lexical gaps, emphatic, least effort principle, and 
fullest expressions (quoted in Gibbons, 1987).
However, the code-switching made by both the doctors and patients throughout the 
32 medical interviews in the data in question refers adequately to the type of language 
behaviour concerned with the sociology of language. It might be heavily constrained 
by the socio-situational context although it frequently takes place in parts of an 
utterance and, as Chavez and Gumperz (1971) claim, the greater part of instances of 
true code-switching consists of entire sentences inserted into the other language text 
as in the code-switching of Urdu speakers in Britain (see Khan, 1991) and code-
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switching within the Gujarati speech community in UK (see Dave, 1991). Code­
switching in the UAE may not be indicative of such a phenomenon, but it may, to a 
certain extent, be in line with that of the Gujarati speech community in UK in that it 
is least marked in domains outside the home and very common in the domain of 
family (quoted in Alladina and Edwards, 1991).
The following fragments are clear evidence of code-switching of both the doctors and 
patients in certain medical interviews of the data in question.
Interview 5
Dr: You need more e::h treatment or not or something 
like that. You like to come for that, then I will tell 
yo
P:
u ,  =
o 0
Inshallah . (Code-switching)
Dr: =  that the - medicine is to be continued or 
P:
not.
o O
Inshallah. (Code-switching)
Here, the Arabic expression "Inshallah", which means "If God’s willing", indicates 
true switching to local Arabic as the Somali patient has inserted the entire Arabic 
sentence "Inshallah" into English.
Interview 6
Dr: So, where you are working?
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P: In the:: oil - oil company (mal ) Adnoc. = (Code-switching)
0 0
Dr: =  Achacha ^  What’s your work? (Code-switching)
In Interview 6, the fragment above shows that the Tunisian patient has made partial
switching by inserting one part of the Arabic utterance (mal ) which means " o f
into English to identify his switching to local Arabic. On the other hand, the Indian 
doctor has made true-switching by inserting the entire Urdu utterance "Achacha" 
which means "All right" into English to represent his Indian nationality.
Interview 7
P: No, I am not smoking.
Dr: No smoking, khalas. (Code-switching)
Is there anybody - smoking 
at home, your husband is smoking?
Interview 18
oo
P: Continue the same medicine, 
and ^w e will refer you - to the dermatologist -Dr:
^ fo r this skin disease. O.K.? =
P: =  ^Barekallahu Peek. ^  Thank you very much doctor. (Code-switching)
The above fragment in Interview 7 illustrates clearly the doctor’s true switching to 
local Arabic by using the expression "khalas" which means "finished" although his
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nationality is Indian. The same feature can also be observed in the above fragment 
of Interview 18 in which the Pakistani patient switched to local Arabic by using the 
expression "Barekallahu Peek" which means "May God bless you". This type of 
code-switching indicates the influence of local Arabic as well as Urdu on the English 
language of both the patient and doctor in the medical interview.
The Arabic expression "Ya’ni", which means "mean", used by the Iraqi doctor in the 
fragment below illustrates the doctor’s partial switching to his mother tongue Iraqi 
Arabic. This expression may also be observed in the other varieties of Arabic like 
Egyptian, Syrian and Lebanese.
to have a pain? 
Well, it’s been a
Interview 26 
0 o
Dr: I see. Since how long did it start 
P:
long - long time. =
Dr: =  How long Ya’ni one year two years? (Code-switching)
In all these cases noted so far, the manifestation of code-switching in the medical 
setting of UAE hospitals occurs as a result of the multilingual situation that exists 
there. As in many similar situations, Knowles (1980) points out the fact that two or 
more languages being used in the same speech community creates moments of 
switching (quoted in Nelde, 1980:355-361).
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3. Concluding Remarks
What, briefly, do these findings mean? If such concepts as "patient centredness", 
"doctor centredness" and "authority" can be determined from the features described 
and quantified here, then clearly the interviews in the study are doctor-centred. If, 
further, one agrees that it is possible to derive judgements of quality from these 
measurable features (the tradition of the research is to do this), then these interviews 
are "bad": it is this type of judgement that I am reflecting by drawing attention in this 
chapter not just to what people say does happen in medical interviews, but to what 
they think should happen. Thus: patients speak relatively little; they ask virtually no 
questions; doctor questions function to limit the interview to the doctor’s agenda; 
there is little or no social interaction in the interviews; greetings and farewells are 
brief, and so on. None of these are "good".
This is not a final judgement, however, and the question ought not to rest here. The 
evaluation of the interviews as "bad" misses a number of important points. Firstly, 
the interviews may be doctor-centred in the same way and for the same complex 
reasons as classrooms in this kind of environment are teacher-centred. The teacher 
is regarded as a source of knowledge: it is not appropriate to doubt that knowledge: 
silence and obedience are marks of respect. So it is, probably, with the medical 
interview. In other words, if the pupil or the patient does not accept this passive role, 
there is no very easy social alternative for them. And if the doctor or teacher invites 
other possibilities ("What do you think?") it may easily be interpreted as a sign of
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hesitancy, of uncertainty.
Notions of autonomy, that is to say, require detailed probing. A western notion of 
autonomy is concerned with just such things as giving the patient (or, again, the 
student) opportunities to present alternative agendas and ideas. The fact of the matter 
may be that, however facilitative the professional in these circumstances, the offer of 
autonomy may be rejected ("You know best, doctor"), but at least it is there. 
Autonomy in a society which has a different kind of respect for authority perhaps 
works rather differently, with autonomy being in some sense a matter of 
understanding one’s place in a complex social system.
Secondly, there may be some pressure on doctors to conform to a model of medical 
communication which creates shorter interviews. Such interviews in many parts of the 
developing world must frequently (scarcity of doctors and resources: low standards 
of public health) be extremely short as a way of spreading available resources as 
widely as possible - the "one-minute consultation" is a goal of some doctors, at least 
in the third world. This is an issue which would bear further exploration: bear in 
mind that the mean length of these interviews is only 3’ 28".
Thirdly, the essentially psycho-social form of medical interviewing developed in the 
UK in the 1950s, in a country where the concept of the family (as opposed to the 
hospital) doctor has always been strong. The doctors in this sample do not have this 
background, and in essence consult like hospital doctors.
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In the end, however, the picture ought to include a measure of criticism. The patients 
in the survey are 32 people attending for chronic complaints, and it is in the chronic 
complaint, where doctors are likely to see patients over a period of time, that a social 
relationship is most likely to be built up (curiously, the evidence for this is anecdotal: 
there is scarcely any work on consultations in this area). Moreover, these patients are 
in a foreign country, often, and often without their families. Some of them have, in 
addition, difficult conditions of employment and perhaps little job security. They are, 
in other words, precisely the sort of patients who do present at the doctors with the 
kind of stress-related illness illustrated by the patients in this study: or they use an 
illness of any sort as an entry key to the health service, in the hope that someone will 
listen.
The conclusion must be that there is a need for doctors and patients to develop 
together a way of broadening the agenda of their interviews.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSIONS
1. Doctor-centredness
The central aim of this research was to determine the extent to which medical 
interviews in this setting might be characterised as doctor or patient-centred. The 
following paragraphs address this issue directly.
The investigation of the questioning strategies of both the doctors and patients 
throughout the medical interviews of this study has shown that most doctors do not 
attempt to understand their patients' ideas, expectations, and feelings about the illness. 
The high percentage of their closed questions, which are either purely administrative 
or scene-setting, draws attention to the conclusion that UAE doctors apply an 
apparently doctor-centred framework. On the other hand, the low percentage of the 
patients' questions throughout the 32 medical interviews suggests that UAE patients 
have infrequent opportunities to gain fuller insights into their illnesses and reflects 
explicitly the attitude of their doctors as authoritarian in their consulting style. The 
low percentage of patients' questions is also indicative of their doctors' reluctance to 
be actively involved in their patients' beliefs and explanations of their concerns as well 
as their social circumstances.
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The analysis of the investigation in question presents a breakdown for the initiations 
made by both the doctors and patients throughout the interviews. The results show that 
the patients took the initiative less and their doctors seemed to neglect this 
psychological dimension of the consultation. Furthermore, the research highlights the 
orientation of the doctors' few expressions of empathy towards their patients, as most 
doctors' utmost priority in the medical interviews was to check out the medical 
problems only, and anything unrelated to them was of secondary importance. 
Expressions of empathy or support by the doctors were rare.
The analysis of the exchanges such as greetings, farewells expressions or casual 
conversations made by both the doctors and patients has revealed the divergent 
relationship between the doctors and patients. These exchanges did not always occur 
side by side and frequently were not structured by the reciprocal relationship between 
the doctors and patients.
In terms of the skilful techniques that are needed from doctors in the medical 
consultation, it is clear that most doctors left insufficient time at the end of each 
medical interview for their patients to negotiate management with their doctors 
throughout the 32 medical interviews.
This suggests five ways in which the interviews are doctor-centred:
1) differences in type and frequency of questions;
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2) differences in frequency for initiations;
3) infrequent use of language of empathy;
4) infrequent use of social language;
5) infrequent attempts to negotiate management.
These findings are supported by other types of evidence. For example, the mean 
length of the interview was, at 3’ 28” (see Ch.5, 4.1) much shorter than in the west, 
the mean length of utterance (MLU) for doctors was greater than that for patients, and 
doctors and patients overlapped each other more frequently (see Ch.5, 4.3) than 
doctors and patients in the west. Finally, there was a willingness on the part of doctors 
to use technical, semi-technical and sub-technical lexis.
All of these findings may be interpreted as evidence of doctor-centredness. The first, 
may, however, be a result of time pressure rather than an unwillingness to spend time 
with individual patients.
Incidentally, Dr Gatte refers to this issue by stating that UAE doctors interview at 
least 30 patients everyday, unlike the west where the number is less. This is an 
interesting perception, though it is difficult to be sure either of its accuracy or of the 
justice of the comparison (and in any case, UK GPs will certainly see 30 patients per 
day on many occasions). The general point, however, that UAE doctors are under 
pressure because of their case-load, is reasonable.
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2. Other findings
Few differences were found in the language behaviour of male and female patients or 
in the language behaviour of male and female doctors in this research. However, the 
questions asked by male and female doctors throughout the 32 interviews did not alter 
the nature of the doctor-centred environment in UAE hospitals, and the low 
percentage of the questions asked by male and female patients reflects the doctors' 
main objectives in pursuing their own agenda and not that of their patients.
In general, there was an apparent reluctance on the part of the doctors to manage 
patient problems holistically, ie, from a psychological and social perspective as well as 
a clinical perspective. They also seemed reluctant to be involved especially in their 
patients' social problems which continue to act on the patient as soon as the patient has 
left the consulting room. This may merely be interpreted as a result of prevailing 
trends in medical training in UAE, or it may appear to be further evidence of doctor- 
centredness, if one assumes that holistic medicine is necessarily patient-centred.
Some interesting linguistic and sociolinguistic features of the English language in 
UAE have subjectively been revealed such as code-switching which is frequent in the 
English language of both the doctors and patients throughout the 32 medical 
interviews. These features have merely been pointed out to highlight the influence of 
the mother tongues of both the doctors and patients on their English.
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Finally, therefore, this study suggests that certain barriers between UAE doctors and
patients exist which depend upon nationality, illness, age, education, personality and
probably other attributes such as patients' expectations of the medical settings in UAE.
These barriers are as follows:
a. patients, doctors or both might feel that to discuss psychological problems 
is a waste of the doctor's time, ( ie, the doctor is a mechanic of the body);
b. some patients may not think historically or psychologically of their medical 
problems, whereas westerners take "stress", eg, to be a near-medical problem;
c. a doctor who makes room for the patient's agenda may merely be seen by 
some uneducated patients as indecisive or poorly-informed;
d. a doctor's primary-duty is to follow his own agenda by checking out any 
medical problem;
e. some patients are unaware of the possibility of a more holistic role for their 
doctor in the medical consultation.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
RECOMMENDATIONS
In this chapter I offer recommendations for future research. They should be read in 
conjunction with the "Methodological Suggestions" at Appendix II, which are 
designed to offer some basic guidelines to individuals setting out on research for the 
first time.
The analysis of this research suggests that in order for the multilingual situation in the 
UAE, in particular the medical settings, to flourish, investigators must attend to both 
the conceptual nature of the situation and its application. Therefore, the investigators 
should build their work on the analysis of this research. However, the research in 
question offers suggestive evidence, and greater debate and research in the future is 
eagerly anticipated.
The audience for this chapter is, I hope, students and researchers in a) 
sociolinguistics; b) medical consultation and medical education. In this chapter I set 
out some of the recommendations resulting from my research. Two types of 
recommendation - bearing Stubbs’ point (p. 23) in mind - are made:
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1. Recommendations for Future Research in Medicine
Some suggested areas of fruitful follow-up research in medicine are:
a. a more quantitative studies with doctor and patient interviews in UAE or in
a similar Gulf country;
b. a contrast with doctor and patient consultations in a similar Gulf country;
c. a contrast with Arabic language medical consultations;
d. a contrast with other medical consultations in non-western countries outside 
the Gulf area;
e. a contrast with other medical consultations in western countries.
2. Recommendations for Future Research in Other Fields
Some suggested areas of fruitfiil follow-up research in other fields are:
a. a contrast with teaching English in UAE classrooms;
b. a contrast with English language legal consultations in UAE or in a similar
multilingual country;
c. a contrast with English language management, ie, how bosses treat or 
interview their employees, in other UAE sectors such as oil companies.
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Kholeej Times, Friday, March 11, 1994
Pü'p.-v-.^ -vf*VY>T.
.1 \  
/ \ } A E  j J u p u U t t l d n  (rgtircs
T l t f .  L ', \ t t  .Mood nr 2 .» 3  m llllim  n l ttie  c u d  nf t? y 3  co m p rtsltij-
1.13   I ll  iind  332,501) u n in c i i ,  n c c iird iin ; to  re c e n t  d c in i ip rn |i rd c
l ig u re s  le lc iw cil l ie  llie  .M inistr e  o f  I 'liin n ln K . T h e  p o p u la t io n  o f m en  n n d  
«•iiiiien III dH T erciii c m lrn ic s  un .s: A im  D lialil 5.37.Ktm n iid  J.I.l.llOU; D tilia l 
■ 3.17,711» m ill 2ttl,snil: S lm rJ .ih  170 .7»»  n n d  1-15 J O » :  in id  Ita*  , \ l  Kli.-ilmiill 
7.s.jn0 iiiul f, 1,000. T h e  p i ip u h itlo n  o f  A .|m n n . I 'l i ja i rn l i  n n d  U m m  At Q ii- 
Miilii nn .i r e c i .n i td  (ii lie  «3.2»». O S.ono a n d  27,500 re sp e c t!e e ly . T h e  p n p id a -  
lliiii n r A im  D hn lil c ity  u n s  3d7.-m» m e n  im d  221.00» u n m c n .  —  W.aiii
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1. Methodological Suggestions for Future Research
These suggestions are designed for those beginning to research in this or a similar 
area.
1.1. Tape-recording doctor-patient interviews
As far as tape-recording doctor-patient interviews is concerned, I would suggest the 
following procedure be adopted as a suitable approach for fixture researchers to elicit 
formal and more casual utterances in the multilingual environment of UAE.
1.1.1. Before the interview
The patient should be advised of the purpose of the research before entering the 
consultation room, and of the presence of the researcher and the tape-recorder in the 
interview room, and his/her permission should be sought for the recording.
When the patient enters, the doctor should
a) introduce the researcher;
b) assure himself/herself that the patient is happy to be tape-recorded; and
c) confirm to the patient that his/her anonymity will be protected.
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1.1.2. During the interview
a. The room should be as quiet as possible, to minimize external noise.
b. The entire interview should be recorded.
c. The researcher should take notes throughout, with the aim of providing
additional information about the patient's gestures and physical movements.
d. Throughout, the researcher should be as unobtrusive as possible. He should 
not interrupt the interview.
The use of recorded data as Heritage (1984) suggests, is an essential corrective to the 
limitations of intuition and recollection. He adds that in enabling repeated and detailed 
examination of the events of interaction, the use of recordings extends the range and 
precision of the observations which can be made. However, it may be noted that 
because the data are available in "raw" form, they can be reused in a variety of 
investigations and can be re-examined in the context of new findings.
1.2. Questionnaires
Questionnaires only tell us what people say they do, not what they actually do (see 
Blom and Gumperz, 1986).
If questionnaires are deemed appropriate, then:
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a. All patients involved in the medical interviews are given copies of a 
questionnaire (see Appendix III, Questionnaire) to be filled in immediately 
afterwards.
b. The questionnaires are anonymous. On no account should patients write their 
names on them.
c. The researcher should be available throughout in case of difficulty.
d. It will not invariably be necessary to interview paramedical staff. The decision 
to interview or not will be at the discretion of the researcher.
1.3. Interviews
After completing the questionnaire, the doctors, patients and paramedical staff may be
interviewed taking into consideration the following:
a. These interviews should take no more than 5-6 minutes.
b. Those concerned should be interviewed separately, doctors and paramedical 
staff perhaps in their offices, patients in a private room assigned for this 
purpose by the hospital authorities.
c. Questions to be asked are at the discretion of the investigator, but a checklist 
is attached.
d. Those concerned should be made aware that they may decline to answer a 
question if they so desire.
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1.3.1. Interviewing doctors
Among the preliminary questions which may be asked in interviewing the doctors are 
the following ;
a. Do you prefer to deal with male or female patients?
b. What nationality do you find it easier to communicate with? Why?
c. To what extent do you use the English language with your patients?
d. Do you feel it sufficient to know the history of the illness to inform your
patient about the diagnosis? Why?/Why not?
e. If your patient is not easy to communicate with, what do you do to diagnose 
the illness?
f. Does it matter if the patient does not speak English fluently? Why?
g. What do you do if you do not understand your patient's English?
h. What would you do if your patient seems incapable of understanding your 
medical terms?
i. What will you do with difficult patients?
j. What are you going to do if your patient is uneducated?
1.3.2. Interviewing patients
The general questions which might be asked in interviewing the patients as soon as 
they leave their doctor are as follows :
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a. What did you think of your doctor? Are you happy with your consultation?
b. Was he capable of diagnosing your illness?
c. Did you find it necessary to communicate with your doctor in English?
d. Do you think your doctor understood your English? Why?
e. How did you feel when you met your doctor for the first time?
f. What did you do when you could not understand the medical terms of your
doctor?
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a .  l o c a l  Arab
Q U ESTIO N N A IR E
Please read carefully and tick 0  the correct answers:
1.  Are you a .  d o c t o r ?  O
b.  p a t i e n t ?  O
2 .  Are you a .  male? O
b . f e m a le ?  O
3.  What i s  y o u r  n a t i o n a l i t y ?
□
b .  Arab im m igrant  CD
c .  I n d i a n  im m igrant  CD
d.  P a k i s t a n i  im m igran t  CD
e . B a n g l a d e s h i  im m ig ra n t  CD
f .  I r a n i a n  im m igrant  CD
g .  Any o t h e r  A s ia n  im m ig ra n t  CD
h.  B r i t i s h  e x p a t r i a t e  CD
i .  Any o t h e r  W estern
e x p a t r i a t e  CD
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4 .  What i s  y o u r  e d u c a t i o n :
a .  p r im a ry  ( U
b .  s e c o n d a r y  EZ]
c .  u n d e r g r a d u a t e
(D ip lom a,  B . A . ,  B . S c . )  [_J
d.  p o s t g r a d u a t e
(M.A. ,  M . S c . ,  P h .D . )  □
5 .  Where d i d  you l e a r n  E n g l i s h ?
a .  a t  s c h o o l
b .  my LI (m oth er  to n g u e )  Q
c .  my L2 ( s e c o n d  la n g u a g e )
6.  What i s  t h e  l e v e l  o f  y o u r  sp o k e n  E n g l i s h ?
v e r y  good good f a i r  r a t h e r  weak v e r y  weak
□ □ □ □ □
7.  What i s  t h e  l e v e l  o f  y o u r  r e a d i n g  E n g l i s h ?
v e r y  good good f a i r  r a t h e r  weak v e r y  weak
□  P  □  □  □
8. What i s  t h e  l e v e l  o f  y o u r  w r i t t e n  E n g l i s h ?
v e r y  good good  f a i r  r a t h e r  weak v e r y  weak
P G P  O  P
9.  What i s  t h e  l e v e l  o f  y o u r  l i s t e n i n g  i n  E n g l i s h ?  
v e r y  good good  f a i r  r a t h e r  weak v e r y  weak
p p p p n
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10 .  Where do you u s u a l l y  u s e  E n g l i s h ?
(You may c h o o s e  more th an  one box  by p u t t i n g  numbers  
1, 2,  2 ,  4 e t c  i n  ea c h  box sh o w in g  w here  you  u s e  
E n g l i s h  more.  Put  1 i n  t h e  box  w here  you  s p e a k  E n g l i s h  
most  f r e q u e n t l y ,  2 i n  t h e  box w here  you s p e a k  E n g l i s h  
n e x t  m ost  f r e q u e n t l y ,  and s o  on .  L ea v e  b l a n k  t h o s e  
c a t e g o r i e s  where  you do n o t  s p e a k  E n g l i s h ) .
a .  w i t h  y o u r  f a m i l y  EU
b .  w i t h  y o u r  r e l a t i v e s  [Z]
c .  w i t h  s e r v a n t s  a t  home [%]
d.  w i t h  c o l l e a g u e s  a t  work Q
e .  w i t h  s h o p k e e p e r s  EU
f .  w i t h  d o c t o r s
( i f  you a r e  a p a t i e n t )  EU
g .  w i t h  p a t i e n t s
( i f  you a r e  a d o c t o r )  EU
h .  i n  p u b l i c  p l a c e s  ED
i .  i n  t h e  banks  EU
j . i n  t h e  t r a v e l  a g e n c i e s  EU
h .  i n  t h e  p o s t  o f f i c e  EU
11. How e a s y  do you f i n d  i t  t o  u s e  t h e  E n g l i s h  l a n g u a g e  i n  a 
m e d ic a l  i n t e r v i e w ?
a l i t t l e  n o t  a t
very e a s y  r a t h e r  e a s y  b i t  e a s y  q u i t e  e a s y  a l l  e a s y
P O O  o  o
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12.  How o f t e n  do you u s e  y o u r  LI (m o th er  t o n g u e )  w i t h  t h e  
E n g l i s h  la n g u a g e  i n  a m e d i c a l  i n t e r v i e w ?
so m et im es  o f t e n  r a r e l y  a l w a y s  . n o t  a t  a l l
□ □ □ □ □
13.  I f  you a r e  a d o c t o r ,  how happy a r e  you  with^  
c o m m u n ica t io n  b e tw e e n  you and y o u r  p a t i e n t ;
t h e
»
a l i t t l e  
b i t  happy
somewhat
happy
n o t  a t  a l l  
happy
q u i t e
happy
v e r y
happy
□ □ □ □ □
14. I f  you a r e  a p a t i e n t ,  
c o m m u n ica t ion  b e tw e en
how happy a r e  you w i t h  
you and y o u r  d o c t o r ?
t h e
a l i t t l e  
b i t  happy
somewhat
happy
n o t  a t  a l l  
happy
q u i t e
happy
v e r y
happy
□ □ □ □ □
15.  Any o t h e r  comments
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Many of the transcription conventions used here are taken from Heritage and 
Atkinson use of the system developed by Jefferson. The relevant pages from Heritage 
and Atkinson (eds) (1984) are therefore quoted in full.
Transcript notation
The transcript notation used in this book, and in conversation analytic 
research more generally, has been developed by Gail Jefferson, it is a 
system  that continues to evolve in response to current research in­
terests, and for som e of the chapters included in the present collection it 
has been necessary to incorporate sym bols for representing various non- 
vocal activities, such as gaze, gestures, and applause.
Trevious experience suggests that it is useful to group sym lxds w:ih 
reference to tlie phenom ena they represent.
1. Sim ultaneous utterances
Utterances starting sim ultaneously are linked together with either d ou­
ble or single left-hand brackets:
fj Tom: j | I  used to  smolto a. lo t  wlicn I was young
13ob: I used to  smoko Guaols
2. O verlapping utterances
When overlapping utterances do not start sim ultaneously, the point at 
which an ongoing utterance is joined by another is marked with a single  
left-hand bracket, linking an ongoing with an overlapping utterance at 
the point where overlap begins:
t Tom: I uwod to smcjkc , a lo t
Dob: Ho th inks h e 's  rea l Lougli
*rhe point where overlapping utterances stop overlapping is marked 
with a single right-hand bracket:
I Tom: I uscîd to  suxDke , a lo t ,  more tlian t in s
Hoi»: I .«-x't*
Source: Atkinson, J. M. & Heritage, J. (1984) (eds). Structures c f Social 
Action. Studies in Conversation Analysis. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press.
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3. Contiguous utterances
When there is no interval between adjacent utterances, the second being 
latched immediately to the first (without overlapping it), the utterances 
are linked together with equal signs:
Tom: I used to  smoke a lo t=
Bob: =IIe th inks h e 's  rea l tough
The equal signs are also used to link different parts of a single speaker's 
utterance when those parts constitute a continuous flow of speech that 
has been carried over to another line, by transcript design, to accommo­
date an intervening interruption:
Tom
Dob
Tern
I used to  smoke,a lo t  more tlian t!iis= 
^You used to  smoke 
=but I never in lialed  the smoke
Sometimes more than one speaker latches directly onto a just-completed  
utterance, and a case of this sort is marked with a combination of equal 
signs and double left-hand brackets:
Tom: I used to  smoke a lo t=
=11 Dob: _ f( lle  thinlts h e 's  tough
Ann: So did I
When overlapping utterances end sim ultaneously and are latched onto 
by a subsequent utterance, the link is marked by a single right-handed 
bracket and equal signs:
Ibm: I used to  smoke . a l o t ,
1 = Dot) : ‘ I see  ^
Ann: =So did I
4. Intervals w ith in  and betw een utterances
When intervals in the stream of talk occur, they are timed in tenths o f a 
second and inserted within parentheses, either within an utterance:
(0 .0 )  L i]: Mien I was (0 .6 )  oh n ine or ten
or between utterances:
Hal: Step  r igh t up
(1 .3 )
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Hal; I sa id  s te p  righ t up 
(0 .8 )
Joe: Are you ta lk in g  to  me
A short untimcd pause within an utterance is indicated by a dash: 
Dee: Lhm -  my mother w i l l  be r ig h t in
Untimed intervals heard between utterances are described within dou­
ble parentheses and inserted where they occur:
((p a u se )) Rex: Are you ready to  order 
((p a u se))
Pam: Yes thanlt you we are
5. Characteristics o f speech delivery
In these transcripts, punctuation is used to mark not conventional gram­
matical units but, rather, attempts to capture characteristics of speech  
delivery. For example, a colon indicates an extension of the sound or 
syllable it follows:
CO  :Ion Ron: What ha:ppened to  you
and more colons prolong the stretch:
C O : : Ions Mxo: I j u : : s s  ca n 't  como
Tim: I'm s o : : :  sorry r e : : : a l ly  I am
The other punctuation marks are used as follows:
A period  in d ic a te s  a stopp ing f a l l  in  ton e, 
not n e c e ssa r ily  th e  end o f  a  sen ten ce .
A comm in d ic a te s  a continuing in to n a tio n ,  
not n ece ssa r ily  txîtween c la u ses  o f  sen ten ces .
? A question  mark in d ic a te s  a r is in g  in f le c t io n ,
not n e c e ssa r ily  a q u estio n .
7 A combined q uestion  mark/ccrmia in d ic a te s  u risin ,?
in to n a tio n  weaker than th at in d ica ted  by a 
question  mark.
! An exclam ation p o in t in d ic a te s  an aninuted
tone, not n e c e ssa r ily  an exclam ation.
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A s in g le  dash in d ic a te s  a h a lt in g , abrupt 
c u to f f ,  o r , when m u ltip le  dashes hyphenate 
th e s y l la b le s  o f  a ward or connect s tr in g s  
o f  words, the stream o f  ta lk  so  marked has 
a stam nering q u a lity .
Marked rising and failing shifts in intonation arc indicated by upward 
and downward pointing arrows immediately prior to the rise or fall:
j t Thatcher: I am however (0 .2 )  very jfortu n ate
( 0 . 4 )  in having ( 0 . 6 )  a jm ar:vlous 
depjuty
Emphasis is indicated by underlining:
Ann; I t  happens to  be mine
Capital letters arc used to indicate an utterance, or part thereof, that is 
spoken much louder than the surrounding talk:
Announcer: an the winner: ji% :s ( 1 . 4 )  RAQIEL I03EKTS
fo r  YfANKS
A degree sign is used to indicate a passage of talk which is quieter than 
the surrounding talk:
^ ^ M: ‘hhhh (.)^U a::^'O w i s  y ih  mother
by: th'wa.'y.h
Audible aspirations (hhh) and inhalations ( hhh) are inserted in the 
speech where they occur:
hlili Pam: An th i( lili)s  i s  for  you lilili
hhh Don: "hhhh 0(Wi) tlia(h)nk you rea (lili)] ly
A 'gh' placed within a word indicates gutturalncss: 
gh J: Olig)i(h)h liliuli hull hull "hull
A subscribed dot is used as a "hardener." In this capacity it can indicate, 
for example, an especially dcntalized "t":
dot J: Was i t  Tl a: s '  n ig lit .
Double parentheses are used to enclose a description of som e phe­
nom enon with which the transcriptionist does not want to wrestle.
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These can be vocalizations that arc not, for example, spelled gracefully 
or recognizably;
( (  ) )  Tom: I used to  ( (c o u g h ))  smoke a lo t
Bob: ( ( s n i f f ) )  He th in k s  h e 's  tough
Ann: ( ( s n o r t s ) )
or other details of the conversational scene:
Jîui: T1ÜS i s  j u s t  d e l ic io u s
( ( te le p h o n e  r in g s ) )
Kim: I ' l l  g e t  i t
or various characterizations of the talk:
Ron: ( ( i n  f a l s e t t o ) ) I can do i t  now
Max: ( (w h isp e r e d )) H e ' l l  never do i t
When part of an utterance is delivered at a pace quicker than the sur­
rounding talk, it is indicated by being enclosed between "less than " 
signs:
S t e e l :  th e  G uar:dian newspaper looked througli > the
m a n ifesto es<  l a : s t  fw eek
6. Transcriptionist doubt
In addition to the timings of intervals and inserted aspirations and inha­
lations, items enclosed within single parentheses arc in doubt, as in:
( ) Ted: I ( ' s p o s e  I'm  n o t)
(B en): We a l l  ( t -  )
Here "spose I'm not," the identity of the second speaker, and "t-" 
represent different varieties of transcriptionist doubt.
Sometimes multiple possibilities are indicated:
„  y (spoke t o  Mark)
X 's p o s e  I'm  n o t)
Uon; Wo a l l  t r y  to  f ig u r e  a '
When single parentheses are em pty, no hearing could be achieved for 
the string of talk or item in question:
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TWd: Vfy ( ) ca tch in g
( ) : In tlie  h ig h e s t  ( )
Here the middle of Todd's utterance, the speaker of the subsequent 
utterance, and the end of the subsequent utterance could not be recover­
ed.
7. Gaze direction
The gaze of the speaker is marked above an utterance, and that of the 
addressee below it. A line indicates that the party marked is gazing 
toward the other. The absence of a line indicates lack of gaze. Dots mark 
the transition m ovem ent from nongaze to gaze, and the point where the 
gaze reaches the other is marked with an X;
Beth : . . . . |-X
T erry- "-Jerry's f a s c i n a t e d  w ith  e lep h a n ts  
Don; ...................
Here Beth m oves her gaze toward Don while saying "Terry"; Don's 
gaze shifts toward and reaches hers just after she starts to s«y "fascina­
ted."
If gaze arrives within a pause each tenth of a second within the pause 
is marked with a dash:
Ann: . . . ,X
i i o f i r l  I fW ell ( — , - )  We cou ld a  used l id d le ,  m arijuana.= 
Beth: ‘X
Here Beth's gaze reaches Ann three-tenths of a second after she has said 
"Well-," and one-tenth of a second before she continues with "We 
coulda used.
Commas are used to indicate the dropping of gaze:
Ann: ______________________________________________________
Karen has t l i i s  new b ou rse , en i t ' s  g o t a l l  t h i s  
Beth: . . .
Here Beth's gaze starts to drop away as Ann begins to say "new."
M ovements like head nodding are marked at points in the talk where 
they occur:
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Ann : _______________________________________________________
Karen has t h is  new bourse, en i t ' s  g o t a l l  t h i s  
Beth:    , , , ((N od ))
Here Beth, who is no longer gazing at Ann, nods as the latter says 
"got."
Asterisks are used in a more ad hoc fashion to indicate particular 
phenomena discussed in the text. In the following fragment, for exam­
ple, Goodwin uses them to indicate the position where Beth puts food in 
her mouth:
Ann:___ _____ ______________________________________________
= l ik e -  ( 0 .2 )  s s i  1 very : : g -g o  : Id wwa : . 1 Ipaf^er. 
Beth: +**+*+* , , ly
8. Applause
Strings of X's arc used to indicate applause, with lower- and uppercase 
letters marking quiet and loud applause respectively:
Audience : xxXXXXXXXXXXXXxxx
Here applause amplitude increases and then decreases.
An isolated single clap is indicated by dashes on each side of the x:
Audience ; - x -
Spasmodic or hesitant clapping is indicated by a chain punctuated by 
dashes:
Audience : - x - x - x
A line broken by numbers in parentheses indicates the duration of ap­
plause from the point of onset (or prior object) to the nearest tenth of a 
second. The number of X's does not indicate applause duration except 
where it overlaps with talk, as in the second of the following examples:
Spealtor: I lx?g > lo  suppjort. th e  mloLion<=
I----------------- ( 8T oF = ---------------------- 1
Audience: =x-xxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxx.xx-x
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Speaker: THIS jWEEK ,5 0  >THAT YOU CAN STILL MAKE,
Audience: 'xx-XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^ '
Speaker: ,YER MINDS UP<
Audience: ‘ 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ( ( e d it e d  c u t ) )
9. Other transcript sym bols
The left-hand margin of the transcript is sometimes used to point to a 
feature of interest to the analyst at the time the fragment is introduced in 
the text. Lines in the transcript where the phenom enon of interest oc­
curs are frequently indicated by arrows in the left-hand margin. For 
example, if the analyst had been involved in a discussion of continua­
tions and introduced the following fragment:
Don: I l ik e  th a t b lu e  one very  much
Sam: And I ' l l  b e t your w ife  would l ik e  i t
Don : I f  I had th e  money I ' d g e t  one fo r  her
Sam: And one fo r  your mother to o  I ' l l  b e t
the arrows in the margin would call attention to Sam's utterances as 
instances of continuations.
Horizontal ellipses indicate that an utterance is being reported only in 
part, with additional speech com ing before, in the middle of, or after the 
reported fragment, depending on the location of the ellipses. Thus, in 
the following example, the parts of Don's utterance between "said" and 
"y'know" are omitted:
Don: But I s a id  . . . y'know
Vertical ellipses indicate that intervening turns at talking have been 
omitted from the fragment:
Bob: W ell I alw ays sa y  g iv e  i t  your a l l
Bob: And I alw ays say  g iv e  I t  e v e r y th in g
Codes that identify fragments being quoted designate parts of the 
chapter authors' own tape collections.
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Interview 1
Doctor
NationalitySexName
EgyptianMaleMMEG
Patient
Marital Status OccupationNationalitySex AgeName
Married Indian clerkFemaleUTF44
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Dr: Good
P:
morning.
0 o
Good morning.
(1.0)
Dr: Can you, please, raise your voice a bit?
tor.
How are you?
P: ^G ood morning ^doc 
Dr:
o 6
P: Fine. =
Dr: =  What’s your name, please?
o o 
P; =  UTF44.
(1.0)
Dr: And your nationality? =
P: =  Indian nationality.
Dr: ^ Y a . (1.0) ^H ow  old are you?
0 o
P: =  Forty-four years.
Dr: Are you married? = 
o 0 
P: =  Ye::s.
Dr: Do you have kids? =
P: =  Yes, I have three kids.\
Dr: How many?
(1.0)
0  r -  0
P: Three young
Dr:
0 o
P: =  Hum
kids.
Three? =
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Dr: Ya. Umm (1.0) Your family’s here?
P: No, I ’m a lone woman. =
Dr: =  ^  What about your kids? =
P: =  They are (in) back at home India.
Dr: What are they doing in India? =
P: =  They are studying.
(1.0)
Dr: What school?
(2.0)
P: Umm My elder son is in the:: college.
Dr: Hum Hum
P: and second son also studying in the college, my third son in the
school.
Dr: Ha::: Beautiful. That means you’ll be a grandmother very soon, isn’t it? =
o 0
P: =  Humm ((laughing))
(1.0)
Dr: Then, e:::h what’s your medical problem?
^  I mean what’s your complaint?
P: Umm:: I have this e::h breathing difficulty e::h since - since eh last e::h fifteen 
years.
(1.0)
Dr: Ha Ha Do you have any other - problem?
o o 
P: No.
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Dr: You don’t have a high pre::ssure, you don’t have
e::h anything el
P:
se?
I have e::h (Mild) high pressure since one year. =
Dr: =  Ya. That means you have a breathing difficulty and - and a high blood
pressure eh since one year. ^  You this-breathing difficulty
only in Arab Emirates or you have it before you’re coming here? =  
P: =  Ye::s, before I came to here I had this. =
Dr: ^Anyone of your family have this b r i : s i ^
P:
diffic ulty?
My mother
does have. =
Dr: =  Your mother. Have you seen any other doctor before coming to me?
P: Yes.
Dr: Here or in India? =
P: =  In India, no. In ^  India I saw as well as when I before
I came here as in Bahrain, so, I saw - doctor in Bahrain and I was taking
continuous medicine with him. =
Dr: = pen
medicine or
P:
are you sticking regular to your - to the
you:: ? = 
o o
Yes, I ’m sticking.
Dr: =  Or just use it when necess 
P:
regular medicine. =
Dr: =  Hum Hum Then, this e::h short of
ary?
No, no, no, no. I ’m taking
bres you feeling it any time or
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P:
just when you are wa:: - wa:: - walking, running? =  
=  When I am walking, of course, I get more - and when 
I ’m eh speaking much also I get - suffer in umm breathing
shortness of brea
Dr:
P:
thing.
Any dust or special perfu mes = 
Yes.
Dr: =  that perpetrates
P:
this short breath?
Yes, (1.0) ^  climate is bad or 
when there’s more dust I get more.
Dr: Ha Ha Umm (1.0) What - what medicine you’re taking
regularly now? Can you
details? =
P: =  Now I am taking this Nuelin ta: :blets and ventolin 
inhaler regularly.
Dr: Hum Hum =
P: =  And e:::h
me, please, some
Dr: r
P:
(1.0)
For the high B.P.?
0 o
For the high B.P. I (certain) to put milligram
(inaudible).
Dr: Once
P:
a day? 
Yes. =
Dr: =  Are you happy with this medicine?
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P:
P: No, I am relieved with this.
Dr: Then, you are coming to me for examination or just - just to- 
to write the that medicine for you?
Yes, I:: I ^  am taking 
continuous medicine, so when I finish e::h medicine,
I am coming to you for ta king more.
When you finish or a few days 
before you finish the medicine?
P: A few days - one or two days before.
Dr: That’s good. How much ^  you:: your blood pressure
Dr:
last time you 
when was that?
|T j" ik ^  your blood pressure and
(2.0)
P: I think before - before two weeks. =
Dr:
P:
Ha And how much it was?
It was one-thirty or one-ninety. =
Dr: =  Do you think this is a good - a good reading? =
P: =  Yes, ^ I  think.
Dr: Ha Hum That’s good. (1.0) Do you have any other questions
in your mind, (2.0)
P:
regarding = 
Yes.
Dr: =  this short of breath or this hypertension? (1.0) Mrs 
UTF44 e::h do you have any problem with this e::h
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medicine you are
P:
Dr:
taking?
I::: take this ventolin I get e::h too
much palpita tion.
How frequent you are using this ventolin?
P: E::h Sometimes once a day sometimes twice a day - depends
Dr:
upon my:::
Ha Ha (1.0) This is something common with this e::h 
with this ventolin, but e:::h usually I will request you 
not to over (inaudible) or - not to exceed the recommended dose. 
Should not go - you should not use it more than three 
times eh daily (1.0). Then, umm any other - problem with 
the medicine?
0 o
P: No.
Dr: That’s nice. Umm O.K. Thank you very much. =
P:
Dr:
Bye, and
o
welcome.
Bye-bye.
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Interview 2
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male EgyptianMMEG
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Married Indian Petro-chemical workerGKM30 Male
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Dr: Can you, please, introduce yourself, your age
and your I 3 nalxt 1 1
(2.0)
P: Umm My name is um GKM30. =
Dr: =  Ha
P:
Dr: =
Ha.
Um My age - forty-two years - and I ’m 
(inaudible) nationality Indian. =
 Beautiful. ^  How long you have been here Mr GKM30
in Arab Emirates?
P: I ’m in twenty-two years here. =
Dr: =  Two yea
P: >
rs?
Twenty-two. =
Dr: =  Twenty-two years. Oh! That’s a very long ti 
P:
me?
O 6
Ya.
Dr: =  What’s you’re working here?
(1.0)
P: Eh ^  Sixteen years I am working in
Matla’ Municipality department and
rest of the - rest - of time in petrol chemical mines that
o
(lie that silot) some
Dr:
P: =  Ya,
Dr:
Q
Other
Are you married? =
0 0
married.
How many kids you have?
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(1.0)
P: I have two.
Dr: Two. ^ ^ Y o u r  family is here or
P:
Dr:
in India?
Before - three - years
back my family’s here.
And now? =  
family.
Nnn::: ? =
P: =  But family’s here 
Dr:
P: =  ^N ow  ^m y  family is in India. =  
Dr: =  Why?
P: Se::ttled there. =
Dr: =  You have no house here
P:
Dr:
accommodation here?
Yes, I have accommodation and
e::::h
So, why you send your family - for teaching
purpose or what for?
P: No, for the - for the school - fb::: =
Dr: =  You prefer your family to be here or to be in India?
P: No, India.
Dr: You::? =
P: =  No. - 1 my family is in India. =
Dr: =  I know - your family is in India, but I ’m asking you
prefer your family ^  to live with you here or to be far away from you?
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(1.0)
P: No, 2 ^  under circumstances that means my children
want education. So, I send my - family to
Dr:
India.
Good. How
frequent you go to see your family? 
P: Every time - ten months I
Dr:
P: =  Two months, =
You go (frou) months? =
Dr: =  
P:
Dr:
[
Two months, 
to stay th ere.
That’s good. ^  Then, what’s your medical 
problem?
(1.0)
P: E:::h I have blood pressure before - in three - three
years ba
Dr:
ck, =  
Ha Ha
P: =  and checked
Dr:
it.
How you came to know that you have your
pressure is high?
P: ^  ^Actually, I don’t know, I came here and checked the
^doctor’s you have blood pressure. =
Dr: =  But, ^  you are coming for some other reason - or
you came for the blood pressure ? First time you
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discover you::: your pressure is high, are you 
coming for this pu::rpose or you just come you discovered 
it by t j '  ^  ns 
P: Naa:: some e:::h I have some - (infli: ::::).
Dr: Yes. =
P: =  So, I want to check - pressure::: ’s - 1 have pressure or
no
Dr:
t. =
I see.
P: =  So, I came here and checked 
Dr:
it.
Anybody in your family - 
have a history of high pressure ^  like your father, your ^
moth
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
er, =
No, nobody.
=  uncle. aunt, =  
No, no. 
brothers?
No. =
Dr: =  You are the first
P:
Dr: =  Any other hels
one in the family to have high pressure? 
Ya. Ya. =
problem you have?
P: No, I have - just another there’s no problem - only the
pressure. =
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sugar, =
No, no diabetes.
Dr: =  I mean e:::h eh you have any diabetes,
P:
Dr: =  cholesterol, hyperchol esterolaemia? =
P: No, no.
Nothing.
Just I have e:::h clinic there in India my wife 
is you know working eh before work in India (inaudible) as 
a (inaudible).
I see. Then, ^  are you happy with the medicine,
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P: Ya, 
Dr:
with the pills you are taking for the high pressure?
-  c
ya.
I mean you did not find any difficulties or any
problem while taking this medicine? 
(1.0)
P: No, this medicine I have no - 
Dr:
problem.
Very good. You know that
you will take this pills for good.
P: S:: pills 
Dr:
that.
You will not stop it.
P: This medi
Dr:
cine?
Yes. =
P: =  Ya. =
Dr: =  You know that?
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P: =  Ya. =
Dr: =  Very good. So, why are you coming to see me today?
(1.0)
P: Because, the, I have no medicine I want to check the
choleste rol.
Dr: How many days you have no medicine?
(2.0)
P: That, that is go::: going to finish I have stored about
one week medicine is
Dr:
there.
Very good. That’s very good. (1.0)
You took your tablets today?
P: Yes, in the morning. =
Dr: =  Usually you took it in the
P:
morning?
Morning and e:::h
in the ev
Dr:
ening.
Then, unfortunately, your pressure is a bit high. So, I 
have to re-adjust the doze - for your tablets or I have 
to change it to other medicine, because I am not happy 
with the reading today - what do you think?
(2.0)
P: ^So::: , that according to ^doctor’s =
Dr: =  Mmm
P: =  ^decision not my decision. =
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Dr: =  Ya’ni you will be happy about I that? 
P:
Dr: =  Very good. Thank you very much.
0 0 
Ya.
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Interview 3
Doctor
Sex NationalityName
MMEG Male Egyptian
Patient
Marital StatusSex Age NationalityName Occupation
VKM30 SingleMale Indian Mechanical Foreman
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Dr: ^  Good morning.
P: Mom
Dr:
P: =  Fi 
Dr:
ing.
How are you? =  
ne.
May, please, - introduce your name, age.
nationality (3.0) what’s your name.
P:
Dr:
QiksJ
please?
Name,
VKM30, (3.0) a n d ...................
And - how old are you? =
P: =  I'Thirty. (1.0) ^Thirty years.
Dr: Thirty. And, eh ^  what’s your nationality? 
P: =  Indian.
Dr: Indian. Then, e:::h are you married? =
P:
o 0
No.
Dr: Single?
O Q
P: Yes. =
years you have
Dr: =  How long you have been in - Arab Emirates? How many
been here?
Si ::: ^  more than six and a half years.
Dr: =  Six and a half year. ^  What the nature of your work?
P:
P: ^  The
Dr: Where?
foreman. <
(2.0)
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P: Pardon? =
Dr: =  What the nature of your work? Are you an engineer
or
P:
Nurse:
No, mik^ nitj-aT | foreman. mechanical foreman. 
Mechanical foreman.
Dr: Mechanical foreman?
P: =  Ye
Dr:
ro
s.
Where, where is it? =
P: =  In (Abullabil )
Dr: In (Abulbil) isla
P:
nd. =  
Island.
Dr: E:::h Are you happy with your work? =
o 0
P: =  Yes.
(1.0)
Dr: Then, e:::h why don’t you smile? (1.0) Why you are always looking 
like that? ((laughing)) Your salary is not enough? =
P: =  No, it is enough. =
Dr: =  It’s enough. ^  You’re happy with your salary and your 
work? ^
P: Yes. =
Dr: =  So, why your pressure is high?
P: No. ^  There’s is a job is my complicated office, (1.0) 
office.
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Dr: Job is compli 
P:
cated?
Yes.
Dr: =  How many years you have high pressure?
(1.0)
P: More than six years.
Dr: Eh Do you remember in one of your family or relatives 
who has a high pressure? =
P: =  No.
Dr: Father, like father, mother, uncle, 
P:
aunt, =  
No, no.
Dr: =  grandfather, grandmother, no, you don’t remember? = 
o o 
P: =  No.
Dr: Eh When you discover for the first time that your pressure 
is (a high)?
(2.0)
P: Sh::: E:::h (1.0) More than one month ago, one year ago. 
^  I take too much high pressure that time I -
returned to my coun
Dr:
ry, =
Ha Ha
P: =  where our doctor is checked that that time you
find
Dr:
the:::: =
Then, this time why you came to - to the hospital?
P: This time I will - before another (astema) because it is
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(inaudible) =
Dr: =  Hum Hum
P: Then, I will take the: : : medicine from them.
Dr: Eh Don’t you know that this medicine should be taken regularly 
everyday - for - the - for - for good? You know that
or
P:
not ?
Yes, yes, I know. =
Dr: =  Then, ^  why you stop it?
P: No, that time I will my - my (inaudible) that two days
about transfer from there, I go to Abu Dhabi hospital last 
Tue - Thursday.
Dr: Hum
P:
Hum
There’s no:: doctor to give medicine only one
day they give the medicine he told me to go and make the 
(inaudible) from another hospital. ^
Dr: So, I will give you my advice. Under any circumstances, don’t
stop this medicine even for one day, please. (1.0) O.K.? =
P: =
Q O
O.K.
Dr: .  Follow the instruction of your treating doctors. He
should (plain) the doze, either to increase or decrease the 
medicine - according to re - your pressure reading, 
and, then, you have to stick to the medicine. (1.0) O.K.? 
And e:::h do you have any problem from the medicine.
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I mean any side effects from the medicine?
o o
P: No.
Dr: No, you are happy with the medicine. (2.0) That’s 
right.
P:
Dr:
Um (inaudible) hundred taken - two - two tab lets.
Then, e::h
how frequent you visit eh your doctor, (3.0) to:::k - 
taken to collect medicine, how frequent, I mean once
m an s one every two weeks?
P: No, one month. =
Dr: =  Once a m-B ns. (1.0) O.K., then. Thank you.
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Interview 4
Doctor
Name Sex Nationality
MMEG Male Egyptian
Patient
Name Sex Age Marital Status Nationality Occupation
RM42 Male 42 Married Sri Lankan Municipality Worker
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Dr: ^  May I ask you what’s your name, please? ^
P: Eh I am umm RM42.
Dr: From where you are?
P: I am from Sri Lanka.
Dr: Ho:: - how old are you?
P: I am fort:::y-two years.
Dr: Are you married?
P: Yes.
Dr: How many kids you ha
P: >
9 0
Dr: Two kids. ^  Your family is here or in
ve?
I have two kids. ^
P:
Dr:
family is here but not - kids are in Sri Lan
Sri Lanka? ^  
E::h My 
ka.
Why?
P: Because they’re eh studying. My wife on the (inaudible) =  
Dr: =  I mean there’s no suitable school here for your 
kids?
P: E::h Because they are there in Sri Lanka there’s
no - we don’t have suitable school here, =
Dr: I see. 
P: =
Dr:
e:::h
I ’ve your file (1.0) and e::h ^  that means
you have a high blood pressure. ^  How long you have been
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this high pressure?
P: E:::h since two years.
Dr: Two years. This coming by chance? =
P: =  Ya, now it is recovering.
(1.0)
Dr: Any history of hyper - hypertension in your family, like 
your fa ther, your mother?
P: E:::h No:::, I ^believed eh my ^  father and
mother not ^ have::: =
Dr: =  You believed. That means you didn’t see 
P:
e::h ^they don’t have.
your father?
E::h j^No, it mean
Dr: They don’t have.
P: =  ^T hey  don’t have - ^ the  high
Dr:
pressure.
I see. ^  So, you are the
first one in the family to have the high B.P.? =
P: =  Ya.
Dr: I see. ^  Are you happy with this medicine you are
taking - the pills you are ta
P:
Dr:
king? ^
Yes. (1.0) I ’m regularly
now round two years I continued - to take.
No, no side
effects, whatsoever, from these pills?
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P: No:::, ^ sometimes I g e t^ some (2.0) um like a lazy
Dr:
P: =  
Dr
when I::
; [
Fatigue?
Fatigue, y eh.
Yeh.
P: So, but e:::h it turned me fine now. my blood pressure is
reduced.
Dr: Very good. (1.0) Then, e:::h how long you will use this 
medicine?
(2.0)
P: Round eh t ^  years. =
Dr: =  No, for how long in future?
P: Future - futu:::re - 1 don’t know if doctor says
((laughing)) continue to
Dr:
P:
take.
That’s good.
^  In hypertension usually you have to continue =  
Ya.
Dr: =  with the medici
P:
ne, <  
Ya.
Dr: =  for good, and you come to regularly
every 
P: Yeh.
m Sns.
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Dr: I see. (1.0) O.K., then. Thank you very much.
0 o
P: O.K.
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Interview 5
Doctor
Sex NationalityName
Male IndianJMIN
Patient
Marital StatusSex NationalityName Age Occupation
MJM35 MarriedMale Somali Municipality Clerk
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Dr: This doctor JMIN from Bidi’ Zayed Hospital, Department
0 o
of Medicine. Ye:::s. May I ask you your full
name, Mr?
P: My name is MJM35.
Dr: What’s your age?
P: Thirty-five years.
Dr: And e::h your nationality?
P: Somali.
Dr: Somali. You’re e:h here since how long?
(1.0)
P: E::h eleven years.
Dr: You are working with e::h whom? =
P: =  I ’m working with Municipality.
(1.0)
Dr: Municipality. For e:::h ^  you from the beginning 
you are working for the municipality in Bidi’
Zayed?
P: Since now two years in Bidi’ Zayed. =
only?
Two years. =
Dr: =  Umm E::h Two years 
P:
Dr: =  ^  So, before that where were you? ^
P: =  Abu Dhabi.
Dr: I see. So::: what - ^  for what you’ve come
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to the hospital? What’s your pro
P:
blem?
Since I came.
e::h I have very bad heart fearing - all time, 
Dr: Yes. =
P: =  and some pain.
Dr: Ha Ha =
P: =  in the chest.
Dr: So, when do you get this pain?
(1.(0
P: I get it from - this place hard 
Dr:
(inaudible).
So, ^  when - when -
when - when you’re getting the pain? When you’re, ah
I mean a::fter the meals or when the stomach
P:
is empty?
All the time.t
Dr: Every time?
P: Ya.
Dr: Whether you take a meal 
P:
a meal.
or =
Whether I take
Dr: =  not it doesn’t make any difference? =  
P: =  Yes.
Dr: Any vomiting any time? =
P: =  ^  Sometimes. ^
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So, - after vomiting =  
0 o
Ya, once or twice.
(1.(0
Dr: Som etimes.
P:
Dr: =  you feel better?
P: Yes. =
Dr: =  And what about the stool? 
P: Stool is O.K. =
Dr: =  
P:
Dr: =  
P:
Your bowels are
It’s O.K.?
moving everyday? =  
Bowels move everyday.
Yeh.
Dr: =  Any time there was - blood in the stool - you have see 
P:
n?
o 0
No.
(1.0)
Dr: Not at all?
o 0 
P: No. =
Dr: =  I see. You::: have e::h taken any - medicine for this? 
P: =  Yes, I was using e:::h for three years now the tagamet, 
Dr: Ha Ha =
P: =  
Dr:
P:
such as.
Continuously or e::h inter mittent like that? 
Continuously, (1.0)
0 6
continuously. =
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o  0
Dr: M m So, you were doing w ell with medicine?
P: If, well I use it e:::h that e::h the medicine - the
pain will go.
Dr: Ha Ha =
P: =  But if I stop.
Dr: So, ^  you have discontinued with the medicine for
some
P:
time? ^  
Yes.
Dr: =  And then you (Arabic word)
P:
Dr: =  then you take medicine 
P:
again, 
o o 
Yes.
again? 
Yes. =
Dr: =  I see. Humm Humm So, ^  what is your work?
(1.0)
P: Clerk.
0 o
Dr: Ha Ha Do you smoke?
(1.0)
P: I stopped, yah, now I’m smoking 
Dr:
P:
with............
You were a smok er? =
o o
Yeh.
Dr: =  So, after smoking you feel better now?
P: No, when I smoke I feel (1.0) just ^  I get the pai 
Dr:
n.
You
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don’t take any alcohol?
P: I, ya. ^  No, no.
P:
Dr: =  Ha Ha Your family is here?
P: Yes. =
0 o
Dr: =  Mm What about your - food habits, you are in the 
habit of taking too much - spices?
Food e::h is e::::h (inaudible) I ’m using now rice - white
m
rice and no - spices - no chilies - all these things I ’m 
not using.
Ah So, you’ve fou:: - found some - some difference by your 
diet as (inaudible)? =
Ya, ya.
I see. So, are - you taking - any medicine now - at the 
moment?
Dr:
P: =  
Dr: [
P: Yes, still I use the tagamet.
Dr: Still you are taking tagamet. So, you are feeling
better in
P:
that? =
Now I::::
Dr: =  With e::h with a drug with a die 
P:
t =
Yes, yes.
Dr: =  and stopping of smo 
P:
king =  
Yes.
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Dr: =  and all these things you feel
P:
better? 
o 0 
Ya. =
Dr: =  I s 
P:
Dr:
ee.
Because I am comparing all time mm.................
Ha Ha So, anyway
it was - diagnosed as an ulcer e::h by some e::h gastroscopy 
or some (inaudible) or some investigations were done?
(HO)
P: It e:::h no.
Dr: No investigations were 
P:
Dr:
done?
No investiga dons.
Only one - clinical
history in the grou
P:
nds like that?
Ya, ya. But they are kept to do
me very well now. =
Dr: =  Anyway, you are feeling better with the treat 
P:
ment?
Yes.
Dr: So, that’s right. O.K. Anyway, you have taken medicine 
for a long time - even though it is intermittent and all 
these things? =
Ù _  0
P: =  Y
Dr:
es.
So::, we will do some investigations. We’ll e::h
I’ll just give an appointment for a:: gastroscopy.
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P: =  O.
r- 0
K.
Dr: You’ll get it done (inaudible) better you get an
ulcer definitely whether it is healed or not.
((telephone rings))
o o
P: Yes.
Dr: You need more e::h treatment or not or something like that. You like
to come for that, then I will tell yo
P:
u, =
0 0 
Inshallah.
Dr: =  that the - medicine is to be continued or
P:
not. =
0 Q
Inshallah.
Dr: =  Anyway, you keep on your drugs and e::h food habits
as it is.
P: =
0 o
O.K.
O.K. ?Dr:
O 0
P: O.K.
Dr: O.K., then. See you. 
P:
You go to my secretary and 
S o ............
Dr: =  get an appointment - 
P:
Dr: O.K. (inaudible). Bye.
for the gastroscopy.
o 0
Ya. (1.0) Thank you very much.
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Interview 6
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IndianMaleJMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Married Tunisian Machine-operatorMSM38 Male
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Dr: Yes, come in. (1.0) Be seated. (2.0) A:::h What’s your 
name?
P: MSM38.
Dr: ^M SM 38. ^W hich nationality you are? =
P: =  Tunisian.
(2.0)
Dr: O.K. How old are you?
P: E:h Thirty-eight. =
Dr: =  Thirty-eight years. ^  You are married?
P: Yes.
Dr: You have any children?
P: Yes, I have three children. =
Dr: =  Three children. For eh how long you have been in this
country?
P: About e:::h one year.
Dr: Only one year? =
o o
P: =  Humm
Dr: So, where you are working?
P: In the:: oil - oil company (mal ) Adnoc. =
o 0
Dr: =  Achacha ^  What’s your work? ^
P: Eh Operate ma - machine operator. =
Dr: =  I"Not very::: ^  much physical work, ^no, simpl
P:
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e?
Simple,
e:::h
Dr: Ya, ya. Now what is the problem? Tell me your problem,
^  what for what you’ve come to the hospital?
P: I have sometimes I have I feel chest pain, 
Dr:
when 
0 0 
Humm
I do =
P: =  some - some any ya’ni more the::: power more
physical po
Dr:
wer,
Ha
P: =  I feel - some chest pain, =  
c  c 
Dr: =  H
P: round my e::h left side.
Dr: Left side? =
o o
P: =  Yes.
Dr: Ha Ha Eh With when you are sitting ah without any
relaxed, resting you don’t get the pai
P:
n?
0 o
No, no. =
o rk,
Dr: =  When you are doing some physical work? =
P: =  Yes, sometimes I:: when I walk for e::h some distan 
Dr:
ce, =  
o o 
Humm
P: =  or (Arabic word) carry some heavy 
Dr:
P: =  or e::h or saw some when I ’ve e::h
luggage = 
^Weight?
I^Amtaimi 7j
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emo tion =
Dr: Ha Ha
P: =  I feel (Arabic word) my e::::h e::h heart beat - increase
and I - 1 feel some pai n.
Dr: Some pain?
P: Some pain. =
Dr: =  For how long it will ss - last?
P: E:::h (Arabic word) short time (Arabic word) no, no, no
Dr:
P: =  ^ N o  long time. =
Dr: =  It - it will it will go just like that? =
*0 0
Not long time?
P: =  
Dr:
P:
Dr:
Yes.
Without even without anything like that?
When I - when I stop (Arabic word). 
Thinking or exercise,
it - it goes?
o o
P: Yes. =
Dr: Ha Ha You - have been to any doctor for this complaint before? 
P: Nn E::h in my country, yes, I e::h went for eh =
Dr: Ha
P: =  one doctor like (inaudible) =
Dr: Ha
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P: =  B.C.G. and
Dr:
P:
e::h
B.C.G. and other tests
were done? =
And.
Dr: =  You were fully investigated - blood-test, x-ray? =
P: All things
exactly normal.
Dr: =  All were normal? =  
o o 
P: Yes.
o 0
Dr: =  So, is there any - any - any family
history of any heart problem in your e::h family? =
P: =  
Dr:
P:
[No::Your father, mother, or - any close relatives?
No, my - my mother,
yes, (Arabic word) hy - hypertension. =
Dr: =  Ye::, she was hyper 
P:
tension? 
Yes. =
Dr: =  Ha Ha And you don’t have any hypertension?
Your pressure is e::h
P: =  
Dr:
P:
normal? =
everything but
Yeh, sometimes 
>
still =
the:::
Anyway, we will see that
No, no.
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Dr: =  you have no 
P:
one - one hundred-fifty. 
Dr: Ah You are not diabetic?
history? =
Normal, but sometimes it get at e::h
P: ^  No, no
Dr:
diabetic.
You are - smoker or no? =
P: =  Yes, yes, smoker. =
Dr: =  ^You smoke, How many cigarettes per a day?
P: Um normal one packet 
Dr:
P: =  Daily, daily one packet, twenty - cigare 
Dr:
e::h =
About twenty, twenty pieces per day? 
ttes.
Ha Ha (1.0)
I see. So, you are - are you taking any medicines now?
P: No, no. I 
Dr:
P: =  Some (inaudible) someti 
Dr:
e::h =
You are not taking any medicines now. 
mes.
When you get the pain? =
P: =  Yes.
O 0
Dr: Ha Ha So, in the routine work and other things, movements.
you don’t get the pain? =  
P: =  No, no, no at the:: easy w ork .
Dr: =  Ah Easy work you don’t have much problem? =  
0 0 
P: =  No.
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Dr: So, when you are thinking of your family or emotionally
upset you get the pain? =
P: Yes, yes, yes, like this.
Dr: =  Ha Ha So, anyway, now we’ll e::h have a complete
investigations again.
P:
we’ll
O Ô
Humm
have your urine, =
Dr: =  blood, x-ray, E.C.G., all things, =
o 0
P: Hum
Dr: =  and maybe if needed we’ll do a stress test also, ha?
o 0
P: Hum
: ^  And^then, see whether you have got any heart (lineation) or something like 
that. ^  ^Anyway, in the meantime, I will examine
P:
you, no, 
0 o
Yes.
Dr: =  ha.
P:
O.K.? 
o 0
Yes.
And I will tell what is to be done. =
Dr: =  O.K. Thank you, MSM38. Please, lie down,
D 0
P: Yes. =
Dr: =  ha? O.K.
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Interview 7
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IndianJMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
MarriedFMF34 Female Egyptian Official clerk
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Dr: Hello. Good evening.
o o 
P: Hello. =
Dr: =  ^  Come and sit down.
G Q
P: Hello, doctor. =
Dr: =  Ya. What’s your name?
M^yname is FMF34.
o o
Dr: Ha How old are you?
P: I am thirty-four years. =
Q o
Dr: =  Mmm You are from which nation?
P: E:h I am Egyptian.
Dr: Egyptian. For how long you are in this country?
(1.0)
P: E::h Eleven years.
Dr: Eleven years. Where are you working?
P: I am working clerk in Ministry of 
0 0
Dr: =  H :::a In the office?
H elsJ
P: Ya. =
0 o
Dr: =  I see. O.K. What for you have come to the hospital,
to the clinic to see me?
(1.0)
P: ^N o::, doctor, because the:::::
(2.0)
Dr: Ha Tell me what is your problem?
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P: No, I have difficulty in breathing and cough always. =
Dr: =  Mmm E::h How often you get this eh problem, ^  difficulty
in breathing? =
P: =  This, since five years ba
Dr:
ck.
Five years back? =
mP: =  Mm
Dr: You are getting it once in a day, once in a week, 
or what - what in - ^  what interval you get it?
(2.0)
P: Usually I am getting eh once in the week. =
Dr: =  Ha Ha
P: And e:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
:h
Whe::n do you get this, when you are doing some
, or you while at rest?
Yes, if I will do some work, sometimes
if I will did vacuum or:: some dust like this, so. I::
Ha
You are - you are doing some work at home?
Yes.
Dr:
P:
Dr:
= When you are exposed to dust, you get it?
Ha No, I have this::: =
0 o
= Hum Hum ^  You have got any other problem belong with 
this difficulty breathing?
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P: N o, no.
Dr: No chest pain, no sweating,
P: =
Dr: =  And you are telling about some cough? =
nothing like that?
No, no, no. =
P: =
Dr: =
P:
Dr:
Yes, I have some cough.
you are e::h bringing out some sputum or release a 
dry cough?
Yes, release some spu - sput um.
Sputum. Whi::: - which colour?
(1.0)
P: It is eh yellow co 
Dr:
lour.
Yellow colour. You don’t get any fever eh
quite often? =
P: =  No, no, no.
Dr:
and e::h cough? =  
Ya, (1.0) ya.
fever.
No fever, only this difficult breathing
P:
Dr: =  You don’t smoke, no?
P: No, I am
Dr:
not smoking.
No smoking, khalas. ^  Is there anybody -
smoking at home, ^  your husband is
P:
smoking?
My husband
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Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
is smoking.
Smoking. So, you are exposed to smoke? =
Yeah. No, I am not eh smo - ((laughing)) smoking but he is the 
one smoking.
Ya, he is the one smoking. ^  So, you are a (inaudible)
of his smoker because (inaudible) smoker? =
Advise him to not smoke.
But still he doesn’t listen to you?
Still doesn’t listen to me.
((laughing))
0 0
Dr: Achacha Umm You have got any:: - any pets at home, any
ca::ts or
P:
Dr: =  Bir
birds or dogs or ^  anything like that? 
No, no, I have birds. =
P:
ds?
Ya. =
Dr: =  So, you have got some birds in your house? =  
P: =  Ya.
o o
Dr: I see. Hum Hum So, you have g o  n to any
doctor for this - complaint before?
P: Usually I goes - 1 go because this asthmatic case you
Dr:
know I have to go alwa
and you get well?
ys. (inaudible)
Hum So, you:: get some treatment
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P: Ya.
Dr: Ha Ha =
P: =  Some - oxygen and = 
o 0 
Dr: Ha
P: =  e::h some treatment like this, so,
I will feel better after one day, I will go home again.
Dr: Humm =
e.
Everyday usually you get some injections?
P: =  Every tim 
Dr:
(1.0)
P: Yes, sometimes he will give me (I.V.) =  
Dr: =  Hum =
P: =  like this 
Dr:
that? =
WÎ  z Aminophy nine.
Ha Ha And you get relieved by
P: =  Y
Dr:
a.
You had some investigations done?
P: I have some eh old blood investigation and urine and chest
x-ray all it’s do
Dr:
P:
nor
ne but they are said - it’s all normal. 
Hum (1.0) All, all are 
mal and there is nothing wrong in that?
Yes, (1.0) yes, it’s normal. =
0
Dr: =  Hum Hum To me ^  it also seems to be, anyway, I will
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have a complete check-up again - for - my satisfaction 
you have a routine examination. I will physically examine yours. 
From the history ^  it seems that you have got 
again an allergic asthmatic problem, mm? Anyway, we
will eh see you after investigations, ha? =
P: Hum
Dr: =  Till get the investigations done - and e::h come to me, =
0 0 
P: =  Ya.
Dr: =  a::h next week - and get the appointment, O.K.? =
P: =  O.
Dr:
(— 0
K.
O.K. FMF34, thank
P:
you.
o
O.K. Thank you.
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Interview 8
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IndianJMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
MarriedFemale Filipino Shop cashierRF32
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Dr: Hello, next. (1.0) Yes, be seated Madam. You are 
e::h Mrs e::h RF32? =
P: Ye s. (inaudible).
Dr: What’s your - full name?
P: I am RF32. =
Dr: =  RF32. How old are you?
P: I am thirty-two years old.
Dr: Right. So, ^  what’s the problem - what for you ’ve come to 
the clinic?
(1.0)
P: I have headache doctor one side it. =
Dr: =  Hum For how long you have this headache?
(1.5)
P: Um Within three years already, doctor. =
Dr: =  More than three yea 
P:
rs?
Ya. =
Dr: =  Ha Ha (0.5) So:::, ^  where are you working here?
P: I am working in supermarket as a cashier. =
o o
Dr: =  As a cashier. Hum Hum So:::, mm e::h with this
within three years ^h how often you get this pain, 
ya’ni once in a week, once in a month?
P: I get this eh headache once in a month or ^sometimes -
two times in ^ a  month. =
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o o
Dr: =  Sometimes. How - how - how bad it is,
very severe?
(1.0)
P: Severe headache. =
Dr:
P:
Dr:
=  You cannot tolerate it - it’s very - very bad pain?
=  Ya, that type.
It doesn’t come along with something else like
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
vomiting or any:: problem in the eyes, (2.0)
it will e::h I get vomiting and nn 
(blooding) of the visio n.
Blooding in the vision. Ya’ni
you have ?
Sometimes,
as if - it’s dark or something like that?
Ya, that
-  0
type.
So, you know that you
are going to have the headache. ^  when you get these things? =
=  Ya, that type.
Ha Ha So, after the vomiting does this eh headache eh feel better?
Ya, my - headache will become less. =
Less after vomiting? 
o 0 
Ya. =
=  Hum Hum ^  For how long this headache will last, (1.0)
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P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
for one hour, two?
It - it will take one day.
(1.0)
Minimum one day it will last? =
0 _  o
=  Ya, doctor.
Ha Ha So, when you ^  take some medicine, usually or
it goes without - without medicines?
It goes with medi cine.
With medicines only ha ha. Is there 
anybo - anybody ((laughing)) anybody at home with the same complaint, 
your sisters, brothers, father, mother ? =
^ o b o d y  doctor - ^nobody. =
= Nobody, no - no family history?
No family history. =
=  Ha Ha (1.0) Right. You don’t have e::h hypertension or 
diabetes or any other problem? =
No, doctor.
=  Any: : cervical eh um bone problem, neck problem?
o o
No, doctor. =
=  You don’t have?
0 o
No, doctor. =
= Nothing like that and ( inaudible) problem also.
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nothing - around in the ears, (1.0)
P:
Dr:
nose?
Nothing like that. = 
Nothing like that.
All right. (1.0) And ^  what about
your bowels - is it constipated
P:
Dr:
or::: bowels, = 
Sometimes
consti pated.
Sometimes constipated hum hum. So::, you have e::h 
had any investigations done for this? (1.0)
E::h Any a doctor =  
Before: : :P:
Dr: =  asked you to any investigations before? =
P: =  Before doc tor.
Dr: Yes. E::h So, they were e::h what - what the
investigations did show? (2.0) Did they show anything or 
they: : you are told there’s nothing e::::h =
P: =  Noth 
Dr:
P:
Dr:
mg.
Nothing special?
Nothing special. =
Hum Hum I see. ((coughing)) Anyway, you’re (vital sensor) 
all right, your pressure is all right, temperature is normal.
I don’t find any anti-problem (1.0) . Anyway, from the 
history and all these things it seems to be a case of
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P:
e::h migraine in a sort o f  vascular headache,
ha? = 
o o 
Yes.
Dr: Um So, it is difficult to treat this condition.
You may have to continue the drugs for long time. 
Anyway, in the meantime I would like you to see - go to a 
neurologist, =
o o
P: Yes.
Dr: =  have e::h some special investigations if - if -
if he likes some scanning or e::h some other eh E.E.G. or 
something like that. Now, ^  I ’ll give you a reference 
to the neurologist, that’s well,
P:
ha?
Y
Dr:
a.
You will
go to him and then come back to me, ha? We will
see again afterwards, O.K.?
0 o
P: O.
Dr:
K.
E::h Thank you.
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Interview 9
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IndianRMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationAgeSexName
HousewifeMarried EgyptianFemale' TAF31
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Dr: Hello. Good morning. =  
P: =  Good morning. =
Dr: =  What’s your name?
P: TAF31. =
Dr: = Ha I see. ^  How old are you?
(LO)
P: Eh Thirty-one.
Dr: Thirty-one. (1.0) And e::h wa::: ^  what’s your
nationality?
P: Egyptian. =
Dr: =  ^Egyptian. Yes. ^W hat are your complaints?
(1.0)
P: E::h I have right side pain after (mid) pain.
Dr: How long you have this pain?
P: Three weeks be::fore.
Dr: It’s a continuous pain or eh coming - and - going - up 
and down - like that?
P: E::h Only morning. =
Dr: =  Morning hours. So:::, what are the:: associated symptoms 
with this ? Did you get any:: nausea, vomiting -
thin
P:
gs like that?
Yes, (always) nausea. =
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Dr: =  Nausea. But you have not vomi 
P:
ted so far? = 
No vomited.
Dr: =  O.K. (1.0) Then, e::h what is e:h this pain is e:h 
fixed to ^  that right side of abdomen or it is 
e:h going down or e::h what I meant is it is (radiating)
from the upper part to the any other part of the
P:
Dr:
abdomen? 
Yes, it is
changed from upper part to lower par t.
A lower part. I
see. Then, e::h what sort of a pain it is? Can you 
explain the nature of the pain? =
P: =  It is (oligo-pain).
Dr: (Oligo-pain). Ya. Then, e::h I just want
to know whether this e::h pain is associated with
any urinary symptoms? =
P: =  No.
(1.0)
Dr: Did you pass eh blood in urine before?
(1.0)
P: No. =
Dr: =  You didn’t pass. (2.0) It’s all right. Then, e::h (2.0) 
you - you didn’t pass blood in urine. That’s good. Then, 
e::h (2.0) e:h did you have this sort of pain before?
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P: ^  No, before no only three weeks 
Dr:
before.
Three weeks, ya.
So, your whole complaints started only three
P:
weeks?
Three weeks.
Dr: Ya. And you have not passed blood in urin 
P:
e? = 
No.
Dr: =  And you - you didn’t have any urological complaints before? =
P: = 
Dr:
P:
No.
That’s good. Then, e:h what about ^  your e::h marital
status, are you ma:rri ed?
0 o
Yes, ma::rried.
Dr: How many children do you have? =
P: =  One.
Dr: One. Then eh anybody in your family suffering from 
e::h diseases like e::h tuberculosis, diabetes mellitus
P:
on: =
o o 
No.
Dr: ^  hypertension? =
o o 
P: =  No. 
o o
Dr: Ah That’s good. So::, your main complaint is e::h this 
pain of the right side of abdomen radiating down 
for the last three weeks coming and going up and 
down? =
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P:
Dr:
P:
=  Y
Mainly - in the morning hours and it is 
associated with nause a?
Nausea. =
Dr: =  Ya. That’s all and no other urine comp 
P:
laints? 
o o 
No. =
Dr: =  O.K. Thank you. You can lie down there and I will 
give you - I ’ll - examine you. That’s all.
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Interview 10
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IndianMaleRMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationAgeSexName
Married OfficialSudaneseAMM45 Male
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Dr: H ello. Good morning.
P: Good morning, doctor.
Dr: Ha:: (1.0) What’s your name?
P: My name is AMM45.
Dr: I see. How old are you?
(1.0)
P: ^  I ’m forty-five years old. =
Dr: =  I see. From which nation you are coming from?
P: I ’m from Sudan. =
Dr: =  Sudan. Good. What are your complaints?
P: My complaints eh from the last four days I have 
e::h have - have ^lood in my urine and I have 
to sit ^  for about half an hour to empty my bladder.
pain. =
Dr: =  I see. So::, the you have this eh passing of blood in urine
o o
Mmm Um The urine comes [wx:^
- about for the last four days? =  
0 — 0
P: =  Y 
Dr:
P: Y la. 
Dr:
P: r  
Dr:
a.
Yeh, and it is e::h associated with pain also?
Is it?
r -  O
Ya.
Yes. Then, what about um this blood, that is in urine, 
whether you are passing that’s at the beginning of the:
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ma: : passing urine or (diand) or it is uniformly mixed 
with blood?
(3.0)
P: It’s e::h e:h e::h um at - at the middle of the urine and 
e::h the first of urine is eh slightly clear not 
um but um when I pass little urine e::h become darker
and after that it become e:h uniformly
Dr:
mixed with blood. 
Mixed with blood.
So, it is um e::h ^  you meant there is a passing 
blood in urine uniformly mixed with blood =
P:
Dr:
P:
Ya.
and it is associated with pain al so?
Ya.
Dr: =  Yes. Did you have this same sort of complaints before? 
P: ^ N o , I before ^ first ti [me.
Dr: First time. So, you have - only 
this e:h single episode of e::h (inaudible), I say, the 
medical term e::h for the last four days.
P:
Dr:
is it?
Ya, ya.
Yes. Did you pass any stone in your urine?
(2.0)
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P: No, 
Dr:
no.
You have not passed so far. E::h While passing 
this e::h um:: blood in urine, do you have pain in your 
abdomen in the upper part?
(3.0)
P: No pain, no
Dr:
part
No.
P: =  only pa - pain in the 
Dr:
urination.
But, the pain in urine only, and
no other complaints? =
0 o 
P: =  No.
Dr: So:: Yes, that’s all. E::h So, you didn’t have miy um sort
of similar symptoms in the past, is it.
P:
no?
No.
(1.0)
o o
Dr: Yes. What about your eh family, are you ma::rried? 
P: ^  Yes, am married. =
Dr: =  How many children do you have? =
P: =  I ’ve four child
Dr:
ren.
Four children.
o o
Ya. All are healthy, is it? =
0 o
P: =  Ya, yes.
o o
Dr: Ya. Um E::h Do you have any history of e::h diseases like eh
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(2.0) diabetes mellitus, that is eh blood sugar disease, I 
say, or you have e::h blood pressure disease or e::h 
any um tuberculosis in your family? =
P 
Dr:
: = | n o ,
You ha - you didn’t have. And what about e::h 
um other e::h (distinct) - you’re, do you have any complaints 
regarding you’re (inaudible) that is passing motion - 
any complaints?
P: At - at present time
Dr:
P: =  M 
Dr: ^
P: =  r
I didn’t have.
You didn’t have anything. So, 
you had complaints of passing blood in urine for the last 
four days and e::h it is associated with pain, and urine 
is eh uniformly mixed with blood, is it? =  
mm
Dr:
That’s all your complaints, is it? ^  
Mm
Yes, good. You can lie down there, I will have 
e::h physical examination.
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Interview 11
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IndianRMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Married EgyptianMaleMM45 Doctor
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P: Hello doctor. I am e::h a male, forty-five
years, Egyptian. I ’m a patient coming to see you. =  
0 0
Dr: =  O.K. Yes. Welcome to you, to my (O.P.D.). Oh. 
What’s - what are your complaints? =
P: =  Well, umm it’s a long story, really. =
0 r ®
Dr: =  Y a.
P: I ’ve usually a burning micturition all the time, 
and sometimes I get some e::h right-side or left-side 
lowing pains comes on and off specially when I:: I have
exposed to - to cold weather, things like
Dr:
that.
I see. So, this eh burning
micturition is eh j^continuous or ^ is  coming and going up and
do
P:
wn?
Usually it is external - at the end of micturition. 
Dr: I see. How long you have this eh problem?
P: Well, ^  it’s a very long story, I don’t know, I don’t
remember exactly how long, but, it’s over years. =
Dr: =  How many?
(2.0)
P: More than fifteen years. =
Dr: =  Fifteen year 
P:
s?
Yes. =
Dr: =  A:::h It’s really surprising. Then, eh do you have this pain
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P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
>
for e::h^ÿ» along with that all the time 
with (inaudible)?
No, no, no, no no.
How long? =
= This pain is coming on and off very infrequent.
(1.0)
o o
Infrequent. =
=  If I did some exercise or I ’ve been exposed to - cold 
weather or things like that. =
=  Can you explain the: : nature of pain? What sort of a pain 
you do get usu ally is e::h?
It is a sort of you know - a sort of
e::h (dull ache).
(Dull ache). =
=  This is a medical term doctor?
E::h (Dull ache)? =
(Dull ache).
(Dull ache). You can a layman can also you say, 
learning layman can use that word also.
I see. =
=  And then, ^  actually on which side of the
right or left of the abdomen? 
Both sides. =
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Dr: =  Both sid
P:
es.
But never come same time both side.
Dr: =  I s
P:
Dr:
ee.
At a time it comes on the right and other time it
comes on the left. =
0 0
=  Ya, ya. Then, this eh pain is e::h can you explain the umm 
e::h the:: whether the pain goes down or e::h whether it 
is eh remaining in one side? =
P: = N î v a  r 
the area, to
Dr:
P:
, it always localised to the (lou) to
that area.
0 0
To that area. It - it never shifts from
one place to the other? 
No:: =
Dr: =  I see. E:h Did you pass eh blood in urine before? 
(1.0)
P: Maybe::: thirty years ago.
Dr: Thirty years 
P:
ago.
Because I have got bilharziasis.
Dr: =  I see. So::, ya, ya. That’s true. The most of the other
people from your country do have this prob
P:
lem?
Yes. =
Dr: =  Then, e:h umm did you pass any stone before? 
P: Never.
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Dr: You have not passed - the stone before. Did you
have any other illness related to your eh urinary system - that 
is you are passing urine and all before - that is you 
told me yesterday thirty years ago you had this ....?
P: Yes, yes, somebody told
some doctors told me that you have a calcified bladder - 
that has no treatment. =
Dr: =  Ya, no treatment, ya, that’s true. But eh you didn’t pass
any stone? =
P: =  I don’t think so.
Dr: I see. So, I just want to ask a few questions to regarding
your fa::mily. E:h A::h You are a ma:rried man?
P: Yes. =
Dr: =  How many children do you ha 
P:
ve?
I have four children.
Dr: E::h All are healthy, is it?
P: Thanks God. All are 
Dr: Ya, that’s - that’s good.
Then, what about your e::h your - your family what I meant 
is your siblings, that is your brothers, sisters, do they 
suffer from any sort of - similar disease?
P: No. 
o o
Dr: Mmm (inaudible). E:h Do you have the history of
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tuberculosis or hypertension or e:h blood sugar, that 
means diabetes in your family?
(2.0)
P: My - my late mother - have got diabetes at - ^  at the age of sixty-six
somethi
No, is
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P: =  from
Dr:
ng.
That e::h actually she di:: is she alive? 
she dead?
She is dead two years ago ^  two, three years
cancer, =
What I .........
ago <(2 
I see.
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
= cancer:: stomach. =
=  ^  Also it has nothing to do with that. ^  So, that’s all. 
That is the your main complaint in all this the 
burning micturition mainly at the:: end of 
pa ssmg unne 
Yes, it’s true.
=  for the - so many years you are suffering from th at =
It’s true.
Dr: =  and e::h you didn’t seek any:: help from a specialist? 
P: I have seen many - many doctors and I have checked my 
urine ^ so  many times and j unfortunately =
0 0 
Dr: =  Ah
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P: I don’t know ^  what - what to say but usually it comes 
negative. =
Dr: =  Ah Did you ma:: (inaudible) any special investigation like
intravenous (spylogram)
P:
and (systoscope)..........
In nineteen eighty-two
I have done e::h (1.0) e::h intravenous (spylogram) 
and (systoscope). =
And there was nothing?
—
And nothing was
Dr: =  Ah 
P:
Dr:
P: =  a part from this eh bladder calcifi 
Dr:
significant =
Was significant, 
cation.
That detected by
x-ray exami
P:
nation?
X-ray plus the (systoscope). =
Dr: =  (Systoscope). Do they e::h did they say that any:: 
features suggestive of all bilharzialation at the 
bladder rather than this calcification? =
P: =  No.
Dr: Nothing. All right. So::, it 
P:
could be =
In spite of that they give
the prescribed to me a course of anti-bilharzial again.
o o
Dr: Ah I see. =
P: =  And I ’ve repeated it three times. =
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Dr: =  I
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
see.
This new - new - new (1.0) anti-bilharzial ta::blets. =
=  Ya. That is Prazi quantel?
Praziquantel, ya.
So, umm you have this burning micturition. What about
your stream of urine whether it is normal
normal. Sometimes, it comes - 
=  H
or natural? 
No, it is not
rk l  ^
high f  0  rk i d
=  Ha That, that is not - much significant, ^  much 
significant but eh what I meant is whether there is any 
na::rrowing of your stream - na::rrowing ?
P: =  I don’t understand your 
Dr:
question?
Na::rrowing means what I 
meant is - you know when you pass urine - you can measure that 
is there will be one thing of (thread) that is the stream
(1.0) the stream of urine not the force with which 
you pass urine (2.0) the stream and the force.
Ah Do you think that it is normal or did - did you notice 
any change .?
P:
Dr:
t I do not know the normal | t o  tell you about =  
No, did y o u  ?
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P: =  it there.
No, did you notice any change from ?
You mean the ô î k n î
Dr:
P:
Dr: No, ya.
P: =  of the strea m =
Dr: Ya, ya.
P: =  or the power?
(1.0)
Dr: Thickness as well as power? =
P: =  I think it’s a bit thin, (2.0) and the power is O.K.
Dr: I see. So, what I meant is when e::h you - you should
have noticed from your early childhood days to till the 
age of eh forty umm that is whether there is any change 
in the stream of your urine that is my worr - worry? =
P: I don’t
Dr:
notice.
You didn’t notice
P:
Dr: =  any 
P:
any =  
No.
any si:: si:: significant....? 
No.
Dr: =  Ya. All right. That eh so, it maybe due to some old
bilharzial - eh - lation you may have this sort of some chronicle 
tension even though this (culture) and everything will be - 
negative. Anyway, I will give - I will examine you in
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details. Please, lie do
P:
wn.
Thank you.
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Sex NationalityName
Male IndianRMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Married Filipino HousewifeFemaleEF25
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Dr: Hello. Good morning. A::h
P: Good morning, doctor. A::h I
just came because I have some problem regarding 
my:: urinary (inaudible). I am experiencing 
burning and painful during urine (1.0) and e::h which
(1.0) afte::r which comes after my menstruation - 1
don’t know what I
Dr:
have.
Yes, before going into the:: ma:: 
before going into the complaints, I just wo - 1 would like 
to ask your name? =
P: =  Mmm:: I am EF25.
Dr: Ha EF25. How
P:
old 9 =
Married.
Dr: =  How old are you?
P: Twenty-five. =
Dr: =  Twenty-five. You are coming from?
P: Filipine. =
Dr: =  Filipine. So, you are a twenty-five year old Filipino =
o o
P: Mmm
Dr: =  lady with eh complaints of burning micturition =
P: =  Burning mictu
Dr:
P: Ya. =
rition.
mainly after this e:h following the menstrual period.
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Dr: =  is it? Is burning micturition - you feel - how many days
e:h ah after this eh menstruation?
P: Sometimes um three: : to four days continue  ^  but not
continuous, no. ^  =
Ô 0 
Dr: =  Humm =
P: =  Mmm And then, if I will drink lot of fluid - comes
just natural - nothing
Dr:
and.........
o 0
Ha So, that means when there is
a fluid intake is less - and eh following this menstruation
you have this eh problem? =
0 Q
P: Yes. If it - 1 don’t think if it is (harmonial) or
Dr:
something li ke that.
Ya. I just wou - would - 1 would like to
know the (b ) plainliness because you said
that it is e::h seen after eh immediately after this menstrua
P:
tion? =
Ô o
Mmm
Dr: =  So, how lo:: how many days the flow lasts - your menstrual
per
P:
Dr:
iod?
Three days, usually three days, 
o o
Three days. So, absolutely
no flow after the fourth day onwards?
(1.0)
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P: Mmm Spot only, ^  
Dr:
but afterwards nothing
o 0
Ya. (1.0) So, did you get any local
^The one with wings, but - but - normal one
(rotation) of things like that your symptoms (inaudible)
while using the diapers? =
Q 0 A
P: =  Umm The Tone with wings. =
o o 
Dr: =  Mmm You.
P: =
Dr:
did you find any co-ordination or relation between 
your this e:h using diapers and this urinary problem?
(2.0)
P: No, I don’t think so. =
0 o
Dr: =  Ya. So, this is only burning micturition?
with.......
Ya, I see. So,
P:
Dr:
Ya.
Ya, ya, ha. Another thing I just want to:: know you are 
ma:rried, is it? =
P: =  Y
Dr:
a.
Ha That you - you told me first to - to start with - did 
you have any children?
P: No. =
Dr: =  You don’t have any children. Ya, that’s good. So,
this um you are - you are staying with your husband here?
(1.0)
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P: Ya, ya. =
Dr: =  Is there any relation between the intercourse and this 
e::h burning micturition?
(2.0)
P: I don’t think doct or.
Dr: Because - why - why - why I am asking you
is that, when you have the sexual intercourse - there is
eh you know, there is urethra is eh is full of eh eh
bacterial (inaudible) when you have the sexual intercourse
it will be excuse that and scan (inaudible) urinary infection.
This is one of the main eh convenance cause of urinary
infection in females. =  
o o 
P: Mmm
Dr: =  And moreover during this time of e::h
^  during the time of menstruation did you have 
this e::h sexual intercourse?
(1.0)
P: No, no, no. That is messy 
Dr:
doctor.
Ya, that is true, because that - that
also one of the pre-exposing factors for eh urinary infection 
P: 0 ::h  !
Dr: =  in females. And you didn’t have a - any:: childr 
P:
en?
No.
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Dr: =  And does mainly concerned with this during the time of 
menstruation. Did you have any urinary symptoms in 
the past like um passing blood in urine or (inaudible) 
stone or anything? =
No, no, no.
Dr: =  So, and what will - what about the colour of your urine 
you pass all the time?
(1.0)
P: Umm (1.0) So thin yellow. =
Dr: =  Yellow. That means that when the urine is concentrated
you get this sort of symptoms, is
P:
Dr:
it?
Ya, ya.
E::h Did you u:h go to
any other doctor for this eh problem before?
P: N o , ^  I just self-medicated , no. =
Dr: =  I see. How - how can you do this self-medi
P:
Dr:
cation?
Umm. (2.0)
Some friends told me:: some medicine, 
c o
No. (2.0) No, that is highly
dangerous. You should never take any::: me:: medicine - 
especially, with eh this urinary symptoms. You can have some 
paracetamol, things like that, that is panadol - that is 
homely available there for (inaudible) . But for these eh
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specific symptoms you have to consult a specialist - and
then only you should take. =
0 — 0
P: =  Mm
Dr:
P:
Dr:
m
Anyway, I will 
>
how to solve this pro
e::h
Anyway, I just came because I don’t know
blem . ^  I don’t feel th a t ...............
Ya, of course. Ya, therefore,
(inaudible). So::, I will examine you and then find
out what exactly wrong with you. =
0 ^ 0
P: =  M
Dr:
mm
O.
P:
K.?
Thank you. =
Dr: =  Thank you.
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Name Sex Nationality
NFEG Female Egyptian
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AF24 Female 24 Married Filipino Clerk
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P: Eh I a m A F 2 4 .
Dr: How old are you?
(1.0)
P: ^  I am twenty-four years o 
Dr:
Id.
How many kids you have? =
P: =  I have two kids. 
o o
Dr : Ha What’s the problem of your e::h baby?
P: Because doctor you know eh since yesterday, he had diarrhoea 
and vomiting. =
Dr: =  How many - time 
P:
Dr: =  Ye s.
s?
Yesterday e::h he had six eh low (inaudible). =
P:
Dr:
And it’s eh greenishing c a  1 D r and... =  
No blood?
P: =  No blood - only it’s like eh (1.0) it’s like the: 
secretions from the nose.
Dr Like secre
P:
tion from the nose. =
Like that. Yes.
Dr: =  But no blood? =
P: =  No bio
Dr:
od.
Sure? =
P: =  Yes.
Dr: And how many he vomits?
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P: =  He vomited yesterday for three times - now - every time 
I give him - milk - he’s vomiting.
Dr: Ha Did he have fever?
(1.0)
P: Fever, yes.
Dr: He had fever
P:
last time.
But, I did not check because I (inaudible) =
Dr: =  Ya. ((laughing)). O.K. ((laughing)) E:::h ^W hat 
about the pregnancy - j^your pregnancy in your this 
child? =
P: =  This child ? (1.0) I - ^  I remember doctor, when I - 1 - 1 was eh
three months pregnant, I had - fever - high great 
fever for three days and then the doctor gave me 
Amoxycillin. (1.0) Did it give me some problem 
to my children?
Dr: No, (inaudible) no (inaudible) normally nothing so, it’s all right, 
no problem. What about the delivery?
P: It’s norm 
Dr:
al.
Normal delivery. The baby weighed at that
time I it’s .................... ?
P: It was um (2.0) three - three kilograms and ^one - ^one 
grams.
Is - is - there any problem during the
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hundred
Dr:
neonatal period, jaundice or..............?
(1.0)
0 o
Hum
but after th is   =
Did he receive any treatment -
P: He was likely jaundice - 
Dr:
for this jaundice?
P: The doctor put it under umm. What is that doctor?
I cannot remember ya under the light, he put it um for 
two days. After that - the - yellowish colour has gone.
(1.0)
lity?
P:
(2.0)
Dr: Tha::nk you. =
P: =  Thank you doctor.
I ’m Filipino doctor.
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NationalitySexName
EgyptianFemaleNFEG
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Marital Status OccupationAge NationalitySexName
Married Pakistani HousewifeFemaleFMF27
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P: Hello. Good morning doctor. =
Dr: =  Y
P:
Dr:
P:
a.
I brought - m y ......
How are you?
Fine, thank you. I
brought my child. She’s five years old. I just want to
consult (1.0) about her obesity. =
© 0
Dr: =  Ya. How - how old is she?
d.P: She is five years ol
Dr:
how much?
Five years old. E::h What about her weight,
P: E:h Now twenty-five kg. =
Dr: =  Twenty-five kg?
o o 
P: Yes. =
Dr: =  So: : twenty-five k - her height i s  ?
(2.0)
P: Um I think hundred centimetre but I (inaudible)
(1.0)
Dr: Hundred centimetre is - little bit (2.0) short? 
P: =  Short.
Dr: Twenty-five also is slightly ? =
0 o
P: =  Hum =
Dr: =  So, she is ^ fn xt l î over-weight?
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P: Yes, 
Dr:
she is.
Of this age - the:: standard is eh about (2.0)
eighteen - twenty like this - but twenty-five is - slight
P:
Dr: =  ^ ^ P le a s e ,  can you prescribe for me the:: 
your child? =
P: =  She takes e::h about one litre of milk dai 
Dr:
l y  ? =
Yes, it is. 
the daily diet of
ly = 
0 0
Ya.
P: =  and eh um almost taking one juice - this tinned juice
not
Dr:
the fresh juice. 
One? =
P: =  One juice. =
Dr: =  One juice.
P: And eh she also takes e::h little rice or little bread (2.0)
plus eh some - fish or chicken (2.0) an
Dr:
d =
One litre of milk.
P: =  milk.
(1.0)
Dr: And sweetened milk?
(1.0)
P: Not sweetened mil 
Dr:
P:
k.
No, not I sweetened.
I add - to that sugar.
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| T o : ^ one
IS =
Dr: = She’s five years old and she (2.0)
litre milk? One litre of milk i
P: =  Too much. =
Dr: =  too much for her age. (1.0) Eh The - daily allowance
for her age is about (1.0) half pint of milk - something 
like this. So:: this is not good.
P: She cannot sleep without e::h getting milk. =
Dr: =  She’s still taking the bottle? =
P: =  Ya, 
Dr:
she is taking the bottle.
Ah This is also not good. (1.0) How - how can five years
and she’s taking bottle till now? You know sucking (2.0)
should finish at two years =  
o o 
P: Yes.
Dr: =  and you should start to e::h take milk by drinking - by - glass - by - but
not bottle, ha? Next, here, also the:: some changes in the personality.
(1.0) Second it is at the age of five is not good for your child. =  
o o
P: Hum Hum
Dr: =  So, the - the - the solid food is not over. But the: : : this liquid milk =
P: =  Milk. =
Dr: =  should be 
bottle to - gla
P:
t j '  e indj i  d. 
ss. —
Glass.
First, you should turn from
Dr: =  Then, we should change the - the odour and the
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taste of milk to your child. =  
0 ^ 0
P: =  M
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
mm
So, you can add some eh cho::colate - some tea. =
Hum Hu
r -  0
m
To change the: : : the - the taste
Taste.
of milk. =
Dr: =  ^ f  she is insisting ^ fo r  - to take the:: bottle by
night, =
© o 
P: Hum
Dr: =  we can give her - chance, but this is also not good.
Sucking - it will make some problems for the tee
P:
th, =
Teeth also.
Dr: =  ha? So:: =  
o ». 0
P: =  Hm m
Dr: this is your e:::h (3.0) You should change
sucking and should change milk. The amount and the - the 
type, =
P: =  The type.
Dr: ha? =
o p* 0
P: =  Yes. Inshallah I’ll try. ((laughing))
Dr: Umm During the
pregnancy, is there any problem? =
P: =  No, during the pregnancy there was no problem.
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lan.
Dr: =  Eh Delivery is normal - vaginal delivery? 
P: No, she:: is delivered (inaudible) sar 
Dr:
P: She was a breach presentation. =
Dr: =  Breach-presentation? =
0 o 
P: Mmm
sarian. Why?
Dr: =  And - the - 
normal?
nek t  St
P:
delivery was -
Next delivery normal. =
Dr: — Good. —
o o
P: =  Hum =
Dr: =  What about her 
P: E::h
Dr: At bir
P:
Dr:
P:
th?
At birth three kg. =
=  Three kg. That’s so normal - no problem. Is there any
problem during the neonatal period?
No, there was, ^ a ,  she got eh jaundice
during the neonatal period. ^  
o o
Jaundice. (1.0) Eh How much? =Dr:
P: =  She needed photothera 
Dr:
py-
Phototherapy? =
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o ©
P: =  Ya, two da 
Dr:
ys.
Two days. (1.0) Good. E:::h What about the 
development and her weight during the first year?
(1.0)
P: During first year ((door opened)) it was - normal.
Dr: Normal? =
P: =  (inaudible).
Dr: Normal. =
P:
Dr:
Ye s.
She sat at e:::h?
P: At five month 
Dr:
o o
P: Yes. =
s. =
Five months?
Dr: =  Walking a t  ?
P: Walking at one year.
Dr: What about the feeding during the first year, did she
was breast-fed or -
P:
bottle-fed? 
o o
No, she was eh breast-fed only -
for one and a half month and eh rest of the period
bottle-
Dr:
feeding only.
Ha Ha So:: another problem. This e::h you
know artificial feeding =
o 0
P: =  Hum Hum
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Dr: is - is one of the main causes for obestic =  
o 0 
P: =  Yes. =
Dr: =  of the children and you continue - bottle-feeding
for five years. So, this is the - problem, ha? = 
o o 
P: Hmm
Dr: =  So, please, you should reduce the amount of milk,
increase the solids, =  
o o
P: Hum Hum
Dr: =  better to be vegetables, fruits mm? And decrease this
milk and the juice, and if she insists for juice, =
o o
P: =  Hum Hum =
Dr: =  should be fresh.
P: Fresh jui ce.
Dr: Juice - fresh orange juice - like this
without any additions. Don’t add sugar to the - juice and 
increase the - eh - the fruit and vegetables. This will help 
her to reduce e:::h. Is she is a lazy child or she is eh 
active and ....?
P: No, she is not a lazy. =
Dr: =  She is not lazy. So, is - is there any type of e::h
gymnastic she is e:::h? =
P: =  She is just re - in - eye - cycling. =
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Dr: =  Cycli ng?
o 0
P: [Ya.
Dr: Cycling is good, =
o Q
P: =  Yes.
Dr: =  no problem she can continue. But, please,
the milk - is the main problem of your - child you should
decrease, 
o o
P: Inshallah. =
Dr: =  And bottle-feeding in this age is also (feeds)
problem. It should be stopped by feeding less. O.K. Thanks, 
((laughing))
P: =  Thank you, all right. Thank you doctor.
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Doctor
NationalitySexName
Female EgyptianNFEG
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
MarriedFemale Indian HousewifeMF31
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Dr: Ha Introduce yourself. (4.0) What’s your
national!
P:
Dr:
P:
ty?
Umm I am coming from Kerla.
K en  11^ , India ha?
Yeh, India. =
Dr: =  How old is your child?
(1.0)
P: Four years.
Dr: Four? =
P: =  Four yea 
Dr:
rs.
Years?
P: =  Y
Dr:
a.
What’s the problem of your child?
(2.0)
P: (inaudible) it is, bronchial asthma. =
Dr: =  How frequent? (5.0) She - is she all the time have 
this eh wheezes or e::h this chest problem or it comes 
and goes acts as like this?
(3.0)
P: No::: (1.0) not every time, not every or every
time like that. But eh when e::h when there is eh
I w i n t^ time, =
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Dr: =  H 
P:
Dr:
P: =  Ha
then, on l y ...............
In winter time
Dr: whenever she had cold, =
P: Ya.
Dr: =  she develops this eh chest prob 
P:
lem? 
0 o
Yes.
Dr: =  E:h When was this problem started, (1.0) the first year or - later on?
(1.0)
P: Afte::r - two year s.
Dr: After two years? =
o o 
P: Ya.
Dr: =  (1.0) Umm e:::h What medicine she is taking to reduce this chest problem? 
P: First time of taking this (2.0) some bronchial di 
Dr: Vento
P:
Dr: =  Aminophy
P:
Dr:
to reduce this
P:
Dr:
lin?
Ventolin. =
nine.
Aminophy
e::h?
nine.
Did she ever took e::h Corticosteroids
Very - less. doctor. 
Very less?
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P: =  Ya, very less. This ventolin - ventolin it will 
Dr:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
b e .........
Did she
P:
Dr:
P:
was admitted before - for this problem?
No, no
=  No. So, this means it is not seve
Dr: =  asthma, it is mild 
P:
to moderate 
Mild.
re =
Not severe, 
asthma? =
=  Is there any history of e::h atopy in your family,
your husba nd, your father, your sister? 
o o
No, no. Nobody, (1.0) nobody has that, nobody has that. 
=  No::, this is also good. This means that she can - get
rid of this probl em = 
o o
Ya.
Dr: =  when she is - little bit older humm? So, now, can you 
e:::h (1.0) describe for me the pregnancy, what
about the pregnancy (1.0) of this e::h child,
(2.0) your pregnancy?
(1.0)
pregnancy w a s .............
Is there any problem - during
P: The 
Dr:
P:
Dr:
the pregnancy? 
No, no, no, no problem.
The
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mode of delivery?
(1.0)
P: Nnn - normal 
Dr:
P:
delivery.
Normal, vaginal deli very? 
Yeah. =
Dr: =  Is there any problem during the neonatal period?
P: =  No, no, no prob 
Dr:
P:
lem.
No jaundice, no
Dr: = 
P:
n a s
infection, = 
No, no.
10
No problem. =
Dr: =  Did she have - diarrhoea - or any problem during the first 
year?
(1.0)
P: Sometimes she used to tell - abdominal pain. =
Dr: =  Abdominal pain. Is this pain related to - any type of 
food?
P: I think - that is food. (1.0) Sometimes I will give
food and, afterwards, he will tell I ’m having pain in 
abdomen. =
Dr:
P: But
Dr:
Ya.
IS.
But no diarrhoea?
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P: =  No diarrhoea.
Dr: Ya. Is there any some e:::h nasal problem, snee - snuffness,
sneezm
P:
Dr:
P:
g?
Sometimes, he will have. 
Some, but not - frequent?
Not always, not frequent.
Dr: Can you e:::h remember about ^  the development in the
first year, (5.0) her development (4.0) mm? When 
she start to - to sit alone? =
P: =  Afte::r three: : :, ^ ^ n o ,  after six mon 
Dr:
ths.
Six months? —
P: =  After
Dr:
six months.
And she walked at?
(3.0)
P: ^ H e  was walking bine months
Dr:
P:
good at that time.
just - just that.
Nine months. Her weight is 
how much?
Umm When she was bom three kgs. =
Dr: =  Three kgs. And at the end of the first year?
(1.0)
P: First yea:::r =
Dr: =  Nine, ten?
(2.0)
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P: Nine, ten, (1.0) nine kg at that time. =
Dr: =  Nine kg, good. Or in the year’s time nine is no problem.
What about the mental development?
(1.0)
P: She has 
Dr:
P:
Dr:
no problem.
She’s, no problem?
No problem. =
0 o
1 see. Thanks.
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Name Sex Nationality
NFEG Female Egyptian
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Name Sex Age Marital Status Nationality Occupation
SF33 Female 33 Married Indian Housewife
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Since three days. ^  How old is he?
Id.
Six years old. So, he has this
Dr: What’s your name?
(1.0)
P: My name is SF33. =
Dr: =  E::h What’s the problem of your child?
P: My son has fever, running nose and coughs since 
three da ys.
Dr:
P: =  He’s six years o 
Dr:
problem frequently or?
(2.0)
P: Also every - two months or three months not every: : :
Dr: This is
normal. E::h What about the pregnancy?
(2.0)
P: The: : : pregnancy was normal till the seventh month.
Then, after eh ^  that I got some ^  premature contraction.
Then, I was a bit distressed and the - delivery was eh premature
delivery.
Dr: Prema 
P:
ture? =  
o o 
Ya.
Dr: =  Did the baby need incubation or: : :
412
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
incubator or something? =
o o
No, no.
=  No. (1.0) Is there any problem - during the:: neonatal
period?
(1.0)
There is no problem because e::h proper care was taken
as advice of pediatrician. =
=  No jaundice, no infection, = 
o 0  
No, no.
= nothing? =
o o
= No.
= What about the weight at delivery?
Weight was two points
three kg.
Two points three kg. (1.0) Ya. Wa - was he
tmm
j^ r 1 ^  -fed or bottle-fed? =
— Breast-fed, completely breast-fed till three months. 
After that, breast-fed (inaudible) bottle-fed till six 
months.
Dr: Till six months. He - he is weight gaining is all right
or i s  ?
P:
0 0
The gaining was all right, ya.
(1.0)
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Dr: Was all right. (1.0) So::, e:::h what about the development 
during the first year? =
P: =  The: : development was nor 
Dr:
P: Seven months. =
Dr: =  Seven months?
0 0 
P: Ya.
mal.
He sat at (1.0) which age?
Dr: Walking 
P:
by ten
Dr:
at?
Walking by::: (inaudible)
months without support 
0 o A
Ten months. (2.0) But T l notice he’s still, (1.0)
to some extent, small - with this age as his weight is a
little bit
P:
what, how?
Now his weight is seventeen kilos. =
Dr: =  Seventeen kilos - and he is six?
P: Six. Yes.
(1.0)
Dr: Four - in the (inaudible) or b y   ((laughing)) Is he now in
school? =
P: =  Ya.
(1.0)
Dr: Eh School performances, all righ 
P:
t?
School performances, O.K.,
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except for little laziness, ya.
((laughing))
Dr: E::h ^  Can you describe me the:: food intake 
of your child ^ n o w ?
P: Now that he is having holidays. I can feed him be - bett 
Dr:
er.
Ha
P: =  Morning he takes about nine o’clock Hor
Dr:
licks, =  
o o
Hum Hum
P: =  and one egg and eh by one o’clock he takes full lunch with
vegetables, proteins, etc. Then, by five o’clock
again he takes fruits, biscuits and taking a glass of eh milk. =  
o o 
Dr: Hum
(inaudible).
When he:: takes eh cold.
P: =  And, then, night he takes
Dr:
did the cold finish e::h soon or e::h takes a long time?
(2.0)
P: Sometimes e::h it takes eh five or six day 
Dr:
s.
Five or six
day
P:
Dr:
P:
s.
Last time he - he had cold (1.0), it took
nearly eight - nine da ys, =
Eight - nine da ys.
because it was winter
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time, he has not resorbing. =
Dr: =  Not resorbing. E::h Did you always give him e::h medicine with the 
cold or:: ?
(2.0)
o o
P: Ya. Usually by the second after day - 1 had to start some
antibiotic for him. =
Û 0
Dr: =  Ya. Almost was fever and like
P:
(1.0) 
o o
Dr: O.K. Thanks.
that?
O Ô
Ya.
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NationalitySexName
PalestinianMaleHMPAL
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HousewifeMarried PakistaniFemalePAF25
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Dr: E::h (1.0) What is the name of the patient?
(1.0)
0 0
P: ^  PAF25. =
Dr: =  PAF25. ^You answer - ^you. ^W hat is your name? 
P: =  PAF25.
Dr: PAF25. What is your age (2.0) mm?
Age (1.0) kitna omur? =
0 o
P: =  Twenty-five.
0 Q
Dr: Twenty-five years. A:h PAF25 is - young
Insulin dependent diabetic - [peij-sn^ - and she is
taking e:h humanly an Actraphane (1.0) forty-eight units 
in the morning and forty-six units - in the evening.
(1.0) Her blood-sugar was not controlled very well 
and the last e:::h blood-sugar is two hundred sixty (2.0) 
and probably this is due to diet, right? She
IS no t
j  Not controllingP ’s Husband:
Dr:
diet. This is true. She should control the diet. Eh Is
the ^diet. 
not controlling the
she suffering of symptoms - polyuria - drinking water
too much -
P ’s Husband: =
=  >
ask her? =
Ya, drinking water too much. (1.0)
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Drinking water too much, =
Dr: She is drinking
water too much, a n d ..........................
P ’s Husband: =  and she - likes to drink cold water.
Dr: Mmm Then, why she is not controlling the diet ? (1.0) 
What is the problem - mm? you 
do not control the diet, then, the blood-sugar will 
remain high - not controlled and you will suffer 
complications in your eyes, your kidneys.
Everything will suffer your heart, hum?
(1.0) So, you have to control the diet and you have 
to take the Insulin. We cannot increase the Insulin 
- every time - mm ? The other thing that she has e::h 
(inaudible) and e::h we did e::h there was query stone 
by ultra sound - but the I.V.P. - is normal, it 
did not show any stone. Maybe it was just spasm 
or anything like that, O.K.? So, the most important thing 
is that - you take the Insulin and control your diet - well. 
Right?
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Interview 18
Doctor
NationalitySexName
PalestinianMaleHMPAL
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationAgeSexName
Married Pakistani TailorAJM46 Male
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Dr: What is your name? =
P: =  My name is AJM46.
0 0
Dr: E::h How old are you?
P: I am e:::h thirt - forty-six - for 
Dr:
E::h Mr eh AJM46, ha? =
ty-six.
Forty-six. (1.0)
P: =  Yes, yes, 
Dr:
yes.
P: > N o ,  
Dr:
He is a known hypertension patient
(1.0) and eh he is an e::h Tenormin hundred milligrams 
daily - multi-vitamin - e:::h (volterin) and eh aspirin 
- and his blood pressure eh used to be:: under good 
control before. ^  Can you j | his blood pressure,
please? (3.0) Are you complaining of anything?
(1.0) 
no doctor. ^
No specific complaints?
o o
P: Thank you very much.
Dr: You are taking your medicine daily? =
P: =  Daily, yes.
(1.0)
Dr: No specific complaints and taking his medicine 
daily. =
P: =  But there are some ^  scratches eh I feel underneath ^ o f  the skin.
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Dr: Here? =
P: =  Y a.
Ah This is eh fungus infection,Dr:
0 o
P: Ya. =
Dr: =  and we will refer you to the skin doctor.
(1.0) 
o 0
P: I see. (2.0) Fungus infection. =
0 0
Dr: =  Ah (2.0) ^  Can you take blood pressure, please?
(4.0) O.K. ^  The blood pressure is one twe - nty - ninety.
(1.0) You are controlled well. You continue in the
same medicine =  
o
P: =  Continue 
Dr:
the same medicine.
and ^  we will refer you - to the dermatologist -
; for this skin disease. O.K.? =
P: =  ^Barekallahu Feek. ^Thank you very much doctor.
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Interview 19
Doctor
NationalitySexName
PalestinianMaleHMPAL
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Married Pakistani HousewifeOF39 Female
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o 0
Dr: Eh What is your name? =  
P: =  OF39. =
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
=  OF39 How old are you? =
o
= ^  Now I am thirty-eight thirty-
OF39 ha? =
® r  ®=  Hu m
OF39 (1.0) she had gestational
o
nine years.
Thirty-nine years. Mrs e:::h
diabetes when she was pregnant - and
0 0
Hum
after =
Dr: =  pregnancy her blood sugar became normal
- and e:::h also she has e::h some sort of e:h higher 
deficiency anaemia =
P: =  During pregnan 
Dr:
cy - pregnancy ...............
during pregnancy, yes. And her 
hemoglobin was eleven point seven gram per cent - 
and e:::h now -^her last - fasting blood-sugar is one zero 
five and nothing, right? ^Just a little bit of diet control. =
0 0
P: =  Hum
P:
Dr: And you ^d id  not do any^C .V .C . recently any hemoglobin 
(study), like that?
No, no, no. =
Dr: =  Are you complaining of anything now?
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(1.0)
P ’s Husband: Eh Doctor, she is e::h three months eh pregnant. =
Dr: =  ^  She is pregnant three months now? =  
o o 
P: Yes.
Dr: =  ^Pregnant three months. (1.0) E::h This pregnancy is number
what?
((laughing))
P ’s Husband: ^  This is number one, two, three, four 
Dr:
count? =
P ’s Husband: =  Number five.
0 0
Dr: Number five. (3.0) Number five. You have been to 
Comiche hospital? =
P: =  ^  Inshallah ((laughing)) next Monday I ’ll 
be going. ^
P ’s Husband: We’ve got an appointment next Monday. 
Dr: You are complaining of anything?
P: Now? =
Dr: =  Yes. =
P: =  No, no complaining, ((laughing))
P ’s Husband: (inaudible) ^Feeling vomiting and
five..................
You cannot
Dr:
^  early months of pregnancy. =
|e : : h
^  That is natural during the
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0 0
P: =  Ya.
Dr: O .K. So, this - this blood-sugar you get
when you are pregnant? =
P: =  Yes. ^  I Three days befo
Dr:
P:
re.
Three days ago, which
was eh normal. =
One and five. =
Dr: =  One zero five. (1.0) So, we have to follow you ^  to
see what you got before is called gestational
diabetes. ^  It was due - to pregnancy =
0 o 
P: =  Ya.
Dr: and (inaudible) diabetic. =
P ’s Husband: While pregnancy - sugar goes up.
Dr: Ya, this is - some anti-bodies - something like th at.
P ’s Husband: (inaudible)
Dr: And - maybe - she has a family history of diabetes.
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
My fa ther................
Before - somebody is diabetic in her
diabetic...............
family.
My father is
So, the most important thing is that after delivery - 
she has to be followed. (1.0) The blood-sugar may 
re - return back to normal. But if the diabetes was later
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or hidden diabetes and it appeared during pregnancy, it 
may - last after delivery but in her case it did not. =
>
P ’s Husband: =  Eh She is delivering
P:
I had no sugar =
Dr: =  Ya, yes.
normal.
Even in the: : last delivery
P: =  and the 
Dr:
delivery was normal. 
So, now we have to
follow her. We have to do also now C.V.C. for her
hemoglobin because her hemoglobin 
P ’s Husband:
was down 
O.K., doctor.
Dr: =  and now it will become - lower and she will need
some table 
P ’s Husband:
o 0
Dr: =  right? O.K.
ts, =
O.K., doctor.
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Interview 20
Doctor
Sex NationalityName
Male PalestinianHMPAL
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Single IndianJM56 Male Clerk
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0 0
Dr: O.K. What is your name? =  
o o
P: =  JM56. =
Dr: =  How old are you?
o o
P: Fifty-six (2.0) ^  fifty-
Dr:
0 o
P: =  Hum
six.
Fifty-six.
(1.0)
Dr: O.K. Mr JM56 (1.0) has got (1.0) or he is
a known case of hypertension, =
P: =  Hum =
Dr: =  and he has got all C.V.A. It was just transient. It 
did not epidemic, and he is currently - on e:::h the 
(Rafamil) - eighty milligram T.V.S. and he is also an
(anti- ) to prevent re-occurrence - of transient
(siritro-vascular) accident - Persantin seventy-five milligram 
T.V.S. and aspirin hundred milligram O.D. Last visit 
to the - to the clinic - his blood-pressure is one sixty 
over ninety. E:::h (1.0) ^  Did you take your (inaudible)
treatment today - or you forget (1.0) ha?
o
P: No, I didn’t forget. I took 
Dr:
complaint today? =  
o o
P: =  No, doctor.
r* Q
It.
You took it. (1.0) Is there any
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Dr: No complaint. What about the power?
(1.0)
P: Power
Dr:
P:
Dr:
IS
Your power is good? =
=  > Power is O.
ÎNo weakness and
K . <
Is good, 
nothing else, O.K. ? So, you
continue o:::n taking your e::h treatm
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
ent =
Q O
Mmm
= and we will see you in three months’ time. =
=  O . K.
O.K.? =
P: =  O.K. Thank you.
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Interview 21*
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IraqiMaleOBDI
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
MarriedFemale LebaneseFJF45 Secretary
*Note: The patient in this interview is extremely difficult to hear, therefore, the transcription 
should be treated with great caution.
Although both doctor and patient are native speakers of Arabic, the patient expressed a 
preference for the consultation to be conducted in English.
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Dr: E::h What’s your name?
P: FJF45. =
Dr: =  How old are you? =  
o 0
P: =  Forty-five.
o 0
Dr: Forty-five. O.K. I am doctor OBDI, consultant
physician. This lady has been referred from the E.N.T. 
clinic (1.0) for e::h to rule out problem in her - 
thyroid (1.0) and eh she is complaining of headache - 
recently and sore throat. Yes? =
P: =  Ya.
Dr: And she was seen by the E.N.T. specialist who
ruled out (1.0) e:::h throat - problem (1.0) and she came - she 
came - to our clinic - to investigate further her 
thyroid - ^problem, O.K. ^ D o  you have difficulty in 
swallowing?
P:
Dr:
P:
Difficulty in swallowing, y eah ................
'^Difficulty in swallowing. 
^B ut swallowing what - food or: : : : drink o r .............
Umm ^N o , soft - soft drink
soft (inaudible) cocktail ^solid food. =  
|soli(Dr: =  T  Solid 
P:
food.^So, difficulty in swallowing so lid  ?
Solid food (inaudible). =
Dr: =  I see. Since how long this?
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(1.0)
P: E::h (inaudible) Since a month ago I think so.
Dr: A month
P:
Dr:
ago?
A month ago. 
o 0
O.K. Your
appetite is all right?
P: Umm I ’m eating much more than before.
J l .O )  
o «
That’s good? =
Ya.
w
Dr: Excellent.
P:
Dr: =  Did you lose weight?
(1.0)
P: Always I ’m losing. I ^ never I put on some ^ ((laughing)) weight.
Dr: =  I see. How much did you lose, then?
P: Umm I could say that within a month I could 
lose two kilos. ^
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Within a month I could lose two kilos, (inaudible) I 
Two kilos.
lose easily.
I see. You lose ea sy but you gain with difficult?
Easy - ya - ya, difficult - so difficult.
=  I see. But, ^however, you are - ss - stable - 
weight. You have
>
^stable weight? 
No, no within two kilos -
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I lose ^  one kilo and a half - two kilos - one kilo and a half -
I feel problem I take care the rest of time. =
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
0 o
=  I see. O.K. E::h Do you have palpita
=  low pulse
tion - heart =  
No palpitation.
sometimes?
Yes, there was palpitation when I was 
patient (inaudible) I had operation (inaudible) =
Dr: =  I se e.
P:
Dr:
eight years ago I am under medication. 
When was that?
P: E::h Eighty-five in American hospital of Paris.
Dr: This is nineteen eighty-five? =
P: =  Nineteen eighty-five e::h I am under medication 
for the heart for (inaudible) I don’t know if from 
Nifedipine or some the - the thyroid of - I don’t
know because......
Dr: You have palpitation every now and then?
P: ^Sometimes, ya,
0 0 ^  Y
Dr: =  Mmm (2.0) And you know that Nifedipine
sometimes it happens. =
P:
can cause palpitation? 
Nifedipine, ya, ya.
Dr: =  You know
P:
this?
Ya, I know this.
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Dr:
P: Ya.
I told you that, ((laughing))
You are excellent. Ye::s, very good. =
Dr: =  But do you have pain every now and then?
(1.0)
P: Eh Chest pain, ya. =
Dr: =  You have chest pain. Does that come when
you exert yourself or when
P:
you’r e  ?
Ya, especially with effort.
Dr: =  With effo
P:
rt? =
With effort.
Dr: =  And relieve by rest? =
P: =  Ya. =
Dr: =  Relieve by rest, (inaudible) (30.00) ((doctor and patient check medicine)) 
Oh! Sorry! (1.0) What do you call that? =
P: =  Trientine.
(1.0)
Dr: Trient line?
P: Trientine.
Dr: Trientine. =
o o
P: =  Ya.
(1.0)
Dr: That was - prescribed? (4.0) You have this medicine from
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P:
o 0
Dr: =  Yeah.
P:
Switzerl and?
o o
Yes, from Switzerland, ya.
Did it help you? Did it relieve you?
But I (inaudible) It helps with the:::
not spray - not spray e::h =
Dr: =  With sp 
P:
Dr:
P: =  Ya.
ray?
With spray. ya.
That relieves the pain instantly? =
Dr: Very 
P:
good.
And I’m taking this Nifedipine you don’t have it here.
(1.0)
Dr: ^W e have ^Nifedipine =
P: — Thirty - fif - thirty milligr
Dr:
P: =  Thirty millig 
Dr:
am?
^This is thirty ^milligram? =
ram.
Twice a day o r  ?
P: Twice a day. =
0 o
Dr: =  Twice a day. I see. O.K.
(5.0)
P: Isordil.
Dr: And Isordil. =
P: =  First one (inaudible).
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(1.0)
Dr: So, you are on - Nifedi pine =
P: Nifedipine.
Dr: =  Isordil, =
P: =  Isordil. =
Dr: =  and that one the Trientine?
P: Trientine. =
0 0
Dr: =  Yeah. I What else’t
P:
t ,Dr: =  And j Persan 
P:
you’re on?
t
And this one I have, 
tin? =
Dr: =  And Aspirin -^ d o  you take 
P:
Î
Seventy-five. =
A s p  ?
No, I have stomach
Dr:
P:
have stomach I p
pain.
| y o u
ain? =
Ô o
Ya.
Dr: =  I see. That’s why you are not 
P:
(3.0)
Dr: O.K. ^  Would you like ^ ( 1 . 0 )  
P:
taking aspirin? 
Ya.
to lie 
o 0
Ya.
down to examine you?
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Interview 22
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IraqiOBDI
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationAgeSexName
Single Tanzanian HousewifeSRF37 Female
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Dr: And your name? =
P: =  SRF37.
(1.0)
Dr: ^  SRF37. ^  How old are you?
P: . Thirty-seven. =
Dr: =  Thirty-seven. Can you tell me what has 
happened initially - when you first came 
to our clinic?
(1.0)
P: I had umm - 1 was losing weight, =  
o o 
Dr: Yes.
P: =  and I had umm eh palpitation - and I was umm getting out of
breath =
0 0
Dr: Hum Hum
P: =  and agitated 
o o
Dr: Hum Hum
P: =  and upset, =
0 o
Dr: Hum Hum
P: ((laughing)) very
Dr:
(inaudible)
Yes. (1.0) Did you have 
sweating o r : : : ?  =
P: =  Nn - ^not too much ^ b  - but maybe it’s winter
^  so, you cannot tell, you know. It was - it
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January - the end of December January ninety-
three. But I
And the period was regular?Dr:
P: =  No, it’s changing.
(1.0)
Dr: You said you lost weight - how much weight
did you lo se?
About thirteen kilos.
Dr: In?
(1.0)
P: Six months. =
Dr: =  Thirteen kilos in six mon 
P:
ths?
In six to seven mon
Dr:
ths.
0 o
1 see.
Did you have this swelling in the neck for long time - 
before your presence? =
P: =  I didn’t know the
Dr:
time.
You didn’t know? =
P: =  No. =
Dr: =  'fYou noticed 
P:
' ^ ^ i t  - here?
You noticed it. =
Dr: =  I see. Do you have family history of thyroid -
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P:
Dr:
problems? 
No, never.
= No. ^You are the only one in J i
0 0 ^
family. I see. And you have now been on
treatment for the last ye
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
ar? = 
One year.
=  toiDid you benefit from this treat ment?
Yes, umm e::h
put on weight, yes. =
=  Y (es.
And e:::h I feel calmer - and e::h -
I d - 1 d - 1 don’t (inaudible). =  
o 0
Dr: =  I see. So, you gain the weight and the 
palpitation is better? =
P: Yes.
Dr: =  And the shortness of breath is be tter?
Yes. ^  Sometimes
I still get little - little palpitation ^  but not - not
like befo
Dr:
P:
this per
re
0 o
1 see. Have you been 
iod?
No. =
pr ign  9 n t during
Dr: =  No. (3.0) E::h O.K. (1.0) And now you are leaving
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to Canada? =
P: =  Yes, in a month’s ti 
Dr:
on with treatment for another six months and that is
P:
me.
0 o
1 see. (1.0) We advise her to carry
the full course of thyroid - treatment. (2.0) She’s 
much better now and e::h all what she needs to carry 
on to complete her course of treatment. Thank you
very mu ch.
Thank you.
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Interview 23
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IraqiMaleOBDI
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Married Pakistani Bank OfficerMaleAM40
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Dr
P:
: E::h ^ Can you tell me what’s ^your
name, plea se?
AM40. =
Dr: =  AM40?
P: =  Y 
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
a.
What work you are doing? What job 
you are doing?
I’m - I ’m an e:::h bank (inaudible).
You are a ba nk
Bank officer. =
o 0
Dr: =  Bank officer. And how old are you?
P: ^  Forty.
Dr: You are forty? =
0 0 
P: =  Ya.
(3.0)
Dr: O.K. Can you tell me:: the story - how did it start 
in brief?
(1.0)
P: E::h That was in nineteen seventy- 
Dr:
P: =  little ^ fa t (inaudible),
Dr: Ha Ha =
seven
Yes.
I was eh
P: =  ^starting putting up the [w i: t
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Dr: Yes.
P: =  and eh ^  went to the doctor. 
Dr:
^Then asked me = 
Ha Ha
P: =  not to take sugar and no fat. =
Dr: =  Yes.
P: And e::h I think the fasting sugar was hundred and forty. 
Dr: Ha Ha
P: Then, eh they did E.C.G. 
Dr:
and
suggestive of diabetes?
P:
Yes. And was it
*bid th e y .................?
^They - they tell you’re -
you’re young diabetic that time in nineteen seventy-seven. 
Dr: Ya.
P: Then, e::: 
Dr:
of dia
P:
Do you have by the way a family history 
betes?
No. =
Dr: =  No, ^you 
P:
don’t have?
To my knowledge - no.
Dr: You don’t have.
P:
O.K.
Then, e:::h doctor said you have
to - go:: umm we will put you on - ^  on Insulin. 4^
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Dr: Ha
P:
Ha
He: : put me on Insulin for one 
and a half year but eh ten units.
(1.0)
Dr: Ten units - daily =
P: Ya, - daily.
Dr: =  for one year and 
P:
Dr: =  And ^  at that time your sugar was well
controlled?
a half?
0 0
One and a half, ya. That’s it.
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr: =  Ha
^ That (1.0) time ^came
Come down?
Come down. =
P:
Dr:
P: =  and a half year.
Ha
It came down to eighty also - after one 
o 0
Right.
Dr:
P: [
Right.
Then, they checked up and said e::h now you
are no more diabetic.
Dr:
P: =  ^d ie t  =
Dr: O.K.
You 
Ha Ha
can eh go on =
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P: =  avoid e:h diabetic sugar and also fat.
o o
Dr: Ha Ha =
P: =  So, since then that come - nineteen eighty onwards
0 o
Dr: Hum Hum
P: =  and some ^  (inaudible) the diet ^but not 
Dr:
P: =  but still I take little sugar with diet. =
Dr: =  Ye s.
very
0 0
Yes.
P:
Dr:
P: =  No. 
0 0 
Dr: O.K.
Then, e:::h every time
^And ^you are not vegetarian, ^no?
P: So::, every six months or one year I check the blood -
sugar, =
0 o
Dr: =  Hum Hum =
P: =  fasting and C.B.S. - and fasting started ^  you know ^
picking up eighty - ninety - hundred - hundred and ten and
eh fifteen now = 
o o 
Dr: =  Ha Ha
P: =  gradually fast =
Dr: Right.
P: =  but at the same time as you can see from the report =  
Dr: Yes.
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P: = my - it shows after eighty-eight (inaudible)
it shows eh ninety when the fasting shows hundred 
and fifteen. =
Dr: Ha Ha
P: E::h It was (inaudible).
Dr: Ha Ha This is by definition is not diabetes. =
P: =  No, definitely. ^That was all the doctors you know when
I went to consult some (inaudible) some other doctors (inaudible) 
o 0 
Dr: Ya.
P: =  they said you are not really a diabetic but it’s temporary
threshold e:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
:h
0 o
Mmm TWhat about one hourt'
i after (D ....
One hour - one hour I haven’t that when I have
troubles (inaudible)
Because this is by the::: W.H.O. right T.B.
This is no diabetes. =
No diabetes, ya.
Dr: =  It could be - it could well be plague what is called plague 
after they have hyperglycemia one hour after that. =
P: Ya. (inaudible)
Dr: =  This is hyperglycemia - the active hyperglycemia.
Can you tell me about the problem of high blood pressure?
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P: Ya, that was eh in nineteen e:::h eighty-seven - eighty-eight. What
happened I got little pain I was in fact practicing athletics. =
o 0
Dr: Ya.
P: =  I - 1 started a little pain here.
0 0
Dr: Ha Ha
P: It continues - sometimes. Then - eh of course, you know I came here. 
The:: doctors e::h - my friend was here in the hospital. He took me to 
check my - ^pulse. ^Then, eh ^pulse was high. He said there was 
something wrong with e::h cardiac problem. You have to go to the e::h 
E.C.G. Then eh he sent me to the E.C.G. E.C.G. also showed some
variance
Dr: Yes, T I can see the record here
^ b y  doctor Nair. =
P: Ya.
Dr: =  He said only sinus ^inside. =
P: =  Then, I went to many doctors (inaudible) - Mafriq hospital and
everything everything showed normal. ^  In fact.
Dr:
everything 
Ha Ha
IS =
P: =  normal. Till you know that - suddenly that anxiety. From that time
Dr: =
you know I - 1 was not getting proper (inaudible).
0 0
 I see. Can you tell me with the attack of (inaudible)
do you get sweating.
P:
hail.
No.
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Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
= chest pain?
No, (1.0) ^ chest pain. Sometimes feel. =
= With the fat igue?
Ya.
(2.0)
Q Q
Dr: O.K. Would you like to lie down?
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Interview 24
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IraqiOBDI
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Single PakistaniFemaleAF40 Nurse
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Dr: O.K. Good morning AF40. =
o
P: =  Good morning, doc 
Dr:
r -  O
tor.
E::h Last time you’ve been admitted
to the hospital - with this probl
P:
em? 
0 0 
Yes.
Can you tell =
Dr: =  me what exactly has happened - what was the:: e::h
cause of that eh problem?
(LO)
P: I have started from the before allergy, =
Dr: =  Y es.
P: allergy (chrinitis)
Dr: Allergic (chri 
P:
Dr:
nitis)?
0 0 
Allergic - allergic (chrinitis) =  
o o 
Yes.
P: =  and running nose for - I think for eh six months, =
o o
Dr: Yes.
P: =  and after six months. =  
o o
Dr: Hum Hum
P: = This was at the - at the time (inaudible) started (inaudible) =
0 o 
Dr: Ha Ha
P: and then I started - 1 went to accident unit and
they told me you have asthma. 
Dr: I see.
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P: They have diagnosed it asthmatic attack. Then,
they admit me with high fever - with atopy, asthmatic 
attack =
Dr: Ha Ha
and they have given - me Solu-cortef - AminophyllineP:
Dr: Ha Ha
P: =  it was started from here Cortisone.
0 0
Dr: I see. So, that was the - the - the first thing was 
allergy followed by =
P: Ya.
Dr: =  broncho-spa 
P:
sm?
Broncho-spa
Dr:
P:
sm.
0 o
Ya. (1.0) I see. (1.0) And then.
since then you’ve been on and off
having and I ’m using on and off
to this problem?
On and off, ya. I ’m 
also|m edisen[ j
and I ’m taking ^  since that time since ten years cortisone. =
Dr: =  Cortisone 
P:
Dr:
P:
interrup
since ten years? 
Cortisone since ten
ted?
Not continuous.
years.
Continuous or
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Dr:
P:
Dr:
Interrup ted? 
o 0
Ya. Not contin uous.
I see. I see. j\V hat other
::h substances that you are allergie to - ^ any ^ p a r  -
- allergie to ?particular stuff ^you  are sensitive to
P:
Dr:
P:
Sensitive from the dust.
Du St?
Mostly from the dust, ya. If I will clean home 
or I will come here or (inaudible) and then I will start to -
have this asthmatic
Dr:
P:
allergy, 
o o
I see. Does humidity bring this problem to you
or paintings, chemicals? 
o o
Ya, paintings, all sorts.
Dr: O.
((telephone rings))
K. A n d ............
P: ^  You see, my father was also suffering from this. =  
Dr: =  ^Sam e ^problem?
^Sam e I asthmatic problem. Since I came in
m*
Abu Dhabi, three - four years I was O.K. and after four 
years from the allergy - 1 started suffering - from the 
allergic asthma.
P:
Dr: Do you think is worse - here 
P:
m
No.
Abu Dhabi or =
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Dr: =  worse in Pakistan?
(1.0)
P: Worse here.
Dr: Here. But when you go there
P:
for vacation, =  
Pakistan I am better.
Dr:
P:
Dr:
=  you improve? =
= Ya. I improve. 
0 0
I see.
P: =  I have done all to take the vaccination in Pakistan. = 
o o 
Dr: =  I see.
P: One year - they gave me - vaccination injection.
I was O.K. for three years. I was not taking any 
medicine.
Dr: Ha Ha
P:
Dr:
After that vaccination?
After that again, ya, vaccination I think -
I never be (inaudible) So
Why didn’t you try again - to
have been vaccinated? =
P: =  ^Y a, I will try again and use that
Dr:
P: =  again (inaudible).
^because since two years =
O Ô
Ya.
Dr: =  I s ee.
Now, I am still taking Ventolin inhaler. Ventolin
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(inaudible) especially morning and evening and then -
after this sort of breathing. =
0 0 
Dr: =  I see.
« o 
P: Ya.
Dr: ^ Is  it worse during winter or
P:
summer?
During
winter. =
Dr: =  During 
P:
Dr:
winter?
Ha During summer I improve.
Summer you improve? =
o 0
P: =  During summer I improve.
(3.0)
Dr: O.K. And you are currently on ventolin and - 
sometimes Steriod? =
mes?
P:
O 0
=  Ya.
Dr:
0
Someti
P:
Dr:
P:
Ventolin inhaler - Ventolin tablets and I am taking
Bricanyl also. Aminophylline I cannot take it but I have (inaudible), 
o 0
= I see. (1.0) O.K. Any::: since your job you are a
nurse, 
0 0 
Ya.
do you think any peculiar stuff in hospital =
Dr: =  can (pres ) this or - medication or - like
Penicillin, powder or things like that?
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p 
Dr:
P:
: ^No, no,
^ya. (1.
sometimes it can - with powder.
^ I t  can cause - with the powder,
0) And this fresh air (inaudible) and perfumes - special perfumes?
Fresh air, powder, all perfumes 
especially, ya, when I am using perfumes 
when I will start to give powder also it will go into my nose.
I start to
Dr:
have
You got. So, that it’s - it’s ^  good that you know these e::h 
stuffs that can (pres ) - the attack so that you
can avoid
P:
it?
Avoid it, ya, ((laughing)) because when 
I came from (inaudible) - 1 have this attack ever since 
I ’ve (inaudible). So, from that I started.
Dr: You started?
P: Ya. =
Q 0  &
Dr: =  Ya. jBut the attack usually I is not particularly severe? =
P: =  ^N o , ^ n o t
Dr:
severe. 
0 4
Is not severe. (1.0) O.K. [Thank you
very much AF40.
P:
0 0
Dr: Yes.
J^Thanks a lot. O.K. Thank you. 
Thank you.
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Interview 25*
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IraqiMaleOBDI
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationAgeSexName
Married IndianFemaleSLF40 Secretary
*Note: The patient in this interview is difficult to hear, and the transcription, therefore, should be 
treated with great caution.
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Dr: O.K. Um What’s your name? =  
0 0 
P: =  SLF40.
Dr: Sa - SLF40? =
P: =  SLF40.
Dr: SLF40. You are Indian, 
P:
(1.0)
yes?
Ya.
Dr: Ha What is the problem - tell me? =
P: =  ^  The problem comes two years ^  with
high blood sug
Dr:
0 O
P: Now I am forty.
ar.
By the way, how old are you?
Dr: You are for 
P:
ty?
Ya. =
Dr: =  O.K. So, what is the probl em?
P: Pregnancy I have second
pregnancy - after that I was O.K.
Dr: Ha Ha
So, so
So, you have two child
P: =
Dr:
P:
Dr: =  Yeah. One - how old? 
P: First one twelve years. =
ren?
o o
Two children.
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Dr: = Hum
P:
p -  6
Hum
Second one seven.
Dr: Second one sev
P:
Dr: =  O.K.
en?
0 o
Hum.
P: So, ^  this second delivery time I have =
Dr: =  Ye 
P:
ah.
Dr:
P:
sugar. So:::, after that I was O.K.
N o w ................
^You have the high sugar during second
pregnan cy?
Second pregnancy.
Dr: =  I see. What about the first?
P: First one ^  no problem no sugar.
Dr: There was 
P:
no ^  sugar in the first pregnancy? 
No sugar.
Dr: =  So, you had it in the second - pregnancy? =
P: =  Pregna ncy.
o o
Dr: O.K. Have you been on a treatment? =
P: =  No, no need they said no need only control 
your food. =
Dr: =  Only diet con
P:
trol?
Not (inaudible). =
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Dr: =  I
P:
see.
After delivery - blood-sugar always ninety 
hundred like that - and fasting was O.K. =
Dr: =  I fsee.
P: But now it’s two years - again I have started.
Dr: Ha Ha ^W ithout ^ th is  time ^  without pregnancy? =
P: =  Ya, without pregnancy. —
Dr: =  Ha Ha
P: So::: first time after controlling food, ^  eh then, it
Dr:
was always only - one-fifty - one-
With the diet.
forty.
With the diet? =
Ha Ha
Always I am getting this (inaudible). 
I see. Ha Ha
(inaudible) to doctor Fuad =
P: =  Ha 
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P: =
o 0
Dr: Hum Hum
P: =  (inaudible) half (Diolin). =
Dr: Daily? =
P: =  Daily.
Dr: Yes.
P: So, taking half (Diolin) - no effect. 
Dr: Ha Ha
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P: So, after that ......................
Dr: How much do you get it to the
half (Diolin)? =
P: =  Half (Diolin) same - same.
(1.0)
Dr: r  Same?
P: L Not coming down - always more - some days five - some days ten more
one - from one - sixty-one - seventy-one - seventy-five like that, 
(inaudible) is not coming down =
Dr: Is
P: =
Dr: I see.
not
but going up whole.
(1.0)
P: So, after that he said two - two (B.P.) - one (B.P.) for each time.
Dr: Ha
P:
Ha
It was one (B.P.) also some - not coming down.
Dr: Ha Ha
P: So, again two (B.P.).
Dr: Yes.
P: Even two (B.P.) also no better.
Dr: No, ......................
P: One-eighty - one-ninety.
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Dr: Ha
P:
Ha
So, again (inaudible) told me to take two (B.P.) (Diolin)
and
Dr: =  I see.
P: (inaudible) and checked blood-sugar one ninety-five.
five? =
o 0
One ninety-five.
Dr: One ninety-
P:
(2.0)
Dr: So:::
P: (inaudible).
Dr: So, you are currently on two tablets =  
P: Two (B.P.).
Dr: =  (Diolin) twice a day?
P: ^F our (Diolin), ^fbur (Diolin)
Dr:
a day.
Yeah, two twice a day
that’s four? =
P: =  Ha
Dr: And then Glucophage 
P:
Dr: Four also?
two?
Four.
P: Two (B.P.).
Dr: Two (B.P.). This is the five hundred milli 
P:
gram?
Ya.
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o o
Dr: =  Yes. And still the sugar is one hundred 
ninety-five?
P: But I am not taking e::h sugar or these things. Controlling - 1 am
not controlling more - also not - not taking more. But I am taking
little sugar, 
o o
Dr: Little?
P: Ha (inaudible)
o 0
Dr: Right.
P: (inaudible)
Dr: Ha Ha And the period is normal?
P: Period normal, (inaudible)
Dr: Ya, I think. Do you think this - this tension related to Glucophage?
P:
When did you start to have Gluco
one hour - one year.
phage?
Glucophage nearly
Dr: One year?
o o 
P: Ya.
Dr: Do you have this trouble with this tension sin 
P:
Dr: Since one year also?
ce when ...? 
This tension?
P: No, 
Dr:
P:
no.
Is it related - my question - is it re lated .............
I am thinking - 1 am thinking.
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Dr: Ah You are thinking that is related. =
P: =  Because you know I am thinking it causes some problem
or not.
Dr: Not (inaudible). This Glucophage sometimes cause - causes gastric trouble 
P: Ya.
Dr: =  causes stomach trouble. That’s why I am asking whether it is related
to Glucophage or not.
(1.0)
P: Maybe after this
Dr:
Glucophage (inaudible).
Maybe you think maybe. I see.
P: But I - I am not taking full diet - full diet I am not taking.
Dr: Do you have - sometimes ^  bad pain in the 
P:
Dr: Whereabouts - which?
^stomach? 
Bad pain.
P: In the whole body (inaudible) after that I am feeling O.K.
Dr: Right. Is it related to fatty meat? (3.0) Do you think?
o o 
P: No.
Dr: You don’t. (2.0) I see. Any other serious illnesses in the past, (2.0) 
operation?
P: No. (inaudible)
Dr: I see. O.K. (3.0) How many children..................? =
0 0
P: =  Two.
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Dr: Two. They are heal
P:
thy?
They are healthy.
Dr: And the father is not diabetic, your father, your 
mother?
P: No, no nobody.
Dr: No history of diabetes in the
P:
0 0
Dr: O.K. Thank you:::
family?
No, no, no history.
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Interview 26*
Doctor
Name Sex Nationality
OBDI Male Iraqi
Patient
Name Sex Age Marital Status Nationality Occupation
LIF34 Female 34 Married Palestinian Secretary
*Note: Although both doctor and patient in this interview are native speakers o f Arabic, the 
patient expressed a preference for the consultation to be conducted in English.
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Dr: E:::h (3.0) What’s your name?
P: LIF34 (inaudible). =
Dr: =  How old are you?
P: ((laughing)) Um I am very old. ((laughing)) Thirty- 
four. =
0 o
Dr: =  Thirty-four. O.K. Now you tell me what is the 
problem? Why did you come to the hospital?
P: I have lots of problems. I
have i pains.
^M ost important ^ones? =
P: =  Most important ones. I have pain here. Sometimes
(3.0) this and sometimes - going up to my ear 
very often, =
Dr:
o 0
Dr: Ha Ha
P: =  and I am afr 
Dr:
P:
a id ...............
How often -
>
Î
Dr: =  ^Twice a day, three times ^ a
P:
^ I ’d like to know?
Very - very often, almost daily. 
day?
Almost daily. =
Dr: =  Almost daily. How long does it last?
P: Um Well, sometimes, very long time, sometimes a
short time, 
o o
Dr: Hm Hm Right. (1.0) And any other associated
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problem with it, difficulty in swallowing, ch
P:
oking?
E:::h Choking, yes.
Dr: Ha
P:
Ha
choking very of
Dr:
ten =  
o o 
Ha Ha
P: =  and sometimes coughing -
Dr:
I feel - something here spits in here 
Q 0
Ha Ha
P: =  whatever and with pain after first coughing and e:::h 
sometimes I feel - some dropping things. I think
it’s resulted from a
Dr:
P:
pain.
^You feel ^ something
0 0
Dr: =  I see. Since how long did it start
P:
long time.
Dr: How long Ya’ni one year two yea 
P:
Yes. =  
to have a pain?
Well, it’s been a long -
rs?
^  No, years ^maybe::: five.
(3.0) 
o ^  c
years.
And I feel something wrong (1.0) (inaudible)
Dr: Five 
P:
Dr:
P: =  moving a n d .............  =
Dr: =  I’ll see that. (2.0) E::h What job you are doing?
something =  
I (will).
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P: I am a secretary.
Dr: You are secretary. Where?
(1.0)
P: Nowhere now.
Dr: No
P:
where.
I stopped working on (1.0) in December -
because of the - my health problem and some other
problems. (1.0) So, e:::h I thought of - seeing the doctors =  
0
Dr: Ye
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
s.
so, that I ^  get rid of my pain, ^  my sickness 
and then start again with a new job.
Very goo
o 0
=  O.K.
d.
I hope it doesn’t take ((laughing)) a long time. =
P: And because my husband got sick of no job.
((laughing))
Dr: So, this decision - you are going to make after this 
interview?
(1.0)
P: Ya, I hope ((laughing)) so.
0 0
Dr: O.K. You are married, yes?
P: Yes. =
Dr: =  And you have children? =
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P: =  No.
(1.0)
Dr: r You don’t 
P:
(1.0)
have ^children. 
No children.
Dr: ^W hy - ^w hy you want
P:
 .
No, ^  I don’t know why.
Dr: =  Ah But you want children - yourself?
(1.0)
P: Well - 1 am not eager for chi 
Dr:
Idren. 
0 0
I see
But eh (inaudible) bad =
P: =  to get children. =
0 o
Dr: =  Right. (1.0) And your period is normal?
(1.0)
P: Eh No, it’s not normal. I ’ve been to several eh doctors. 
I ’ve been to Comiche hospital - to e::h Nur hospital 
to Dr Bhatia.
Dr: Ha
P: =
f  0
Ha =
Dr:
P:
But e::h I did not benefit at (inaudible) that time. There’s something - 
good changing - changes but ^bad  changes ^have occurred like pain.
(2.0) I started feeling pains in my - =  
r  Tummy, yeah.
L tummy very often now. Before it was too severe
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before the period - the period sometimes after a few - 
a few days now. But now it’s (1.0) ^  during the 
period, =
(1.0)
Dr: During the 
P:
period.
e::h ^  after the period - before the
period - almost everyday. I don’t know what are the pains - =
o o 
Dr: Right.
P: =  what causes the pains. Eh One of the doctors Dr Bhatia she
told me e::h from gases. But gases do - do affect the - ^  the bottom 
of the tumm y*?
Dr: It can.
(1.0)
P: Too much?
Dr: Especially if - it goes up - as well. (1.0) It remains in the 
lower tummy, then, it radiates up. It might be relieved. =  
P: =  No, jit (inaudible)
Dr:
is different matter.
P: I feel it is either (1.0) down ^  at the bottom of the
But if it is ^always in the lower tummy - ^that
tummy ^  and sometimes it just goes to my back -
Dr:
P: The pain will be in my tummy and in my back.
in my back, 
o o 
I see.
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P:
Dr:
P:
It’s very - sometimes - it occurs up here (1.0) but it’s not - 
often. =
Dr: = But it’s always related to the period - before or 
after?
P: Before, no before - during the period I used to get the pain.
Dr: Ha Ha Now?
But now - like yesterday - before
yesterday I got the pain. =
0 Ô
Dr: =  Not related?
P: Not related. (1.0) Um Before - what happened
also I got severe pains - for three days - continuous
(1.0) and ^  I don’t know - ^  you are the
doctor
Dr:
and
So, recently it is not related to the period?
P: No, (1.0) ^during the period I go - 1 get the pain
(1.0) but also I am getting it -
Do you have discharge? (1.0) Any
in the two years.
In the two years, yes. 
thing coming out?
No. =
Dr: =  No, not 
P:
e : :h .........
In the recent years. =
Dr: =  Nothing at all. (2.0) Do you have fever with this pain (1.0) temperature? 
P: I don’t know. I - ^  I think - 1 don’t get fever. =
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^before?
Dr: =  ^You don’t get ^fever?
P: No, I - 1 (ever).
((laughing))
Dr: Any serious illnesses in the past?
(1.0)
o o
P: In the past, no.
(1.0)
Dr: ^  Have you been to the hospital
P: No, it’s just my
period that’s my problem - heavy problem. But e::h during e::h
the last one or two years - especially this - this recent period few
months I - 1 am not myself - my body - it’s not - normal. So, I get
sudden pains e::h I get now I am getting pains in
my back and my feet. I have a problem in the
neck with e::h I - I don’t know what is called, cervical disc? =
0 0 
Dr: =  Cervical disc.
P: And eh I ’ve been to Al-Nur hospital. E::h I ’ve been treated. But the pain 
was coming and going very often. E::h It’s much better - 1 mean it’s much 
less because when I got the pain at the beginning I just stood without 
moving at all. I couldn’t. =
Dr: =  ^  Did they do x-rays ^  to the neck?
P: They made x-rays I mean here also it’s pain. =
Dr: =  When was the date?
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P: It was in December last - last year. 
Dr: What did they say?
(1.0)
P: E::h I don’t know in Arabic 
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr: =  Palestinian. (2.0) Rig 
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
(inaudible)
Disc problem or
(inaudible). =
I see. Yes. (1.0) You are Lebanese? Are you
ht.
Leban?
o o
No, Palestinian.
So I have some other problems 
in my back - my lower back and I think the doctor in 
two - two weeks ago made x-rays ^  to the upper part 
and the lower part. He said nothing wrong. ^  But I ’m 
afraid it - could it be for it’s kidney or something 
like that. But I get it too much and it’s painful - really painful 
on the - on the sides and sometimes spreading and sometimes 
just e::h next to the:: to the - to the my - my spine.
(1.0)
This is the lower back - lo w er ?
Ya, here. ^ I t ’s been a long time I fell
down on this - area, =
o 6 'y
Ha Ha
P: =  but the doctors - I ’ve been to two doctors - three doctors
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Dr:
P:
who said the - the bones nothing wrong with them e::h
nothing - they will Ya’ni anything re la tes   =
=  If it is the kidney, then, usually it’s associated with burning - 
urine - pain when you pass urine - and usually on one side -
not - at the back on both sides. And usually comes down to =  
So, what - w h a t ?
Dr: =  the: : lower - 
P:
tummy, 
ya.
Dr: And also might be sometimes whatever it could fever - shivering
(1.0) but all these you don’t have.
0 .0)
P: Then, what - what are those thi
Dr:
problem (inaudible) quite
P:
ngs?
Yeah, back ache is very common 
common.
I think I ’m still - 1 think
I ’m still younger than this =  
Dr: ((laughing))
P: =  this is happens to me 
Dr:
everyday - every two days. 
0 Ù
Ya, ya.
P: It - you know I am annoyed. (2.0) ^  The time when I sleep ^  
0 e 
Dr: Yes.
P: =  I wake up very tired - ve::ry tired ^  with 
Dr:
^ain.
This is only
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recen tly?
P: No, it’s been a long time. =
Dr: =  And these aches and pains is only recent or - 
long time?
P: No, it’s been a long time - long - long time - and I used to
think that everybody ((laughing)) is patient. But then ((laughing))... =
Dr: =  ^D o you have joint pains - small -
P:
^joints?
Sometimes (2.0) from 
writing and typing here and here. So, ^w hy are - ^  I don’t ^  why are those
things?
((telephone rings))
Dr: Eh Did you say that the period is not regular? =  
0 o 
P: =  No.
(1.0)
o o
Dr: ^ H o w  often do you ^ g e t it? (4.0) O.K. How often do 
you get the period?
P: The period I get it e::h sometimes twice a week - twice a 
week (1.0) and sometimes once a month. (1.0) But it’s not 
regular it’s always e::h preceding period - for several days - 
ten days sometimes fifteen days - twelve days - 
eight days.
Dr: You mean fifteen days late ? =
P: =  No.
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Dr: Befor
P:
e?
Before. =  
o 0
Dr: =  Before. It’s all right.
P: And sometimes the period comes to me one week in between.
o o 
Dr: I see.
P: It’s - active - habit. I don’t know, ((laughing))
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Interview 27
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IraqiMaleOBDI
Patient
OccupationMarital Status NationalityAgeSexName
Single British StudentLUF16 Female
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Dr: E:::h Good afternoon - LUF16.
P: =  Good aftemo
Dr:
P: Sixteen.
r- 0
on.
How old are you?
Dr: Sixteen. (1.0) Very good. E::h Can you tell me -
what is your e::h problem? ^  What is your problem? 
Why did you (came) - come here? =
P: =  E::h I ’ve been having - I ’ve been having headache 
for the past two years =
Dr: Ha
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
Ha
eh on the right - side of my ear - head. =
=  Mainly on your - ^  on the right side of 
your head?
And that - it had been associa - associated with vomiting 
nausea and dizzi - dizzin ess.
I see. Very good. E::h Have you seen 
a doctor before? Did they tell you what is your - 
real problem?
P: Yeah. I was eh advised to go and see a doctor and I
was e::h diagnosed as having e:::h migraine.
Dr: Migraine. Very good. ^H ave you been given treatment
^ fo r th
P:
at?
Yes, I ’ve been given treatment and I ’m all
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right now.
Dr: So, it was useful?
0 o 
P: Yes. =
Dr: =  Very good. (1.0) Right. And eh any other serious 
illnesses in the past or operations or anything else?
P: No, no. =
Dr: =  No problem. (1.0) Very good. O.K.
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Interview 28*
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IndianTMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationAgeSexName
Married Indian ElectricianMaleKM40
*Note: The patient in this interview is extremely difficult to hear, therefore, the transcription should 
be treated with great caution.
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Dr: ^  You are the first time you come in this clinic? =
P: =  E::h Actually what happened I - 1 (inaudible)
But at the beginning of April (inaudible) I came here.
Within e::h within three - after three days I made ver - very - 
bad - bad accident. =
Dr: Hum Hum
P: =  (inaudible) Then eh doctor - doctor Nair
examined me. But eh when I was in Abu Dhabi, I couldn’t 
improve (inaudible). Eh I was under extremest pain
^  and chest of
Dr:
too much 
0 0 
Hum Hum
pain.
P: Then, (inaudible) I was worried. So, I went to Bombay and
could see doctor in Bombay not 
Dr: ^
(1.0)
P: E::h August. =
P ’s Wife: (inaudible)
Dr: =  August you met eh doctor 
P:
o c
Dr: Hum
d octo r...............
When was that? ^
Nair?
Again (inaudible) =
P: =  to examine whether why I get a pain here. Then, he again
(inaudible) fracture - fracture here - bruise and fracture - fracture here. 
That is (inaudible) inside and which (inaudible) either - either two sides
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of pain here (inaudible) I feel my pain here. (1.0) But nowadays eh I’m
- I ’m - missing my pul
Dr:
P:
se.
o o
Mmm (3.0) Is the::
- is the pain eh coming on when you:::: walk or go =  
No.
Dr: =  upstairs? Nothing like that ^  only when you take a
deep breath? ^
P: Ya, when take deep breath I feel I ’m not I - 1
don’t get pain but I ’m not comforta
Dr:
ble. 
o o
Ya. (1.0) ^And
this palpitation ^since when you feel it - this missing 
breath?
(1.0)
P: E:::h Almost three - four months.
Dr: What medicines are you taking now?
(1.0) 
o 0
P: This medicine, ((doctor checking the medicine))
(1.0)
Dr: Ha ^  When was that? ^
P ’s Wife: That was in the:::
P: Same time when I was in - in accident,
o o
Dr: Hum When you feel tension you are taking
P:
these?
Ya, but this
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medicine (inaudible).
Dr: Before this e::h pain - (inaudible) can you tell anything else? 
P: E::h Only when I ’m missing b - breath.
Dr: That’s a
P:
11?
That’s all.
0 0
Dr: That’s all. Can you just lie down?
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Interview 29
Doctor
Name Sex Nationality
TMIN Male Indian
Patient
Name Sex Age Marital Status Nationality Occupation
AM45 Male 45 Married Syrian Official
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Dr:
Y
Yes. ^  What’s your problem?
(1.0)
vmess =
Q O
Hum Hum
P: Actually I feel eh some hea 
Dr:
P: =  sometimes eh frequent =  
o o 
Dr: Hum
P: =  and pain at the back. =  
o 0
Dr: Hum Hum
P: =  ^This is e:::h ^  this is the - the most case.
Sometimes for - for eh very rare cases.
0 0 
Dr: Hum
P: These five - six - seven days maybe : : : =
Dr: =  More?
P: more, ^ya.
Dr: (inaudible) ^  How long have you been having these -
complaints - how many mon
P:
ths?
Really - actually this - before I faced
some problem like that and I made that (inaudible) 
in July - in June =
Dr: June.
P: =  in the polyclinic, =  
o o 
Dr: =  Hu
P:
m
but they found the result - negative.
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o c
Dr: Hum
P: You see. But
Dr:
P:
proble
Dr: =  Before Ju 
P:
days =  
o o 
Dr: Hum
P: =  I feel - like continuous. =
e:::h
So, from June you are having it - these 
ms?
Before - before June ya’ni. =  
ne?
o 0
Before June. (1.0) But this - with - within ten
Dr: Hum 
P:
Dr:
Hum
^You see. ^Something like pre ssure 
0 0 
Hum
and eh some heaviness =
P: =  sometimes that I feel some - feel e:::h =
Dr: Back?
P: =  pain at the back, ya.
Dr: Do you have any pain in your head? =
P: =  ^N o t always, ^sometimes anything like that.
Dr: Any palpitation, feel your heart beating very hard?
(1.0)
P: Well e::h I can’t e::h remember ya’ni but I feel eh 
sometimes - ^this case ya’ni is ^ya’ni covered 
everything I cannot consider all any attacking (1.0).
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I went to Al-Salam clinic before but doctor (inaudible). 
Dr: You get any pain after you have your food (1.0) ^food,
P:
^ o u  after meal? 
No, no, no, no.
Dr: No? =
P: =  No.
Dr: Do you have diabetes or - high blood-pressure?
(1.0)
P: ^  Blood-pressure,
Dr:
P:
no. I don’t have.
Before, before?
No, no my pressure
was always down even this time is more - more than low. 
Dr: Do you smoke?
P: No,
Dr:
no.
Did you make the blood test (1.0) in the clinic? 
(1.(0
P: I made it in the clinic when eh renewed that e:::h 
Dr: Ha That’s all?
P: This e::h 
Dr:
P:
this (inaudible) card.
Not the::: not in the Adco clinic (1.0)
blood-sugar a n d ......................... ?
Eh It’s referred - referred by e:::h polyclinic.
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Dr: Ya,
P:
ya.
I was referred by the clinic. =
Dr: =  But did they do any blood-test for - sugar and cholesterol
(1.0)
P: Eh Actually that was for AIDS I believe.
Dr:
P: Ha
That’s for a l iv e r ..........
Ha Ha That is different.
Dr: You - you have to get some tests.
P: Ya
Dr: eh like e:::h x-ray test. I don’t think this pain is
from the - from your heart. =
0 0
P: =  Ha Ha
Dr: It moves here, no? Looks like eh stomach area.
P: Ha Ha
Dr: It’s probably from there =
o o
P: Mmm
Dr: =  and you should not be taking more (inaudible).
P: Aspirin?
Dr: Aspirin (Volterin).
P: H:::a Aspirin. Actually I take sometimes half (inaudible) ^ in  the T.V. 
Dr: Ha
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Interview 30
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IndianTMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Married HousewifeIndianFemaleMF35
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Dr: What - ^  ^when do you have your headache, ^
^your headache?
(1.0)
P: AH is I put my head like this - and e::h
^  one side got (inaudible) up. ^  This e::h I stopped them - 
like this one. ^  One day I wanted to get up, I couldn’t 
get up from the bed. A: ill the room was turning. I called 
my nephew so I ring (inaudible) doctor. The doctor told me 
to took - take ^double and ^ i f  at ten o’clock you are not 
all right, come to our clinic. After ten o’clock I slept 
little in the room.
Dr: And the room - spinning around
you?
P:
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
No: : before it was too much.
Vomiting? =
=  ^ N o  vomiting - ^ n o  vomiting. I don’t (inaudible)
only this 
Nausea - nausea?
No, no only this (1.0)
dizziness I have.
Dr: Since how many years long?
P: Since I have been operated. You know
they blistered this (inaudible) nerve when they made the - here
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now almost nine years’ time =
0 0
Dr: Hum
P: =  ten years. I am all right. ^  But this dizziness kills
Dr:
me .... 
o o
Mmm
<
P: =  2 ^  when they made this (inaudible) ulcer then I had injection. ^
Dr: =  Are you taking any other medicine?
P: =  No, nothing.
Dr: Nothing 
P:
else.
But to take list of j 7 x  tam i: nsj
long - four years. (1.0) Now I stop
Dr:
it.
Hum
for how 
twheni
P: =  feel too tired
(1.0)
o a
Dr: Yes.
P: =  like this - unbalanced like this - then I take
one - when I have
Dr:
this high blood pressure (inaudible). 
Check your blood pressure.
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Interview 31
Doctor
NationalitySexName
IndianMaleSMIN
Patient
Marital Status Nationality OccupationSex AgeName
Married Indian Bank OfficerJM45 Male
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Dr: E::h Hello. Umm I’m doctor SMIN. I’m cardiologist.
Can you, please, tell me your name and your occupation? 
And e:::h why you came to the hospital and how you 
feel now?
P: Um My name is JM45 (inaudible). I ’m working in a
bank as an officer. (2.0) And e::h I was e::h (2.0) having
^  some heart attack
Dr:
for
O Q
Mmm
about one week I was =
P: =  in the hospital. (1.0) The docto - doctor I have got in 
e:h critical treatment every now two - two months. (1.0) 
So, today is my consult day - ^  just I came to
see ^  the doctor for
Dr:
P:
Dr:
P:
having treatment.
How do you feel after treatment if it is
goo
go
d or it i s ................
I feel very - very good - very
od.
You take all medicine regularly?
^ e s ,  sir. ^ I  take all
medicine regularly.
o 0
Dr: Ya. So, you have - do you have high blood pressure, 
diabetes before or e:::h? =
P: =  E::h ^ N o , nothing of that sort.
Dr: What - did you smoke before?
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P: No. (2.0) No - smoking or drinking - or anything of that sort.
(1.0)
Dr: Anybody in the family has eh some
heart disease?
^N o , ^no , no. =
you have th is  ?
Ya, this is the first time.
P:
Dr: You are the first time 
P:
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Interview 32
Doctor
NationalitySexName
Male IndianSMIN
Patient
Marital Status OccupationNationalityAgeSexName
Married S. AdministratorM ale IndianSM57
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Dr: Good morning.
P: ^  Good morning.
Dr: How are you?
P: Fin e.
Dr: Can you tell me your name and your occupation?
P: SM57 - senior administrator - finance
department.
Dr: How long you are in: : : ^  Abu Dhabi? =
P: =  Twenty::: - six years.
(2.0)
Dr: Please, tell us why you came to the: : 
hospital first time he re?
P: First time I - had chest pain -
and eh breathing trouble.
Dr: Eh What was the diagnosis made at that time?
(1.0)
P: They said it’s - some cardiac infection.
(2.0)
Dr: Um ^  Can you remember which year you had 
cardiac infection?
P: October nineteen (1.0) ninety-one.
(1.0)
Dr: ^  After that how did you feel? mean are
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you ^  coming to the hospital regularly?
(2.0)
P: E::h According to the appointment - not in the (inaudible). 
0 0
Dr: Hum So, how are you feeling now? (1.0)
^  Your (inaudible) are better or you’ re
P:
Dr:
e:::h ?
Yes, of course
it is better. But eh sometimes I ’m having palpita tion =
o o
Hum
P: =  and e::h slight pain, sometimes, not always on 
the left side of the chest - and e::h when I walk
I’m having e::h sort of gripping - feeling in my stoma
Dr:
ch,
Ha
Yes, (1.0) others
P: =  not much in the chest but in the stomach, 
o o
Dr: I see. ^  It’s only when you walk? ^
P: ^Ya, when ^ I  exert. =  
o p. c 
Dr: =  Exer t?
P:
Dr:
or high blood-pressure?
P: ^N o . Actually I had ^ a  low blood-pressure.
(1.0)
o __
Dr: Umm Do you have e::h ^  (inaudible) smoker?
P: Yes, of course.
no.
Do you have daibetl s
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Dr: Um Do you any::: lung problems like asthma or:::
bronchitis?
P: ((laughing)) I am not sure because (1.0) of course
I had e::h whe - 1 - 1 - have got deep eh when I have
deep eh brxt
Dr: Hum
P: =  it is difficult to get a deep breath then.
(1.0)
Dr: You know what tablets or medicine you’ re 
taking?
(2.0)
P: At - at the moment I am taking e::h Rina 
Dr:
tec, =
O 0
Hum
P: =  Isordil.
o o 
Dr: Hum
P: Then long time I am taking e:::h (1.0) Moduretic =
o o 
Dr: Hum
P: =  and af - and e::h hund - hundred and fifty milligrams
Aspir in =
o o
Dr: Aspirin.
P: =  and night sa - e::h (Resto ) eight
hundred milli.
(1.0)
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Dr: ^  You said what is your age?
P: My age is now at the moment - 1 am e::h
fifty-seven.
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